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Abstract 
A summary of the homogeneous 5D universe model is expressed in the Dirac 
second-order quantized representation for the magnetic monopoles, identi-
fied in terms of the Higgs Bosons, and through systematic ordered excitations 
of the Higgs vacuum obtained the non-homogeneous 4D Lorentz manifolds 
filled with masses, corresponding to making space dimension reduction pro-
jections, and thus realization of Newtonian gravity, followed by the 3D space 
symmetry breaking into 2D × 1D that produces the Perelmann-entropy and 
Ricci-Flow mappings, resulting in the realization of Poincare spheres, re- 
presented by nucleus such as Carbon 12, all the way to stars, and matter filled 
discs, such as stars in galaxies and 2D carbon-based molecular structures 
like nitrogenous bases. Finally, the forming of RNAs and DNAs, then life 
forms. 
 
Keywords 
Magnetic Monopoles, Higgs Bosons, Space Reduction Projections, Perelmann 
Mappings, Nitrogenous Bases and Life Forms 

 

1. Introduction 

The 4D inhomogeneous Lorentz manifold was obtained by a space dimension 
projection from a 5D homogeneous space-time manifold [1]. This topological 
projection is irreversible and is shown to be mathematically equivalent to the 
Perelmann-entropy Ricci-flow mappings [2] [3] in deriving the donut and the 
spherical 4D Lorentz mass distributions [4]. It was further shown via the dimen-
sion reduction projections, the 5D manifold must become a 4D-Lorentz mani-
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fold with direct products to the superposition of the Semi-simple Compact Lie 
Groups SU(2) + SU(3), as the McGlinn theorem [5] must be obeyed. This topo-
logical result is in complete agreement to the Gell-Mann standard model [6]. It 
was then further shown that by applying Lorentz gauge invariance, in conjunc-
tion with deriving the Gluon fields as the tensor products of the 4 Electromag-
netic vector potentials, the hadron masses can be very accurately calculated [1]. 
On top of that achievement, the neutron oscillation was also obtained [7]. As the 
4 electromagnetic vector potentials satisfy the 4D homogeneous Klein-Gordon 
differential equation, the 5D homogeneous 2nd-order differential equation must 
generate 5 vector potentials instead of just 4. This extra component of the solu-
tion was originally proposed by Maxwell [8] and was coined as the magnetic 
monopole potential. It was relatively recent that we have derived its explicit form 
[9]. It was then possible to derive the explicit monopole unit as +2ec and −2ec. 
Where they were the product from two oppositely charged, opposite momenta 
along the 3D spherical radius, and massless spinor solutions to the Dirac linea-
rized 5D equation. Because of the opposite momenta of the spinor pair, this 
magnetic monopole magnitude must be carried by two Diagonal Long Range 
Ordered Bosons with opposite magnitudes. Since each charged massless spinor 
like a neutrino has quantized momentum and energy, these massless charge 
neutral Bosons also carry energy, despite being in the Bose-Einstein condensed 
state. It is this mathematical feature that makes them equivalent to the Higgs 
Bosons [10]. And they must completely fill the homogeneous 5D manifold. 
Hence on recognizing the universe as a Big Bang, started with absolutely noth-
ing, that is no time and no space, the homogeneous 5D universe must be given 
by a Higgs vacuum. From which, the creation of mass through space projections 
or the equivalent Perelmann mappings must be equivalent to the excitation of 
this Higgs vacuum. In fact, it was discovered by the CERN supercollider experi-
ment that a 125 GeV proton-proton resonance exists [11] and thus verified both 
the Higgs theory as well as the projection theory [1]. It is through all of these ri-
gorous mathematics and experimental results that we believe it might be helpful 
to represent these monopole-Higgs Bosons in the Dirac second quantized repre-
sentation, so that we can further clearly show why there is only energy with no 
net charge, and net monopoles, actually existed in the homogeneous 5D universe 
starting at the beginning in complete agreement to the Big Bang model, and the 
Higgs vacuum. What we have not yet been able to explain after 4D Lorentz ma-
nifolds were created, that the dynamics of the masses within would indeed lead 
to Einstein’s General Relativity [12], with the Gravity tensor equation [13], 
where Einstein postulated the existence of a Cosmic constant. And if it is in 
some way mathematically related and obtained by excitation giving rise to the 
symmetry breaking of the Higgs bosons via either the breaking of their Diagonal 
Long Range Order (DLRO) or the explicit breaking of the charge neutrality, and 
therefore the Bosons itself, such that a charge density distribution term to the 
Gravity tensor equation can be realized and the Einstein Cosmic constant ex-
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plained. And how the truncation on the bosons energy range together with 
choice of remaining 3D space symmetry can result in the natural forming of 
molecules that have natural excitation spectra, that can be divided in turns of 
coherent and de-coherent [14], a very essential philosophical point raised by 
Schrodinger [15]. And lastly at the lowest frequencies how it is correlated to the 
life forms’ DNA spectra [1] [16]. It is these loose ends to the 5D grand unified 
field theory [1] our intension to attempt address in this paper. 

2. The Magnetic Monopoles and the Higgs Bosons 

According to the 5D homogeneous manifold, there must exist 5 vector poten-
tials, represented by the 4 electromagnetic vector potentials and an orthogonal 
5th Maxwell magnetic monopole potential as proposed by Maxwell [8]. The ex-
plicit form of this monopole potential was recently derived by us [9], with the 
magnetic monopole strength given by a DLRO Boson field composed of the 
product from two opposite momentum massless [1], but with e and −e charges 
spinor pair, such that the monopole strengths are given by 

( ) 2ecM + = ; and ( ) 2ecM − = − .                  (1) 

Let us denote in terms of Dirac second quantization representation. 
Let pc   be that of the destructive operator for the charge “e” e-trino with 

momentum p ; and pd−   be that of the destructive operator for the charge “−e” 
anti-e-trino, and with spin indices suppressed. Because e-trino and anti-e-trino 
are massless spinor, despite their name we gave, they are not the conjugate of 
each other, massless spinor does not have corresponding anti-spinor, hence pd−   
and pc   commutes, such that an opposite momentum pair is a Boson with net 0 
momentum and forms a Diagonal Long Range order, with a current magnitude 
of either 2ec, or −2ec, which gives the magnetic monopole strengths. An oppo-
site momentum pair of the same spinor, say e-trino, forms an off-diagonal long 
range order Boson but carries net 0 monopole strength. All massless fields carry 
momentum of hv c , with energy hv. A DLRO e-trino and anti-e-trino pair 
thereby carries net 0 momentum and 0 center of frame energy. It does not mean 
this DLRO pair has no energy. In fact, it has a total energy E of 2 hv. Thus such 
an e-trino and anti-e-trino DLRO pair Boson field must be in the Bose-Einstein 
condensed state. Unlike the photon, as when its momentum is 0, so is its energy. 
Thus the photon cannot exist in the Higgs vacuum, and therefore cannot exist in 
the homogeneous 5D manifold. In another word, inside the 5D domain, we 
cannot have photons. To some this can be viewed as a “black hole” region. Ex-
cept it does not mean photons are sucked into this 5D domain! And definitely 
not equivalent to the concept of a black hole, where matters are sucked in and 
reverted back to pure energy. On the contrary, it verifies Maxwell’s monopole 
theory, that there exists a 5th magnetic monopole potential orthogonal to the 4 
electromagnetic vector potentials, such that it must be a potential along the 
Fermat’s amplitude, resembling the Coulomb potential of a point charge. Hence, 
one can conclude that the electromagnetic fields actually serve as a boundary of 
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the 5D manifold where the monopoles, or the Higgs Bosons exist. 
Because the homogeneous 5D manifold does not have time reversal symme-

try, the creation of matter through the excitation of the Higgs vacuum consti-
tutes an irreversible entropy mapping, the matter then created must then be in 
an inhomogeneous 4D Lorentz manifold, as demonstrated by the Perelmann 
Ricci-flow mapping. Such that no reverse mapping process is allowed. In short 
matter cannot be reverted back to pure energy and the Higgs vacuum completely 
restored. Meaning the concept of a “black hole” as such an infinite sink of matter 
cannot exist in the 5D universe, irrespective of gravity [17] [18]. 

Therefore the ensemble magnitude of ( ) ( )M M+ −  are given in quantum 
term as 

( ) ( )2ec EM N+ = + ; ( ) ( )2ec EM N− = − −             (2) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )0 0E E EN B B∗+ = ; ( ) ( ) ( )0 0E E EN D D∗− =  such that  
( )0 pE pB c d−=    and ( )0 pE pD d c−=   , and  represents the canonical ensem-

ble average. 
As these boson fields are in the Bose-Einstein condensed state, they must be 

the Higgs fields and populate the Higgs vacuum. 

3. Properties of the Higgs Bosons 

To better understand the ( )0EB  and ( )0ED  topologies, let us illustrate in 
Figure 1 with color vectors: pc   as a red vector along r̂+ , from the origin of 
the 5D manifold, and pd−   then as a blue vector also along r̂+ . Then ( )0EB  
would carry a current of 2ec along r̂+ . While ( )0ED  carries a current of −2ec 
also along r̂+ . 

Now let us illustrate in Figure 2 the operations of C  Charge and P  Parity 
acting on ( )0EB  and ( )0ED . 

It is obvious ( )0EBC  changes the r̂+  current to −2ec. In another word 
( ) ( )0 0E EB D=C . 

 

 
(a)                                            (b) 

Figure 1. Illustration of ( )0EB  and ( )0ED . (a) The red line vector from 0, the center 

represents the Boson ( )0EB . (b) The blue line represents the ( )0ED . 
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Figure 2. Illustration of Parity operation on ( )0EB  and ( )0ED . 

The red and blue parallel lines across the circle diameter represent B 

+ D and its image B' + D' due to CPC  . 

 
The parity P  is a mirror image operation. Hence it changes from r̂+ , to 
r̂−  from the manifold center. Thus ( )0EBP  represents ( )0EB′  with r̂−  

rather than ( )0ED . The sum of ( )0EB  and ( )0EB′  results in 0 magnetic 
monopole strength. 

Now let us consider the operation CPC   on ( )0EB . We have  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 0E E E EB D D B′ ′= = =CPC CP C     . Which looks like ( )0ED  but ac-

tually is the parity image of ( )0EB , a distinct state in the 5D manifold. Hence 
starting with any DLRO monopole Boson, CPC   acting successively on it will 
produce the remaining 3 independent of the 4 DLRO Bosons. Since the sum of 

( ) ( )0 0E EB B′+  is equal to having ( ) ( ) 0M M+ + − = . Similarly  
( ) ( )0 0E ED D′+  also resulted in no net magnetic monopole strength. It is this 

result that shows clearly that in the 5D homogeneous manifold we preserve net 0 
magnetic monopole strength, as well as net 0 charges. Hence all that remains in 
the 5D manifold is energy carried by the ( )0EB  and ( )0ED  fields. Thus to-
gether with uncertainty principle, illustrates how the creation of the homogene-
ous 5D universe, must give rise to the Universe’s Big Bang. And all the energies 
are carried by the ( )0EB  and ( )0ED  bosons uniformly covering the 5D as it 
expands with time, thus making up the Higgs vacuum. 

It should be noted that matter need not start being created at the same instant 
as the creation of the homogeneous 5D space-time. In mathematics, only infinity 
and zero can be divided as many times as we like, and this divided set all remain 
infinite and zero each. Thus the Perelmann-Ricci-flow entropy mappings for the 
creation of galaxies by exciting the Higgs vacuum can happen later and sequen-
tially, leaving galaxies well separated. 

4. Excitation of the Higgs Vacuum and Mass Creation  
Example 

The 5D vacuum is filled with ( )0EB  and ( )0ED  bosons in the Bose-Einstein 
condensed state. An excitation requires the breaking of the net 0 momentum of 
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these boson fields. We can do that as an example by changing the p pc d−   pair 
for the ( )0EB  field to q sp pc d+ − +   , where the additional momentum q  and s  
need not be along r̂ . This new pair now has a net center of frame momentum 
of q s+  . Hence it gives rise to a nonzero excitation energy E c q s′ = +  , and 
hence changes the Bose-Einstein distribution for the B or D field to 

1
e 1E kT′ −

 

As long as 0E′ > , the Bose distribution can be expanded in a convergent in-
finite power series, of e Cj− , where C E kT′= , and j = 1, 2, 3, ∙∙∙. [19]. Thus for 

( ) 2E m e c′ ≥ , the rest energy of an electron, with high enough T, that of Bethe 
fusion temperature, matter will be created as suggested by Higgs theory [10]. 
Topologically it must correspond to destroying the 5D homogeneity. Hence is 
equivalent to creating a 4D Lorentz manifold boundary on the 5D manifold. As 
an illustration, let us take q s=   and perpendicular to r̂ , we will obtain a net 
angular momentum 2 oqxr   around 0. Where or

  is the time frozen core radius 
perpendicular to q . Thus this excited angular momentum must be balanced by 
an equal but opposite angular momentum from the rotating masses outside the 
5D domain and in the enclosing 4D Lorentz manifold. While if q s= −  , we 
would result in a creation of a dipole magnetic field, as q  generates a current 
loop with radius or . It is these excitations that correspond to performing the 
Perelmann entropy mappings [2] [3]. By separating the results from the Perel-
mann mappings into preserving the 3D space symmetry, we obtain the Poincare 
sphere, starting in the microscopic scale for the leptons to the nucleus with a 
time frozen 5D core, such as Carbon 12, to the astronomical scale stars and pla-
nets. Hence for an isolated spherical time frozen core, the remainder ( )0EB  
and ( )0ED  fields within must be standing waves, with frequencies obeying 

4 ov nc r= , where or  is the core radius, and n = 1, 2, 3, ∙∙∙. Hence the allowed 
eigen energy E for ( )0EB  and ( )0ED  bosons form a discrete set. This implies 
the smaller the core radius the higher the excitation energy is permitted as long 
as it is less than 4 ohv r . Or in a disc like structure, as corresponding to the Ric-
ci-flow mapping, thus breaking 3D into 2D × 1D, such as represented by the 
SU(3) generators in space to space conformal projection, to that astronomical 
scale the galactic structure. With the standing wave restriction applies to the 2D 
circle only. In fact, this broken 3D space symmetry is represented by SU(3) in 
charge separation between −e and +e obeying gauge invariance. Hence produc-
ing current source that in turn produces the 4 EM potentials. And for a com-
pletely enclosed time frozen 5D void core, it can be elliptical and not solely 
spherical. It is also very reviewing to investigate the amount of total number of 
Bose fields N excited due to Perelmann mappings, and the total energy E′  
used as a function of Temperature T and the frozen time to as measured from 
each sub-5D manifold by integrating E' from the lower cut-off energy Eo, with 
the 3D spherical symmetry, and the number n of new Bosons those of atoms in 
the periodic table created. We obtain 
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( )3

1

4
e3 ojE kTo

j

n ct
N

VkT j

π
−

∞

=
= ∑                      (3) 

( )3
1

4 e
3

ojE kT

o oj

n kTE ct E
V j j
π −

∞

=

 ′ = − 
 

∑                 (4) 

where V is the volume of the Lorentz space. 
N varies with 3

ot , n and inversely with T. Thus the lower T value we have 
more matter including complex matter structures created. 

While from E′  always positve, Eo must be greater than (kT)/j. Meaning Eo 
is discretized as T is fixed. It is this result that created the different stages of cre-
ation. The lower the Temperature T, the lower would be the allowed excited 
spectrum of the B, D bosons. For the initial matter creation at Bethe Fusion 
temperature, n = 2, due to only B and D bosons. Eo should be that of the proton 
pure Quark rest mass, then the highest j value is roughly 64 as the electron rest 
mass is roughly 1/64 that of the Quark’s, with the neutron in between. 

As T decreases, to increases, and Eo decreases as it represents the gluon bind-
ing, and with the atomic Coulomb binding energy, with the number n being 
those of atoms, from hydrogen to the heaviest element. Thus n becomes quite 
large. On the other hand, Heavy hydrogen with an extra neutron is not a Boson, 
and does not satisfy Equation (3). Eo becomes the molecular binding energy 
cut-off. Leading to the coherent and de-coherent series for molecules studied by 
Schrodinger, Geesink et al. and many other physicists. 

As masses within the 4D Lorentz manifold move, we need to express this Lo-
rentz manifold in a covariant form. Hence it gives us naturally the Covariant 
Riemannian curvatures, which would give us the law of gravity for matter [12], 
but with a naturally build-in time frozen 5D core, a repulsive worm hole [20] 
filled with repulsive e-trinos and anti-e-trinos [21]. 

Following General Relativity [12], we obtain the 4D gravity equation for a 
mass M within a covariant 4D Lorentz manifold  

( )( )8 ,oG G T E kT r gµν µν µνπ ρ= −                    (5) 

where Gµν  is the 4 × 4 gravity tensor, G is the Newtonian constant, Tµν  is the 

4 × 4 energy tensor, while 
x

g
x
µ

µν
ν

∂
=
∂

 and ( ),oE kT rρ   represents the energy  

density of the e-trino, anti-e-trino which is geometry and relative phase depen-
dent. For example, if the e-trino and anti-e-trino rotate in phase with a radius 

or , or in opposite phase, these geometrical restrictions lead to self-rotation of 
stars and planets as well as a dipolar magnetic field [22] [23]. And then there is 
the totally incoherent separated e-trino, anti-e-trino distribution in a non-regular 
4D geometry  

( ), e eip r ip r
f p p p pf f

E kT r c p c c c p d dρ ∗ ⋅ ∗ ⋅= +
   

   

               (6) 

where f  represents the Fermi average, and pc  , pd   are massive electrons 
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and protons. Only through this would we obtain an electromagnetic component 
of field energy. 

Note because mass is created from the excitation of the Higgs vacuum ρ is not 
due to the B.E. Bosons B and D. 

Should we define Einstein cosmological constant  

( )8 ,oG E kT rπ ρΛ =                         (7) 

we observed it behaves like the Wheeler wormhole [20]. For the case given by 
Equation (6) and 0fE kT → , ( )0 0rρ → → . The gravity Equation (5) leads 
to a singular solution resembling a “black hole”. Except as masses spiral into 

0r → , oE kT  will increase and the singularity will be removed. 
It is not necessary to apply the Einstein-Kaluza-Klein compacting of the 

proper time to unify with electromagnetic theory, as the homogeneous Maxwell 
4D is a natural boundary of the homogeneous 5D manifold and thus will coexist 
with the Lorentz 4D manifold. 

Going down in the C cut-off value after protons, neutrons and electrons were 
created, we would obtain the periodic table elements, so that as the universe ex-
pands, creation of galaxies, stars and planets formation follows [22] [23]. Re-
sulting in stars and planets having self-rotations and a dipolar magnetic field. 
Finally on the climatic surface of a planet allows further breaks of the 3 dimen-
sion space symmetry into 2D × 1D, as gravity defines the normal axis similar to 
the Perelmann-Ricci Flow mapping, thus favoring formation of 2D type mole-
cules. As represented by the toroidal topology [24] [25], this would then make 
the z axis of the toroidal an entangled variable between the B, D Bosons and a 
quantum spectrum with 

1 2 3M n p m
n k okE Q hν +

=
= ∑                       (8) 

The factor 2 in Equation (8) comes from the P  state while the power n and 
p correspond to B and D Bosons multiplicity. The factor 3 represents the 3 space 
variables and the power m is the quantum multiplicity.  

And with Carbon-nitrogen molecules creating the nitrogenous bases. It is the 
thermal averaged excitation energy from that and the allowed quantum tunne-
ling of the B, D DLRO bosons along an RNA or in a closed loop in a DNA. Thus 
we have the B and D eigenfunctions representing the genome spectra. 

To understand Equation (8) let us consider a semi-conductor band, with an 
empty CB band separated to the filled VB band by a positive band gap. An elec-
tron can be excited from the VB into the CB. As this happens, the Coulomb 
binding will create an exciton, which is obviously a Bose-Einstein condensed 
Boson, as its center of mass has no translation motion, with quantum energy or-
bital levels within the band gap. These orbital levels depend on the effective 
masses of the electron and the hole, a property due to the crystal lattice struc-
ture. Suppose, we imposed a toroidal boundary, then it is obvious that both the 
excited electron and the hole closed orbits must wind around the toroidal. Picto-
rially we can compare such an orbital to winding a rubber band around a metal 
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wire, then band the wire into a closed toroidal, which then gives us the expres-
sion for Equation (8). Note that each winding around the wire is of only a frac-
tion of a quantum flux. The quantity Qk then represents the ensemble weight for 
the fundamental single winding with energy ohν , which is a thermal averaged of 
its environment. The factor 3 thus represents the 3 orthonormal choices of the 
toroidal normal. The power m is then the stacking number of such toroidal. 

5. The Thermal Averaged Excitation Energy 

It is interesting to investigate Equation (4). And that all matters are then the re-
sult of thermal excitation E' from it. 

We can look at the minimization of the thermal averaged excitation energy 
E′  w.r.t. Eo, or w.r.t. T. This optimization procedure is for obtaining the up-

per limit of j, as the lower limit is fixed at 1. 
In the first case, we get 

1

2 e oE j kTo
j

E
j kT

∞ −
=

 
− 

 
∑                        (9) 

The coefficient depending on j, vanishes at 2 okT jE= . And becomes positive 
as long as 

2 okT jE>                            (10) 

However that implies oE kT  must be quite small for E′  to contain a few 
terms in j. 

If Eo is ( ) 22m e c , the rest energy of two electrons, then with the lowest opti-
mum j = 25 = 32 gives us the rest energy of the bare Quark. 25 represents 2 × 24, 
where the power 4 comes from the 4 homogeneous space variables, and the fac-
tor 2 comes from the B and D Bosons pair excitation. Fixing these numbers gives 
us the lowest T value, which would be roughly 107 - 108 K, corresponding to the 
Bethe Fusion temperature. 

Should we consider Eo as the hydrogen binding R, which is 13.6 eV. Then we 
will get T down to the range only of 400 K to 4000 K. With Hydrogen at the 
lower T end, and j the number of stable elements matches the forming of the 
chemical elements in the periodic table at averaged temperature in the earth’s 
crest. Note our arguments depend on assuming space homogeneity, or the 
masses formed from excitation of the Higgs vacuum are Poincare spheres. Thus 
this argument cannot be applied to the nitrogenous bases and hence life forms, 
as there the space is 2D × 1D. There we must refer back to the toroidal model, 
leading instead to Equation (8). 

Now turning to minimizing E′  w.r.t. T, we get 

2 1 5ojE kT > +                        (11) 

This condition puts Eo as an upper limit for the fundamental molecular cohe-
rent and de-coherent members, when T is given at averaged earth surface tem-
perature. This too is interesting because with either too high or too low T values, 
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these molecules might not be possible. A condition Schrodinger conjectured. 
Combining Equations (10) and (11) leads to 

4 2 1 5okT jE kT > > +                     (12) 

Equation (11) puts a limit on oE kT  

4 2 1 5ojE kT  > > +                      (13) 

Since j is an integer starting from 1, for the energy needed to create Quarks, 
( ) 264kT m e c> . A result consistent with P1 projection for the creation of 

Quarks, at Bethe Fusion temperatures, so that equal number of protons to elec-
trons can be simultaneously created to maintain the overall charge neutrality of 
matter as is required from starting with a net 0 charge 5D space-time universe. 
Therefore for the Higgs vacuum excitation to create matters, kT must be much 
greater than Eo. 

Should T be in the room temperature range, that is around 300 K. which 
would be of order 105 to 106 lower than the Fusion temperature, the value of Eo 
then can be down to 10 - 100 eV, which is in the atomic hydrogen binding range. 
Thus T plays an important role in the formation of elements and molecules. The 
width of the Eo range determines the number of stable elements and molecules 
as well as solid crystals that may exist at T. In fact, it automatically gives us the 
coherent and de-coherent molecular spectra. Thus T with its varying range plays 
a most important role in the types of stable matters that can exist. Our argument 
can be extended to life forms, where j optimum number than corresponds to its 
genome. Which in turn fixes the life form’s body temperature. The more stable 
the T value as needed for the specific life form, the better would be the DNA 
spectra to control the reproduction of proteins and cells in the body. 

With this simple mathematical estimation, we show the importance of climate 
change on the survival of all life forms on earth. 

As the B, D Bose-Einstein condensed state is excited by introducing  
0oE kT > , it simultaneously created a 4D non-homogeneous Lorentz manifold 

through a Perelmann-Ricci-flow mapping, thereby creating a toroidal structure, 
thus all energy eigen-solutions due to the kinematic of the masses contain within 
must satisfy the toroidal boundary. This condition was suggested by Frohlich in 
1968 [26]. It is due to such imposed boundary condition, that led Geesink and 
Meijer [14] to come up with Equation (8). 

Based on this formula and for a non-charged molecule, such as water, Geesink 
and Meijer [14] normalized its weight of 18 atomic mass unit as 1, and consi-
dered its spinning energy spectrum which must be proportional to its weight, sa-
tisfying Equation (8), they found that there exists two other atoms/molecules 
that will also be coherent. They were Carbon and Hydrogen molecule. The 
weight ratio of Carbon to water is 2/3, while Hydrogen molecule to Water is 
[1/3]2. Irrespective of charge and gauge invariance, the 5D to Lorentz 4D con-
formal mapping will result in a set of SU(3) generators, namely: 2/3, 2/3 and 
−1/3. Carbon being a covalent atom, therefore represents the two 2/3 Lie group 
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generators. For atomic weight there are no negative values. Thus for the −1/3, we 
can only have [−1/3]2. It is therefore clearly verified that the fundamental set of 
coherent molecules obtained via the Perelmann-Ricci-flow mapping is water, 
carbon, and hydrogen. This essential result recognition shows the importance of 
these 3 elements as the key building blocks for more complex importance bio 
molecules, such as sugar, proteins and fats, and must be the building blocks in all 
life forms. Other coherent molecules consisted of other elements obviously can 
exist, but are less essential as they all satisfy higher products of the Lie group ge-
nerators. A detailed list was provided in ref. [14]. Should we replace hydrogen in 
water by heavy hydrogen. That is changing the single proton to a proton and a 
neutron. This heavy water no longer satisfies the mass unit normalization, hence 
its spinning eigen-energy does not obey Equation (8), and its spectrum becomes 
Decoherence. The presence of heavy water is then detrimental to life forms. Of 
course heavy water is radioactive, and one might think this example is a not 
conclusive proof of Decoherence effect. Because some gases such as chorine and 
fluorine dissolve in water, their presence would essentially also change the 
non-pure water spinning eigen-energies into Decoherence, and hence detrimen-
tal to life forms. We use this result for disinfection of our swimming pool water, 
or in killing germs. 

The coherent biomolecular spectra span from roughly 10 Hz to 500 Hz. Be-
cause of the low energies, it contains more resolvable information than the 
higher frequencies, and actually coincide with our modern 5G telecommunica-
tion. In fact, this same spectra covers all the life forms DNA spectra and is used 
in the growth mechanism. Hence constant exposure to such external radiation 
source would be harmful to the proper growth of our body. Unless there is a 
technological way to prevent our body exposure to the 5G telecommunication 
sources it should not be used. On the other hand, realizing this coherence spec-
tra can also be applied beneficially to induce our body to counter cancerous 
growth. One method is targeting the cancerous growth by applying a corrective 
radiation through the nerve system via the technique of acupuncture. Both of 
these topics certainly deserve further research. It was well-known that soothing 
music in this audible range helps our body and mind, while exposure to deco-
herent noise is harmful. 

6. Life Forms 

Although the coherent molecules such as water, hydrogen and carbon are essen-
tial building blocks for hydrocarbon bio matters, such as proteins, fats, muscles, 
bio-cells, etc., we still need a mechanism over and on top of energy to make 
them happen and grow so that we can get life forms. It was postulated by us [16] 
that this came about because of the matching of the DNA frequency spectra 
which are of DLRO as they are eigen-solutions of the B, D bosons to those of the 
coherent molecules, such that via formation of ODLRO in the bio-systems can 
such ordered matching occur. In another word, it is via a superconducting tran-
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sition that the coherent molecules were assembled to form the bio cells, proteins, 
fats, etc. and eventually the entire life form. 

The superconductivity phase transition can occur if the environmental tem-
perature T is below the superconducting critical Temperature Tc. As such the 
life form’s body temperature T must remain below the Tc’s for each and every 
bio cell, and bio-structures within its body. But since the coherent molecules 
building blocks are charge neutral, all bio-structures, its electronic structure can 
only be semi-conductor like, with a partially filled valence band and an empty 
conduction band separated from the valence band with a positive band gap G. 
Such a band structure resembles that of the known High Temperature Cuprate 
Superconductors [27] [28] [29]. Hence, the bio-growth mechanism is the same 
as that in the ceramic HTC. The DNA of a life form is composed by the stacking 
of two linear chain of side by side nitrogenous bases. Within each nitrogenous 
base, there are three side by side carbons, and then separated with a nitrogen on 
both ends, before attaching to a backbone carbon twisting chain. There are in 
fact 3 such distinct bases that permit the B, D bosons that might exist in the side 
by side carbon nuclear time frozen 5D cores to quantum tunnel to the adjacent 
level base, while there is one end cap nitrogenous base, that only allows for ref-
lection. Hence, a closed loop of the B, D DLRO can be formed. Because the B, D 
are DLRO bosons, that are in fact the magnetic monopoles, their quantum flux 
unit is governed by a π rotation [2] instead of 2π, the 3 adjacent carbons within 
each nitrogenous base then exactly satisfy this gauge requirement. It is this to-
pological confinement and the 3D space dimension projection into 2D × 1D that 
must happen according to the 5D symmetry breaking we are led to the forma-
tion of these 4 nitrogenous base structures. Because of such features of the 4 ni-
trogenous bases, there are different stacking orders possible in the formation of 
the DNA of a life form. It is such distinct stacking orders that give the genome. 
Since each specific order stacking within the DNA contains a unique DLRO 
spectrum, it would induce a similarly order the choice of coherent molecules via 
a ODLRO phase transition of the VB holes to form the specific bio cell and its 
Point Group structures. Hence, we postulate that life forms are also a natural 
result from the 5D homogeneous symmetry breaking. Starting with simple vi-
ruses, such as COVID-19 [30] [31], to the most complex known for us human 
[16]. But because its existence is subjected not only to the Bose distribution ex-
citation of the B, D bosons, but also the two key temperature requirements. First 
that from the liquid phase of water, and second the bio body temperature T < 
Tc’s of all the bio-cells and bio-materials within the body of the life form. Any 
changes to the temperature would lead to sickness or death of the life. In short, 
starting with the 5D universe, each successive step of creation appears to follow a 
determined sequence, all the way to the creation of us human.  

7. Conclusions 

Since the publication of the book “The Five Dimension Space-Time Universe. A 
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creation and grand unified field theory model”, we had published several de-
tailed articles covering numerical hadron mass calculations, to astronomical data 
of stars and planets, as well as the explicit Maxwell’s magnetic monopoles, based 
on several mathematical theorems, starting with Fermat’s Last Theorem [32] to 
Perelmann’s Ricci-Flow and entropy mappings, and the resolving of the SU(2) 
and SU(3) Lie Groups as a direct product to the Poincare Group as required by 
the McGlinn’s Theorem. Thus verifying the Lee-Yang theory [33] on the Parity 
violation in Beta Decays [34], and the Gell-Mann Standard Model for hadrons. 
From these, we had also extended to the fully relativistic 2D hydrogen model 
with the exact 2D Chern-Simons gauge [35]. Less rigorous extensions were also 
proposed by us for the formation of the nitrogenous bases in RNAs and DNAs, 
thus leading to our modeling for life forms, from human to COVID. Then start-
ing with the explicit monopoles, we show its mathematical equivalence to the 
Higgs Bosons. Through that established a Higgs vacuum in the time irreversible 
ever expanding 5D Universe. Each step of our investigation led to other 
branches of scientific researches. Including the ideas of Schrodinger that Life is a 
fully quantum phenomena [26]. It is to all these efforts that this current paper 
also aims. In particular in this current paper, we try and connect the Florhlich’s 
idea of the coherence quantum vibration sequence in biomolecules, thus justify-
ing the Geesink-Meijer formula for the coherence biomolecules. Perhaps of most 
interest is it did lead to the identification of water, carbon and hydrogen as the 
essential building blocks of all bio-materials [36]. Last but not least, we were able 
to connect the Einstein’s Cosmo Constant in the Gravity tensor equation to that 
of the energy density derived from the thermal excitation of the Higgs vacuum, a 
result due to entropy as postulated in the Perelmann’s mappings. In this current 
paper, the Dirac second quantization representation, only serves as a more pic-
torial explanation of the physics we have previously found, itself does not give us 
new knowledge. Yet, indeed there remain many more detailed questions for us 
to investigate. Including details to each bio cell’s relationship to the DNA and 
the body’s functions, and methods of RNA, DNA modifications, and its poten-
tial in treatment of inherited deceases. [see for example the viro-vector approach 
in modifying the RNA thus leading to a non-defective DNA for certain rare 
childhood cancer therapy of Rocket Pharma, RCKT]. 

So far, we, human have achieved all these because we are the only life form on 
earth born with a brain capable of sophisticated intelligence, and able to accu-
mulate knowledge through learning and logical analysis. Today we even can 
modify our own DNAs as we mentioned by RNAi methods. Recently through 
mRNA method, Pfizer developed a vaccine for the COVID-19 pandemic. As well 
as biotechnology firms similar to Rocket, through RNAi developed cure for 
some cancers. However, human is still like all other life forms, he possesses a 
natural selfish preservation instinct. It is this self-preservation instinct that dif-
ferent races and nations foster racism, and occupation of weaker nations through 
wars. Today, human technologies have created self-destructive weapons that can 
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easily lead to its own extinction, just like other animal species in history. For 
human to survive, it must change its behavior, and promote LOVE, love of all 
nature’s creations, race equality, and global cooperation among nations, if we, 
human are to be able to succeed to understand fully all of Creation, and the 
Creator’s purpose. Despite the title of this section being called “Conclusions”, I 
would suggest that it should be more appropriately named as an introduction to 
the effort for understanding the Creator’s true purpose and for our own exis-
tence. 
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Abstract 
Dark matter is identified as negative relative energy between quarks in proton 
and is generated in cold hydrogen gas with pressure gradient in gravitational 
field. Positive relative energy PRE can be generated between quarks in pro-
tons in cold hydrogen gas in outskirts of the universe. The mechanisms for 
such creation of dark matter and PRE are reviewed and updated in greater 
detail and clearer manner. The so-generated dark matter in a galaxy can ac-
count for the galaxy’s rotation curve. Star formation in this galaxy uses up the 
hydrogen atoms and thereby reduces its dark matter content. Dark matter 
created in intergalactic hydrogen gas can form filaments. In a hypothetical 
model of the universe, a hydrogen atom with a small amount of negative rela-
tive energy or dark matter at the outskirts of this universe can via collisions 
with other atoms turn into one with a small positive relative energy PRE. 
Once such a sign change takes place, gravitational attraction switches to an-
ti-gravity repulsion unopposed by any pressure gradient. This leads to a “run 
away” hydrogen atom moving away from the mass center of the universe and 
provides a basic mechanism for the accelerating expansion of the universe. 
This theoretical expansion and the measured redshift data are both compati-
ble with the conception of an acceleratingly expanding universe and comple-
ment each other. But they cannot verify each other directly because the present 
model has been constructed for purposes different from those of the mea-
surements. But it can be shown that both approaches do support each other 
qualitatively under certain circumstances for small velocities. Dark matter 
and PRE in the present model are not foreign objects like WIMPs and dark 
energy-cosmological constant but can only be created in cold hydrogen gas in 
gravitational field. To achieve this, infrequent collisions among the hydrogen 
atoms must take place. Dark matter was created first and can eventually later 
evolve into PRE in the outskirts of the universe and in the intergalactic void. 
Dark matter and PRE will disappear if the hydrogen atom carrying them be-
comes ionized as in stars. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. ΛCDM and General Relativity 

The present standard model of big bang cosmology ΛCDM [1] (Lambda CDM) 
is based upon general relativity, a first principles’ theory, augmented by addi-
tional concepts including Friedmann’s scale factor and Cold Dark Matter. In the 
development of this subject, it is desirable to reduce the number such postulates 
introduced by hand and incorporate some of the aimed effects as natural out-
comes of a new such theory.  

Further, general relativity is a classical theory in which mass, length and hence 
also mass density are continuous quantities that can be 0 and ∞ . However, the 
smallest mass unit contributing to baryonic matter in the universe is the proton 
mass, a discrete quantity ≠ 0. In addition, the proton comprises of 3 point-like 
quarks which do not occupy the same spatial position and do have extension in 
space so that its mass density cannot be ∞ . Therefore, general relativity breaks 
down at small distances and high mass densities when applied to the real un-
iverse and has to be “cut off” at suitable values from such 0 and ∞  where quark 
structure of matter enters. 

1.2. Standard Model 

In the parameter regions cut off from general relativity, an appropriate elemen-
tary particle theory is supposed to fill in. The obvious first choice is the current 
mainstream particle theory, the standard model SM [2]. This half century old 
theory is based upon a hypothetical Higgs boson. The Higgs-like boson found in 
2012 [3] was assigned to it. Subsequently, however, it has not been possible to 
establish that this boson is the SM Higgs boson (re isospin, assigned to W+ W− 
bound state below). This model, including quantum-chromodynamics QCD, has 
turned out to be not useful; it cannot account for even the most basic meson 
spectra and does not describe the behavior of quarks in proton. Further, it can-
not explain the existence of dark matter and dark energy. 

Cosmologists have been attracted to SM by its Higgs mechanism which con-
verts the energy created in the big bang to electron and quark masses. Such fer-
mions obey Dirac’s equation and hence are observable, as does the electron. But 
the so-generated quarks cannot be observed and this contradicts the Higgs hy-
pothesis. The situation reminds me of Einstein’s citation of a Bertrand Russell 
formulation: “Naive realism, if true, is false. Therefore, it is false”. 
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1.3. SSI and PRE-Positive Relative Energy  

In its place, the scalar strong interaction hadron theory SSI has been proposed 
[4] [5]. This theory has been relatively successful in treating basic aspects of me-
son spectra, some meson decays, kaon CP violation, quark structure of nucleon, 
neutron decay, baryon magnetic moment, and transition to QCD. The 125 GeV 
Higgs-like boson [3] was assigned to the estimated 117 GeV W+ W− bound state 
[5] (p. 158). Of particular interest here are the interquark wave functions in 
proton needed in (2.1) below. In SSI, a hadron consists of quarks interacting via 
scalar force. The unknown relative energy between these quarks has been put to 
0. Gravitation is absent and only nonrelativistic hadrons have been treated.  

Recently, it has been pointed out that such relative energy of a nucleon inte-
racts with gravitational fields on equal footing as does the nucleon itself [6]. In 
cosmic situations, therefore, such relative energy needs to be restored in SSI. 
Negative and positive relative energies have been assigned to the inferred dark 
matter and dark energy, respectively [6] [7] [8].  

Negative relative energy or dark matter generated in a neutron on the Schwarz-
schild sphere of a neutron star falling towards its center can exactly cancel the 
gravitational energy gained in this fall. This neutron becomes weightless and the 
fall is halted. This mechanism can prevent the creation of gravitational singular-
ity [7] (Section 6 - 7). Dark matter is also generated in cold hydrogen gas in an 
expanding galaxy. It provides additional attractive force to keep fast moving 
stars from escaping this galaxy [7] (Section 8).  

Positive relative energy can be generated in outskirts of the observable un-
iverse but not where dark matter is created. Conventionally, dark energy is as-
sumed to permeate throughout the universe and has been associated with the 
cosmological constant, as in the ΛCDM model. Therefore, the earlier assignment 
of positive relative energy to dark energy in [6] [7] [8] leads to confusion and has 
to be retracted. Here, the following definitions 

ω−

0

= relative energy between diquark and quark in proton
with mass 

uu d
E

    (1.1) 

ω−
dark matter = negative relative energy between  diquark and  

quark in proton, < 0
uu d

   (1.2) 

ω−
PRE = Positive Relative Energy between  diquark and  quark

in a proton, > 0
uu d

    (1.3) 

are adopted. The conventional meaning of dark energy remains unaltered. Like 
dark energy, PRE is also not observable but for different reasons. 

1.4. Purpose 

The above results have been obtained using simple models to illustrate the me-
chanisms. The purpose of this paper is to review and update these mechanisms 
in greater detail and clearer manner. A simple model of a galaxy and a hypothet-
ical model of the universe have been constructed for this purpose. Further, ex-
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pansion of the universe via anti-gravity repulsion caused by PRE is treated 
semi-quantitatively. 

In Section 2, the basic mechanism of the generation of dark matter in a galaxy 
model is reviewed and clarified in greater detail. The so-created dark matter 
phenomenologically accounts for the galaxy rotation curve and filaments. This 
also paves the way for the mechanism of creation of PRE in Section 3. By means 
of a hypothetical model of the universe, such PRE leads to anti-gravity repulsion 
which expands the universe in Section 4. The so-obtained nonlinear equations of 
motion for a test hydrogen atom participating in such expansion is solved on 
computer in Section 5. Relations between the so-obtained results and Hubble’s 
law and a partial comparison to the ΛCDM model are given in Section 6. The 
Appendix reproduces some earlier results for reference. 

2. Dark Matter Generation and Applications 

2.1. Basic Mechanism for Dark Matter Creation 

The mechanism of dark matter generation [7] (Section 8), [8] (Section 4) will be 
explained in greater detail.  

The coordinates of the diquark uu at xI and the quark d at xII in a proton can-
not be observed. In SSI, they have been transformed into an observable labora-
tory coordinate X for the proton and an unobservable, “hidden” relative coordi-
nate x (A2) between uu and d. The transformation constant am can in principle 
be any real number. In the plane wave expansion of the proton wave function 
(A3), the relative energy −ω is however connected to am via (A4), which insures 
that the proton mass and behaviour are unaffected by such a variable transfor-
mation [7] (5.1, 2), [5] (3.1.10a). The third of (A2) and (A4) then yield the ratio 
RD between the relative energy generated to the proton mass E0, 

0

1 1 1
2 2 2

p II
D m

II I a

X xX x
R a

E x x r
ω −−−

= = − + = − + = − +
−

        (2.1) 

where Xp is the proton coordinate. The time components have been left out. The 
distance between uu and d, II Ix x− , has been approximated by its average value 
ra = 3.23 fm [8] (2.5) which depends upon the strong uu-d potential ( )b rΦ  
(A6) and wave functions (A7) in relative space. This situation is illustrated in 
Figure 1 for a “test” proton at Xp in a “test” hydrogen atom in an expanding 
“test” galaxy. 

This test hydrogen atom is acted upon by the ambient gravitational force and 
eventual centrifugal force due to its motion. These forces accelerate the proton 
and the electron in this atom equally and move the test atom as a single entity. 

Phenomenologically, an average test atom is being pushed towards the right in 
Figure 1 by the gas pressure gradient present due to the higher gas density and 
temperature in the inner part of the galaxy. This pushing force comes from collisions 
between this test atom and other atoms in the gas, acts on the electron of the test 
atom only and is a Coulomb force. In cold hydrogen gas in interstellar space, such 
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collisions are elastic. The proton inside this atom is largely shielded from this 
force by the charge of its orbiting electron. It will however be dragged along via just 
this electrostatic coupling to the electron. This force tends to move the electron and 
proton clouds to the right in Figure 1 and increase the value of Xp in (2.1). 

On the other hand, the gravitational pull from the galaxy center also acts di-
rectly on the quarks of the proton [8] (A1-2). This pull tends to move the uu-d 
aggregate in the opposite direction, towards the left, as is shown on the left half 
of Figure 1. This leads to a decrease of xI in (2.1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic structure of a “test” hydrogen atom in an expanding “test” galaxy. 
The large electron orbit has been scaled down to fit inside this figure for illustration. In-
side the proton orbit lies the center of the hydrogen atom XH which is also the center Xp 
of the proton charge cloud having a radius of 28.8 fm (proton Bohr radius a0p, inner cir-
cle) as well as the center Xe (not shown) of the electron charge cloud having a radius of 
0.53Å (Bohr radius a0, outer circle). The aggregate of diquark uu at xI and quark d at xII, 
normally also centered at Xp, has been pulled to its left by gravitational pull from the gal-
axy center while the electron tends to move away from the center due to higher gas pres-
sure closer to this center (left half of figure). These deviations from the normal, centered 
position generate negative relative energy between uu and d which behaves like dark 
matter and enhances the gravitational pull. Near the outskirts of the galaxy, this uu-d ag-
gregate may eventually end up on the right half of the figure after an elastic collision with 
another atom. Positive relative energy PRE, also invisible or dark, between uu and d is 
then generated instead of the dark matter above. This sign change of the relative energy 
causes this test atom to experience an anti-gravity repulsion pushing the quarks further 
away from the galactic center. The heavier uu diquark experiences a stronger gravita-
tional pull from this center and therefore lies to the left of the lighter d quark. The aver-
age of the uu to d distance |xII − xI| is ra = 3.23 fm. Dark matter and PRE can be created in 
cold, tenuous hydrogen gas. When this gas turns into fully ionized plasma in stars, the 
above mechanism no longer works and no such dark constituents can be generated. 
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It is this left shift of the position of the uu-d aggregate relative to the position 
of the center of the proton and electron clouds corresponding to greater Xp – xI 
values in (2.1) that generates the negative relative energy or dark matter between 
uu and d; –ω < 0. If this uu-d aggregate were shifted to the right, as is depicted 
on the right half of Figure 1, positive relative energy PRE – ω > 0 would be gen-
erated. This case will be treated in Section 3. 

The gravitational force exerts a greater pull on the heavier diquark uu than it 
does on the lighter quark d so that uu lies to the left of d and is closer to the ga-
lactic center in Figure 1. In SSI, the mass of these 3 quarks is about 50% greater 
than the nucleon mass [5] (Table 5.2); the difference is taken up by the strong, 
interquark potential Φb (A6).  

2.2. Upper Limits of Dark Matter Generation 

The above dark matter generation mechanism is phenomenological. A formal 
treatment would require an integration of SSI and gravitation. This out of the 
scope of this paper. The mechanism in Section 2.1 holds for a single test hydro-
gen atom for some time before this test atom experiences a new collision and 
ends up in a new state in which the dark matter generated in Section 2.1 is al-
tered or lost. Therefore, the gas containing this test hydrogen atom needs to be 
cold and tenuous so that collisions, necessary for such generation, are infrequent. 

Under such circumstances, the direction of the pressure gradient in Section 
2.1 will cause an average test proton to generate dark matter that, together with 
other similar hydrogen atoms, can lead to observable phenomena such as the 
galaxy rotation curve. 

The amount of dark matter so-generated depends upon the value of the 
transformation constant am which can so far assume any real value. The inter-
quark separation ra in (2.1) depends upon the interquark strong potential (A6) 
in the relative space, decoupled from the laboratory space X, and is hence largely 
unaffected by an atomic collision. Thus, large am implies large Xp – xI which in 
its turn depends upon the unknown collision parameters. However, Xp – xI can 
be constrained in this test atom’s environment.  

For example, consider a collision that kicks the electron to the right which in 
its turn drags the proton at Xp along in Figure 1; Xp – xI assumes some positive 
value and dark matter –ω < 0 is created according to (2.1). A harder collision 
leads to a greater Xp – xI and yields a larger amount of dark matter. But if the 
collision is too hard, the electron can be knocked off its orbit around the proton 
so that the test atom becomes ionized. In this case, the mechanism in Section 2.1 
no longer works; the generated dark matter vanishes. In this case, Xp – xI is re-
stricted by an unspecified nonionization limit. This restriction is practically sa-
tisfied because a temperature of > 50,000 ˚K is needed for ionization which far 
exceeds the temperature of the cold hydrogen gas environment of the test atom. 

A milder form of restriction on Xp – xI is the heuristic limit which requires 
that the uu-d aggregate belonging to a proton has to lie inside the proton cloud. 
How this can eventually be verified formally would require a formalism beyond 
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the scope of this paper. This heuristic restriction limits Xp – xI in Figure 1 to the 
proton Bohr radius a0p = 28.8 fm so that (2.1) becomes [8] (4.2) 

0

1 1 8.4
2 2

op
DM m

a

a
R a

E r
ω−

= = − + ≥ − + = −               (2.2) 

This magnitude is much smaller than that due to the above-mentioned non-
ionization limit. 

The observed average over the entire visible universe is –5.6DM DMEXPR R→ =  
[1] which is not directly comparable to the heuristic RDM (2.2) or to the unspeci-
fied nonionization RDM. This is due to that these two RDM values refer to a test 
atom in cold, tenuous hydrogen gas. Warm, rarified hydrogen gas and hydrogen 
molecule gas may eventually contribute to a less degree. On the other hand, 
RDMEXP refers to all forms of ordinary matter in the observable universe including 
in addition ionized media, dust, stars, planets, etc in which no dark matter can 
be created by the mechanism of Section 2.1. Thus, RDMEXP is created from the 
hydrogen gas part of the universe only. This part has therefore to produce 
|RDM| > |RDMEXP|. The actual |RDM| may perhaps lie around 8.4 of the heuristic 
(2.2) but well below the much higher, unspecified nonionization value.  

This situation appears to be qualitatively compatible with Milky Way data. 
Milky Way has 1% - 5% cold hydrogen gas in volume and hence also a small % 
in mass. Therefore, it is expected to have a fairly small |RDM| value. The Milky 
Way dark matter density at the sun’s position is ~ 6 × 104 times smaller than av-
erage mass density of the universe.  

The heuristic limit |RDM| is essentially the number of uu-d aggregates with size 
ra = 3.23 fm that can be fitted into one side of the proton cloud with radius 28.8 
fm in Figure 1. For every shift of the uu-d aggregate away from Xp by its own 
size 3.23 fm, a new dark proton is created, up to 8.4 such in (2.2). The energy 
needed to move Xp 28.8 fm, negligible on atomic scale, is very small and is esti-
mated to be well covered in the momentum exchange of the collision. 

The so-produced negative relative energy or dark matter in a proton is on 
equal footing with the proton mass itself [6], as will be shown in (4.2) below. It 
will therefore exert extra gravitational pull on fast moving stars farther away 
from the galactic center and prevent them from escaping the galaxy (Figure 1 
caption); it can account for the galaxy rotation curve [7] (Section 8). Similarly, it 
can also give rise to gravitational lensing. 

Such an effect is also expected to be prevalent in the early phases of the expan-
sions of galaxies and the universe. Near the conters, the temperature and pres-
sure and their gradients were high and the gravitational pull was strong. The 
former leads to greater Xp and the latter to smaller xI in Figure 1. Large Xp – xI 
values yield greater amount of dark matter –ω < 0 via (2.1). No dark “energy” is 
created at this stage. These results are in agreement with our current conception.  

2.3. Model for Filament Formation 

Consider the following prototype scenario. A cold hydrogen gas cloud exists 
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between two galaxy clusters. Consider a cylinder of this cloud between these 
clusters. The gas near the cylinder surface will fall towards the cylinder axis. This 
gas will according to the mechanism on the left side of Figure 1, where the ga-
laxy center is replaced by the cylinder axis, produce dark matter which tends to 
increase the fall speed. The gas along the cylinder axis will not produce any dark 
matter due to symmetry but will be compressed by the falling matter and dark 
matter and produce a radial pressure gradient. This cylinder then shrinks into a 
thin cylinder or a tube consisting mostly of dark matter except for its core which 
now contains hydrogen gas with high density. Galaxies may be formed along this 
matter and dark matter tube, resembling a filament [9]. The observed ratio of 
dark matter/visible matter of about 5 in such filaments is compatible to the up-
per limit of |RDM| < 8.4 in (2.2).  

2.4. Star Production and Decrease of Dark Matter  

According to Section 2.1, dark matter can only be created in cold hydrogen gas 
in gravitational field. An exception can be some neutrons in neutron stars (see 
Section 1.3). However, stars are also being formed from the same gas. When a 
hydrogen atom in this gas is used to build a new star, it gets ionized and be-
comes part of the hot plasma in this star. The dark matter generated by this atom 
is lost and the so-produced free proton can, contrary to the proton in a hydrogen 
atom, not generate any dark matter via the mechanism of Section 2.1. Conver-
sion of a hydrogen atom to a proton and an electron in a star implies a loss of 
dark matter in the gas. 

Therefore, star formation in a galaxy reduces its dark matter content. The 
amount of dark matter that contributes to the galaxy rotation curve is dimi-
nished by star formation. This galaxy will appear to expand faster.  

Similarly, if the universe runs out of hydrogen gas, all dark matter and PRE 
will also vanish, except possibly in neutron stars and some other exotic objects. 

In helium, the simple two-body, uu and d, problem here turns into a many- 
body problem involving many quarks and relative spaces. This problem has not 
been investigated. 

3. Mechanism of Generation of Positive Relative Energy  
PRE 

The mechanism of positive relative energy PRE generation described in [7] (Sec-
tion 9), [8] (Section 5) will be updated in greater detail.  

As the test hydrogen atom in Section 2 moves outwards and eventually reaches 
the outskirts of the test galaxy, where the gas pressure gradient, eventual centrifug-
al force and gravitational pull acting on it become very small and nearly balance off 
each other so that the expansion of this galaxy nearly comes to a halt. In the absence 
of force acting on this hydrogen atom, its uu-d aggregate will move back to its nor-
mal positions centered at Xp (see Figure 1 caption) [7] (Figure 4, position e). 

Although the net outward movement of this test hydrogen atom and its like 
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may nearly vanish, they will still have some small random velocities corres-
ponding at least to the cosmic microwave background average temperature in 
the universe ~ 2.8 ˚K. Over time, this test hydrogen atom will experience a colli-
sion with another hydrogen atom that happens to be moving inward towards the 
galaxy center in Figure 1. The electron orbit of the test atom will then be slightly 
pushed to the left. This motion drags the proton at XH = Xp also to the left via 
Coulomb force. This atomic force is small compared to strong interaction forces 
in the relative space x. The uu-d aggregate centered in Figure 1 is ~50% heavier 
than the proton mass (see end of Section 2.1), is thus at least phenomenologically 
less affected by the collision and now lies to the right of Xp. This situation is equiv-
alent to the right half in Figure 1 (see also “lag” in Section 5.1 above 1)-3) below).  

In this switched configuration, from the left half of Figure 1 in Section 2 to 
the right half here, the positive Xp – xI values in (2.1) in Section 2 turns negative 
so that the negative relative energy generated in Section 2 changes its sign in (2.1) 
and turns into positive relative energy. This energy has been assigned to dark energy 
earlier [6] (Section 6), [7] (Section 9) but is here defined as PRE in (1.3). The gravita-
tional attraction or pull on the dark matter in the test atom in Section 2 turns now 
into anti-gravity repulsion or push on the PRE produced, trying to push this test 
atom outwards, towards the right of Figure 1. Contrary to the gravitational attrac-
tion in Section 2, which is countered by gas pressure gradient, this anti-gravitational 
repulsion is unopposed, even supported by the very small pressure gradient present. 
For sufficiently large PRE created (see (4.5) below), this test hydrogen atom will “run 
away” [7] (Section 9) into the intergalactic void outside the test galaxy. 

Applying the assumption in Section 2 that led to (2.2), (2.1) yields the heuristic 
upper limit of the ratio between the so-generated PRE to proton mass [8] (5.1), 

0

1 1 8.4
2 2

op
PRE m

a

a
R a

E r
ω−

= = − + ≤ − =                (3.1) 

which has the same magnitude as that in (2.2) due to the left-right symmetry of 
the proton orbit in Figure 1. There is also an analogous nonionization limit 
corresponding to that mentioned below (2.2). This limit will similarly not be 
reached due to the even lower gas temperatures here. 

Again, such RPRE limits refer to the by now cold hydrogen test atom in the 
outskirts of the test galaxy. Such RPRE values can also not be directly compared to 
the measured ratio of dark energy to ordinary matter averaged over the universe 
RDEEXP = 13.6 [1] for analogous reasons as those given for |RDM| given below 
(2.2). RDEEXP refers to dark energies caused by entirely different mechanisms, i.e., 
cosmological constant throughout the universe in the ΛCDM model.  

The above developments show that dark matter and PRE are not foreign ob-
jects in SSI, like those in the ΛCDM model, but are generated in hydrogen gas in 
gravitational field and can vary and transform into each other dependent upon 
the positions of the uu-d aggregates relative to the centers of the proton clouds.  

The present scenario is compatible with a current view that dark matter ap-
pears first and dark energy later, about 6 × 109 years ago. 
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4. Expansion of a Model Universe 

The mechanism in Section 3 can be applied to the expansion of the universe. 
Anticipating greater velocities for the accelerated test hydrogen atom, a Lorentz 
boost is performed on the rest frame proton whereby the heuristic limit (3.1) is 
approximately modified to 

2 2

0

1 , 1 1
2

op
PRE

a

a
R v c

E r
ω γ

γ γ
−

= ≤ − = −              (4.1) 

for slow protons, where v is the proton velocity and c the light speed. 

4.1. SSI Model of Universe 

The following SSI model of the universe shown in Figure 2 is constructed to il-
lustrate the expansion of the outer parts of the observable universe via the an-
ti-gravity repulsion on the generated PRE. 

Note that this model is not realistic because there is no known center of the 
observable universe. It is employed mainly for a semi-quantitative treatment of 
the anti-gravity expansion mechanism. 
 

 
Figure 2. A hypothetical SSI model of the observable universe for illustration of the ex-
pansion of the outer parts of this universe. The large circle represents the observable uni-
verse as a sphere surrounded by vacuum. The actual boundary of this universe is not as 
sharp as is depicted but is somewhat diffuse. This universe is populated by galaxies with 
homogeneous distribution. The earth’s position is unknown. The small circle represents 
the “test” galaxy in Figure 1 and is also a sphere lying in an outskirt of this universe. UC 
denotes the center of this universe and may eventually be associated with the big bang it-
self. GC is the center of the test galaxy. S denotes the point where the outer edges of both 
circles coincide. R is the distance of the test hydrogen atom from S. 
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From [1], the radius of the observable universe is RUS = 4.4 × 1026 m. The mass 
of this universe is estimated from the average density 9.9 × 10−30 g/cm3 of the 
universe and its volume and is MU = 3.53 × 1054 kg. The test galaxy is taken to be 
a copy of the Milky Way in spherical shape. The radius is RGS = 100 kly = 9.46 × 
1020 m and the mass MG = 2.4 × 1042 kg. This is about 3 times the mass of the 
Milky Way and reflects the modification of its disc form to sphere form here.  

4.2. Equation of Motion and Applications 

Let the position of the test hydrogen atom after the collision in Section 3 be R(t) 
from S in Figure 2; t denotes the laboratory frame time X0 and R(0) = 0. This 
test hydrogen atom will in time experience another collision. Before this hap-
pens, the proton in this atom obeys the equation of motion 

( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )

( )( )

( ) ( )

0 02 2
d ,
d

d
d

G U

GS US

M ME t v t G E t
t R R t R R t

R t
v t

t

γ ω γ
 
 = + − −
 + + 

=

    (4.2) 

where G is the gravitational constant.  
Inclusion of the relative energy −ω next to the proton energy E0γ in (4.2) has 

been demonstrated in [6] (Section 5). This can also be seen from (A3) where 
−ωx0 and E0X0 are on equal footing. Since the proton mass E0 is known to inte-
ract with gravitational field, the associated relative energy −ω has to do so also in 
view that x and X are both linear combinations of the quark coordinates xI and 
xII in (A2). Equation (4.2) is general and holds for all free hydrogen atoms. 

Initially, t is small, R(t) can be neglected in (4.2) and 1γ ≅ . Using the values 
given below Figure 2, (4.2) becomes  

( ) ( ) 9 2
0 0 0d d 1 , 1.396 10 m/sc cv t t a E aω −= − + = ×            (4.3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
0 0 0 00 1 , 0 1 2c cv t v a E t R t v t a E tω ω= − + = − +      (4.4) 

where v(0) is the initial velocity of this test hydrogen atom. About 13% of the in-
itial acceleration ac0 comes from the galaxy mass MG and 87% from the mass MU 
of the universe. 

If (4.3 - 4) were applied to the test hydrogen atom in Section 2.1, ac0 needs to 
be reduced by 87%. In the absence of relative energy, −ω = 0, (4.3) simply de-
scribes the “free fall” of this test atom towards the galaxy center. If dark matter is 
generated, −ω < 0, and this atom will fall faster. This inward movement is on the 
average largely balanced off by outward movement produced by the pressure 
gradient in the hydrogen gas in Section 2.1. 

Picking up the “run away” test hydrogen atom mentioned above (3.1), which 
now lies at S in Figure 2. It has a small initial velocity and a PRE. The collision 
mentioned in the beginning of Section 3 was assumed to be strong enough to 
overcome the gravitational pull on the proton and produce a sufficiently large 
PRE −ω > E0. Then the right side of (4.3) becomes positive and accelerates this 
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test atom outwards; the above gravitational “free fall” now turns into anti-gravity 
“free rise”. A formal way to include such a collision in (4.2) is to put 

( ) ( ) ( )
0 01 8.9

2
t

u t E E
γ

ω
 

− = + ∆ < − 
 

                 (4.5) 

Here, u(t) is a step function; u(t < 0) = 0 and u(t > 0) = 1 representing the ef-
fect of the collision which takes place at time t = 0. 1 + Δ is the amplitude of this 
step function and has to be > 1 to overcome the gravitational pull on the test hy-
drogen atom; Δ > 0. Following the considerations on RPRE below (3.1), the limit 
(4.1) is tentatively adopted on the right of (4.5). Inserting (4.5) into (4.2) yields  

( )
( )( ) ( )( )

( )
( )

( )

2 2

1d 1 ,
d

1 8.9
2

G U

GS US

M Mv t G
t tR R t R R t

t

γ

γ

   + ∆ = + − 
 + +   

∆ + < −

      (4.6) 

For small −ω or negative relative energy −ω < 0, the right side of (4.2) is nega-
tive. The accompanying attraction force increases with time as R(t) < 0 increases 
the magnitude of this side. Acceleration of the gravitational “fall” increases with 
time. On the other hand, for PRE satisfying (4.5) with Δ > 0, the right side of 
(4.6) is positive but decreases with time because R(t) > 0 increases with time. 
This causes the acceleration of anti-gravity “rise” to slow down with time.  

5. Computer Solutions and Anti-Gravity Expansion of the 
Model Universe 

5.1. Computer Solutions and Accelerating Expansion 

Here, the initial velocity v(0) of the test atom will be taken to be the mean ther-
mal speed of hydrogen atoms corresponding to the average temperature of the 
universe of ~ 2.8 ˚K mentioned in Section 3, 

( )0 263m/sv =                        (5.1) 

It is unknown how Δ in §4 can be evaluated. It will be regarded as a free pa-
rameter here tentatively limited by the heuristic 0 < Δ < 7.4 due to (3.1) and 
(4.5); the associated higher nonionization limit is ignored here.  

The nonlinear (4.6) with the initial conditions R(t = 0) = 0, v(t = 0) = v(0) has 
been solved on computers at Uppsala University. Some results are given in Ta-
ble 1.  

This table shows that the position R(t) of the test atom and its velocity v(t) in-
crease with time compatible with an acceleratingly expanding universe [10]. For 
small t, these values follow the anti-gravity repulsion (4.4 - 5) closely. As R(t) 
approaches first RGS and then RUS, (4.6) shows that the acceleration ac slows 
down, mentioned at the end of Section 4.2. This is also reflected in Table 1. As 
v(t) approaches the light speed, the present mainly nonrelativistic treatment of 
the motion of the proton in [5] breaks down and the results, marked by * in this 
table, are unreliable. 
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Table 1. Some results from numerical integration of the equation of motion of the test hydrogen atom (4.6). Δ is defined in (4.5) 
and characterizes the surplus of the positive relative energy PRE generated in the test hydrogen atom after a sufficiently strong 
collision with another atom near S in the model of Figure 2. It is a free parameter here satisfying 0 < Δ < 7.4. R is the distance of 
this test hydrogen atom from S and v its speed at time t after the collision. ac/ac0 is the acceleration ac = dv/dt of this test atom in 
(4.6) normalized to its initial value ac0 in (4.3) just after the collision. H0 is the Hubble constant given in (6.1) and H the Hubble 
parameter calculated from (6.5) below. The * specifies that this entry is relativistic with γ > 1.2 and hence is not reliable. 

t(yr) 0 104 105 106 107 108 109 1010 

Δ = 1.0         

R(ly) 0 1.61 × 10−2 0.821 74.2 7.32 × 103 6.82 × 105 6.43 × 107 4.97 × 109 

v(m/s) 263.3 703 4.66 × 103 4.43 × 104 4.38 × 105 4 × 106 3.83 × 107 2.38 × 108 

ac/ac0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.983 0.874 0.855 0.156* 

H/H0 1.0 2.67 17.7 167 1040 267 27.6 2.22* 

Δ = 4.6         

R(ly) 0 4.25 × 10−2 3.46 338 3.33 × 104 3.05 × 106 2.85 × 108 8.85 × 109 

v(m/s) 263.3 2290 2.05 × 104 2.03 × 105 1.98 × 106 1.8 × 107 1.64 × 108 2.95 × 108 

ac/ac0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.999 0.944 0.87 0.69 1.5 × 10−11* 

H/H0 1.0 8.69 77.9 740 2020 273 26.7 1.55* 

Δ = 7.4         

R(ly) 0 6.31 × 10−2 5.52 544 5.33 × 104 4.87 × 106 4.35 × 108 9.32 × 109 

v(m/s) 263.3 3250 3.28 × 104 3.06 × 105 3.16 × 106 2.88 × 107 2.38 × 108 2.98 × 108 

ac/ac0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.999 0.926 0.867 0.474* 7.5 × 10−12* 

H/H0 1.0 13.4 125 1180 2030 274 25.4* 1.48* 

 
For v(0) = 0, (4.3 - 5) show that R, v and ac are all proportional to Δ. With 

(4.1), (4.6) is seen to behave similarly for small v. These three sets of values in 
Table 1 then largely reduce to one multiplied by 3 different Δ values. Since v(0) 
in (5.1) is small relative to v(t) in general, results in Table 1 are not sensitive to 
v(0) and are nearly independent of it for large Δ values. For a collision that led to 
Δ = 4.6, which corresponds to the measured average ratio |RDM| = 5.6 for dark 
matter below (2.2), the test hydrogen atom will reach a distance of 3 × 106 ly 
with a velocity of 1.8 × 107 m/s 108 years after its collision at S in Figure 2 pro-
vided that it did not collide with another atom. 

As was shown beneath (4.5), Δ > 0. Computer runs with Δ < 0 leads to nega-
tive v(t) and blueshift. The bulk of the random collisions will yield Δ < 0 and 
these do not contribute to expansion. But sooner or later, a subsequent collision 
will produce Δ > 0. Once this occurs, one of the colliding atoms will become of 
the “run away” type obeying (4.6) and starts to move outwards and leave the S 
region in Figure 2 and cannot back off. An analogy may be to push a “test ball” 
onto a road with a downward slope ∝  Δ; it will “roll away” and cannot back up. 

Δ is driven by (5.1). At the outskirts of a galaxy on an outskirt of the universe, 
the electron and proton clouds and the center of the uu-d pair all lie at the center 
in Figure 1, as was mentioned in the beginning of Section 3 and in the caption 
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of Figure 1. Under such circumstances, a “run away” Δ > 0 collision needs to 
move the electron and proton clouds only a few fm to the left of the uu-d pair to 
produce Δ ~ 1. Equivalently, with the electron and proton clouds remain centered 
in Figure 1, the right half of Figure 1 depicts this case. The heavier diquark-quark 
pair uu-d there “lag” behind relative to the charged clouds’ motion towards left. 

It is this “lag” that produces PRE, positive relative energy, which is repulsed 
by the anti-gravity turned gravitational force from the mass inside the large cir-
cle in Figure 2. The atom containing this uu-d pair, instead of “falling” towards 
the mass centers, will “rise” from them and moves away from them. 

Analogous to the considerations above Section 2.3, the momentum exchange 
in such a collision is sufficiently energetic to move the charged clouds up to a0p = 
28.8 fm (2.2) away from the uu-d pair in some of such collisions so as to produce 
all allowed Δ values up to 7.4. 

If the above treatment for a single test hydrogen atom is to be applied to real 
expansion of the universe, the following ad-hoc assumptions need made: 

1) All hydrogen atoms arriving at the outskirt of the observable universe indi-
cated by the large circle in Figure 2 will become of the “run away” test atom type 
near S there. They obey (4.6) between collisions but are slowed down on the av-
erage by collisions with other atoms. 

2) All these atoms form hydrogen gas clouds in regions outside the large circle 
in Figure 2 and condense to galaxies in which some stars are created. Complica-
tions with respect to different generations of stars are disregarded. 

3) The protons in these stars cannot be accelerated according to (4.6) (see Sec-
tion 2.4, end of Figure 1’s caption). These stars are assumed to be dragged along 
by the moving galaxies containing them via gravitational interaction and acquire 
the same speeds. 

5.2. Scenarios of Expanding Model Universe  

1) With the assumptions 1)-3) above, the velocity v(t) increases with time t 
and with the distance R(t) in Table 1 compatible with the observed accelerating 
expansion of the universe in time [10] as well as with the distance from the ob-
server (see Hubble’s law in Section 6.1 below). These results arise from the gener-
ated PRE. There are only dark matter and PRE but no dark energy in the model. 

In this SSI model universe, hydrogen gas “leaks” out at its boundary (large 
circle in Figure 2) via PRE generated there whereby the hydrogen gas pressure 
also diminishes. This will maintain the gas pressure gradient there and the leak 
can continue. A semi-steady state scenario of the expansion of the universe at 
the present time is reached. 

2) The scenario in 1) is derived from (4.6) and holds only for R(t)   RUS be-
cause the newly created energy in the shell with thickness R(t) outside the origi-
nal universe (large circle in Figure 2) has not been taken into account. In time, 
this shell will be filled with the “run away” hydrogen atoms with PRE and part of 
them will collide with each other. As was mentioned above Table 1, the bulk of 
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such random collisions will yield Δ < 0 so that the PRE carried by the participat-
ing atoms are lost. These atoms now return on the average to their normal state 
of a hydrogen atom. Only a small portion of collisions will produce new Δ > 0 
“run away” hydrogen atoms with PRE. 

In this qualitative manner, the hydrogen atoms “leaked” out from the universe 
inside the large circle in Figure 2 are largely recovered in the shell. The universe 
with radius RUS in Figure 2 has now expanded into one with larger radius RUS + 
R(t). This process is repeated as this model universe expands. As was mentioned 
at the end of Section 4.2, this anti-gravity accelerating expansion itself slows 
down with increasing t and R(t) according to (4.6). 

3) Another scenario concerns the assumed form of (4.5). The collision of the 
test hydrogen atom with another atom mentioned above (3.1) causes the relative 
energy −ω to change its sign. This implies that −ω, a constant in the relative 
space x, can depend upon the laboratory time coordinate X0 = t. There is no con-
flict here as such gravitationally induced time dependence is negligibly weak rel-
ative to those normally associated with strong inter-quark forces. Such a time 
dependence was included in (4.5) in form of the step function u(t) with a con-
stant amplitude 1 + Δ. This may be regarded to be a first order t dependence. To 
second order, a linear dependence in form of βt, where β is another unknown 
constant, may be added to the above step function and modify (4.5) to 

( ) ( ) 01 u t E tω β− = + ∆ +                     (5.2) 

Inserting this into (4.2) renders the acceleration in (4.6) to increase with time 
instead and enhances the rate of acceleration. The heuristic limit in (4.5 - 6) may 
then need be modified. Furthermore, as the expansion velocities approach the 
light speed, relativistic effects become important so that (4.2) as well as the 
treatment in the Appendix no longer holds. 

5.3. Application to Dark Energy in Intergalactic Void 

The mechanism of Section 5.2 1) for the expansion at the outskirts of the model 
universe can be taken over to apply to the outer edges of a galaxy, as was indi-
cated above (3.1). The hypothetical center UC of the universe in Figure 2 is re-
placed by the actual galaxy center. The analogously generated PRE in the gas 
near the outer boundary of this galaxy will “leak” into the space outside it. Such 
PRE loaded hydrogen gas can play the role of the “dark energy” observed in the 
intergalactic void. 

6. Comparison of SSI to Hubble and ΛCDM Scenarios 

6.1. Estimate of Hubble’s Parameter 

Evidence of the expansion of the universe comes from Hubble’s law  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 18
0, 0 2.28 10 /sHv t H t D t H H −= = = ×            (6.1) 

where vH denotes redshift velocities of stars in distant galaxies measured from 
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the earth, D the earth to stars distances, H(t) the Hubble parameter, and H0 the 
measured Hubble constant. Differentiation of (6.1) yields 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )2

d d d
,

d d d
d d1

d d

H
H H

H

H

v t H t D t
H t v t D t v t

t t t
H t v t

H t H t
t v t t

= + =

= − +
        (6.2) 

Let the earth be on a radius in Figure 2, closer to the boundary of the universe 
(large circle) than to its center UC. There is no loss of generality to choose this 
radius to be that ending at S in Figure 2. Let the distance from the earth to S be 
RES(t) and the light emitting stars be located near R(t), the position of the test 
hydrogen atom governed by (4.6). Then,  

( ) ( ) ( )ESD t R t R t= +                      (6.3) 

The Hubble constant H0 in (6.1) cannot be derived from the present model 
because RES(t) is unknown. Now RES(t) lies inside the observable universe and 
changes with t slowly compared to R(t) for a “run away” test atom accelerated 
via PRE near S in Figure 2. With the assumptions 1)-3) given above Section 5.2, 
differentiation of (6.3) together with the second of (6.2) and (4.2) leads approx-
imately to 

( ) ( )Hv t v t=                         (6.4) 

where the unknown RES(t) drops out upon differentiation. Equations (6.4), (4.6) 
and the last of (6.2) leads to 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
2

2 2

d 1 1
d

G U

GS US

H t M MGH t H t
t v t tR R t R R t γ

   + ∆ = − + + − 
 + +   

  (6.5) 

For small t, (4.6) can be replaced by (4.3 - 5) and (6.5) becomes 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 0

0

d
d 0

c

c

H t aH t H t
t v a t

∆
= − +

+ ∆
               (6.6) 

For small Δ, the last term can be dropped and the solution is  

( ) 0

01
HH t
H t

=
+

                        (6.7) 

which reduces to the second of (6.1) at t = 0. This deceleration is extremely 
weak. A 1% reduction of H(t) will take 1.4 × 108 years. 

A linearized approximation, valid for small t, is achieved via H2(t) →  H0H(t) 
in (6.6) which now yields 

( ) ( )
0 0

0 1 exp
0
ca t HH t H t

v
 ∆  = + −     ∆  

                (6.8) 

For Δ values in Table 1, ( )0 0 0cH a v∆ ∆  and the exponential factor in 
(6.8) can be dropped. This is equivalent to putting the small decelerating term 
−H2(t) in (6.6) to 0. Equation (6.8) then becomes the same as the first of (4.4) 
using (4.5) if H(t) and H0 were replaced by v(t) and v(0), respectively. Thus, the 
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Hubble parameter H(t) increases with time at the same rate as does the accele-
rating expansion v(t) in (4.4) for small t. As was mentioned above Table 1, this 
acceleration is qualitatively compatible with data [10]. 

This increase is due to that the last term in (6.6) arising from PRE acceleration 
is positive and large compared to the decelerating −H2(t). This last term becomes 
large as H(t) become greater at larger times; (6.8) then no longer holds and the 
nonlinear (6.5) has to be solved on computer.  

The computer results in Table 1 show that H(t) increases initially as in (6.8). 
At some intermediate time, the decelerating −H2(t) term becomes large enough 
to cancel out the last, accelerating term in (6.5) so that H(t) reaches very large 
maxima there and then starts to decrease to smaller values at larger times, of the 
order of magnitude of 108-9 years. At such large times, the test atom may have 
collided with other atoms so that the PRE gained via (6.5) was lost and the re-
sults in Table 1 no longer hold. 

These results are based upon the identification (6.4) which in its turn depends 
upon the gross, ad-hoc assumptions 1)-3) above Section 5.2. Therefore, the H(t) 
predictions in Table 1 can only be taken to be qualitative estimates that indicate 
the mechanism involved. 

6.2. Relations to Hubble’s Law 

The Hubble law (6.1) is empirical and valid in the part of the observable universe 
containing the earth and the galaxies visible from it. This scenario is more realis-
tic in this respect but does not include dark matter. This law cannot be derived 
from any first principles’ theory without introducing additional concepts. The 
expansion mechanism is not clear; the mainstream candidate is the unidentified 
dark energy. 

On the other hand, in the present SSI model in Figure 2, there is a center of 
the universe but no specified position of the earth. This model however includes 
dark matter and can be connected to the first principles’ theory SSI [5] partially 
verified by hadron data. The accelerating expansion mechanism is delineated. 
But the expansions predicted in this model cannot be connected to any observa-
ble data; the positions and velocities of atoms in neutral hydrogen gas cannot be 
measured as such. 

Results from both of these approaches are compatible with the general con-
ception of an acceleratingly expanding universe and complement each other. In 
the Hubble case, measurements can be made but no theory exists to account for 
them. In the SSI model, theory exists to explain the accelerating expansion but 
no measurement can be made to verify it. The theoretical results can thus not 
confirm data directly because they refer to different environments. 

Nevertheless, with the aid of the assumptions 1)-3) above Section 5.2, the 
connection (6.4) could be set in a heuristic manner. This connection leads to qu-
alitative compatability between data and present theory under such circums-
tances for small velocities. 
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Table 2. Comparison of the ΛCDM model of the universe with the present SSI model. 

 
 
Another approximately mutually compatible scenario may be that evolution 

according to the SSI model took place long, perhaps 109 - 1010 years, ago. Evolu-
tion of such a universe may eventually have ended up in the present state of the 
observable universe in which Hubble’s law (6.1) can be established. 

6.3. ΛCDM vs SSI Model  

As was mentioned in the caption of Figure 2, the present SSI scenario was orig-
inally constructed for illustration of the mechanisms for the generation of dark 
matter and the anti-gravity expansion of the universe via PRE and was not 
aimed at a model for the universe per se. It turned out however that this scenario 
covers several areas also considered in the current mainstream ΛCDM model. 
Therefore, a comparison of these two models in these areas listed in Table 2 may 
illuminate the pros and cons for both. 

7. Summary 

Negative relative energy between the diquark uu and the quark d in a proton 
plays the role of dark matter. Positive relative energy PRE between these quarks 
can lead to anti-gravity expansion of the universe.  

Inside the universe, the amount of negative relative energies or dark matter 
produced depends upon the gravitational force acting on the quarks in hydrogen 
gas opposed by the pressure gradients acting on the electrons in this gas. In a 
galaxy, such amount can prevent fast moving stars from escaping the galaxy and 
cause gravitational lensing. Star formation in this gas uses up the hydrogen 
atoms that create such dark matter and hence reduces the dark matter content in 
this galaxy and increases the galaxy’s apparent expansion rate. In intergalactic 
space, such dark matter can contribute to formation of filaments. 

To account for the expansion of the universe, a hypothetical model of the un-
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iverse is proposed. Near the outskirts of the observable universe, both the gas 
pressure gradient and gravitational force become very weak and the amount of 
dark matter generated nearly vanishes. Random collisions between hydrogen 
atoms in this region can flip such a small amount of negative relative energy or 
dark matter into a small positive relative energy or PRE in a hydrogen atom. 
Once such a sign change takes place, gravitational attraction switches into an-
ti-gravity repulsion now unopposed by any pressure gradient. This leads to a 
“run away” hydrogen atom and provides the mechanism for an acceleratingly 
expanding universe.  

This theoretical expansion and the measured Hubble data are both compatible 
with the conception of an expanding universe and complement each other. But 
they cannot verify each other directly because the present model has been con-
structed for purposes different from those of the measurements. On the other 
hand, the present accelerating expansion mechanism of the universe is based 
upon a first principles’ theory while Hubble’s law cannot be derived from any 
such theory. However, both approaches can under certain circumstances be 
shown to support each other qualitatively at small velocities. 

Dark matter and PRE are not foreign objects like WIMPs and dark ener-
gy-cosmological constant but can only be created in cold hydrogen gas in gravi-
tational field. To achieve this, collisions among the hydrogen atoms must take 
place. Dark matter was created first and can eventually later evolve into PRE in 
the outskirts of the universe. Dark matter and PRE will disappear if the hydro-
gen atom creating them becomes ionized as in stars. 
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Appendix. Equations of Motion for Baryons and Nucleon 
Wave Functions   

The equations of motion for baryons in SSI are [7] (2.2), [8] (A9 - A10) or [5] 
(9.3.16, 19), (9.2.13b), Š 

{ } ( ) ( )( ) { } ( )3, , ,agab gh f
I I II ef I II b b I II e I IIbh

x x i M x x x xχ ψ∂ ∂ ∂ = − +Φ
 

  

      (A1a) 

{ } ( ) ( )( ){ } ( )3, , ,
dckde

II e I II b b I II I III bc I hk bh
x x i M x x x xψ∂ ∂ ∂ = − +Φ

 



 

      (A1b) 

( )2 2b A BM m m= +                         (A1c) 

( ) { } ( ) { } ( ){ }61, , , . .
4

bhf
b I II s I II f I IIbhI I II

x x g x x x x c cχ ψΦ = +          
 

 

      (A1d) 

where the spinor indices run from 1 to 2, xI is the coordinate of the diquark, xII 
that of the quark, I Ix∂ = ∂ ∂ , II IIx∂ = ∂ ∂ , the m’s quark masses [5] (Table 5.2), 
χ and ψ the ground state baryon wave functions, Φb the interquark potential de-
pendent only upon the interquark distance II Ix x−  for free baryons [5] (Sec. 
10.1), and 2

sg  the strong quark-quark coupling constant. Introduce the ob-
servable laboratory frame X and the “hidden”, unobservable relative coordinates 
x and separate χ and ψ according to [8] (2.1 - 3) or [5] (3.1.3a), (3.1.10a) (10.1.1),  

( ) ( ) ( ), 1 ,II I m I m II m I II Ix x x X a x a x a X x x xµ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ= − = − + = − −      (A2) 

{ } ( ) { } ( ) ( ) ( )
{ } ( ) { } ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

0

0

, exp exp

, exp exp ,

,

e e
I IIac ac

ac ac
e I II e

K

x x x i x iK X

x x x i x iK X

K E K

µ
µ

µ
µ

µ

χ χ ω

ψ ψ ω

= × −

= × −

= −

   

 

          (A3) 

Here, EK is the baryon energy, K  its momentum and ω the relative energy 
between the diquark and the quark, and am a real constant. The baryon wave 
functions χ and ψ have 6 components each comprising of a spin 1/2 doublet part 

0aχ


, 0
aψ  [5] (9.2.2) and a spin 3/2 quartet part 3/2χ± , 1/2χ± , 3/2ψ ± , 1/2ψ ±  [5] 

(9.2.8). 
Consider the rest frame 0K =  doublet baryons and put [5] (3.1.10a), (Sec. 

10.1) or [8] (2.4) 

01 2ma Eω= +                       (A4) 

Substituting (A2-A4) into (A1) and put 0K = , (A1) can be decomposed into 
a quartet part for the spin 3/2 baryons [5] (10.5.1) and a doublet part for the spin 
1/2 baryons [5] (10.2.1a), 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

2 3
0 0 00

2 3
0 0 0 0

22

2 4

2 4 ,

abab a
b bb

c
bc b bbc b

i E E x i M x x

i E E x i M x x

x

δ σ χ ψ

δ σ ψ χ

+ ∂ + ∆ = +Φ

− ∂ + ∆ = +Φ

∆ = ∂ ∂









 

     (A5) 

For the plane wave solution in (A3), the normalized amplitude of the wave 
functions in (A3) with 0K =  vanishes so that the right side of (A1d) also drops 
out to yield [7] (4.2) or [5] (10.2.2a), 
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( ) 2 4
0 1 2 4 ,b

b b b b b
dx d d r d r d r r x
r

Φ = + + + + =             (A6) 

where the db’s are constants. The ansatz [5] (10.3.8a) reads 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 1
0 0 0 001

2 2
0 0 002

1 cos ,
4
1 sin exp ,
4

x g r if r x x

x if r i x x

ψ θ χ ψ
π

ψ θ ϕ χ ψ
π

∗
= + =

= = −





        (A7) 

where θ, φ are angles in the “hidden” relative space x . Equations (A-6-7) have 
been inserted into (A5) which has been converted into a first order system [5] 
(10.4.5) which in its turn has been solved on a computer for the neutron, Σ0 and Ξ0 
baryons. The associated db values needed to obtain confinement, ( )0 0g r →∞ →  
and ( )0 0f r →∞ → , as well as g0(r) and f0(r) themselves are given in [5] (Sec-
tion 11.1.2). In particular [5] (Figure 11.1b), also reproduced in [7] (Figure 1), 
gives g0(r) and f0(r) for the neutron that led to correct prediction of its life [5] 
(Table 12.1). 

Due to the small differences in the mass E0 and quark masses (A1c) between 
the neutron and proton, the above neutron results can be taken over for proton 
here. 
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Abstract 
The binding energy of the deuteron is estimated from the scalar strong inte-
raction hadron theory SSI. The predicted value is 7.7% lower than the meas-
ured value. Existence of a spin 1 dineutron with a binding energy 4/5 that of 
the deuteron or 1.78 MeV is predicted. This is verified by the dineutron, first 
observed in 2012, in 16Be decay. No free dineutrons are expected to exist in 
nature as they can decay into deuterons. These binding energies are limited 
by short range strong interaction internucleon forces but consist of long 
range electrostatic energies from quark charges. 
 
Keywords 
Scalar Strong Interaction Hadron Theory SSI, Deuteron Structure, Dineutron 
Structure, Electromagnetic Energy, Deuteron Binding Energy, Dineutron 
Binding Energy, Dineutron Decay 

 

1. Introduction 

The current mainstream particle theory, the standard model SM [1], can say 
nothing about binding energies of two nucleon nuclei. In its place, the scalar 
strong interaction hadron theory SSI has been proposed [2] [3]. The purpose of 
this paper is to provide estimates of the binding energies in the two nucleon sys-
tem based upon SSI. 

In Section 2, the triplet deuteron binding energy is estimated and compared to 
data. Section 3 shows that the singlet deuteron is not a bound state. The same 
conclusion is reached for the singlet dineutron in Section 4. In Section 5, the 
triplet dineutron binding energy is estimated and its decay mode is shown. This 
dineutron is assigned to the observed one in 16Be decay. Some related considera-
tions are given in Section 6. 

2. Triplet Deuteron Binding Energy 

In SSI [3] (Ch 9), the ground state of a proton consists of a diquark uu and a 
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quark d. 
Consider such a free proton and change its u quarks into d quarks and vice 

versa. The result is a neutron with the same spin configuration. Put these two 
nucleons next to each other to form a deuteron, as is depicted in Figure 1. 

The configuration in Figure 1 is fixed by the: following two conditions: 1) the 
total spin in a two nucleon system can only be 1 with the nucleon spins parallel 
or 0 with the spins antiparallel and 2) both nucleons are on equal footing and the 
configuration remains symmetric with respect to them after an interchange or a 
space inversion. 

In SSI, Ra is in the “hidden” relative space x between the diquark and the 
quark [4] (A1) and is determined by strong interquark forces. It is hence not 
observable. On the other hand, the internucleon distance Rnn in the laboratory 
space is observable. 

When the two nucleons in Figure 1 are far apart or Rnn is large, they do not 
interact with each other. When they are sufficiently close to each other, they 
form a triplet deuteron 2H1. Let q denote quark charge, then 

2 3, 4 3, 3, 2 3u uu d ddq e q e q e q e= = = − = −               (1) 

Consider the total electrostatic energy Eem2H1 of the triplet deuteron in Figure 
1. There are four contributions, between uu and dd, uu and u, d and dd, and d 
and u so that  

2

2 1 2 2 2 2

10 1 11 0
9 1

uu dd d u uu u d dd
em H

nn nnnn a a nn

q q q q q q q q eE
R RR R R R

 + +  = + = − + ≤
 + + 

  (2) 

For large neutron-proton separation Rnn, Eem2H1 ≈ 0 but < 0. Let now the neu-
tron move closer to the proton, Rnn decreases and Eem2H1 becomes more negative. 
However, Rnn cannot be too small because the neutron will then experience the 
short range strong interaction force from the proton which prevents the merger 
of these two nucleons. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic configuration of the spin ↑↑ component of a triplet deuteron 2H1. X 
denotes the coordinate and S the spin of the diquarks and quarks. The subscripts refer to 
the quark content. Suu = Sdd = 1 and Su = Sd = −1/2 with signs given by the arrow ↑ for + 
and ↓ for −. Xuu = xI and Xd = xII in [3] (10.1.1) or [4] (A2). Ra ≈ 3.23 fm [5] (2.5) is the mean 
value of the diquark-quark distance. The neutron configuration is obtained from the proton 
configuration via the interchange u ↔ d. Rnn is distance between the both nucleons. 
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Let the diquark uu be fixed at Xuu in Figure 1. Then the d quark can lie any-
where on the surface of a sphere with radius Ra centered at Xuu to form the same 
proton. This scenario can be taken over by the neutron in Figure 1 via the in-
terchange u ↔ d. The same neutron is obtained when the u quark is Ra away 
from Xdd. Since the proton and the neutron cannot occupy the same space, 

2 , 0.5a
nn a

nn

RR R
R

≥ ≤                         (3) 

With Ra ≈ 3.23 fm from the caption of Figure 1, e2 = 4π/137, (2) and (3) yield 
the estimate 

2 1 2.0653 MeVem HE ≥ −                       (4) 

The lower limit of Rnn = 2Ra in (3) leads to the triplet deuteron binding energy 
EB2H1 = −Eem2H1 = 2.0653 MeV which is 7.7% smaller than the measured 2.2245 
MeV. 

The present treatment is phenomenological and Rnn = 2Ra used above is not 
an exact criterion. If Rnn = 1.846Ra were used instead, the predicted binding 
energy EB2H1 will agree with the measured one. Similarly, the diquark-quark dis-
tance is a continuous variable represented by an average value Ra here. If Ra ≈ 
3.23 fm → 3 fm, then prediction and data will likewise agree. 

The above Ra/Rnn ratios are also in qualitative agreement with the ratio 

proton charge radius 0.843fm= = 0.395 < 0.5 
deuteron charge radius 2.128fm

            (5) 

Note here that the charge radius arises from long range electromagnetic inte-
ractions and is an observable in the laboratory space. It is not to be confused 
with the unobservable short range strong interaction interquark radius Ra ≈ 3.23 
fm in the “hidden” relative space x between quarks. 

3. Singlet Deuteron Binding Energy 

The neutron spin in Figure 1 has been chosen to be parallel to that of the proton 
spin. But it can also be chosen to be antiparallel to the proton spin. This can be 
achieved by inverting the neutron configuration in Figure 1 upside down or, 
equivalently, by rotating this configuration 180˚. This is carried out in Figure 2.  

Analogous to (2), there are also four contributions, now between uu and u, d 
and dd, uu and dd, and d and u so that the total electrostatic energy Eem2H1 in (2) 
is changed to Eem2H0,  

2

2 0 2 2 2 2

2 1

10 1 11
9 1

0

uu u d dd uu dd d u
em H

nn nnnn a a nn

em H

q q q q q q q q eE
R RR R R R

E

 + +  = + = −
 + + 

= − ≥

    (6) 

For large neutron-proton separation Rpn, Eem2H0 ≈ 0 but now > 0. Let now the 
neutron move closer to the proton, Rnn decreases and Eem2H0 becomes more posi-
tive. Using the lower limit in (3), the singlet deuteron binding energy EB2H0 = 
−Eem2H0 = −2.0653 MeV is negative so that there is no stable spin 0 deuteron, in 
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agreement with observation. 

4. Singlet Dineutron Binding Energy 

Perform the interchange u ↔ d for the proton p↑ in Figure 1. This turns p↑ into 
n↑ which is the same as the n↑ on the right half of Figure 1. By Pauli’s principle, 
these two neutrons n↑ and n↑ cannot coexist. However, if the spin of this left 
neutron is switched to ↓, then the aggregate n↓ and n↑, assigned to the singlet 
dineutron 2n0, can exist. The configuration is depicted in Figure 3. 

Analogous to (6), the total electrostatic energy Eem2n0 for 2n0 reads 

2

2 0 2 2 2 2

8 1 11 0
9 1

u u dd dd u dd dd u
em n

nn nnnn a a nn

q q q q q q q q eE
R RR R R R

 + +  = + = − ≥
 + + 

    (7) 

which is simply 0.8 × Eem2H0 = −1.652 MeV for the lower limit of (3). Analogous 
to the singlet deuteron 2H0 case in Section 3, the singlet dineutron 2n0 binding 
energy EB2n0 = −Eem2n0 = −1.652 MeV is similarly negative so there is no stable 
spin 0 dineutron.  
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic configuration of a singlet deuteron 2H0 with spin 0. The proton con-
figuration is the same as that in Figure 1. The neutron configuration has been inverted 
upside down relative to that in Figure 1, indicated by the subscript inv. 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic configuration of a singlet dineutron 2n0. The right neutron configu-
ration is the same as that in Figure 1. Switching the spin directions in n↑ on the right 
leads to the n↓ configuration on the left. 
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5. Triplet Dineutron Binding Energy and Decay 

In Section 3, the right neutron configuration in Figure 1 has been inverted to 
become the right configuration in Figure 2. Perform the same inversion to the 
right neutron in Figure 3 yields Figure 4. 

Analogous to (2), the total electrostatic energy Eem2n1 for 2n1 reads 

2 1 2 2

2

2 12 2

8 1 11 0
9 1

u dd dd u u u dd dd
em n

nn nn a

em n
nn a nn

q q q q q q q qE
R R R

e E
R R R

+ +
= +

+

 
 = − + = − ≤
 + 

            (8) 

Comparison with (2) together with the lower limit of (4) yields the triplet di-
neutron 2n1 binding energy EB2n1 = −Eem2n1 = 0.8 × EB2H1 = 1.652 MeV. This value 
is expected to be 7.7 % smaller than its actual value by analogy to the triplet 
deuteron case mentioned beneath (4). Correcting for this discrepancy, the bind-
ing energy EB2n1 becomes 1.077 × EB2n1 = 1.78 MeV. 

2n1 is thus a stable nucleus, like 2H1, but its binding energy 1.78 MeV is weaker 
than 2.2245 MeV for 2H1. Energetically, it can decay into deuteron via neutron 
beta decay, 

2 2
1 1 en H e ν−→ + +                         (9) 

where νe denotes the electron neutrino. Since each of the neutrons in 2n1 can de-
cay separately, the decay time is expected to be half of the neutron decay time or 
440 sec.  

While the deuteron can be the nucleus of an atom, the deuterium, the neutral 
dineutron cannot form an atom. The decay (9) implies that there are no free di-
neutrons in nature, just like neutrons. 

Dineutron has been first observed some years ago in 16Be decay [6]. It is as-
signed to 2n1 here but needs not decay according to (9). Instead, it can decay into 
two neutrons when excess energy is available. The predicted 2n1 binding energy 
1.78 MeV has not been measured.  
 

 
Figure 4. Schematic configuration of the spin ↓↓ component of a triplet dineutron 2n1. 
The right neutron configuration is the same as that in Figure 2. The left neutron con-
figuration is the same as that in Figure 3. 
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6. Related Considerations 

The third member in the two nucleon system, the diproton pp, can be treated in 
an entirely analogous fashion. The results are that the binding energies of a 
singlet diproton EB2p0 as well as that for a triplet diproton EB2p1 are the classical 
value −e2/Rnn for large Rnn. For the lower limit in (3), Rnn = 2Ra, EB2p1 = −19.26 
MeV and EB2p0 = −14.1 MeV. Thus, pp is not bound, as expected.  

Thus, in the two nucleon system, only the triplet deuteron 2H1 and the triplet 
dineutron 2n1 are bound electromagnetically. The former is 20% stronger than 
the latter. The remaining four combinations, 2H0, 2n0 and the triplet and singlet 
diprotons are not electromagnetically bound states. This is reflected in the com-
position of nuclei which consist mostly of pn pairs, to an less degree nn pairs but 
no pp pair. 

The above results show that the binding energies of the deuteron and dineu-
tron are of long range, electromagnetic nature arising from the quark charges. 
Short range, strong interaction forces between the nucleons set the limits of 
these binding energies but do not contribute to them. 

For heavier nuclei, the above electrostatic confinement is insufficient and 
strong interaction forces, akin to those that led to the confinement characterized 
by Ra in Section 2, need be included. To accommodate the additional quarks, the 
two dimensional Figures 1-4 here have to be extended to three dimensions. 
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Abstract 
The matter about some far-going consequences commencing from the re-
placement of one of the basic principles of the traditional physics that is the 
principle of locality, with the recently put forward principle of boundedness is 
considered. It is proven that the thermodynamic theory which is explicitly 
grounded on the principle of locality, suffers inherent contradiction which 
roots lay down to the principle of locality. The way to overcome it goes via 
the replacement of the principle of locality with the recently put forward by 
the author principle of boundedness. In turn, the latter gives rise not only to a 
fundamentally novel notion for a number of ideas but also it yields replace-
ment of the proportionality between the software and hardware components 
with a new non-extensive approach to the matter. It is proven that the famous 
Moore’s law stands in new reading both in its support and the way to over-
come its limitations. Apart from its role for the technical applications, the 
present considerations stand also as a methodological example how the role 
of the basics of any theory affects practical rules such as the Moore’s law. 
 
Keywords 
Principle of Locality, Principle of Boundedness, Moore’s Law, Decomposition 
Theorem, Chemical Potential, Semantic Intelligence 

 

1. Introduction 

One of the greatest challenges to the general theory of artificial intelligence is es-
tablishing of general protocols for organization of the match between software 
and hardware for different types of intelligence. Up-to-now the only studied and 
developed type of intelligence is the algorithmic intelligence. In the line of the 
present considerations, one of its major properties is proportionality between 
the logical steps involved in software and the number of components involved in 
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the corresponding hardware. This result is justified by the use of Boolean logic 
for the software components and the “switches” between elementary compo-
nents for the hardware. The common between the Boolean logic and the switch-
es between components is that they both are executed locally so that the next 
step (switch) is free not to be physically correlated with either of the previous 
and/or the next one. Consequently, proportionality between the number of logi-
cal steps and the number of components commences.  

Then, the meeting of ever-growing demands of the human mankind to devic-
es of all kinds is focused mainly on further downsizing and doubling of compo-
nents as well as on finding the most efficient algorithms for classes of problems. 
It is widely accepted that this route has its limits proclaimed by the famous 
Moore’s law. So far, it is taken for granted that the limits to further downsizing 
are to be considered as formation of new phenomena such as, e.g., how many 
atoms are needed to be removed from a metallic system so that the latter to start 
exhibiting non-metallic properties. Thus, the Moore’s law stands as limit which 
delineates the boundary between phenomena of different qualities (e.g. transi-
tion from a non-metal to a metal). Yet, now I will outline that the Moore’s law is 
more than that. 

Still the dominant view on our human intelligence is that it operates on the 
grounds of the same Boolean logic for the “software” executed by means of cle-
verly designed “hardware” consisting of components each and every of which 
operates locally, i.e. on the principle of “switches”. This view commences from 
principle of locality of physical laws which is the very grounding principle of 
reductionist type of sciences to which the physics belongs. However, the theory 
built on that principle suffers fundamental contradictions. One of them, a con-
sequence of the thermodynamic theory, is that there are no limits (both lower 
and upper) on the number of components of any circuit to operate steadily. 
Thus, it seems possible to build a circuit out of a single atom. Then, is the hu-
man brain so imperfect to need myriads of atoms and molecules for its func-
tioning?  

The fundamental flaw of the thermodynamic theory is that it considers only 
systems which are in general equilibrium and/or in a state that represents small 
deviations from it. The principle of locality, which assumes that the laws of Na-
ture can be formulated at a single spatio-temporal point, e.g. a material point, 
and instantaneously acting forces concentrated in the center of mass, is here ex-
pressed by the assumption about Markovianity for the small deviations from the 
general equilibrium regardless to the origin of those deviations, i.e. whether they 
represent fluctuations or they come as a response to environmental impacts. 
Then, this setting renders the association/dissociation of species to be considered 
as a process unlimited in its number and as un-affecting the other properties of 
the corresponding system. Thus, not only the thermodynamic theory is not able 
to distinguish between a “bunch” of grains and a pile of sand, but it is not able to 
define a critical size for steady operation. Thus, a question arises, is it possible to 
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re-define the thermodynamic theory so that to overcome the above conundrum 
and what are the consequences. 

It turns out that such re-definition is possible but at the expense of withdrawal 
from the principle of locality and its replacement with the principle of boun-
dedness, recently introduced by the author in her book [1]. The far going con-
sequences of that replacement read that there exists a “kinetic” (operational) 
threshold below which any given circuit cannot operate steadily. The threshold 
is specific for each and every circuit but its existence is universal. The existence 
of operational thresholds not only puts the Moore’s law on formal grounds, but 
it delineates the major strategy for its overcoming: it is the use of new materials 
for further downsizing. Since the realm of new materials is vast, most promises 
hold on its exploration.  

Yet, the story is not finished: the principle of boundedness renders the matter 
about doubling of components to develop under another strategy as well. In a 
nutshell this strategy withdraws from growth of the number of components and 
applies non-extensive view on the matter. It is considered in section 2. 

The non-extensive approach to the matter about the match between software 
and hardware is an exclusive property of the naturally aroused in the frame of 
the theory of boundedness [1] semantic intelligence where the logic is not Boo-
lean and is grounded on specific for each task highly non-trivial interplay be-
tween long- and short-distant logical correlations executed by a “hardware” 
which is driven by spontaneously executed specific natural physico-chemical 
processes. To recall the major property of the semantic intelligence is autonom-
ous comprehension and creation of information [1]. To compare, the algorith-
mic intelligence is non-autonomous because both the design of software and 
hardware, and decoding of each and every output are subject to artificial inter-
vention. 

Summarizing, the establishing of a new general protocol for the match be-
tween software and hardware provides the new general strategy for overcoming 
the Moore’s law which along with the prescribed use of new materials will be the 
next milestone on the way to constructing devices for exploration of hazardous 
events, distant outer space endeavors and study of events where information is 
incomplete and/or uncertain.  

2. Kinetic (Operational) Threshold 

The goal of the present section is to prove that the existence of an operational 
threshold over stable functioning of any device is a generic property of all cir-
cuits. In turn, the Moore’s law gains another argument in its favor as well as 
providing the way of overcoming it. The reason for presenting it in a separate 
section is that the matter about existing of an operational threshold is highly 
non-trivial because it requires new setting for the notion of chemical potential. 

At first, let me demonstrate why the traditional notion of chemical potential is 
inherently contradictive. Below I reproduce the derivation in the way it is pre-
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sented in Chapter 8 of the book [1]. 
The traditional thermodynamics is grounded on the principle of locality 

which, among all, asserts that the basic characteristics of a system, (internal 
energy, entropy, chemical potential) are functions of the general equilibrium 
only and they do not depend on the path through which a system arrives at it. 
The most widespread definition of the chemical potential reads that it is the 
Gibbs energy necessary for associating/dissociating a species in/out a system in 
equilibrium. In order to meet the principle of locality, basic characteristics of a 
system, chemical potential included, are assumed to be intensive variables. 
Among all, the latter implies that the chemical potential must be independent 
from the number of species. However, next I will present a proof that the chem-
ical equilibrium is not able to maintain this property of the chemical potential. 
Thus, it turns out that the traditional thermodynamics experiences a fundamen-
tal flaw. 

Let us follow the traditional derivation of the necessary condition that a 
chemical reaction at fixed pressure and temperature should obey in order to re-
side in chemical equilibrium. It is demonstrated that it produces dependence of 
the chemical potential on the number of species of all sorts which in turn con-
stitutes an immediate violation of the condition for separation of the variables to 
intensive and extensive ones.  

In chemical equilibrium the amount of each of the reactants and products is 
constant and corresponds to the stoichiometric relation: 

1
0

S

i i
i

Aν
=

=∑                            (1) 

where iν  is the stoichiometric coefficient of the i th−  sort, iA  is its amount 
and S is the number of the i th−  sort species. 

Equation (1) is equivalent to the following relation: 

2

2 1 1 1

0i S

i i S

N NN
N N N N N N N

∂ ∂∂∂Φ ∂Φ ∂Φ ∂Φ
+ + + + + =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
             (2) 

where Φ  is the Gibbs energy, iN  is the number of species of the i th−  sort. 
Let us now rewrite (2) in slightly different form: 

1
0

S
i

i iN
ν
ν=

∂Φ
=

∂∑ .                         (3) 

By definition: 

i
iN

µ∂Φ
=

∂
                           (4) 

where iµ  is the chemical potential. 
Thus, at equilibrium the following relation holds: 

1
0

S

i i
i
ν µ

=

=∑                           (5) 

Further, since the Gibbs energy is thermodynamic potential in the linear do-
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main around the equilibrium state, the condition for independence of the arrival 
at equilibrium from the path is provided by its smoothness: 

2 2

i j j iN N N N
∂ Φ ∂ Φ

=
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

                        (6) 

which immediately leads to the following relation: 

ji

j iN N
µµ ∂∂

=
∂ ∂

                           (7) 

where iµ , jµ  are the chemical potentials of the i th−  and j th−  sort spe-
cies correspondingly. Let us now have a closer look on (7)—it turns out that (7) 
makes the chemical identity dependent on the number of the species! In addi-
tion, it is obvious that thereby the chemical potential turns a non-intensive vari-
able so that it depends not only on the number of the species of its sort but on 
the number of species of all other sorts. However, this is in a sharp controversy 
with the idea of its meaning presented by Equation (4), that the chemical poten-
tial is predetermined by the chemical identity of the species of any given sort 
alone.  

The way out from the above contradiction is to adopt a new definition for the 
notion of the chemical potential. It is well known that there exists another defi-
nition which derives it from the notion of Lagrangian. The inconvenience of that 
definition in the frame of the traditional thermodynamics, however, lies in the 
fact that the notion of Lagrangian is associated with extremal properties of a 
system such as minimum energy, maximum entropy etc. 

Luckily, in the theory of boundedness the notion of stationarity of the action 
is associated with those trajectories where the boundedness of rates and ampli-
tudes of exchanging energy/matter/information with the current environment is 
permanently maintained. Thus, stationarity of the action is not any longer to be 
associated with any form of extremization. A crucial test for the new definition 
of the chemical potential is whether it puts a ban over association/dissociation of 
arbitrary amount of species. This is very important for delineating a system from 
its environment in the process of its interaction with not apriori specified envi-
ronment. Thus, if the exchange of species is not limited, a system could either 
enlarge to arbitrary size or deplete to extinction. This suggests straightforward 
relation of the new notion of chemical potential to the notion of stability of a 
system. The fundamental advantage of the definition of a chemical potential in 
the setting of boundedness (through non-extremizing Lagrangian) is that it 
renders the functional properties of the system to play an apparent role in the 
notion of the chemical potential. Thus it renders the chemical potential to de-
pend on the spatio-temporal order of association/dissociation of species. In turn, 
the latter renders the option for the chemical potential to turn to zero during 
those processes which immediately implies collapse of the corresponding sys-
tem. 

That is why I define the chemical potential as follows: 
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i
i

L
n

δµ
δ

= −Ω                            (8) 

where Ω  is the volume of the system; in  is the number of the species of the 
i th−  sort; L is the Langrangian of a system. Equation (8) describes a process 
initiated by small deviations from the general equilibrium condition 0Sδ = , 
where S is the action. It is worth noting that in the frame of the theory of boun-
dedness the condition for stationarity of the action holds for all trajectories 
where the condition for boundedness of rates and amplitudes holds. Thus, the 
advantage of this definition is that it automatically delineates only admissible 
trajectories where the boundedness holds permanently by means of taking into 
account the functional relations built-in in the state space of a many-body sys-
tem. Indeed, Equation (8) is an explicit expression for taking into account the 
intrinsic functional “relations” among the constituting species as well as their 
modification under the interaction of the system with its environment. By means 
of the new definition, I will demonstrate that a system stays stable if and only if 
the amount of energy/matter that it exchanges with the environment is bounded. 

Thus, the condition for providing stability of a system stands primary. In the 
line of the present considerations, it implies that breaking the stability of a sys-
tem happens when its chemical potential turns to zero. The structure of the state 
space under boundedness is supposed divided into a “bulk” and a “surface” part. 
The former one is to be associated with that part of the system that remains sta-
ble under a given interaction and as I will demonstrate further it is to be asso-
ciated with the so called “homeostatic” pattern of a system. On the contrary, the 
“surface” part is associated with the current boundary of a state space and as it 
will become clear in the next section, it is to be it is to be associated with current 
interactions with the environment. In turn, the “surface” part of the chemical 
potential is strongly sensitive to the current curvature which culminates in 
strong sensitivity on the current number of exchanged species. Since any ex-
change of a species modifies the shape of state space “surface”, the natural 
measure of the surface part of the chemical potential is its local curvature: 

s
S

kdsµ α= ∫                           (9) 

where α  is the density of the surface energy; S is the area of the state space 
surface. The permanent variations of the number of species result in permanent 
modification of the value and sign of the local curvature. So, sµ  permanently 
varies and eventually turns the total chemical potential totµ  to zero. This im-
mediately yields the system falling apart. The next task is to illustrate that this 
happens when the number of exchanged species is limited. According to the 
above considerations, the destruction of the system happens whenever: 

0totµ =                             (10) 

Since the bulk part of the chemical potential is insensitive to the variations of 
the state variables, Equation (10) holds whenever the following relation holds: 
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s bµ µ= −                            (11) 

where bµ  is the bulk part of the chemical potential. 
An immediate consequence of the above setting is that a collapse happens al-

ways at bounded number of associated/dissociated species and so that the way to 
collapse strongly depends on the spatio-temporal path through which the asso-
ciation/dissociation proceeds. The chemical potential for different species and 
paths also turns different. This result constitutes the fundamental difference with 
the traditional thermodynamics where notion of the chemical potential is sup-
posed to be inherent property of the chemical identity of a single sort of species. 
It is worth noting that the notion of functional relations among species and the 
notion of stability straightforwardly participate in the notion of the chemical 
potential in the present setting. 

An immediate consequence of the above considerations is that it sets a condi-
tion for a system to operate steadily to be a permanent sustaining its chemical 
potential to be non-zero. It is obvious that the notion of the chemical potential is 
apparently related to the size, the structural and the functional organization of 
any system. In turn, the latter justifies the assertion that for each and every sys-
tem a threshold arises below which the system is not able to operate steadily. The 
size, structure and functional organization of the threshold are specific to a sys-
tem, but the existence of the general ban over further miniaturization is a gener-
al property. It should be stressed that it appears as an exclusive property for the 
theory of boundedness. Thereby, the way to further miniaturization lays in the 
use of new materials and is grounded on the specificity of any concrete ban. 

One of the major goals of tailoring any device is providing its stable function-
ing in any environment. So far the major approach for accomplishing this task is 
to put the device at stationary stable conditions by means of, e.g., plugging to an 
artificially designed electric grid. Then, the principle of locality provides a 
one-to-one correspondence between any software and any hardware. The latter 
correspondence culminates in the properties of the so-called Turing machine. 
Consequently, any hardware (those constituting by a single component included) 
can execute any software (a probabilistic one included). At first glance this mat-
ter becomes extremely difficult since the path dependence of the chemical poten-
tial opens the door to functional inequality of otherwise structurally identical spe-
cies. Then, it seems that any such system is doomed to unstable and unrepro-
ducible functioning because different inputs would create different path depen-
dences and thus different functional structure. This issue is resolved by means of 
the central for the entire theory of boundedness result, the so called by the au-
thor decomposition theorem and proven by her in [1]. 

The decomposition theorem states that for each and every bounded irregular 
sequence (BIS) a presentation basis exists which is power spectrum, where the 
latter is additively decomposed to two parts: a specific to a system discrete pat-
tern, called, homeostasis, and a universal continuous component whose shape is 

( )1 ff α  where ( ) 1fα =  at 1f T=  where T is the current length of any given 
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BIS. Both the structure of the discrete pattern and the shape of the continuous 
band are robust to the details of the statistics of the variations in any given BIS. 
The crucial property of that decomposition is that it holds even when a system 
operates in a non-specified ever-changing environment under the mild condi-
tion of keeping rates and amplitudes of exchanging matter/information/energy 
with the environment permanently bounded within specific margins alone.  

An immediate consequence of the decomposition theorem is that any ho-
meostatic pattern appears as stable functional pattern robust to small environ-
mental variations. It is worth noting that the latter property justifies the intuitive 
notion about the “bulk” part of the state space involved in the considerations of 
the previous section about constituting a new notion for the chemical potential. 
Alongside, the continuous part is to be associated with the current interaction of 
a system with its environment and hence with the “surface” part. 

Let me now briefly discuss the withdrawal from the principle of locality. Indeed, 
in the traditional setting, it is strongly involved through the idea of separation of 
the thermodynamic variables to intensive and extensive ones. Then, chemical 
potential turns provided by chemical identity alone and turns robust to the func-
tional relations among the constituting a system species which yields to the op-
portunity for association/dissociation of arbitrary amount of species regardless 
to whether a system remains stable or not. On the contrary, the replacing of 
the principle of locality with the principle of boundedness renders the notion 
of the chemical potential to be apparently related to the notion of stability and 
renders strong sensitivity on the path through which the association/dissociation 
proceeds.  

In turn, this justifies Moore’s law by means of providing another strong ar-
gument in its favor. Yet, it also opens the door to its overcoming: by means of 
the use of new materials, new structural and functional organizations. In turn, 
this makes the relation structure/functionality to be more diverse than mere 
proportionality alone. In the next section, it is demonstrated that this yields to 
its diversity through non-extensisvity. 

3. Non-Extensivity and Diversity of the Relation  
Structure-Functionality  

The roots of non-extensivity of the relation “software-hardware” lay deeply into 
the decomposition theorem. It is worth reminding one of its most non-trivial 
immediate consequences, that is that the notion of homeostatic pattern 
represents steady causal correlations for any functionality [2] [3] so that the log-
ical and quantal error are kept bounded in a long run [4]. These properties give 
rise to the question about whether a general rule for their match to the relation 
“structure-functionality”, i.e. “software-hardware”, exists. It is worth noting that 
since the semantic intelligence is spontaneously executed by natural physi-
co-chemical processes, the role of “software” is played by the functionality, the 
role of “hardware” is played by the structure and their relation is provided by the 
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existence of a general protocol for their match governed by an equation of the 
following general type: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )ˆ, , , , ,X t X t X t X D t X X
t

α β µ∂
= − + −∇ ⋅ ⋅∇

∂
r r r r       (12) 

where ( ),tα r  and ( ),tβ r  are the “stoichiometric” coefficients of the corres-
ponding local adsorption and reaction terms; ( ), Xµ r t  is the current bounded 
noise. The basic equation is a single scalar equation for the entire network be-
cause it represents a system without stirring thus allowing formation of utilizable 
long-range physico-chemical correlations. To remind, the stirring destroys long- 
range correlations thus making different species (hence different types of spe-
cies) independent and in turn it makes the governing equation local. 

This type of governing equation was derived in [1] and its solution comprises 
both a real and imaginary part. The solutions of both real and imaginary part of 
the above equation are trajectories which are confined in tubes restrained by the 
specific thresholds which commence from the thresholds of the noise compo-
nent but not proportional to them. Since each part of a solution is a BIS, both 
real and imaginary part comprises a stable discrete pattern which contributes to 
the corresponding homeostatic pattern. 

The imaginary part of the solution has a generic solution which consists of 
emitting specific travel waves so that to deliver specific reaction outputs to spe-
cific distant spatio-temporal points where they serve as inputs for other specific 
reactions.  

It should be stressed on the exclusive generic property of the adsorption and 
reaction terms in the governing Equation (12) to be linear with respect to the 
total concentration. This is because different species, in non-reactive conforma-
tions, maintain the same relative velocity [5] which property provides laminarity 
without stirring of a flow consisting of different sorts of species. Thus all differ-
ent species participate linearly in the flow yet with different “weights” (adsorp-
tion and reaction rates correspondingly). Put in other words, the stoichiometry 
is executed in fundamentally different way. Note that the “stoichiometry” for the 
same reaction could be different in different spatio-temporal points which asser-
tion is in sharp contrast with the case of stirring where the stoichiometry is local 
and thus is the same throughout the entire system. This contrast arises because 
the reactants are brought together not by means of stirring but by means of a 
sequence of specific passages from one spatio-temporal point to another. Note 
that stirring destroys any correlations among species thus rendering reactions 
only local.  

In turn, the linearity of the adsorption and reaction terms with respect to 
concentration, viewed as their generic property, provides not only the emitting 
of travel waves as a generic type of solution of the imaginary part of Equation 
(12) but it also immediately constitutes a generic property of those matter waves 
to be the confinement of any matter wave into a specific to it “tube” of bounded 
section. The proof of this confinement can be traced back to the Chapter 7 of 
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[1]. This confinement could be considered figuratively speaking as a process of 
auto-collimation. The value of the latter property lies in its ability to provide exact 
repetition of distant spatio-temporal homeostatic relations in an ever-changing 
environment. It is worth noting that the auto-collimation turns out to play also 
the role of implement for providing and self-controlling the robustness of any 
homeostatic pattern in an ever-changing environment. The role of self-control is 
that when a travel wave deviates from the target, the corresponding reaction do 
not happen which in turn signals out a local damage. 

Thus, the solution of any basic governing equation is a result of highly 
non-trivial interplay between short- and long-range correlations. The goal of 
that interplay is to maintain a stable long-run functioning of any current ho-
meostatic pattern. It is worth noting on the non-separability of spatial and time 
coordinates for distinguishing the causal correlations encapsulated in a homeos-
tatic pattern from the provisional ones and from the correlations associated with 
the individual peculiarities. That non-separability is best illustrated by the fact 
that the separation of the causal correlations from the other types occurs only in 
the power spectrum of any time series which represents the behavior of a com-
plex system. These considerations are one argument more in favor of the asser-
tion sustained by the author why the semantic intelligence is irreducible to the 
Boolean logic. 

It is worth noting that one of the most general properties of any solution of 
the governing Equation (12), that is that its state space is partitioned into basins 
of attractions each of which is characterizing by a specific to it homeostatic pat-
tern, lays the fundament for diversity of the relation “hardware-software” for the 
semantic intelligence. 

Moreover, the governing Equation (12) provides not only a stable diversifica-
tion of the relation structure-functionality but the highly non-trivial interplay 
among short- and long-distant correlations renders the match between structure 
and functionality non-extensive as well. It is worth comparing to the algorithmic 
intelligence where the principle of locality renders all physical correlations only 
local thereby making the recognition of any long-range correlations subject to 
artificial, i.e. that of a human mind, intervention. To remind, our human mind is 
subject to our current beliefs, views and abilities and so any thus obtained 
long-range correlations would be subjective and indiscriminating from the pro-
visional ones and from those that come from the individuality of any complex 
system.  

Yet, there is a decisive step ahead to further diversification of the match 
structure-functionality. This step is grounded on the exclusive properties of se-
mantic intelligence that read: 1) the meaning of each and every semantic unit is 
executed as a non-mechanical engine built on the different basins-of-attractions 
to which the state space of Equation (12) is divided. Thus, the semantic meaning 
turns irreducible to that sequence of “letters” which constitute it and thus it is 
irreducible to the Boolean logic encapsulated in that sequence; 2) the semantic 
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units are organized in a bi-directional hierarchy so that governing equation on 
each and every hierarchical level is equation of the type represented by Equation 
(12). From the computation point of view its greatest advantage lies in the fact 
that the computation at all hierarchical levels is not always necessary: sometimes 
it is enough to complete computation only on higher hierarchical levels. This 
result is an immediate consequence of the rule for synchronization of homeos-
tatic patterns that comes from different hierarchical levels [6]. 

Thus, further diversification of the relation structure-functionality goes in two 
ways: 1) changing the number of hierarchical layers; 2) by means of changing 
environment, a system can “switch” to another homeostatic pattern. It is worth 
noting that those implements of diversification serve also as implements for 
strengthening the stability of a system.  

Summarizing, the new form of intelligence, semantic intelligence, opens the 
door to the entirely new reading of the Moore’s law with regards to the issue 
about the match between structure and functionality. 

The functional distinguishability of structurally identical species is successful-
ly utilized by the computation which thus proceeds in non-recursive means as 
discussed in [1]. Indeed, it is implemented by non-linear steps executed in a 
non-homogeneous way whose generic property is algorithmic un-reachability 
from one another in any finite number of linear operations. This is another con-
sequence of the decomposition theorem where the power spectrum comprises an 
irrational frequency along with the homeostatic pattern and the continuous 
band [1]. Moreover, the presence of a specific interplay among short- and long- 
range spatio-temporal correlations among reactions renders the entire system 
irreducible to linearly connected moduli where the linearity is the necessary 
fundament for a “hardware” to be able to execute any piece of algorithmic intel-
ligence in a reproducible way. However, linear operations allow unlimited ac-
cumulation of matter/energy/information in any locality thus contradicting the 
very core of the idea of boundedness which puts bounds on accumulation and/or 
depletion of energy/matter/information beyond specific margins as a primary 
condition for stable long-term functioning of any system. On the contrary, the 
non-recursive computing is implemented by means of spontaneously executed 
natural processes which automatically maintain boundedness of rates and am-
plitudes in each and every spatio-temporal point.  

As an immediate consequence, the number of logical operations and the 
number of hardware components for semantic intelligence are intertwined in a 
highly non-trivial and complex interplay whose general properties are diversity 
and non-extensivity.  

In turn, these differences once again prompt to suggest that the diversity of 
properties and abilities of any new form of intelligence are still far ahead to be 
discovered and utilized. What is more exciting is that such things as laws and 
rules which hold for one type of intelligence, e.g. Moore’s law for algorithmic 
intelligence, transforms to new view point, that is non-extensivity and adaptabil-
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ity of relation structure-functionality for the semantic intelligence. 

4. Conclusions 

The present paper is an example that practical rules such as the famous Moore’s 
law hold for specific setting only and that the way of overcoming their limita-
tions goes via fundamental changes of those settings. Thus, the replacement of 
the principle of locality with the principle of boundedness yields a cascade of 
consequences. The cascade starts with the central for the entire theory of boun-
dedness decomposition theorem and passes through the grounded on it novel 
notion of the chemical potential. It culminates in a new approach to the matter 
about the match between software and hardware based on non-extensivity of the 
number of the logical operations and the hardware components, and the wide 
use of new materials as well. To compare, the principle of locality provides only 
proportionality between the number of logical operations and the hardware 
components. 

Thus, despite its role for practical needs, the present paper appears as a me-
thodological implement for delineating the deep and highly non-trivial role of 
the basic settings of any theory. 
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Abstract 
A multi-bubble model of universe is presented, in which gravity is the result 
of the aging of electromagnetic dipoles produced in quantum fluctuations of 
the action inside a condensate of a particular type of balancing gravitons. In 
the model, the exchange of gravitons among the dipoles and the potential of 
vacuum balances the energy of the fluctuation. The effect is to create bubbles 
of space-time that by growing they expand the local vacuum. The model sug-
gests that the universe originates from overlapping of bubbles of space-time 
associated with dipoles. Matter is originated during gravitons decay. The use 
of the Bridge Theory demonstrates how the attractive force field that emerges 
in each bubble is in the first approximation in accordance with Newtonian 
gravity at small, medium and large distances in accordance with the theory of 
General Relativity by also introducing a variable cosmological term that justi-
fies some observed cosmological anomalies. The model overcomes the cur-
rent concepts of Dark Energy and Dark Mass in favor of a gravity produced 
by the curvature of space-time of the bubble. The existence of the balancing 
gravitons provides an estimate of the actual amounts of Dark Energy, Dark 
Matter and matter measured in the current universe. The estimated theoreti-
cal mass of the balancing gravitons is consistent with the Kaluza-Klein gravi-
tons of 2.68 TeV observed in the ATLAS experiment during Run #1. Moreo-
ver, the use of the observational data of the rotation speeds of two samples of 
galaxies allows to verify the good agreement of the real universe with the 
model, providing a possible explanation of the variability in the measurement 
of the Hubble constant. 
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1. Introduction 

In history of cosmology [1], the assumption of the Lambda-CDM (Cold Dark 
Matter) model as describing the physical reality of the universe, naturally leads 
to a first difficulty in understanding the behavior of gravity on a galactic, extra-
galactic and cosmic scale [2]. A distribution of a large quantity of Dark Matter is 
imagined to exist and be gravitationally active influencing the halo of each ga-
laxy, manifesting its presence through an anomalous rotation speed of the galac-
tic halo itself. A second difficulty is the problem of the origin of the universe. All 
instrumental observations made on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
are consistent with an initial inflationary scenario in which expansion was in-
itially very fast, after which the universe slowed down and accelerated again as if 
was driven by antigravity produced by a hypothesized Dark Energy, so in light of 
the observations of the WMAP and Plank spacecrafts and of the recent mea-
surements of the Hubble constant performed by different methods, all inconsis-
tent with those obtained on the CMB, to believe that the Lambda-CDM model is 
able to describe the universe at every scale correctly do not seem easy. 

A consistency at the Lambda-CDM model is given by the observation of an 
amount of ordinary visible baryonic matter contributing with 0.05BΩ ≅  at the 
baryonic density, at which is necessary to add an amount of yet not identified 
Dark Matter contributing with a 0.25DMΩ ≅  to density and of an amount of 
Dark Energy, probably associated to the vacuum energy with a 0.7DEΩ ≅ , both 
sufficient to produce a flat universe expanding with a velocity growing in time. 
These two characteristics involve two fundamental aspects of physics. The first is 
related to the not confirmed existence of neutral bosonic particles habiting the 
galactic halos with a Dark Matter role, the second of a vacuum, not exactly emp-
ty, that actively participates at the total energy of the universe causing its expan-
sion. 

For this, there are some deep difficulties for the acceptance of the Lamb-
da-CDM model in the present form, in fact on a galactic scale and beyond, it is 
very difficult to reconcile the model predictions with the direct observations. It 
would seem that a set of cosmological constants cannot be sufficient to describe 
perfectly the behavior of the single galaxies, of the clusters and of the universe 
itself in its early stages. Despite this, the historical experimental confirmation 
from LIGO and VIRGO [3] collaborations of the existence of the gravitational 
waves, and the confirmation of the existence of a gravitational redshift along the 
orbit at pericenter of S2, when the star is nearest the intense gravity produced by 
the massive black-hole in Sgr A [4], they should eliminate any doubts about the 
physical reality and the goodness of the Theory of General Relativity. Thus, it is 
necessary to assume gravity not as a fundamental pseudo-Newtonian force, but 
as an emerging force produced by the local curvature of space-time induced by 
the presence of masses and energy in the vacuum as predicted by the field equa-
tion in which gravity appears as a non-quantized field. In this sense, gravity 
seems to be an exception on the scenario of the fundamental forces. In particular, 
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if gravity is an effect and not a fundamental force, it is necessary to know why 
the curvature of space-time is produced and why it grows when the mass and 
density of energy grow in space-time, especially it is necessary to wonder why 
gravity is not a quantum field like other forces. 

In this work, a new model of the universe is proposed and it is shown that the 
Theory of General Relativity reinterpreted in the context of a complete Bridge 
Theory (BT) [5] [6] is able to describe the universe without assuming the exis-
tence of real Dark Matter and real Dark Energy because their effects are emu-
lated during the creation of space-time. 

2. Why Is It Necessary to Try to Use Another Approach to 
Describe a New Cosmological Model? 

One of the fundamental expected goals of modern physics is to discover gravity 
as a relativistic quantum force unified with other forces in nature. Two funda-
mental steps are needed to achieve this goal. The first is the experimental dis-
covery of the existence of a quantum phenomenon associated with gravity or al-
ternatively of a quantum theory of gravity describing the gravitational effects on 
each scale. The second is to understand as gravity can be unified with all the 
other forces, namely with the electromagnetic force. In both cases, to try to 
achieve these results it is necessary to start from a theory consistent with quan-
tum theory, with relativity and with electromagnetic theory. 

This work presents a model of universe in which electromagnetic forces and 
gravity are unified. The model developed with the use of quantum physics and 
relativity in the context of the BT is proved to be theoretically and phenomeno-
logically consistent with the description of the electromagnetic quantum-relativistic 
phenomena as above hypothesized to be necessary. In any case, the use of BT 
based on real physical phenomena can be considered an interesting attempt to 
unify within a single non-speculative theory a quantum-gravitational phenome-
nology with electromagnetic forces. 

2.1. The Dipole as an Electromagnetic Model of the Photon  
Exchanged during a Particle-Antiparticle Electromagnetic  
Interaction 

The theoretical and phenomenological approach takes into account that in BT 
the electromagnetic interactions occur by means of the creation of real and vir-
tual Dipole Electromagnetic Sources (DEMS), whose interaction energy is regu-
lated by the wavelength defined by the minimum distance reached by the par-
ticles during their approach. The correctness of this approach proposed in terms 
of model in reference [7] and [8] and reviewed successively in Bridge Theory 
terms is guaranteed by the theoretical estimation of the Sommerfeld constant 
springing out by theory as a universal numerical constant independent by the 
values of the Planck constant, of the electron charge, of the light speed and by 
external adjustment of useful parameters. 
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The DEMS model demonstrates the initial conjecture [9] based on the role of 
the transverse component of the Poynting vector associated with the induction 
zone during the direct interaction of the particle-antiparticle pair, in generating 
the quantization. In synthesis, the electromagnetic dipole formed during a direct 
interaction has a non-zero dipole moment that gives it cylindrical symmetry in 
the Poynting vector field. The lack of spherical symmetry with respect to radial 
emission gives rise to a non-null transverse component of the Poynting vector 
associated with a rotating wave that localizes energy and momentum equal to 
that defined for a photon within the first wavefront. More exactly, inside the 
source zone of the DEMS defined by a spherical crown limited by the radii 

2 3 4rλ λ< < , an amount of energy formally and numerically in agreement 
with the photon hc λ  is localized. The first value of the action was calculated 
in a manner completely consistent with the DEMS model. The action value h1 = 
6.626178 × 10−34 J∙s derived from the theoretical value of the Sommerfeld’s con-
stant calculated by the model, was subsequently improved in the more wide 
context of the BT by introducing the idea that the interacting charges, if referred 
to the dipole, cannot be approximated to a geometric points, so considering their 
angular dispersion was possible to provide an improved value h2 = 6.626075 × 
10−34 J∙s of the action constant. This action value is in very good agreement with 
the current experimental value of the Planck constant hPlanck = 6.626071 × 10−34 
J∙s demonstrating that the DEMS model is independent from external conditions 
and allows a theoretical definition of the 1α−  Sommerfeld’s constant as a 
computable fundamental constant in an universe free to evolve without con-
strains. In this way, the DEMS behaves as a quantum mediator of the energy ex-
changed in a direct electromagnetic interaction, by emulating the quantized ex-
change of energy and momentum between the interacting particles. 

2.2. The Role of the Uncertainty Principle in the Space-Time  
Creation 

Considering that in BT the phase of production of a DEMS, called alpha phase 
(A), localizes the energy and momentum of the photon exchanged by the inte-
racting particles, using the Poynting theorem is proved the existence of an un-
certainty principle for observers external to the first wavefront in accordance 
with the Heisenberg principle, but also of an uncertainty principle for internal 
observers imbedded in the electromagnetic field of the DEMS, in this case, the 
pairs of variables position-momentum and time-energy within the dipole behave 
as conjugate variables because each pair is associated with the Poynting vector 
field of the DEMS, characterizing the localization and the propagation of the 
electromagnetic field. Thus, the electromagnetic field that fills the bubble within 
the wavefront defines the space-time of the bubble itself. 

When the phase A ends, the photon exchange ends too. During this phase the 
interacting particles exchanged an energy equal to that of a photon with wave-
length λ, from this instant the pair of particles begin to move away from each 
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other progressively increasing their mutual distance of interaction, i.e. they in-
crease the wavelength of direct interaction up to infinity by bringing the DEMS 
up to zero energy. This final phase is called omega phase (Ω). It is necessary to 
ask ourselves how the energy of DEMS is stored and distributed in these two 
phases. In fact, during the alpha phase, the energy of interaction of the two par-
ticles is supplied externally by a process of acceleration, instead in the Ω phase, 
the first wavefront characterizing the DEMS energy emission is enclosing more 
and more space-time, while the wavelength that causally connects the two origi-
nal interacting particles grows gradually reducing the electromagnetic energy of 
the actual DEMS. The difference in wavelength between the final and the initial 
signal defines the redshift of the original energy exchanged between the two in-
teracting particles. If the energy conservation principle is not violated where did 
the missing energy go? In what other form of energy has the energy of the DEMS 
been transformed? This model suggests how the missing energy can become 
gravitational energy. 

3. Multi-Bubble Universe Model 

Considering the generalized uncertainty principle proposed in BT relative to the 
conjugate couples of variables energy-time and momentum-position measured 
by each observer, two independent cases can be considered: 

1) The observer is not yet causally connected with the DEMS because it is 
moving externally to the first emitted wavefront of the DEMS in a pre-existing 
space-time, its position with respect to the DEMS is initially unknown. Reached 
by the wavefront the observer interacts with the DEMS through the wave. The 
interaction corresponds to an indirect measurement of the energy E and mo-
mentum P of the DEMS along the line of sight of the observer. In this case, the 
observations of momentum-position or of energy-time performed by each ex-
ternal observer, satisfy the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. The relative ob-
servations of the position r and time t of both observers in order to the creation 
of the reciprocal DEMS, in agreement with BT are subject to the Lorentz-Einstein 
transformations. In this sense position and time of the observers depend on their 
relative movement with respect to the direct DEMS formation, the space-time in 
which each observer is imbedded is defined by the electromagnetic field pro-
duced by their interaction by means of the Planck action. 

2) Two observers are placed in a pre-existing space-time and interacting with 
each other produce a new DEMS with respect to which they are placed inside the 
wave front emitted or equivalently, if a single observer is within the first wave-
front of a DEMS the generalized uncertainty principle for internal observer in 
BT limits in both cases the measurable value of action of which the Planck con-
stant is the upper limit, i.e. the direct interaction of a pair of particles or of a par-
ticle with one of the two particles of a DEMS, increasing the local action pro-
duces a weak perturbation of the pre-existing electromagnetic field rippling the 
space-time in terms of time-energy and position-momentum. The same phe-
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nomenology is also suitable to describe a pair of particles created in a fluctuation 
of action which through the DEMS produced, it describes the creation of a new 
space-time bubble enveloped by the wavefront of the source. In this sense, the 
current universe can be considered an overlap of single bubbles. 

Assuming the early universe to be all the space-time created inside a primor-
dial bubble crossed in time by a web of direct and indirect interactions formed 
by DEMS connecting each particle with an antiparticle-observer, the space-time 
can be though as an overlapping of bubbles. The Poynting’s vector associated to 
the wavefront of each of these electromagnetic connections produces a direc-
tional pressure of radiation on the internal border of each local DEMS, with the 
effect to push on the resulting wavefront expanding the own space-time. Consi-
dering all the electromagnetic DEMS produced inside the universe, the resultant 
effect on the external border is a non-balanced pressure expanding it. When a 
direct connection produces a DEMS with wavelength λ, for the energy conserva-
tion principle, a part of the energy is involved in the DEMS production, if the 
DEMS is produced by a new pair of particles created from an action fluctuation, 
the amount of energy necessary for this creation must be taken somewhere, an 
energy supply that must exist before the emission of the pair and the formation 
of the DEMS, an energy made available from a field of nothingness, a sort of po-
tential energy that feed the source zone of the DEMS emitting a wave increasing 
the space-time of the bubble. The external side of the wavefront corresponds to 
the border of a local space-time of the DEMS on which act simultaneously two 
antagonist pressures: one negative produced by the subtraction of energy from 
the nothingness field and one positive which produces the expansion of the wa-
vefront. The two pressures are perfectly balanced in a way such that after the 
first acceleration during the production of the source zone of the DEMS, the ve-
locity of expansion of the wavefront is steady and equal to the light speed in each 
direction respect each observer in agreement with the relativity principle. 

The existence of a field of nothingness besides the field of electromagnetic 
vacuum is suggested by the fact that a pair of existing particles can interact in the 
vacuum, that is, in a pre-existing space-time, but it can also be created together 
with their space-time by an action fluctuation. In this case, the creation of the 
pair would increase the energy of the universe in addition to its extent, and this 
would violate the principle of conservation of the energy. 

3.1. Model of an Expanding Electromagnetic Space-Time Bubble 

Using BT and the DEMS model in which is proved as in the source zone of the 
dipole is localized an amount of energy and momentum equivalent to that of a 
photon of equal wavelength, let 

U E W= +                             (1) 

to be the total amount of energy of vacuum inside a DEMS, 

E hc λ=                             (2) 
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describes the electromagnetic energy localized in the photon exchanged between 
particle and antiparticle and W the nothingness field that supplies the energy of 
the DEMS. In fact, for the conservation principle the electromagnetic energy (2) 
cannot be created but only transformed. After the creation the particles move 
apart each from other or annihilate in accordance with the conservation laws. 

Following the theory, the creation of the pair is coinciding with a DEMS able 
of describing in BT the dual behavior of each particle [10]. The electromagnetic 
wave emitted by the source expands the electromagnetic bubble by pushing on 
the edge of the vacuum and inducing a constant radial resistance force wσ  in 
all directions. The total strength in the solid angle is given by 

d 4
d w
W σ
λ

= π                            (3) 

which acts against the expansion of the wavefront such that the resultant radial 
strength of vacuum is null in each direction. This effect allows a wave propaga-
tion with a radial steady speed equal to light speed c. In fact, the wavefront 
grows up expanding with a force 

2

d
d
E hc
λ λ
= −                            (4) 

Considering the forces (3) and (4), the total strength 

2

d 4
d w
U hc σ
λ λ
= − + π                         (5) 

is nulled for the wavelength mλ  characterizing the wavelength of the minimum 
of energy of the vacuum corresponding to the ground state U0 of the energy (1), 
for each other value of wavelength the strength (5) is different by zero and the 
total vacuum energy is greater than the ground state. Considering a stretching of 
the wavelength, integrating the strength (5) between an initial and a final wave-
length [ ],λ λ′ , to conserve unchanged the energy of the ground state must be  

4 4 0w w
hc hcUδ σ λ σ λ
λ λ

   ′= + − + =   ′
π

 
π


               (6) 

In agreement with the Equations (1), (2) and (3) 

4 w
hcU σ λ
λ

= + π                          (7) 

is the total vacuum energy inside the bubble of space-time of a DEMS. 
In order to maintain the energy of the state (7) unchanged during the wave-

length stretching, it is necessary that the transition occurs adiabatically. Assum-
ing the state U as a constant value, the Equation (7) gives as solutions two wave-
length corresponding to an initial and a final value of wavelength: 

2

,

16
 

8
w

i f
w

U U hcσ
λ

σ
=

π

π

± −
                    (8) 

only when U is such a that 

16 wU hcσπ≥                           (9) 
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According to the Equation (9), considering an action fluctuation of arbitrary 
value H, is possible to define the energy of the vacuum as 

( )2 4 wU h H cσ +π=                       (10) 

the wavelengths (8) become 

( )
,  

4 4i f
w w

h H c Hcλ
σ σ

=
π
+

π
                    (11) 

For H = 0 (no fluctuation), the Equation (11) gives m i fλ λ λ= = , both the wa-
velengths are coinciding and are corresponding with the ground state of energy 

0 2 4 wU hcσπ=                         (12) 

with 

4m
w

hcλ
σπ

= .                         (13) 

In this sense, electromagnetic energy (2) possibly emitted in a fluctuation 
through a local DEMS, must be supplied by an amount of energy of the no-
thingness field by means of an increase of action H > 0, i.e. the energy of the 
electromagnetic vacuum grows and it is E > W, therefore the wavelength of the 
DEMS would become lower than its limit value mλ , but a quantity of energy is 
returned to the nothingness field inducing an adiabatic transition that reduces 
the DEMS energy stretching the wavelength from the initial value iλ  to the fi-
nal value fλ  decreasing the electromagnetic energy and increasing the energy 
of the nothingness field in such a way that E < W. Using the Equation (7), (11) 
and (13), it is possible to verify the identity of the vacuum energy first and after 
the transition i fU U=  for each arbitrary fluctuation H proving the total energy 
(7) grows but the transition leaves it unchanged 

( ), 2 4i f wU h H cσπ= +                      (14) 

Assuming fluctuations h H+  with values multiple of the Planck action con-
stant, defining arbitrarily  

( )1H n h= −                           (15) 

with 1n ≥ , using Equation (11) only spontaneous transitions i fλ λ→  occur-
ring from an initial value  

( )1i mn nλ λ= − −                       (16a) 

towards a final value 

( )1f mn nλ λ= + −                      (16b) 

with a finite but not arbitrary increment of wavelength  

2 1 mnδλ λ= −                          (17) 

produced by adiabatic transitions able to maintain unchanged during the transi-
tion the in initial state of the vacuum energy (7). Using the Equations (14), (15) 
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and Equation (16) the electromagnetic and nothingness energies of the local va-
cuum become respectively  

( ), 0
1 1
2i fE U n n= ± −                     (18) 

( ), 0
1 1
2i fW U n n= −                     (19) 

yielding for the total energy of vacuum (14) 

, 0i fU U n=                         (20) 

which is a function of the multiplicity 1n ≥ . In each case, in agreement with 
Equation (6) the transition occurs adiabatically  

0f iU U Uδ = − =                       (21) 

implying during the transition using the Equation (18) and (19) and (21)  

0 1E W U nδ δ− = = −                      (22) 

i.e. each increase of wavelength (17) produces a decrease of the electromagnetic 
energy of the DEMS balanced by the increase of the energy of the nothingness 
field. The number n defines the energy of the fluctuation and the vacuum state 
(20). In the ground state 1n =  the electromagnetic and nothingness energies 
are identical, each transition occurring not modifies the final wavelength of the 
DEMS which remains stable at the minimum energy, for this characteristic the 
quantum of energy that can be exchanged between the electromagnetic fields of 
the vacuum and the nothingness field is defined Balancing Graviton (BG) and it 
is associate to a boson particle GBG with energy 

4BG wE hcσπ= .                        (23) 

Using the Equation (23), the Equation (12) becomes 

0 2 BGU E= .                          (24) 

Vice versa, for fluctuations with 1n > , the electromagnetic energy (18) is 
greater than the nothingness energy (19) and a number of BG (23) are ex-
changed increasing the energy of the nothingness field, expanding space-time 
and maintaining unchanged the initial energy of the vacuum state after the fluc-
tuation. Now defining usefully 2 1n N= +  the integer number 0,1,2,3,N =   
is the number of BG exchanged between the electromagnetic field of the DEMS 
and the nothingness field. After the transition the final energy of the vacuum 
state is:  

2
0 1U U N= + .                        (25) 

Using the definition of the number of BG exchanged the Equation (22) be-
comes 

0E W NUδ δ− = = .                       (26) 

Higher is the initial electromagnetic energy (18) with multiple fluctuations 
2,5,10,n =  , greater is the number 1N n= −  of BG that are exchanged 
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during the adiabatic transition between the DEMS and the nothingness field, 
lower is the residual electromagnetic energy after the transition, in which the 
wavelength of the original DEMS is stretched of a length increase defined by the 
Equation (17) with a redshift 

( )22 1z N N N= + + .                     (27) 

In other terms, by the exchange of 1N ≥  BG, the bubble with radius coin-
ciding with the initial wavelength iλ  of the DEMS has a quantized expansion 
with an increase of radius up to fλ  and an increase of space-time, converting 
the part in excess of electromagnetic energy of the DEMS in energy of the no-
thingness field which corresponds to a growing tension on the internal border of 
the space-time. In this model the nothingness energy has the role of potential 
energy of the vacuum. 

3.2. Balancing Gravitons and Action Fluctuations 

In order to evaluate the constant strength wσ  is necessary to assume that with 
a very high level of electromagnetic energy density within an expanding primary 
spherical bubble, the nothingness field can have a number of BG with an energy 
enough high to produce new fluctuations forming each a new DEMS trans-
forming the original space-time inside the primary bubble in an overlapping of 
sources equivalent to a gas of photons, an overlap of bubbles ping in which each 
photon has a wavelength less equal than that of the primary bubble. This condi-
tion originates a black-body spectrum with a characteristic cut-off wavelength as 
defined in BT. The Planck spectrum is characterized by the average temperature  

ave
B ave

hcT
k λ

=  with electromagnetic emissions within two cutting frequencies, a  

lower frequency due to the upper wavelength of the bubble and an upper fre-
quency beyond which the DEMS becomes a Micro-Black-Holes (MBH) [11]. 
Since is not correct to use directly the results obtained for a MBH in which grav-
ity has been assumed as a Newtonian fundamental strength, it is possible to es-
timate the cut-off frequency i.e. the minimum value of wavelength, considering 
when the total electromagnetic energy localized by the DEMS becomes equiva-
lent to all the energy carried by the impinging interacting particle and simulta-
neously equal to the Newtonian gravitational energy of the interacting pair of 
particles emerging by the interaction. To solve these three conditions: 

2

2

0

hcE

E mc
mE G

λ

λ

 =
 =

 =


                         (28) 

where G0 is an initial unknown value of the gravitational coupling constant act-
ing inside the primary DEMS of space-time or in other terms, the early value of 
the gravitational constant in a primary bubble. Using the three previous equa-
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tions in pairs of two, the Equation (28) yields a pseudo-Planck mass 

0
eq

hcm
G

=                           (29) 

associated to the pseudo-Planck length defining the BG wavelength  

0
3BG

hG
c

λ =                          (30) 

Let the wavelength (13) m BGλ λ≡  to be the minimum non-zero wavelength 
associated at the minimum value of the nothingness energy achieving in 
space-time, the Equation (13) and (30) yield a constant force as the value of the 
total tension of space-time border when the bubble is forced to expanding  

4

0

d
d
W c

Gλ
=                           (31) 

Consequently, in the ground state the energy of the nothingness field and of 
the electromagnetic field of vacuum state are equal to the energy (23) of a BG, 
i.e.  

5

0 0
0

BG
hcE E W
G

= ≡ =                     (32) 

Equation (32) is the energy of a collapsed DEMS not coinciding numerically 
with that one defined for a MBH because the effective value of G0 to use in the 
Equation (32) is yet to evaluate. 

Since the energy of the BG (32) is the largest amount of electromagnetic energy 
that can be produced and localized within a DEMS, but it is also the lower ener-
gy achievable for the nothingness field, a fluctuation of action H > 0 emerges 
under form of a one or more DEMS with high energy that cannot overcoming 
the energy limit of a BG, then emits the excess of energy in the form of an integ-
er number of BG, the energy is absorbed from the field of nothing by stabilizing 
the electromagnetic energy of the DEMS, stretching the wavelength of the pri-
mary DEMS and expanding the bubble. After the fluctuation, the space-time is 
grown maintaining unchanged the initial total energy of vacuum. On the other 
hand, the nothingness field acquiring the energy of a great number of BG can 
re-provide energy to the electromagnetic field within the bubble, producing 
pairs of particles originating new DEMS and space-time inside the primary bub-
ble. The process in its whole is a sort of energy recycling starting from the initial 
Zero Point Energy (ZPE) of the electromagnetic vacuum. For this way to behave, 
the BG exchange divides the energy between the electromagnetic field and the 
field of nothingness, keeping the total energy of the vacuum in constant balance. 
For the previous reason, the BG is here defined as a quantum of balance. 

In the BG exchange, considering an adiabatic expansion in a space-time with
1n , using the Equation (26), let  

0E NUδ = −                           (33) 

and 
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0W NUδ =                            (34) 

to be respectively the electromagnetic energy subtracted and the energy acquired 
by the nothingness field under form of gravitational potential energy by means 
of the exchange of BG, using the Equation (33) and (34) the Equation (21) is ve-
rified ever null for each adiabatic transition occurring by the exchange of an ar-
bitrary numbers N of BG, i.e. the transition occurring during the fluctuation 
leaves the final energy unchanged, but the number N of BG that define the total 
energy of the vacuum exchanged grows with the final effect of to stretch the wa-
velengths of the black-body spectrum as estimated with the (27). 

4. Local Pseudo-Gravity  

Considering a DEMS with an internal electromagnetic energy BGE E  and 
the Equation (7) in the form 

4

0

cU E
G

λ= +                          (35) 

where lower is the electromagnetic energy E, higher is the nothingness energy W, 
and as shown in Figure 1 the total energy of vacuum U at right side of the events 
horizon grows expanding the wavelength of the corresponding DEMS. In the Eq. 
(35) the strength 4

0c G  turn out to be a tension constant of the space-time fa-
bric [12]. Considering only low energy events occurring inside a pre-existing 
space-time with a bubble of radius λ associated with the emission of pairs of par-
ticles, of pairs of gamma or at radio waves, the wavelength characterizing the 
event is stretched by the expansion of the bubble in which it is contained without 
the exchanging of BG with the nothingness field. In this case, the energetical de-
grade of the bubble can be considered the elapsed time from the origin of the 
bubble. Time in this context can be considered an emergent energetic fourth 
dimension produced by the variation of the local electromagnetic energy with 
the stretching of the wavelength of the bubble and the increasing of the total 
tension of space-time.  

Considering a bubble stretched from λ to λ’ with a continue redshift z, using 
the Equation (35) is possible to evaluate the electromagnetic energy measured by 
an observer along its sight line after the stretching of the bubble. Considering an 
electromagnetic energy variations, since 0Uδ =  it follows E Wδ δ− =  calcu-
lated between two different wavelengths λ λ′ >  with BGE Eδ− < , it follows: 

4 4

0 0

c cE E
G G

λ λ′ ′− = −                       (36) 

that yields 
4

0

cE E z
G

λ′ = −                         (37) 

corresponding to the redshifted observed energy estimated starting from the ini-
tial value E reduced of an amount of energy proportional to the stretching work 
of the wavelength of the bubble. 
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Figure 1. The total energy of the vacuum U as a function of the wavelength of the DEMS. 
The figure highlights the singular zone under the events horizon and the BG energy (32) 
as estimated below. 

 
Considering each electromagnetic indirect or direct connection between 

moving observers obtained throughout a causal electromagnetic interaction de-
scribed relativistically with the use of the Doppler equation [6]:  

( )
2 2 2

0 2 cos
hc E P cE

E Pcλ θΓ
−

= =
−

                   (38) 

where 0λ  is the generalized Compton wavelength of a photon exchanged inside 
the original DEMS along the sight line connecting one component of the DEMS 
and the observer. Combining the redshifted energy (37) and the observed energy 
(38), the energy of the photon EΓ  can be evaluated using the value of the orig-
inal energy as proposed below. 

4.1. Pseudo-Gravity Field 

To describe the gravity phenomenology, it is necessary to consider an observer 
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like in the case (1) of paragraph 3, that is an observer placed externally to a 
DEMS in a pre-existent space-time. When the observer is reached by the elec-
tromagnetic wave of the DEMS, an indirect connection between DEMS and ob-
server is realized. The effect is a causal connection of the observer with one of 
the two particles forming the primary DEMS, this new connection is a secondary 
DEMS imbedded in the pre-existing space-time involving the primary source and 
its observer. An exchange of a photon of energy (38) occurs. After the eventual  

alpha phase, the omega phase of the DEMS starts at 
2

θ =
π  and the interaction 

angle is every 
2

θ >
π , i.e. the interaction angle between the trajectories of motion  

of the two interacting components of the secondary DEMS can be settled as 
2θ ϕ= π +  where ϕ  it is a positive angle with respect to the radial line of 

sight, with which the observer moves away. 
Using the definitions of total rest energy and of Compton energy given in Ref. 

[6], the numerator of the Equation (38) becomes  

2
2 2 2 22

c

hcE P c ε
λ

 
− ≡ = 

 
                     (39) 

which is the square of the rest energy of the interacting particles of the DEMS. 
To describe a redshifted energy received along the sight line of the observer, is 

necessary to use the Equation (39) in which the energy characterizes the radius 
of the bubble. The rest energy (39) it is an invariant, so the Equation (38) for the 
received energy, becomes: 

( )

2

4

0

2 1 sin
E

hc cz
G

ε

λ β ϕ
λ

Γ =  
− + 

 

                 (40) 

Considering the electromagnetic vacuum within a bubble to be an initial 
space-time at temperature T, the successive casual production of new DEMS in-
side the primary bubble behaves as a gas of photons, that they will make it evolve 
up to become a black-body at the same mean temperature with a Planck spec-
trum associated to an average wavelength ave Bhc k Tλ = . 

The denominator of the Equation (40) allows to define as a function of the 
redshift z of the light received, the border which divides the region of gravity 
from that of antigravity. So, using the mean characteristic wavelength and the 
definitions (30) and (32), the ratio 

2 2 2 2 2
BG BG ave B BGk T Eζ λ λ= ≡                    (41) 

represents a variable threshold that separates antigravitational from gravitational 
energy of the primary DEMS. In fact, using the Equation (41), the Equation (40) 
can be broken into three equations, each for a different zone of redshift in the 
same bubble at temperature T: 
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( )( )

( )( )

2
0
4

2
0
4

                                                            0           (a)

0        0     (b)
14 1 sin
2

0                   (c)
14 1 sin
2

c

BG

BG

BG

BG

hc z

G
z

cE z

G
z

c z

λ

ε ζ
ζ β ϕ λ

ε ζ
ζ β ϕ λ

Γ

 =



> < <=  − +

 −
 < >
 − +

    (42) 

Considering the space-time of a primary bubble, for each DEMS produced 
that emits inside, an observer can be placed within:  

1) Quantum zone: at redshift 0z =  the particles with resting energy (39) are 
not relativistic, the observer is one of the two interacting particles inside the 
DEMS or it is imbedded in their space-time. The energy is described by the Equ-
ation (42-a) and is equivalent to the energy of a photon with Compton wave-
length, exchanged between the observer and one of the two interacting particles; 

2) Anti-gravitational zone: with redshift 0 BGz ζ< < , the energy is positive 
and it is described by the Equation (42-b). The bubble is in very fast expansion. 
The observer and the particles acquire enough energy to escape, radially stret-
ching the wavelength with which they interact; 

3) Gravitational zone: with redshift BGz ζ> , the energy is negative and it is 
described by the Equation (42-c). Gravity is produced.  

From the Equation (42-b) is evident that each bubble suffers a rapid expan-
sion during the DEMS formation until the redshift does not satisfy the condition 

0BG zζ − <  as required in the Equation (42-c). Considering the Equation (41) 
and the definition of redshift, the previous inequality has solution λ > 1.4656λBG 
corresponds to 0.4656BGz ζ> ≅ . When that occurs, antigravity becomes grav-
ity. Considering the Events Horizon (EH) of a BG with a radius equal to the 
Schwarzschild radius 2EH BGr λ= , for wavelength in the interval 1.4656λBG < λ ≤ 
2λBG the DEMS produced are every below their EH and only by wavelength 

2 BGλ λ>  the energy of the electromagnetic field emitted can propagate as 
shown in Figure 1. 

4.2. Effective Interaction Distance 

Considering the Equation (42-c), let λ  to be the minimum distance at which 
two particles start to interact and λ′  the actual final distance achieved when 
the two particles move apart each to the other with speed β  and angle ϕ , is 
possible to define the effective interaction distance as the radial distance 

( )( )1 1 sin
2 BGr z ζ β ϕ λ= − +                   (43) 

which in the zone (3) for relativistic particles with 2ϕ = π , Equation (43) can 
be correctly approximated at r zλ≅  and for non-relativistic particles at 

2r zλ≅  proving that two observers indirectly connected in zone (3) are placed 
at an effective interaction distance of the order of the difference between the 
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stretched final wavelength and the initial one. Considering an elapsed time from 
the end of the phase alpha, such that λ λ′

 , the effective distance (43) is of the 
order of the final wavelength r λ′≈ , so the Equation (43) allows to describe the 
gravitational interaction energy (42-c) in terms of the actual final distance 
measured as a function of four parameters ( ), , ,BGz ζ β ϕ . 

Using the definitions of entangled rest masses (A.2) given in Appendix A and 
using the distance (43), the energy (42-c) can be rewritten in the pseudo-Newtonian 
form 

1 2
0E G

r
µ µ

Γ = −                         (44) 

Defining the gravitational potential as i jEφ µΓ= , the evaluation of the gra-
vitational field yields 

1
1 1 0 2

ˆgrad G
r
µ

φ= − = −g r                      (45) 

and reciprocally, for the body #1  

2
2 2 0 2

ˆgrad G
r
µ

φ= − = −g r                     (46) 

hence the mutual strength between two entangled particles of masses iµ  and 

jµ  placed at the effective distance (43) agrees with the Newtonian form of the 
universal gravitational law: 

0 2
ˆi jG

r
µ µ

= −F r                         (47) 

The Equation (47) becomes a singularity at the border when the effective in-
teraction distance is zero at BGz ζ=  independently from the value of the 
black-body temperature. Using Equation (47) and Equation (43) it is easy to 
prove that identical pairs of interacting particles producing identical gravitation-
al attractive force are not necessarily interacting at a same final wavelength. In 
fact, their effective interaction distances do not depend on the only real space 
position, because identical values of gravitational force can be produced by an 
infinity of different combinations of values of the four parameters and of the 
wavelength from which they depend. This can assign equal values of energy and 
of gravity strength at different pairs of particles also if they are placed at a dif-
ferent real reciprocal distance in space-time. It is important to highlight as Equa-
tion (47) describes the gravitational force between two interacting particles as if 
their actual distance were fixed. Considering the original DEMS, when the two 
interacting particles are in relative motion it is necessary to consider that the 
value of the wavelength corresponding to the initial direct interaction has not a 
fixed value, but changes continuously as a function of their characteristic red-
shift. This changing occurs also for indirect interactions of observers connected 
through a DEMS by means of the propagation of the emitted electromagnetic 
wave. In this case, when the observer is achieved by the wave becomes connected 
at a DEMS and a direct interaction starts. In both cases it is necessary to correct 
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the strength for the changing of scale of the interaction. 

4.3. Difference between Indirect and Direct Gravitational  
Interaction 

Considering an observer in the case (1) of paragraph 3 placed in a position in 
space-time much far from a DEMS, its distance can be expressed as a multiple of 
the effective wavelength at which the DEMS emits a wave respect the observer. 
Assuming the travelled distance 

r rξ′ =                             (48) 

where r is the effective wavelength (43) of the gravitational wave signal emitted 
by the DEMS and 1ξ >  a dimensionless fraction. When the wave signal reach-
es the observer a secondary DEMS with wavelength (48) starts to emits. The 
energy directly exchanged is of types (42-a). Successively, considering the rela-
tive motion of the two entangled partners, the interaction can be described by 
Equation (42-b) in which the bubble expands stretching its wavelength. When 
the condition BGz ζ>  is satisfied, the observer suffers an attractive force con-
sistent with (47). In this case, the measured strength is attenuated than a factor 

21 ξ  compared to that of the primary DEMS 

0 2 2

1ˆi jG
r
µ µ

ξ
= − =

′
r FΦ                     (49) 

Using the Equation (49), it is easy to verify that considering identical inte-
racting particles distributed in space-time, when the energy is shared by wave, 
each interaction switches from indirect to direct and the energy propagated is 
reduced of a factor 1 ξ  per each interaction, while the gravitational force is 
reduced in strength of a factor 21 ξ  at a time producing entanglement among 
all the particles involved. Considering a different multiplicity for each interac-
tion, the signal intensity is attenuated by the creation of secondary DEMS that 
absorb and degrade energy more quickly than happens for propagated waves 
that do not meet matter. 

4.4. Dynamic Correction of the Gravitational Strength 

When a direct gravitational interaction (42-c) between two particles starts, their 
relative motion in space-time stretches the original wavelength settled by their 
initial causal contact modifying continuously the gravitational strength acting 
between the two particles. To describe the changing in scale of the force occur-
ring at charge of the work done to stretch the initial wavelength, it is necessary 
to consider the variation of the energy (44) respect the wavelength, i.e. respect 
the distance of the initial direct interaction. As shown in Appendix B, the resul-
tant effective gravitational force is given by: 

( )( )1 1 sin
2 BGz ζ β ϕ= + + FΨ                    (50) 

where the Equation (50) describes the correct radial force along the sight line of 
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the observer placed at an effective distance r from the particle with which it is 
entangled. Using the scalar dimensionless ratio 

Z
F
Ψ

=                             (51) 

is possible to define the effective gravitational strength between two bodies in 
relative motion as represented in Figure 2. In other words, two particles placed 
at a direct interaction distance r as defined in Equation (43), are attracted each 
to the other with an effective strength 

1 2
0 2G Z

r
µ µ

Ψ = −                         (52) 

Equation (52) is homolog to the Newton’s law but it is different in respect the 
Equation (47) by the presence of the ratio (51) that can be assumed generally 
different. Attributing the changing in scale at the value of the gravitational 
pseudo-constant 0G G Z= , the Equation (52) allows to define the gravitational 
coupling pseudo-constant that varies in space-time with the change of parame-
ters ( ), , ,BGz ζ β φ . Using the Equations (51) and (52), let sinb β ϕ=  with 0 < 
b < 1 the speed projection, the value of the gravitational pseudo-constant is de-
fined by the function  

( )( )0 1
2 BG

G
G z bζ= + +                      (53) 

Considering the local universe as represented in Figure 2(b), respect an ob-
server in a lab at the present time, the gravitational coupling constant (53) must 
coincide at the actual (starred*) standard value, i.e. G* = 6.67192 × 10−11 N∙m2∙kg−2 
[13]. Considering the set of reduced parameters ( ), ,0BG BGz ζ ζ≥ , using the 
Equation (32) and (41) with an actual black body temperature T = 2.73 K of the  

 

 
(a)                                                     (b) 

Figure 2. Representation of the variability of the Z scaling factor modulating the early gravitational coupling constant G0. (a) 
Scaling range for the whole universe. (b) scaling range for the local group. 
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CMB, the primordial gravitational coupling constant results to be G0 = 8.68 × 
10+21 N∙m2∙kg−2 with z ≥ ζBG = 7.69 × 10−33, from which, the nowadays value of 
the gravitational constant results to be as the expected actual one G ≥ G0ζBG = 
6.67 × 10−11 N∙m2∙kg−2. Using the Equation (47), the local effective gravitational 
tension (50) between two interacting bodies can be rewritten in the Newtonian 
scalar form as 

, 2
i j

i j G
r
µ µ

Ψ = −                         (54) 

Considering as general fundamental cases, when the local interaction is relati-
vistic ( ), ,1BG BGζ ζ  and when the local interaction is classic ( ), ,0BG BGζ ζ , Eq-
uation (54) yields in the first case 

2
ˆ2 i jG

r
µ µ

≅ − rΨ                        (55) 

and in the last 

2
ˆi jG

r
µ µ

≅ − rΨ                         (56) 

but are possible many variations, for example for a captured electron orbiting 
around a proton with 0ϕ ≅ , it follows 0b = , assuming a vacuum temperature  

of 2.73 K with 1
137 GBz β ζ≅ = 

 as suggested in reference [14], the Equation  

(53) gives a gravitational constant 19 2 2
0 274 3.17 10 N m kgG G + −≅ = × ⋅ ⋅  giving 

for the entangled masses e pµ µ  of a couple electron-proton in a hydrogen, a 
strength 

17
2Ψ 1.73 10 Ne p

H

G
r

µ µ −≅ − ≅ ×                  (57) 

much greater than the Newtonian value of gravity, but lower than the Coulom-
bian force which is of the order of 10−7 N.  

5. Emergent Newtonian Gravity 

The Equation (36) puts in evidence as gravity is produced by the conservation of 
the vacuum energy when the radius of the bubble, the wavelength of the DEMS, 
is stretched during the omega phase, i.e. when the wavelength of the direct inte-
raction grows. To produce the gravity as a force between macroscopic body it is 
necessary to consider the strength between the particles with which the matter is 
formed. For example, a great number of hydrogen atoms are confined in a vo-
lume of space-time. Each proton and electron of the atoms interact electromag-
netically with all the other particles of opposite charge. The resultant gravita-
tional effects obtained adding up the fields emitted by each DEMS produced by 
the direct interaction between a positive and a negative charge, yields a resultant 
strength which value is varying with the energies localized by each DEMS and by 
their effective age in redshift terms. In this sense, if a DEMS is just formed on it 
does not act gravity. Using the generalized definitions (45) and (51), the total 
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gravitational field produced by the particles is  

i ii Z= ∑ gΓ                          (58) 

Extending the Equation (58) to an arbitrary equal number p e HN N N= =  of 
protons and electrons forming a cloud of hydrogen, the gravitational field acting 
on an observer is given by 

0 02 2
1 1

ˆ ˆ
eP NN

j k
p j e k

j kj k

Z Z
G m G m

r r= =

= − −∑ ∑r rΓ                 (59) 

Since a bounded couple proton-electron is a hydrogen atom, using its spatial 
average position ir  of the atom respect to the observer, Equation (59) becomes 

( )0 2
1

ˆ
HN

i
p e i

i i

Z
G m m

r=

= − + ∑ rΓ                     (60) 

where considering the effective distance (46) of the observer from the moving 
center of mass of the cloud, is possible to define a mean function of the factors as 

2
2 2 2

1 1

1 cos
H HN N

i H
i i

i ii

Z N ZZ
r r r

χ
= =

= =∑ ∑                   (61) 

where iχ  defines the angular distance of each atom from the center of mass of 
the cloud. 

Equation (60) becomes 

2
ˆcloudM

G
r

= − rΓ .                       (62) 

where  

( )cloud H p eM N m m= + ,                    (63) 

is the total mass of the hydrogen cloud, 0G G Z=  is the Modified Gravitational 
Constant (MGC) as defined in Equation (53) where Z  is the average ratio (51) 
calculated on all the hydrogen atoms. The gravity is produced from a spatial 
concentration of energy as an emergent real force which the effective strength 
depends not only from the mass and by the effective distance (46) but also from 
the effective MGC value which modulates the classical value of Newtonian grav-
ity. Using the definition of effective distance (43), the redshift produced by the 
expansion of the bubble of space-time can be defined as 

( )
2

1BG
b

rz
b

ζ
λ

= +
+

,                       (64) 

in agreement with (51) the scalar dimensionless ratio becomes 

( )1BG
b

rZ bζ
λ

= + +                        (65) 

with which using the gravitational force (62), the gravitational potential of a 
cloud of mass (63) becomes 

( )1
0

1
ˆBG

b cloud

b
G M

r
ζ

λ− + 
Φ = − + 

 
r .                (66) 
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The consequences on large scale of the MGC in the Equation (66) can be 
much relevant, in fact considering two galaxies moving away at relativistic ve-
locity, they are associated to a radial redshift z β=  with 2ϕ ≅ π  and will 
show a gravitational attraction greater than the one previewed by the Newtonian 
gravitational law as if their mass was greater than of the visible one. In this case, 
the gravitational anomaly is able to simulate the presence of an exceeding mass. 
Conversely, two nearby interacting galaxies, with a relative not relativistic mo-
tion 0β ≅ , would show a gravity equal the one expected considering their visi-
ble mass. This effect, if confirmed, would eliminate the need for Dark Matter in 
the galactic halos 

6. Anomalous Rotational Velocity of Galaxies 

Another interesting effect usually attributed to Dark Matter could be observed 
considering the matter orbiting around a gravitational attractor, like the case of 
stars or gas orbiting around a galactic nucleus or a black hole. Since the motion 
occurs tangentially with 0ϕ ≅  around the attractor, the orbital velocity of 
matter is directly proportional to the square root of the absolute value of the 
gravitational potential of the attractor. In this case, considering the Equation (66) 
is possible immediately to write  

0
r

b

G GV M
rλ

 
= + 

 
                       (67) 

Since the Equation (67) has got a velocity constant term, can be rewritten in 
the form 

2
0r

MV V G
r

= +                         (68) 

where 

0
0

b

G
V M

λ
=                          (69) 

can be interpreted as the anomalous rotational velocity of the matter orbiting at 
great distance from the center of mass and it is coinciding with the bubble con-
tribute at the velocity of the halo. The effect is a flat velocity of the galactic halo, 
so considering a galaxy, its external rotational velocity is a constant value (69) 
depending only by the mass contained within the spherical shell centered in the 
center of mass and by the value of the wavelength bλ  of the redshifted gravita-
tional wave associated at the maximum extension of the bubble of space-time 
containing the attractor, i.e. the wavelength bλ  is the radius of the local un-
iverse connected gravitationally with the galaxy. 

In general, considering the modified gravitational field (66) which produces a 
strength acting on the rotating matter much intense than the Newtonian one, 
the squared of the velocity of rotation in the Newtonian approach gives a mass 
much greater than what it really is 
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2
0

real Newton
V

M M r
G

= − .                     (70) 

In other terms, the orbital velocity gives an estimation of the Newtonian gra-
vitational mass of an attractor greater than the one expected with the present 
theory. This fact provides a bubble associated with a galaxy with an effective 
mass energy formally in accordance with that estimated for an effective DEMS in 
Equation (37), in which a part of the initial energy became energy of the no-
thingness field which increases the tension of space-time of the galactic bubble 

2 2
0c V

E E r
G

′ = −                         (71) 

7. The Einstein Field Equation for the Multi-Bubble Universe 

The gravity (54) is origined by the curvature of the local space-time of a DEMS 
produced by a concentration of energy inside the spherical wavefront but also 
from the relativistic motion of the two interacting observers which modifies the 
energy density in space-time. In this sense gravity is the final result of the inte-
raction of two observers due to energy conservation of two particles electro-
magnetically entangled. To calculate the local curvature of the space-time of a 
single DEMS respect the centre of mass of the source, it is necessary to consider 
the total energy of the vacuum defined by the Equation (1). Defining the deriva-
tive of the volume of the first wavefront of the DEMS with respect the wave-
length measured in the center of mass 

2
0

0

d 4
d

V λ
λ

= π                           (72) 

and using Equation (72) and the strength (5) respect the center of mass, the sca-
lar value of the energy density is 

4 2
0 0

d
d 4

wU hcT
V

σ
λ λ

= − +
π

=                      (73) 

Using the Equation (30) it is easy to obtain  
2

0 0
4 2 3 2

0 0

8 2 1 2
2

G G h
T

c cλ λ
 

= −  
 

π                    (74) 

where the left side, the Equation (74) is the track of the Einstein’s tensor 

0
4

8 1
2

G
g T g R g g R

c
µν µν µν

µν µν µν= −
π .               (75) 

Since the track of the Ricci’s tensor in Equation (75) is the scalar curvature R 
and for a four-dimensional space-time 4g gµν

µν = , the Equation (75) can be 
rewritten in scalar terms as 

0
4

8 G
T R

c
π

= −                          (76) 

consequently, from the Equation (74) and (76), by using the BG energy (31) and 
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the definition (41), the scalar curvature of a DEMS is 

( )2
0

2 1 BGR ζ
λ

− = −                        (77) 

Equation (77) shows how for 1BGζ = , corresponding to a gravitationally col-
lapsed DEMS, the scalar curvature of space-time is zero as in a universe with ze-
ro energy density. This occurs because all the energy of the DEMS is transferred 
by means of the exchange of a BG to the energy of the field of nothingness, 
which behaves like a potential energy of space-time. The final effect is to main-
tain unchanged the total energy flattening the space-time. Vice versa in the case 

1BGζ  , the Equation (77) converges to the scalar curvature of the bubble of 
space-time with a radius equal to the wavelength of a DEMS referred to the own 
center of mass 

2
0

2R
λ

− ≅                            (78) 

Equation (78) corresponds to the curvature of the Beltrami pseudosphere with 
radius equal to the wavelength of the DEMS. 

By using Equations (75), (76), the Equation (78) becomes 

1
2

R g R g g Rµν µν
µν µν− = −                     (79) 

and the Equation (77) can be rewritten in good approximation in the form  

0
4

8 1 1
2 4 BG

G
g T g R g g R g g R

c
µν µν µν µν

µν µν µν µνζ
π

= − +          (80) 

which, in space-time with 0 1BGζ<   is in agreement with the track of the 
Einstein’s tensor (75) for a flat universe, associate to a close to zero cosmological 
term. 

Equation (80) puts in evidence as the cosmological term is not a constant be-
cause it is varying with the amount of energy of the vacuum. In fact, considering 
a bubble with 1BGζ = , the track of the field Equation (80) and the scalar curva-
ture (77) yield a null vacuum tension T = 0 in an empty and flat bubble in which 
all energy is possessed by the field of nothingness. In each other case, the tensor 
associated to the field Equation (80) yields: 

0
4

8 1 1
2 4 BG

G
T R g R g R

c µν µν µν µνζ
π

= − +                 (81) 

where the third term on the right side corresponds to the energy of vacuum 
produced inside the DEMS, i.e. the cosmological term is a variable. 

7.1. Energy and Curvature of the Space-Time of a DEMS 

In terms of electromagnetic wave energy density, applying the definition of ge-
neralized Compton wavelength given in [8] 

( )0
2 1 coshcλ γ β θ
ε

= −                       (82) 
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the scalar curvature (78) can be rewritten in the relativistic form 

( )

2 2

2 2 2

1
2 1 cos

R
h c
ε β

β θ
−

= −
−

                    (83) 

which contains the energy of the photon exchanged between the two interacting 
particles, namely of the photon emitted by a DEMS towards an observer. The 
Equation (83) highlights how space-time curvature depends on the square of the 
rest energy located within the DEMS, but also on the dynamic conditions in 
which the interaction occurs. In fact, the maximum of the curvature is achieved 
during the phase of approaching of the two interacting particles. In this case, the 
incidence angle is 0θ ≅ , using the definition of entangled energy (2.A), the 
Equation (83) becomes 

1 2
2 2

1
12

R
h c
ε ε β

β
+

= −
−

                        (84) 

in which for effect of the Doppler factor the curvature of the bubble increases 
during a relative high energy approach with 1β → , but it is zero when in 
space-time, there is not electromagnetic energy density. Using Equation (84) in 
agreement with Equation (78) is possible to define the energy of the interaction 
as a function of the local curvature,  

( )1
2 2
RE hc εγ β= − = +                      (85) 

Equation (84) shows how curvature is a relativistic quantity, in fact, identical 
observers with different speeds feel different curvatures in presence of the same 
amount of energy. Following this idea for macroscopic bodies, the galaxies of a 
same cluster can be attracted to their common center of mass with different val-
ues of gravity, for effect of the difference among their masses but also by the dif-
ferent relative speed of each galaxy respect the center of mass. Speedy galaxies 
will experience high value of space-time curvature. 

7.2. The Einstein’s Tensor and the Cosmological Term for a  
Multi-Bubble Universe  

To consider a whatever sphere of space-time in the universe with an arbitrary 
radius r and not a single DEMS of wavelength 0λ , but a region in which many 
bubble can coexist in a space-time foam, using the Equations (5), (73) and (30) 
in the form  

4

2
0 00

d
d

V hc cT
Gλ λ

= − +                         (86) 

that considering the derivative of the volume of the multi-bubble can be rewrit-
ten as  

4

2
0 00

d d
d d
V r hc cT
r Gλ λ

= − +                       (87) 

Using the Equation (B.7) in Appendix B, Equation (87) becomes  
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0 0
4 2 4 2

0

8 2 11
G Z G h

T
c r c λ


−

π 
=  

 
                    (88) 

Using the definition of MGC and the definition (41), the Equation (88) can be 
rewritten as 

( )4 2

8 2 1 P
G T

c r
ζπ

= −                        (89) 

where the effective gravitational pseudo-constant 0G G Z=  depends by the 
space-time dynamics. Similarly, to what was done for the field Equation (81), the 
Equation (89) gives the Einstein’s field equation for a spherical region of any ra-
dius 

4

8 1
2

G T R g R g
c µν µν µν µν= − +
π

Λ                   (90) 

Considering the cosmological term at right hand of the Equation (90) its value 
is due to the nothingness field and as in Equation (89) decreases with the inverse 
of the squared of the distance from the center of mass of a whatever gravitational 
attractor, varying in time throughout the BGζ  value, representing in the Equa-
tion (89) the Planck’s antigravity-gravity threshold. This effect is justifying in 
peculiar conditions a rapid expansion of the considered multi-bubble universe 
without the necessity to suppose the existence of Dark Energy. 

Assuming the nowadays value of BGζ , the scalar field is estimated to be for 
great distances in agreement with a positive near zero cosmological term 

33

2 2

3.8 10 0
2

BG

r r
ζ −×

Λ = ≈                     (91) 

decreasing with the squared of the radius r of the sphere, delimiting a generic 
space-time multi-bubble. The Equation (91) in the present era emulates the 
presence of a very low positive dark energy able to change locally with the red-
shift value respect the threshold of BGζ , producing in the multi-bubble contrac-
tive or expansive effects as predicted in the Equation (42). Considering the re-
sults given by the Planck Collaboration which given a measured Hubble constant 
value lower than 70 km∙s−1∙Mpc−1 [15] and other measures performed on stan-
dard candles [16], gravitational lenses [17] and direct parallax [18] that give meas-
ures greater than the same value, to exemplify, assuming 1 1

0 70 km s MpcH − −≈ ⋅ ⋅  
the Equation (91) yields 

2
85 20

2 10 m
2
BG H

c
ζ − −Λ = ≈ .                    (92) 

8. Prediction and Structure of the Universe 

To adapt the Multi-Bubble model to the real observed universe is essential to 
choose observational data relevant for this model. Is possible to consider the un-
iverse from the human point of view, i.e. from the Earth center. Each spacecraft 
observation can be considered made from a lab placed in the Earth center, so the 
infrared cosmic background corresponds to the emission of the surface of the 
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early universe that evolving stretches the primordial wavelength of the first bub-
ble to the actual radius. Inside the universe, the action fluctuations produce new 
bubbles of space-time by expanding the primordial bubble originating the ener-
gy and the matter from which galaxies have taken origin. Considering this sce-
nery is possible to place each galaxy on an ideal concentric spherical shell with a 
radius characterized by a peculiar value of redshift, so galaxies with equal red-
shift are positioned on the same ideal surface. Throughout the exchange of an 
integer number N of BG, the radii of each concentric sphere grows adiabatically 
in time of an amount 2 BGNδλ λ=  increasing the redshift of a corresponding 
amount estimated by the Equation (27) until the external shell becomes coin-
ciding with the visible cosmic microwave background (CMB). 

8.1. Estimation of the Amounts of Dark Energy, Dark Matter and 
Baryonic Matter Inside a Multi-Bubble Universe: Can GBG Be a 
Kaluza-Klein Graviton GKK? 

Considering the current CMB, what is observed from Earth can be considered to 
correspond to the spectral emission of the primordial bubble now redshifted to-
wards the microwave electromagnetic spectrum. Before the creation of space-time, 
the nothingness field it exchanges energy with the electromagnetic field of va-
cuum through the exchange of BG mediators. The characteristic energy of a BG 
is estimated with the Equation (32) using the value of G0 by resulting to be 

2.68 TeVBGE ≅  (see Figure 1) perfectly in agreement with the mass energy 
limit of the Kaluza-Klein graviton GKK observed in the channel GKK  ll by the 
ATLAS collaboration [19]. 

It is necessary to remember that the BG is a spin-zero boson with the charac-
teristics of a gravitationally self-collapsed DEMS, its radius is under the own EH 
and its energy is formally equal to that of Planck in which the value of the gravi-
tational constant G is substituted by the primordial gravitational constant G0, i.e. 
its energy is considered a primordial pseudo Planck energy. 

Considering each possible spherical bubble, if its radius is smaller or equal 
than the Schwarzschild radius of a BG: 2 BGr λ≤  with 194.62 10 mBGλ −≅ × , the 
bubble cannot be visible because it is ever under the own EH 1810 mEHr −≈ . 
Considering the condition (42-c), each graviton decaying produces a DEMS with 
a bubble influenced by antigravity only if its radius is within the range  

1.4656BG BGrλ λ≤ ≤  or by gravity if 1.4656 BGr λ> . In both cases each bubble 
with a radius in the region 1.4656 2BG BGrλ λ< ≤  is not observable because col-
lapsed below the EH but become observable when 2 BGr λ> . 

As examined in paragraph 3.1, if the vacuum is in the ground state with 1n =  
no exchange of energy occur (N = 0), i.e. the energy of the vacuum remains un-
changed, the radius of the bubble is steady and equal to BGλ . Because the elec-
tromagnetic field and space-time do not exist externally, the black-body temper-
ature in a not existing space-time is not defined and can be considered identi-
cally equal to zero. All the BG in the ground state are a condensate of MBH gra-
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vitationally active as discussed above, in order to the validity of the condition 
(42-c) but not visible because under their EH with radius of the order of 10−18 m. 
They represent the natural limit of the universe because externally to their radius 
space-time does not exist. Considering as zero time the BG decay into a DEMS 
in a gravity range 1.4656 BGr λ> , from that moment the radius of the BG it ex-
pands becoming an electromagnetic bubble with the emission of a high energy 
pair lepton-lepton or gamma-gamma, during the DEMS evolution three distinct 
zones with different range of radius and energy can be considered:  

1) The Events Horizon Zone 
Each BG is a MBH with Compton wavelength λBG associated to a DEMS with 

empty source zone defined by the spherical crown within the interval λBG ≤ 2r ≤ 
3λBG/2. If only fluctuations of action with 1n =  occur, the BG remain in the 
form of a non-observable condensate because under the own EH but gravita-
tionally active for the own energy. The radius of the GBG is of the order of the in-
ternal limit of the source zone of the DEMS: 2BG BGr λ= .  

2) The Expansion Zone 
When in the condensate fluctuations with 1n >  occur, the initial wavelength 

( )1i BG BGn nλ λ λ= − − <  is instantaneously adiabatically converted expand-
ing the non-observable DEMS up to the final value of wavelength  

( )1 2f BG BGn nλ λ λ= + − >  changing the energy of the DEMS but not the 
total energy of the space-time bubble. The energy of the original fluctuation it 
can be converted only in space-time beyond the events horizon producing in the 
bubble a mean Planck’s spectrum temperature greater than zero. Thus, an ob-
server positioned in space-time outside the EH sees the emission of pairs of par-
ticles or of pairs of photons only from a minimum distance 2 BGr λ> . The 
energy of the initial fluctuation evolves under form of a real DEMS with 
stretched wavelength 2f BGλ λ>  beyond the events horizon. In this case, the 
BG exchanged between the electromagnetic field and the field of nothingness, 
decaying turns into a pair of particles that have the possibility to escape from 
each other or annihilate themselves by increasing in any case the energy of the 
visible universe. 

3) The Far Universe Zones 
After successive fluctuations, the universe is expanded and space-time grew 

up to become the current universe. The cosmic background observed today from 
a distance 0r c H=  is the primordial events horizon in which it is possible to 
observe the primordial quantum fluctuations under form of energy and matter 
emissions from the Schwarzschild surface of the primordial condensate. 

To estimate the percentage of Dark Energy, Dark Matter and ordinary matter 
observed in the universe it is necessary to calculate the value of the Planck’s 
threshold characterizing the cosmic background formation in three different 
situations: 

a) Dark Energy. Is represented by the effects on the observable universe of 
the energy U0 of each condensate component corresponding to a fluctuation 
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1n = . The total energy is not observable because is under the events horizon, 
but is gravitationally active both in producing antigravity and gravity acting on 
the matter in the actual universe. Using the expansion zone (2), the typical 
maximum length characterizing the quantum fluctuations among the BG is 

2BGλ λ≅ . The use of the Equation (41) gives a threshold ( ) 4DE
BGζ ≅ . 

b) Dark Matter. Is represented by the all energy spectrum emitted beyond the 
lower limit of the source zone under the events horizon. To estimate the contri-
bute of the Dark Matter it is necessary consider the primordial Planck’s thre-
shold (41) characterizing the energy emitted in the source zone under the events 
horizon of each BG. These energy and matter cannot be observable but acts gra-
vitationally on all energy and matter placed in space-time beyond the events ho-
rizon. Since the wavelength of each DEMS corresponds to the minimal distance 
R of interaction of a pair of particles emitted by the graviton during the decaying, 
the ratio iRρ λ=  in the source zone of the DEMS is always within the interval 
1 3 2ρ< ≤ . Using the structural mean ratio estimated accurately in BT: 

1.276ρ ≅ , for a spectrum produced by a pair of interacting particles with min-
imum interaction distance BGR λ≡ , the Equation (41) gives ( ) 2 1.63DM

BGζ ρ= ≅  
with an upper limit of 2.25 imposed by the external boundary of the source zone 

( )1 9 4DM
BGζ< ≤ . 

c) Ordinary Energy and Matter. To estimate the energy associated to all the 
ordinary matter and electromagnetic energy of the bubble is necessary to calcu-
late the Planck’s threshold characterizing the energy that each DEMS emits in 
space-time, i.e. in the zone external to the EH 2EH BGrλ λ≥ = . Considering the 
energy emitted from the events horizon border towards space-time, the Equa-
tion (43) gives the threshold ( ) 0.250M

BGζ ≅ . 
Considering the far universe zone (3), when the radius of the expanding bub-

ble becomes the radius of the current multi-bubble universe and 0r c H= , the 
far cosmic background observed is characterized by the overlapping of the three 
different effects described above. Using the definition of the ratio of the density 
of the universe to the critical density associated to the cosmological term: 

2

0

1
3

c
HΛ

 
Ω = Λ 

 
                        (93) 

with the Equation (92) is possible to estimate the percentages of energies pro-
duced during the expansion of the multi-bubble universe. Denoting with a star 
the primordial value of the Planck’s threshold 

*
*

6
BGζ

ΛΩ =                           (94) 

assuming as radius of the universe the Hubble value, dividing in two parts the 
primordial Planck’s threshold as defined in the previous points (a) and (b)  

( ) ( )* DE DM
BG BG BGζ ζ ζ= + , Equation (94) yields 

* 5.63 0.938
6ΛΩ = ≅                       (95) 
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respectively * 0.667
DEΛΩ ≅  and * 0.271

DMΛΩ ≅  non-visible because under the 
events horizon.  

On the other hand, the total amount of energy associated to the ordinary visi-
ble baryonic matter and energy (C) is 

( )
* 0.250 0.0417

6 6

B
BG

B
ζ

Ω = = ≅                   (96) 

Considering the sum of the three components: Dark Energy, Dark Matter (95) 
and ordinary energy (96) (see Table 1 and Figure 3) 

* * * 0.980 1BΛΩ = Ω +Ω ≅                      (97) 

the value (97) results lower than one, justifying the continued expansion weakly 
accelerated of the multi-bubble. A small positive or negative difference respect to 

1Ω =  is probably due to the chosen value of the primordial Planck’s threshold 
for the Dark Matter, perhaps more correctly a little larger than that estimated for 
the statistical effects can occur on the events horizon. Surely, however, consi-
dering the external value of the source zone of the bubbles the model limits the 
total omega value to be less than 1.083.  
 
Table 1. Omega values and percentages of energy and matter in the universe formation 
Estimated by the Multi-Bubble Model. 

 Percentage of Component Density Ratio Contribute 

Type of Component i
∗ ∗Ω Ω  (%) ∗Ω  

Dark Energy 68.06 0.6667 

Dark Matter 27.69 0.2712 (upper limit 0.3750) 

Ordinary Matter and EM Energy 4.25 0.0417 

Total 100.00 0.9796 (upper limit 1.0834) 

 

 
Figure 3. Distribution of energy and matter related to the index i

∗ ∗Ω Ω  of Table 1. 
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Considering only the cosmological variable term, is possible to deduce that in 
the early universe on the EH EHr r=  its value was close to  

*
* 36 2

2 3.4 10 m
8

BG

BG

ζ
λ

+ −Λ = ×                    (98) 

decreasing with the square of the temperature of the CMB 
2

2
2 28
bk

T
h c

Λ =                         (99) 

at the current average value (92) close to zero. Equation (99) suggests as in dif-
ferent bubbles with different local temperatures the cosmological term can be 
different from the mean value (92), producing faster or slower expansions. 

The recent measured values of omega are in very good agreement with the 
theoretically values estimated with the multi-bubble model presented in Table 1. 

8.2. On the Estimation of the Actual Radius of the Gravitationally 
Active Universe 

The estimation of the anomalous rotation velocities of the galaxies implies the 
estimation of the length bλ  characterizing the effective gravitational radius of 
the bubble of space-time in which the galaxy is been produced, i.e. the stretched 
value of the wavelength of the primitive bubble in which a galaxy has taken origin. 

In order to analyze the sample of galaxies [20] in Table 2, all with a redshift 
very close to ~ 1z , i.e. all positioned on a spherical shell of radius equal to the 
distance of the galaxies from the observer, is necessary to consider to verify the 
linear relation between the squared of the flat velocity Y of each galaxy with its 
mass X. The evidence of their linear proportionality 1R : 11 01Y Xα α= +  is 
shown in Figure 4. The linear regression coefficients are: α11 = 3.54 × 10−37 
km2∙s−2∙kg−1 and α01 = 1.12 × 104 km2∙s−2 at R2 = 0.9314. Considering Equation (68) 
and (69) in the form 

2 2
0f

b

GV M V
r

= +                        (100) 

let 

1

2 0
0 0

j
b

j
b

G
r

G M
V

α

α
λ

 =

 = =


                      (101) 

to be the regression coefficients of the Equation (100), using the Equations (68) 
and (70) is possible to define for the galaxies sample in Table 2. 

0 0

0

0
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j
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λ
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α

λ

 =



=



=


 =


                        (102) 
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Table 2. Sample I: redshift 1rz ≈ . 

Observed Galactic Parameters and Estimations of the Characteristics of the Bubble 

Galaxy rzβ ≡  gM  
[×109 Ms] 

gM  
[×1039 kg] 

fV  
[km/s] 

2
f gV M  

[×10−30 km2∙s−2∙kg−1] 
bλ  

[×1051 m] 
bH  

[×10−24 km∙s−1∙Mpc−1] 

zmvvd_z1_87 0.896 3.31 6.59 96 1.40 6.20 1.49 

zmus_z1_86 0.841 3.55 7.06 109 1.68 5.16 1.80 

u3_5138 0.809 5.50 10.9 128 1.50 5.79 1.60 

hiz_z1_258 0.838 5.62 11.2 117 1.22 7.09 1.31 

zmus_z1_129 0.995 6.76 13.4 122 1.11 7.84 1.18 

zmus_z1_125 0.998 8.91 17.7 141 1.12 7.74 1.20 

zmus_z1_217 0.895 10,5 20.8 146 1.02 8.48 1.09 

u3_25160 0.897 11.2 22.3 133 0.793 11.0 0.845 

zmus_z1_166 0.975 12.9 25.6 148 0.855 10.2 0.912 

u3_14150 0.896 12.9 25.6 144 0.809 10.7 0.863 

zcos_z1_192 0.917 14.8 29.4 147 0.735 11.8 0.783 

zmus_z1_119 0.839 21.9 43.5 179 0.736 11.8 0.785 

zmus_z1_21 0.839 25.1 50.0 157 0.493 17.6 0.526 

hiz_z1_258 0.838 25,7 51.1 173 0.585 14.8 0.624 

zcos_z1_202 0.841 34,7 69.0 188 0.512 16.9 0.547 

zcos_z1_690 0.927 38.9 77.4 208 0.559 15.5 0.596 

zcos_z1_692 0.930 40.7 81.0 190 0.446 19.5 0.475 

gs3_22005 0.954 52.5 104 215 0.443 19.5 0.472 

Average  18.6 37.1 152 0.890 11.5 0.802 

 

 
Figure 4. Linear regression of a sample of 18 galaxies with redshift z ~ 1. 
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respectively the average flat velocity of the galaxy, the current average wave-
length of the gravitational wave signal per unit of mass associated to a bubble, 
the average galactic radius of the active galactic haloes and the average Hubble 
constant of expansion of the bubble associated to the effective universe radius. 
Considering the Equation (55) and assuming a radial movement in which galax-
ies go away from the observer, assuming: 0b =  and 1z ≅ ; using the values of 
G0 and G the Equation (101) gives 

0
8 20

1

17

110 km s

7.8 10 km kg 7.6 10 Mpc M

1.9 10 km 6.1 kpc
b

b

V

R M

r

λ + +

+




→ × ≅ ×
 × ≅









      (103) 

It is important to highlight as the Hubble constant of the bubble defined in the 
Equation (102) can be used to estimate the age of the first gravitational emission 
of the bubble, i.e. the elapsed time by the first quantum fluctuation which has 
produced the bubble in which the galaxy has taken origin. Its value is associated 
at the maximum extension of the bubble of space-time containing the galaxy, i.e. 
the wavelength bλ  is the radius of the real universe connected gravitationally 
with the galaxy. 

Using the values in column seven of Table 2, is possible to note how the ra-
dius of the space-time gravitationally linked to each galaxy in the sample is 
greater than the estimated radius of the universe, because the gravitationally 
linked bubble extension is proportional to the mass of the galaxy, that is, at the 
number of quantum fluctuations that within the bubble produced the mass 
energy of the galaxy. To prove the hypothesis of the gravitational connection of 
galaxies with a space-time bubble larger than the current estimation of the un-
iverse radius is enough to consider a second heterogeneous sample of galaxies 
[21] in Table 3. In this case, although the galaxies have different redshifts that 
make them not comparable in terms of belonging to the same spherical shell 
with the same gravitational constant value 0G G Z= , the linear regression anal-
ysis performed on the galactic rotation speed and mass data of the galaxies, 
shows an average behavior perfectly in accordance with the results of the pre-
vious sample in Table 2. 

In fact, considering the linear regression law 2R : 12 02Y Xα α= +  shown in 
Figure 5, the regression coefficients are: 36 2 2 1

12 3.00 10 km s kgα − − −= × ⋅ ⋅  and  
4 2 2

02 1.11 10 km sα −= × ⋅  at 2 0.6462R = , with which using the value 02α  

0
2 8 20

110 km s

7.8 10 km kg 7.6 10 Mpc Mb

V
R

Mλ + +

→ 
× ≅ × 





       (104) 

gives values totally in agreement with the results obtained with R1 in Equation 
(103).  

This unexpected but hoped-for compatibility between the two galaxies sam-
ples highlights a homology in galactic bubble structures relative to their age and 
extent in terms of gravitational interaction. Using Equation (55) and (68) 
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Figure 5. Linear regression of the sample II of 13 galaxies with different redshift. 

 
2

1 0

0
b

V
MG

λ− =                          (105) 

with which is possible to estimate 1
b bH cλ− =  which reciprocal is tabulated in 

last column of Table 2 and Table 3, yielding the age of the quantum fluctuation 
from which each bubble has taken origin. The reciprocal value Hb is a characteristic 
Hubble constant of the bubble associated to the local redshift b bz H r c r λ= ≡  
as a function of the radius of a spherical shell inside the bubble giving the local 
Hubble law bv H r= . While each quantum fluctuation is a boson, and in each 
bubble can be produced many fluctuations each producing a bubble, the primi-
tive bubble expands like an overlap of bubbles with Hubble’s law depending on 
the radius of the spherical shell considered 

0
1

k

bj
j

v H r H r
=

 
= = 
 
∑                      (106) 

describing how the universe is seen expanding from an observer at any point in 
space-time. Following the pattern is evident that each bubble has a Hubble’s ex-
pansion constant which is variable with the number of fluctuations in the field of 
nothingness from which its matter originated and with the uncertainty due to 
the accuracy of the measurements of the velocities of own galactic halo. Using 
the data of the sample of 13 galaxies in Table 3, the evaluation of the average 
gravitational wavelengths of the galactic bubbles and consequently of the average 
galactic Hubble’s constant associated to the sample of galactic bubbles is 

( ) 24 1 15.1 2.4 10 km s MpcbH − − −= ± × ⋅ ⋅               (107) 

Considering the space-time as a foam in which each bubble contributes to the 
expansion pushing matter on the borders of the bubbles, is possible estimate the 
average number of bubbles, i.e. of active galaxies along the direction of observa-
tion in the universe as the ratio between the Hubble’s constant value and the av-
erage galactic Hubble of the bubble (107), giving 0g bk H H=



 in such a way 
that the standard Hubble’s constant is defined as 

0
1

gk

bj g b
j

H H k H
=

= =∑                       (108) 
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Table 3. Sample II, heterogeneous zr. 

Observed Galactic Parameters and Estimations of the Characteristics of the Bubble 

Galaxy Type rzβ ≡  
[×10−3] 

gM  
[×109 Ms] 

gM  
[×1039 kg] 

fV  
[km/s] 

2
f gV M  

[×10−30 km2∙s−2∙kg−1] 
bλ  

[×1051 m] 
bH  

[×10−24 km∙s−1∙Mpc−1] 

M33 Scd −0.60 1.0 1.99 110 6.10 1.42 6.51 

UGC7321 Sd 1.38 1.1 2.19 110 5.49 1.58 5.85 

NGC253 Sc 0.86 2.5 4.97 ≈185 6.86 1.26 7.32 

NGC3044 Sc 4.30 3.0 5.97 149 3.71 2.34 3.95 

M31 Sb −1 3.0 5.97 226 8.58 1.01 9.15 

NGC2403 Scd 0.43 3.2 6.36 130 2.65 3.28 2.83 

Milky Way Sb - 4.0 7.96 220 6.08 1.43 6.49 

NGC891 Sb 1.76 4.1 8,15 220 6.46 1.34 6.89 

NGC4559 Scd 2.72 6.7 13.3 118 1.05 8.30 1.12 

NGC6946 Scd 0.15 6.7 13.3 175 2.30 3.78 2.45 

NGC2613 Sb 5.61 8.7 17.3 ≈298 5.14 1.71 5,48 

NGC5775 Sb 5.67 9.1 18.1 198 2.17 4.00 2.32 

NGC5746 Sb 5.75 9.4 18.7 308 5.08 1.71 5.41 

Averages      4.74 2.55 5.06 

 
In Figure 6 and Figure 7 are plotted the values of the galactic Hubble con-

stant for the two samples of galaxies used. Since the Equation (108) implies that 
the Hubble constant is not a true constant, because it depends on the random 
number of gravitationally active bubbles (primordial fluctuations) in the space-time 
zone in which the measurement is performed, the universe expands unevenly, 
and measurements obtained using different astrophysical methods in different 
regions of space-time can yield different results, requiring complex reinterpreta-
tions of the data [22]. 

As an example considering a measure performed on a space-time zone of the 
universe giving 1 1

0 75 km s MpcH − −= ⋅ ⋅ , assuming the average value of  
( ) 24 1 15.06 2.4 10 km s MpcbH − − −= ± × ⋅ ⋅  in Table 3 is possible to estimate the 

approximate number of bubbles, i.e. the number of the gravitational active local 
bubbles as ratio between the value of the Hubble’s constant and the average ga-
lactic Hubble constant of the primordial local bubble as 25

0 1.5 10g bk H H= ≈ × . 
This consideration suggests that in volumes of space-time with high density of 
energy and matter, a large number of primordial fluctuations were produced 
from the origin at the current time, each producing a bubble with energy and 
matter currently largely structured in galaxies, in this case, the Hubble constant 
may be greater than that measured in a space-time with a lower density of ener-
gy and matter, that is, the measurement of Hubble’s constant is directional and 
depends on the time difference separating the space-time observed. 
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Figure 6. Galactic Hubble expansion constant associated to the sample one of galaxies as 
a function of the mass. 

 

 
Figure 7. Galactic Hubble expansion constant associated to the sample two of galaxies as 
a function of the mass. 

9. Conclusions 

In this work, a gravitational theory has been developed within a space-time 
model based on the foundations of Bridge Theory, a theory that unifies quan-
tum-relativistic phenomenologies and electro-gravitational forces. In fact, this 
model has strong roots in quantum theory and relativity theory, a way to rethink 
Maxwell’s Electromagnetic Theory as the common basis of the entire physical 
world. 

The model uses the notion of DEMS and describes space-time as a foam in 
which each bubble is a Dipole Electromagnetic Source (DEMS) that exchanges 
Balancing Gravitons (BG) with the potential energy of the vacuum. The ex-
change of BG, estimated to correspond in mass energy to Kaluza-Klein gravitons 
of 2.68 TeV observed in Run #1 in ATLAS, it helps to increase the electromag-
netic energy and matter that powers galaxies in a spherical bubble of space-time, 
just a brick of the universe. The spontaneous creation of new bubbles keeps in 
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balance the negative and positive pressure in space-time that expands differently 
zones of universe according to the number of bubbles produced inside. The re-
sulting effect leads the Hubble constant to have different values with direction 
without this implying the existence of a real Dark Energy in play, but only the 
presence of accelerations produced by the variability of the number of the ex-
panding bubbles, i.e. by the variability of the distribution of the galaxies along 
the sight line of the observer. The dynamic evolution of each DEMS induces a 
local curvature of space-time that characterizes each bubble, so gravity acts on 
the whole matter within the bubble. Considering the universe as a foam of 
DEMS, gravity is proved to transcend the boundaries of the bubble acting on all 
matter of the universe in accordance with Einstein’s field equation but with a 
modified gravitational constant changing value with a set of variables depending 
on the dynamics of the direct interaction and on the energy of the bubble. 
Within the bubbles, the Newtonian strength is modified by the continued 
change in the scale factor producing at great distances a more intense gravity. 
The resulting effect justifies abnormal rotations of galactic halos without using 
Dark Matter in the form of unknown particles or mechanically unjustified 
MOND theories, because it is the energy of the vacuum hidden under the fabric 
of the universe that acts gravitationally. In terms of General Relativity, the model 
is in accordance with the presence of a not constant lambda cosmological term 
nowadays very close to zero and of an omega term very close to one but not 
necessarily everywhere equal. 
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Appendix A: Definition of Entangled Masses 

From Ref. [6] the relativistic energy of the interacting particles forming a DEMS 
at rest is 

( ) ( )22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 22 1 cosE E cε ε ε ε ε γ γ β β ϑ= + − + = + + −P P   (A.1) 

where ϑ  is the angle between the momenta P1 and P2 of the two colliding par-
ticles with respect to the lab-frame S. Equation (A.1) can be also considered equal 
to a mixed rest energy of the two interacting particles in such a way the squared 
rest energy can be expressed as the product of two entangled mass energy terms 

2 4
1 24 cε µ µ=                          (A.2) 

each defining the entangled rest mass of one of the two particles 

( )1 2
1 2 1 22

2 1

2 1 cos     1, 2
2

i
i i

c
ε ε ε

µ γ γ β β ϑ
ε ε

= + + − =          (A.3) 

in fact, the observer cannot distinguish the rest energies of a single interacting 
particle because each particle is entangled with the other or with the observer 
with which it produces the DEMS. For two identical interacting particles with 
same rest energy 1 2ε ε ε≡ =  if they are at rest, the Equation (A.3) becomes 

2c
εµ =                             (A.4) 

Appendix B: Effective Gravity on the Boundary of the Bubble 

Considering a DEMS with an optic wavelength h pλ =  produced by the direct 
interaction of an impinging particle with pc Eβ =  and approaching angle θ , 
with a antiparticle at rest placed in the lab frame S. After the creation of the 
DEMS occurring during the incoming phase A in which the source zone localize 
and emits the energy and the momentum under form of an impulsive electro-
magnetic signal in radial expansion, begins the successive destroying Ω  phase 
in which the spatial distance between the two interacting particles grows stret-
ching the value of the effective wavelength of the DEMS at a value λ λ′ > . Us-
ing Eq. (46) and (47), the force felt by an external observer #1 when it is reached 
up by the electromagnetic signal emitted by the body #2 is given by: 

1 2
1 2 2

ˆG
r
µ µ

µ= = −F g r                      (B.1) 

where r is the effective distance at which observer and particle interact indepen-
dently by the value of the original wavelength emitted by the DEMS. Assuming 
for the two bodies an ordinary redshift BGz ς≥ , Equation (B.1) is the work done 
by the electromagnetic forces contrasted by the tension of the vacuum to propa-
gate the original energy of the DEMS. Considering the total strength acting on 
the observer at the moment in which the wavelength achieves it and the direct 
interaction starts as 
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( ) d d ˆ
d d
Egrad E

r
λ

λ
Γ

Γ= − = −F r                   (B.2) 

the tension of the space-time, depends by wavelength variation, i.e. from the 
scale variation of the distance of direct interaction 

d ˆ
d
E
λ
Γ= − rΨ                          (B.3) 

due to the stretching of the wavelength, hence starting from the definition of the 
Newtonian force like gradient, is possible to write 

d
dr
λ

=F Ψ                           (B.4) 

from which using the Equation (B.1) 

1 2
0 2

d ˆ
d

rG
r
µ µ

λ
= − rΨ                       (B.5) 

Assuming as distance the Equation (43) and the definition (41), using the red-
shift definition follows:  

( )
2

2

d 1 d 1 1 cos
d 2 d

BGr λλ β φ
λ λ λ

 ′
= − + + 

 
.               (B.6) 

considering ( )1 zλ λ′ = +  and using the Equation (41) the Equation (B.6) be-
comes 

( )( )d 1 1 cos
d 2 BG

rZ z ς β φ
λ

= = + +                 (B.7) 

that used in the Equation (B.5) rewritten in terms of wavelength i.e. in terms of 
the initial direct interaction distance gives: 

( )
( ) ( )

1 2
02 2

2

1 cos
BG

BG

z
G T

z

ς µ µ
λς β φ

+
= − =

− +
rΨ ϕ             (B.8) 

where 

1 2
0 2G µ µ
λ

= − rϕ                         (B.9) 

is an ideal value of the gravitational force between the two interacting particles 
in a bubble with wavelength λ . Using the Equation (47), the Equation (B.8) can 
be also rewritten in the form  

Z= FΨ                          (B.10) 

The Equation (B.10) corresponds to the Equation (50). 
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Abstract 
We extend the Poincaré group to the complex Minkowski space-time. Special 
attention is paid to the corresponding algebra that we achieve through ma-
trices as well as differential operators. We also point out the generalizations of 
the two Casimir operators. 
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1. Introduction 

Complex numbers are known to be powerful mathematical tools to describe 
physical phenomena. Usually, their role is limited to intermediate calculations 
and they are not welcome in final results. However, sometimes these results do 
depend on these numbers in the sense that they explicitly appear in the final eq-
uations. 

To our knowledge, complex energies first appeared as intrinsic components of 
the physical paradigm in the relativistic Kemmer-Duffin-Petiau equation [1], 
dealing with vector mesons. When they are subject to a sufficiently strong mag- 

netic field (
2mB

e
> ), their energies, whose squares are given by1 [2] 

2 2 12 ; 0,1,2, ; 0, 1
2

E m eB n s n s = + + + = = ± 
 

              (1) 

become purely imaginary ones. 
More recently, some cosmological models [3] used an imaginary time. They 

 

 

1Here and all along this paper, we take the velocity of light equal to 1. 
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all conjecture a join between areas of imaginary time and areas of real time. 
Somehow, real time emerges from imaginary time, the latest being helpful to 
remove gravitational singularities. 

This idea is clearly not unanimous because an imaginary time is most of the 
time seen as non-physical, even heretical. Also voices [4] rose to emphasize the 
inconsistency of such a transition between imaginary and real times which still 
remains vague. Some attempts have been performed to specify it. For instance, 
in [5], imaginary time stands before the Planck time and is related to imaginary 
energies seen as pure information. Thus, an imaginary time is compatible with 
the fact that time does not go by and the information, which in a sense, replaces 
matter, is retained until time rotates and becomes real. To cite the authors of [5], 
this imaginary time is analogous to the moment when the music is burned on a 
CD but not yet listened to. It can wait indefinitely until one decides to put the 
CD in a drive: time then becomes real and follows its arrow. 

We think that imaginary time and, by extension, complex space-time coordi-
nates, are one of the most promising tracks for generalizing relativistic quantum 
mechanics. 

One of the advances of complex numbers in this direction is the concept of 
Minkowski complex space-time. A first attempt with emphasis on specific as-
pects of twistors has been performed in [6]. In the present paper, we come back 
to this idea but with a different metric. In fact, the metric considered in [6] in-
volved a complex space-time interval while we want to limit ourselves to a real 
one. We could compare this to the wavefunction role in usual quantum me-
chanics. Indeed this function, although complex, appears on a real form, like the 
square of its modulus, when physics concepts must be discussed. 

More precisely, the key idea involved by our proposal of (3 + 1)-D complex 
Minkowski manifold is to extend spatial as well as time coordinates to complex 
numbers with a Hermitian metric given by 

2d d ds x xµ ν
µνη=                          (2) 

with 

( ) { }1, 1, 1, 1 ; , , , ; , 0,1, 2,3diag x t x y zµη µ ν= − − − = =           (3) 

Here the notation xµ  refers to the complex conjugate of xµ  while the diag 
notation means that we consider a diagonal matrix. 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate this (3 + 1)-D Minkowski manifold 
and, in particular, to see what would the Poincaré group/algebra become when 
coordinates are complex numbers. 

To do so, we first have to consider a (6 + 2)-D real manifold by considering 
real as well as imaginary parts of the involved complex numbers. This is the sub-
ject of the next Section. Then, we use the corresponding coadjoint action to put 
in evidence the transformation laws on momenta which are nothing else than 
basis operators for the algebra. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the differential 
realization of these momenta in the real as well as the complex cases. The trans-
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formations of the group are then available in Section 6. We point out the Casi-
mir operators in Section 7 and finally conclude in Section 8. 

2. The Extended Poincaré Group/Algebra 

As well known the Lorentz group ( )1,3O  preserves 
TX Xη                              (4) 

where η  has been defined in (3) while 

( ) { }T , , , , 0,1, 2,3X t x y z xµ µ= = =  

(XT refers here to the transposition of X). 
If we now consider complex coordinates xµ , Equation (4) is replaced by 

( ( )T†
C CX X≡ ) 

( ) { }† T; , , , , 0,1, 2,3C C CX X X t x y z xµη µ= = =              (5) 

The Lie group ( )1,3,U C  is, by definition, the one leaving the quadratic form 
(5) invariant. 

This quadratic form (5) is equivalent to the orthogonal one 
T
R RX GX                             (6) 

with 

{ } { }T , , 0,1, 2,3 , 0,1, 2, ,7A
R R IX x x x Aµ µ µ= = = =             (7) 

and 

( )1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1, 1, 1G diag= − − − − − −                  (8) 

We obviously have 

R Ix x ixµ µ µ= +                           (9) 

The Lie group preserving (6) is ( )2,6O . 
Even if the quadratic forms are formally equivalent, the two groups ( )1,3,U C  

and ( )2,6O  have a different number of parameters (16 for ( )1,3,U C  and 29 
for ( )2,6O ). This finding, that might be surprising at first sight, will be ex-
plained in a next Section. 

Due to the embedding of ( )1,3,U C  in ( )2,6O , we focus on the larger 
group. 

Consequently, we define the extended Poincaré group on the (6 + 2)-D real 
Minkowski space as the set of the following (9 by 9) matrices 

0 1
L

g
α 

=  
 

                         (10) 

where the 8-vector 

( )T , 0,1, 2, ,7A Aα α= =   

is associated with (real) translations in the (6 + 2)-D manifold and L is the (8 by 
8) matrix of the ( )2,6O  group i.e. 
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TGL GL I=                           (11) 

The Lie algebra corresponding to (10) is the vector space of the matrices given 
by 

( )T; , 0,1, 2, ,7
0 0

AZ A
ω γ

γ γ
 

= = = 
 

               (12) 

Here the coefficients Aγ  are real numbers and ω is the matrix of the ( )2,6so  
algebra defined by 

TG Gω ω= −                          (13) 

In details, we have 
7

, 0

AB
AB

A B
J jω

=

= ∑                        (14) 

where ABJ  are real numbers and ABj  are the (28) basis matrices of ( )2,6so  
namely 

( ) ( )AB AB BAj AB e BA eε ε= −                  (15) 

(no summation on repeated indices). In Equation (15), the numbers ( )( )1ABε = ±  
are constrained by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( );BC BC AD ADAB CD G AD AB CD G CBε ε δ ε ε ε δ ε= =    (16) 

while the notation ABe  stands for a 8 by 8 matrix made of “0” everywhere ex-
cept a “1” at the intersection of the ( )1 thA+  line and the ( )1 thB +  column. 

Noticing that 
AB CD BC ADe e eδ=                        (17) 

we come easily to the ( )2,6so  commutation relations 

, ;AB CD BC AD BD CA AC DB AD BC AB BAj j G j G j G j G j j j  = + + + = −      (18) 

We will come back to this algebra in Section 4. Let us just conclude this one by 
mentioning that the adjoint representation of the extended Poincaré group is, by 
definition, given by 

1Z gZg −′ =                          (19) 

This leads to 
1L Lω ω −′ =                          (20) 

as well as to the following relation 
1L L Lγ ω α ω−′ = − +                      (21) 

3. The Coadjoint Representation: Transformation Laws of 
the Momenta 

Here we follow Souriau’s approach [7], one of us has already successfully applied 
it [8] to Kaluza 5-D space-time. By analogy with what has been done in the 

( )1,3so  case, we define a torsor µ  of the extended Poincaré group by the 
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identity 

( ) ( ) ( )T1
2

Z Tr M GPµ ω γ≡ +                  (22) 

where 

{ } 8 T, , ,P M P GM G Mµ ≡ ∈ = −R                (23) 

We require the invariance 

( ) ( )Z Zµ µ′ ′ =                        (24) 

or, in other words 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T 1 T 11 1
2 2

Tr M GP Tr M L L P G L L Lω γ ω ω α ω− −′ ′+ = + − +     (25) 

where we have used Equations (20)-(21) of the adjoint representation. 
The relation (25) implies the following transformation on the momenta P: 

P LP′ =                           (26) 

Thus, Equation (25) reduces to 

( ) ( )1 T 11 1
2 2

Tr M Tr M L L P G Lω ω ω α− −′= −  

Remembering that the last term is the product of a transposed 8-vector and an 
8-vector, we can rewrite this relation as 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 T1 1
2 2

Tr M L L Tr M Tr G L Pω ω ω α− −′ = +  

which, after usual manipulations on the trace, leads to 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 T1 1
2 2

Tr L M L Tr M Tr L P Gω ω α ω− −′ = +  

or, in an equivalent way 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 T TTr L M L Tr M Tr L P G Tr P GLω ω α ω α ω− −′ = + −       (27) 

We thus come to the conclusion that 
T T T TM LMGL G P L G LP Gα α′ = + −                (28) 

Equations (26) and (28) provide the transformation laws of the momenta. 

4. Differential Realization of the Momenta: The (6 + 2)-D 
Real Poincaré Algebra 

Let us take a look at the result (26). If we write the transformations on the coor-
dinates through the group as (cf. Equation (10)) 

X LX α′ = +                         (29) 

they can be inversed following 
T TX GL GX GL Gα′= −                     (30) 

This implies that 

GLG′∇ = ∇                          (31) 
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where ∇  is the 8D-gradient 

T , 0,1, 2, ,7A A
x
∂ ∇ = = 
∂ 

                    (32) 

Comparing with (26), it is obvious to conclude that 

( )constantP CG C= ∇ =  

With the conventions (7) and 

A Ax
∂

∂ ≡
∂

 

the momenta P are thus 

; A A AB
A A BP C P C CG P= ∂ = ∂ =                  (33) 

We recover the momenta of usual Quantum Mechanics if the constant C is fixed 
as C ih=  and A limited to the first four values. However, for simplicity, we fix 
here 1C =  so that 

; A AB
A A BP P G P= ∂ =                      (34) 

In the same way, the momenta M satisfying (28) can be realized through a ma-
trix similar to ω  (see Equation (14)) 

7

, 0

AB
AB

A B
M J j

=

= ∑  

but with 

, , 0,1, 2, ,7AB A B B AJ x x A B= ∂ − ∂ =                (35) 

In other words, we have 
T TM XP G PX G= −  

And it is straightforward to convince ourselves of (28) to be satisfied by using 
(26) and (29). 

It is then easy to find out the commutation relations of the (6 + 2)-D Poincaré 
algebra by using 

,A B ABx G ∂ = −                         (36) 

They read 

,AB CD BC AD BD CA AC DB AD BCJ J G J G J G J G J  = + + +          (37) 

in agreement with Equation (18) and 

,AB C AC B BC AJ P G P G P  = − +                   (38) 

, 0A BP P  =                          (39) 

5. The (3 + 1)-D Complex Poincaré Algebra 

By making use of the change of variables (9), we can define linear combinations 
of the ABJ  as well as the AP  operators in order to restore the extended Poin-
caré algebra in a (3 + 1)-D complex manifold. These linear combinations write 
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( )( )4 4M J J µ νµν µν + += − −                      (40a) 
( )

( )
4

4IM J Jµ νµν
ν µ

+
+= − −                      (40b) 

( )( )4 4N J J µ νµν µν + += − +                      (40c) 
( )

( )
4

4IN J Jµ νµν
ν µ

+
+= − +                      (40d) 

( ) ( )4 41 1;
2 2C CP P iP P P iPµ µ µ µ µ µ+ += − = +               (40e) 

They lead to the following realizations in terms of complex coordinates xµ  and 
their derivatives 

, , , , , , ,
t x y z x t x y zx

µ
µ µ

µ

   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ = = ∂ = = − − −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂    

     (41) 

M x x x xµν µ ν ν µ µ ν ν µ= − ∂ + ∂ − ∂ + ∂                 (42a) 

IM ix ix ix ixµν µ ν ν µ µ ν ν µ= − ∂ − ∂ + ∂ + ∂               (42b) 

N x x x xµν µ ν ν µ µ ν ν µ= − ∂ + ∂ − ∂ + ∂                 (42c) 

IN ix ix ix ixµν µ ν ν µ µ ν ν µ= − ∂ + ∂ + ∂ − ∂               (42d) 

,C CP Pµ µ µ µ= ∂ = ∂                        (42e) 

It was already evident through Equations (40) but it is even more obvious here 
that M µν , N µν , IN µν  are antisymmetric on their indices and thus there are 
six of them for each category while IM µν  is symmetric leading to ten different 
operators. These 28 operators are real ones: only the four CPµ  are complex and 
have to be supplemented by their conjugates. 

The corresponding commutation relations are then 

,M M M M M Mµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = + + +           (43a) 

, I I I I IM M M M M Mµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = − − + +          (43b) 

,I IM M M M M Mµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = − + + −          (43c) 

,M N N N N Nµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = + + +             (43d) 

,I I I I IM N N N N Nµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = − − + +            (43e) 

,N N M M M Mµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = + + +            (43f) 

, I I I I IM N N N N Nµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = + + +             (43g) 

,I IM N N N N Nµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = + − −             (43h) 

, I I I I IN N M M M Mµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = − + + −           (43i) 

,I IN N M M M Mµν αβ αν βµ βν µα αµ νβ βµ ανη η η η  = + + +            (43j) 

, ; ,C C C C C CM P P P M P P Pµν α αµ ν αν µ µν α αµ ν αν µη η η η   = − = −   
     (43k) 
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, ; ,I C C C I C C CM P i P i P M P i P i Pµν α αµ ν αν µ µν α αµ ν αν µη η η η   = + = − −       (43l) 

, ; ,C C C C C CN P P P N P P Pµν α αµ ν αν µ µν α αµ ν αν µη η η η   = − = −   
      (43m) 

, ; ,I C C C I C C CN P i P i P N P i P i Pµν α αµ ν αν µ µν α αµ ν αν µη η η η   = − + = −       (43n) 

, , , 0C C C C C CP P P P P Pα β α β α β     = = =     
                       (43o) 

The usual Poincaré algebra is recovered through Equations (42a), (43k) and 
(43o). It is now realized through complex variables and corresponds to the pro-
posal made by one of us in [8]. We can also recognize the algebra ( )1,3,u C  
through the operators (42a)-(42b) and their commutation relations (43a)-(43c). 
The operators (42c)-(42d) are the complement of ( )1,3,u C  in ( )2,6so . 

6. Transformations of the Extended Poincaré Group 

Now that the algebraic content is clear, let us come to the group approach sub-
tended by the transformations (29). 

We recognize in (29) eight real translations associated with α , or, in an 
equivalent way, four complex ones. The contributions of the matrix L can be 
understood as follows: 

1) Twelve transformations of “boost” type i.e. “rotations” between a (real or 
imaginary) time component and three (real or imaginary) space components: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0 0

0 0

cosh sinh

sinh cosh

j j j
a ab a ab b

j j j j
b ab a ab b

t t x

x t x

θ θ

θ θ

 ′ = −

′ = − +

                 (44) 

with 1, 2,3; , ; ,j a R I b R I= = = . 
2) Twelve rotations between (real or imaginary) space components: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

cos sin

sin cos

k jk k jk j
a ab a ab b

j jk k jk j
b ab a ab b

x x x

x x x

θ θ

θ θ

 ′ = +

′ = − +

                  (45) 

with 1,2,3, ; , ; ,j j k a R I b R I= ≠ = = . 
3) Four rotations between real and imaginary parts of one of the components: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

00 00

00 00

cos sin

sin cos

R R I

I R I

t t t

t t t

θ θ

θ θ

 ′ = −

′ = +

                  (46a) 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

cos sin

sin cos

j jj j jj j
R R I

j jj j jj j
I R I

x x x

x x x

θ θ

θ θ

 ′ = +

′ = − +

                (46b) 

Let us rewrite these results within the complex coordinates: 
00

;
jji j i jt e t x e xθ θ−′ ′= =                      (47) 

These equations are remarkable in the sense that they show that the complexifi-
cation enables the connection between the Lorentz components. Indeed we 
know [9] that the Lorentz group has four components: , ,L L PL L PTL↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑

+ − + + += =  
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and L TL↓ ↑
− += . Each of the three last ones is related to the first one by acting on 

it with a discrete symmetry, either the parity operator P or the time-reversal op-
erator T. Two objects in “mirror symmetry” are necessarily linked by a rotation 
in a higher dimensional space and that’s exactly what happens here: the com-
plexification allows these dimensions to exist in order to relate a coordinate and 
its opposite (which corresponds to µµθ = π ). 

Similar discussions can be made with the complex algebra. We will just men-
tion here that if the ( )1,3,U C  operators perform transformations such as 
boosts or rotations on the four complex coordinates xµ , the other 12 ones (cor-
responding to exponentiations of N µν  or IN µν ) realize, in addition, a complex 
conjugation. It is actually the reason why, despite of the fact that the quadratic 
forms (5) and (6) are equivalent, the Lie groups ( )1,3,U C  and ( )2,6O  are 
not isomorphic. 

7. The Casimir Operators 

The number of Casimir operators associated with the inhomogeneous group 
( )2,6ISO  (which is the one subtended by our approach in the real space) is 

equal to 4 [10]. 
We put here explicitely in evidence two of them i.e. the ones generalizing the 

two Casimirs of the Poincaré algebra. 
The first Casimir operator is 

T
1C P GP=                           (48) 

It is indeed invariant under the transformation (26). Another way to be con-
vinced of the form (48) is to rewrite it in details 

1 4A
A C CC P P P Pµ

µ= =                      (49) 

and verify that it commutes with each of the 36 operators of the extended Poin-
caré algebra by using Equations (38)-(39) or (43k)-(43o) depending on whether 
we choose to work with eight real coordinates or four complex ones. 

By analogy with the real case, we can thus define the mass of a particle living 
in the complex Minkowski space-time by 

2 2 2 0; , j j
C CE m E P p P− = = =p                 (50) 

a relation which simplifies when the system is at rest and gives 
iE me φ=                           (51) 

This is the complex version of the famous Einstein relation2 E m= . 
The second Casimir operator requests more calculations. We indeed need to 

introduce the following 3-rank tensor 
ABC AB C AC B BC AW J P J P J P= − +                 (52) 

It is antisymmetric on the two first indices as well as on the two last ones but is 
(evidently) symmetric on A and C. It thus gives rise to 56 operators. 

 

 

2Recall that c = 1. 
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Let us take a while to mention that, in the real case, these operators reduce to 
the four well known ones 

1
2

W J Pνλ α
µ µνλαε=                        (53) 

namely the four components of the Pauli-Lubanski pseudo-vector. No need to 
say that, here, there is no interest to go through the dual to obtain a similar 
writing, as this will lead to a pseudo-tensor of rank 5. 

So let us focus on the operators (52). It is easy (even if laborious) to convince 
ourselves that they are such that 

,ABC DE AD BCE AE BCD BD ACE

BE ACD CD ABE CE ABD

W J G W G W G W

G W G W G W

  = − − 
+ + −

         (54a) 

, 0ABC DW P  =                         (54b) 

and 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )

,ABC DEF

AD BCE F BCF E AE BCF D BCD F

AF BCD E BCE D BD AEF C CEF A

BE ADF C CDF A BF ACE D ACD E

CD ABF E ABE F CE ABD F ABF D

CF DAB E EAB D

W W

G W P W P G W P W P

G W P W P G W P W P

G W P W P G W P W P

G W P W P G W P W P

G W P W P

  

= − + −

+ − + −

+ − + + −

+ − + + − +

+ −

    (54c) 

The two first relations show that 

2
ABC

ABCC W W=                        (55) 

does commute with each of the 36 generators of the extended Poincaré algebra 
and, consequently, is the second Casimir operator. 

Its interpretation goes through the so-called “little groups” technics i.e. re-
stricting ourselves to particular momenta P. If the rest is considered, only two P 
operators do not vanish: 

0 42 cos ; 2 sinP m P mφ φ= =                   (56) 

This implies the following form for 2C  

(
)

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

{ }( { } { }
{ }

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 12 31 23 15 16 17 25

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
26 27 35 36 37 56 57 67

22 2 2 2 2 2 2
14 24 34 45 46 47

22 2 2 2 2 2 2
01 02 03 05 06 07

2
01 14 02 24 03 34

05 45

4

4 cos

4 sin

4 sin cos , , ,

,

C m J J J J J J J

J J J J J J J J

m J J J J J J

m J J J J J J

m J J J J J J

J J

φ

φ

φ φ

= + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + +

− + + + + +

− + + + + +

− + +

+ +{ } { })06 46 07 47, ,J J J J+

       (57) 

We notice that the only JAB that does not appear in (57) is J04 namely the rotation 
on time. We also recover the spin interpretation of the real case except that we 
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have here 20 possibilities for one spin algebra ( ( )3so ) to be put in evidence. 
This is evidently due to the increasing of spatial dimensions which are now 6. 

8. Conclusions 

We have extended the Poincaré group as well as its algebra to a complex Min-
kowski space. Beyond the real operators corresponding to transformations of the 
real coordinates, our approach shows that supplementary imaginary as well as 
complex operators appear to form with the previous ones a 36-dimensional real 
or complex algebra according to choosing 8 real coordinates or 4 complex ones. 

What are the unirreps of the extended Poincaré algebra? What physical im-
plications could have this complex algebra? What would be a complex version of 
usual quantum mechanics? 

These questions remain open at this stage and will be the subject of further 
considerations. 
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Abstract 
The speed away of stars and galaxies is traditionally calculated from the rela-
tivistic formula according to the measurement of the redshift. It is demon-
strated here another formula for this speed away of stars and galaxies, from 
this same redshift z. After having exposed critiques on the demonstration and 
the relativistic use which require the assumption of an expanding universe by 
itself, it is proposed within the framework of neo-Newtonian mechanics the 

formula 
1

zV c
z

=
+

 where V is the speed from the source. This formula has 

the double characteristic of being equivalent to relativistic predictions for low 
redshifts, but of deviating from them by up to 17% for high redshifts. It is 
consistent with the observation of the anisotropy of the Universe and the 
Cosmic Microwave Background. It helps to explain Pioneer anomalies. It is 
compatible with the constancy in the majority of cases of interference phe-
nomena. Finally, it provides a new analysis grid for the observation of super-
novae, galaxies and distant pulsars, thus opening up new fields of research on 
the increase in distances attributed to dark energy and also in other areas of 
the cosmology. 
 
Keywords 
Redshift, Blueshift, Dark Energy, Radial Velocity, Expansion of the Universe, 
Anisotropy, Hubble Law, Pioneer Spacecraft, Photon, Wavelength,  
Frequency, Variable Speed, Celerity of Light 

 

1. Introduction 

In the past, the stars did not exactly follow the supposedly perfectly circular tra-
jectory, it was necessary to imagine the existence of epicycles … until new ellip-
tical trajectories were accepted. Today, the distant galaxies not having to exceed 
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the speed of light in spite of the law of Hubble, it is imagined a space which 
would create itself its own space, and the distant supernovae not following ex-
actly the speed away calculated there, it is imagined the existence of a repulsive 
dark energy … unless we come to accept a new formula for the speeds away as a 
function of the redshift. This is what we will try to demonstrate in this article.  

After having recalled the definitions and uses of redshift and wavelength, we 
will analyze the research status on the relativistic redshift formula. Then we will 
propose the neo-Newtonian derivation to get to the expression of a slightly 
modified formula. Finally, we will discuss the consequences or not of this change 
of formula. 

2. Definition and Context 

The redshift, noted z, is the fringe shift measured on light and electromagnetic 
waves from moving objects. From this measurement, first the speed away for 
stars and galaxies is calculated and then their distance is deduced using Hubble’s 
“law”. 

Yet, at the horizons of the Universe, by correlating with the distances derived 
from their luminosity, supernovae appear to be at distances greater than those 
calculated by the redshift method (see Figure 1). To explain this additional dis-
tance speed and therefore this additional distance, it is invoked the existence of a 
dark energy with a repulsive effect, dark energy which has so far not been able to 
be directly apprehended. And more simply, why not question the formulas used 
to calculate the very fast speeds and the far distances? 

Light and electromagnetic waves in general are characterized by their wave-
length λ, their propagation speed c and their frequency f.  

We can characterize them only by two out of three parameters because they 
are related to each other by the relation: 

c fλ =                            (1) 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic explanation of Dark Energy. 
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Since the speed of light in vacuum is assumed to be constant, it has become 
customary to characterize the electromagnetic waves by only one parameter, the 
wavelength λ (i.e. a distance). Yet this is the frequency (i.e. a time, or more ex-
actly the inverse of time) that we perceive or directly measure. For example, an 
optical detector does not measure a length, but is excited at certain frequencies. 
This is why in this article we will favor the explanation by frequencies f (rather 
than by wavelengths λ). 

3. Analysis of the Relativistic Redshift Formula  

The relativistic expression allowing to deduce the distance speed V from the 
redshift z is as follows: 

( )
( )

2

2

1 1

1 1

z
V c

z

+ −
= −

+ +
                        (2) 

This formula comes up against two difficulties. 

3.1. The Derivation Itself 

The usual demonstration goes through the following intermediate step [1] [2] [3] 
[4]:  

obs
obs

c V
f

λ −
=                           (3) 

The problem is that the theory of Relativity postulates that the speed linking 
the two quantities obsλ  and obsf  is constant and therefore that the numerator 
must be equal to c in any frame of reference. This means that V should be zero, 
which is contradictory with a moving source. 

There are also few much more complex derivations, but the one we have seen 
[5] is also open to criticism (in this video, there is a mix between Galilean for-
mulas and relativistic formulas and the Equation (3) is implicit). 

3.2. The Expansion of Space Itself 

Even admitting the validity of the previous derivation, the relativistic formula 
only allows to relate the redshift to the speed by making an additional assump-
tion, namely the expansion of space itself. This additional assumption does not 
appear necessary as long as the source does not move away at very high speeds 
because it is used a simplified formula. But when they are faced with very high 
speed or high z’s, they end up with an inconsistency that can only be overcome 
by posing the strange hypothesis of a space that expands by itself. Without this 
additional assumption, the relativistic Equation (2) of the redshift leads to an 
inconsistent situation on the propagation speeds [see Appendix 1]. 

4. The Neo-Newtonian Derivation 
4.1. The Neo-Newtonian Mechanic 

So what formula should be used between the distance velocities and the fringe 
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shifts received from high-𝑧𝑧 stars and galaxies? The proposal falls within the 
framework of neo-Newtonian mechanics which is none other than Newtonian 
mechanics but without the principle of equivalence between inert mass and gra-
vitational mass: thus, the increase of inertial mass as a function of the speed pre-
vents the photon from exceeding the celerity c, this means that the speed of the 
photon would not be constant in any frame of reference. The purpose of this ar-
ticle is not to detail Newtonian Mechanics, the reader may consult it in the 
RELATED LINKS [a]. And as in Newtonian mechanics, it is assumed that the 
photon is a body of matter that can move in a vacuum, and that there is a fixed 
or barycentric frame R0. 

4.2. The Method of the Derivation 

The derivation is based on the redshift understood as an effect of the Dopp-
ler-Fizeau effect. The Doppler-Fizeau effect can be described as the effect pro-
duced by a moving source of electromagnetic waves in which there is an appar-
ent upward shift in frequency for observers towards whom the source is ap-
proaching and an apparent downward shift in frequency for observers from 
whom the source is receding. Here is a simplified derivation of the speed away as 
a function of redshift, the general derivation is given in Appendix 2. Let us take 
the usual and simplified case of a photon emitted from a source which moves away 
while the observer is motionless in the fixed frame of reference R0. The pho-
tons (A) then (B) are emitted according to the time interval sourceT  at the ce-
lerity c in the reference frame of the source, but according to neo-Newtonian 
mechanics they move at the speed (c-V) in the fixed reference frame R0 (see 
Figure 2) 

0 0/ / /photon R photon source source Rv c v= −                     (4) 

with 
0/ 0source Rv > . 

There are two ways to calculate the distance between photons (A) and (B): 
• The first way is to note that the distance λ between the photons (A) and (B) is 

the distance DA traveled by the photon (A) during the time sourceT  added to 
the distance sourced  traveled by the source until the emission photon (B) (see 
Figure 3) 

 

 
Figure 2. Velocities of the photon: in black/Ro and in green/source S. 
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Figure 3. Photons from the moving source to the observer. 

 

A sourceD dλ = +                          (5) 

0 0/ /A R source source R sourcev T v Tλ ∗= +∗                   (6) 

• The second way is to consider that the distance between the photons is the 
propagation distance of the photon (B) until it reaches the position where the 
photon (A) had been observed at the time of the emission of (B): 

0/B R obsv Tλ ∗′ =                          (7) 

0/B R obsv fλ′ =                          (8) 

In neo-Newtonian mechanics, there is no variation in distance or time de-
pending on the speed of the frame of reference, the distance between two pho-
tons is the same whether it is calculated from the observer or from the source. 

λ λ′ =                             (9) 

The frequency being the inverse of the period, the redshift is defined from the 
frequencies by: 

1 source

obs

f
z

f
+ =                          (10) 

we then get (see details of the calculation in Appendix 2): 

1source
zv c

z
= −

+
                        (11) 

And in the case where the speed of the source with respect to the frame of ref-
erence R0 is directed in the same direction as the photon, the formula is then 

sourcev z c= ⋅                          (12) 

In both cases, it is a Doppler-Fizeau effect applied to electromagnetic waves, 
without expansion of the space itself. 
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5. Discussion 
5.1. The Difference with the Relativistic Speed Prediction 

Compared to the relativistic redshift formula, the new speed away remains lower 
than the previous one until it reaches 17% deviation at z = 1.4 as shown in Fig-
ure 4. This is not incompatible with the current estimate of +/− 10% of distance 
[6]. And that means that the neo-Newtonian formula is closer to relativistic pre-
dictions than to Newtonian predictions. However, note that for usual values up 
to z = 0.02 (i.e. according to Hubble’s law up to 240 million light years), the dif-
ference does not exceed 1% (See Table 1). And for slightly smaller values up to z 
= 0.01 we find within 1% the usual approximation 

sourcev z c= − ⋅                         (13) 
 

 
Figure 4. Velocities in Relativity theory, Newtonian mechanics and 
neo-Newtonian mechanics. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of velocities. 

VELOCITY β = z Relativity Neo Newtonian Difference  

z [km/s] [km/s] [km/s] [km/s] [%] 

0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0% 

0.001 300 300 300 0.1 0.0% 

0.005 1500 1496 1493 4 0.2% 

0.01 3000 2985 2970 15 0.5% 

0.02 6000 5940 5882 58 1% 

0.1 30,000 28,507 27,273 1234 4% 

0.5 150,000 115,385 100,000 15,385 13% 

1 300,000 180,000 150,000 30,000 17% 

1.6 480,000 222,680 184,615 38,065 17% 

2 600,000 240,000 200,000 40,000 17% 

5 1,500,000 283,784 250,000 33,784 12% 

8 2,400,000 292,683 266,667 26,016 9% 

15 4,500,000 297,665 281,250 16,415 6% 

1000 300,000,000 299,999 299,700 299 0% 
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Thus, the difference in prediction with the relativistic values of speed only 
appears significant for very large redshift values z exceeding unity. 

5.2. A Universe Which Does Not Expand Itself 

In the relativistic demonstration of redshift it is implied a space which expands 
itself. This assumption is also found with the law of Hubble which would like 
that the galaxies located on the cosmic horizon, to 13.8 billion light years, would 
go in the future faster than the speed of the light except to consider also that 
space would expand on its own. And this space would be expanding between ga-
laxies but not within galaxies, as evidenced by the image of raisin bread in an 
oven [7]. This strange hypothesis is akin to “creationism”. The derivation of the 
neo-Newtonian formula does not come up against these difficulties. With a 
source moving away from a fixed observer, we calculate the distance d traveled 
by the source, and we calculate the distance L that the photon (B) travels. When 
we make the difference δ of the distances, it is zero. And for blueshift with a 
source that approaches a fixed observer, the difference δ in distances is also zero. 
In these two cases, with neo-Newtonian mechanics there is no longer any need 
to consider an expanding space (see Appendix 3). 

5.3. Interference of Light Waves 

Having a variable frequency and a variable propagation speed makes it possible 
to have an unchanged wavelength. This is why this generally does not change the 
light interference phenomena and why it is difficult to see it by this means (see 
Appendix 4). 

5.4. The Existence of a Fixed Frame of Reference 

The hypothesis of a fixed or barycentric frame of reference R0 is consistent with 
the latest observations on the anisotropy of the Universe [8] [9] [10] (see Figure 
5) who measured that the solar system is moving at 390 km/s compared to the 
Diffuse Cosmological Background, the Galaxy having to move at 630 km/s 
(more than two million km/h). This Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
would thus play this role of reference frame R0. 
 

 
Figure 5. Dipolar anisotropy of the CMB (COBE measurement) before treatment [11]. 
Color bar: red for redshift, blue for blueshift. 
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5.5. Proof by the Pioneer Spacecrafts 

The Pioneer spacecrafts had two characteristics, their very high speed at 37 km/s 
after the passage of Jupiter and the absence of stabilization or correction of the 
flight (which the Voyager spacecraft are equipped with). Examination of the tra-
jectory of the two Pioneer spacecraft had detected complementary retrograde 
acceleration—that is, an unexplained slowing down. Officially this anomaly was 
solved by decreeing that this acceleration came from a continuous jet of photons 
emitted by each spacecraft. Nevertheless, in a previous article [e], we had shown 
that this anomaly could also be easily explained by taking the empirical relation: 

11
1

z
β

+ =
−

                         (14) 

β was then oriented in the other direction, but this formula is strictly equivalent 
to that demonstrated in this article. So this new formula for redshift helps ex-
plain the Pioneer anomaly or rather conversely, Pioneer spacecrafts demonstrate 
the validity of this formula for redshift. 

5.6. A New Paradigm 

Having a lower distance velocity does not necessarily mean that the distances 
would be lower. Indeed, relativistic cosmology is based on Hubble’s law, with a 
Hubble constant which is paradoxically not constant over time and whose value 
differs depending on the measurement method used. The greater than expected 
distances and speeds prevalent by dark energy proponents could just as easily 
mean a current slowing of the expansion due to gravity. Recall that a traditional 
explosion also implies that all bodies move away from each other in proportion 
to their respective distance. No longer correlating the speed of the redshift with 
Hubble’s law would make it possible to have another interpretation of distance, 
for example for quasars whose apparent luminosity is poorly explained [12]. 
This would allow us to re-examine the age of the Universe by taking into ac-
count the age of stars estimated to be over 14 billion years old [13]. The different 
distances (luminous, covariant, angular, proper and cosmological), all linked by 
the redshift z, could surely be simplified by considering that basically there are in 
relation to the observer only two distances, that of emission and that where the 
body is now. These are just examples of possible developments. Having a new 
paradigm opens up the fields of the possible with new areas to test, study and 
interpret 

6. Conclusions 

We have derivated within the framework of neo-Newtonian mechanics the value 
V of the speed from the source in function of the redshift to get to a new formula:  

1
zV c

z
=

+
. This formula has the double characteristic of being equivalent to  

relativistic predictions for low redshifts, but of deviating from them by up to 17% 
for high redshifts. 
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What can be the consequences of future research? 
For any observed physical phenomenon, we seek an explanation. For example: 
1) As the speed of expansion of the Universe cannot exceed the speed of light, 

it is assumed that space itself is expanding. 
2) As the light interference remains identical despite the movement of the 

source, it is assumed that the speed of light would be constant in any frame of 
reference. 

3) As our Galaxy being in motion with respect to the Cosmic Microwave 
Background (in contradiction with the isotropy of the theory of Relativity), it is 
assumed that it would be subjected to the Dipole Repeller. 

4) As the Pioneer spacecrafts seem to be slowing down more than expected, it 
is assumed that they would be slowed down by their own flow of photons. 

5) As distant supernovae appear less bright than expected, it is assumed that 
there is a dark energy that makes them accelerate. 

Faced with these difficulties of interpretation, we propose here a change of 
paradigm, namely that resulting from neo-Newtonian mechanics: 

1) We have expressed and demonstrated a slightly different formula relating 
the redshift to the speed of movement of the source. Thus, it is no longer neces-
sary to imagine an expanding space by itself, which does not prevent galaxies 
from moving away from each other as a result of an explosive-type phenome-
non. 

2) We have shown that a variable frequency and speed of propagation de-
pending on the movement of the source can explain a constant wavelength and 
therefore stable light interferences. 

3) The observed anisotropy of the Universe can be explained very well by con-
sidering the Cosmic Microwave Background as the expression of a fixed or ba-
rycentric frame R0. 

4) The slight blueshift effect of Pioneer spacecrafts is proof of the validity of 
this new redshift formula:  

5) The Universe retains many mysteries, and not just about distant superno-
vae and quasars.  

This new analysis grid proposed here (within Neo-Newtonian Mechanics) 
would allow any researcher interested in it to shed new light on his research, to 
test it and would surely open up the field of possibilities. 
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Appendix 1: Criticism of the Derivation of the Relativistic 
Redshift Formula 

Let us have  
• An observer without motion (he is in his own frame) 
• A source moving at the velocity sourcev  (in the observer’s frame). So 

sourcev
c

β =                           (1.1) 

Relativistic equation hereafter 

11
1

z β
β

+
+ =

−
                        (1.2) 

is equivalent to  

( )
( )

2

2

1 1

1 1

z

z
β

+ −
=

+ +
                        (1.3) 

The links between the frequencies and the periods are 

1 source

obs

f
z

f
+ =                          (1.4) 

1 obs

source

T
z

T
+ =                          (1.5) 

We’ll check two cases, the redshift and the blueshift one. 
1) Edshift Case 
See specific configuration of Figure 6. 

• The distance of emission source of the photon (B) at the time 1 sourcet T= : 

( )1 0source sourced v t t= −                       (1.6) 

source sourced c Tβ= − ⋅ ⋅                       (1.7) 

with sourcev  and so 0β < . 
• And the length traveled by the photon (B) to reach the observer is 

( )2 1photonL v t t= −                         (1.8) 

( )obs sourceL c T T= ⋅ −                        (1.9) 

And with the Equation (1.5) 

( )( )1 1 sourceL c z T= ⋅ + − ⋅                     (1.10) 

sourceL c z T= ⋅ ⋅                         (1.11) 

2) Blueshift Case 
See specific configuration of Figure 7. 

• The distance of emission source of the photon (B) at the time 1 sourcet T= : 

sourced λ=                           (1.12) 

photon sourcev Tλ =                         (1.13) 

sourcecTλ =                          (1.14) 
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Figure 6. Redshift case/SR. 

 

 
Figure 7. Blueshift case/Special Relativity. 

 
Then 

source sourced cT=                       (1.15) 

• And the length traveled by the photon (B) to reach the observer is 16 

( )2 1photonL v t t= −                      (1.16) 

obsL c T= ⋅                         (1.17) 

( )1 sourceL c z T= ⋅ + ⋅                     (1.18) 

Numerical application (with for example Tsource = 1 second): 
Let us apply in Table 2 previous formulas with some example of z and with 

the difference of length: 

L dδ = −                         (1.19) 
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Table 2. Relativistic numerical application. 

T = T source = 1 second for example Blueshift Redshift 

shift z −0.5 −0.1 1 10 

Distance of B source from A: 
    

β source (SR) −0.60 −0.10 0.60 0.98 

d: distance of emission of B from O c T c T −0.6 c T −0.98 c T 

Length traveled by photon B: 
    

T observed/T source = (1 + z) 0.5 0.9 2 11 

L: Length traveled by photon B 0.5 c T 0.9 c T c T 10 c T 

Difference δ −0.5 c T −0.1 c T 0.4 c T 9.02 c T 

 
So to explain the redshift, you need to suppose a Universe expansion (for ex-

ample a Universe expansion of 0.4*c*T for z = 1). 
And to explain the blueshift, you need to suppose a Universe contraction (of 

−0.1*c*T for z = −0.1)! 
 Without a Universe which would expand by itself, the relativistic for-

mula of redshift is uncoherent! 
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Appendix 2. Derivation of the Neo-Newtonian Formula of 
Redshift 

Let us have a coordinate system oriented according to the propagation of the 
photons. According to the motion of the Source and the motion of the Observer, 
there are 4 cases. We illustrate 2 cases (see Figure 8 and Figure 9). 

A2.1. The Hypotheses 

1) About the source: 
Let us have a source emitting photon (A) at time t0 and photon (B) at time t1 
By definition, the source period sourceT  is 

 

 
Figure 8. Source motion to the right & Observer motion to the right. 

 

 
Figure 9. Source motion to the left & Observer motion to the left. 
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1 0sourceT t t= −                         (2.1) 

sourced  is the distance traveled by the source at the velocity sourcev  during a 
period sourceT  

source source sourced v T⋅=                      (2.2) 

DA is the distance traveled by the photon (A) at the velocity vA during a period 

sourceT  

A A sourceD v T⋅=                        (2.3) 

λ  is the distance between photon (A) and photon (B) 

A sourceD dλ = −                        (2.4) 

Please note these are algebraic value. If sourced  is positive, λ  will be lower 
than DA. If sourced  is negative, λ  will be greater than DA (please check Figure 
8 with t1 for sourced  positive, and Figure 9 with 1t′  with sourced  negative). 

2) About the observer: 
Let us have an observer receiving photon (A) at time t2 and photon (B) at time 

t3 
By definition, the observer period obsT  is 

3 2obsT t t= −                          (2.5) 

obsl  is the distance traveled by the observer at the velocity obsv  during a period 

obsT  
obs obs obsl v T= ⋅                         (2.6) 

BL  is the distance traveled by the photon (B) at the velocity Bv  during a pe-
riod obsT  

B B obsL v T⋅=                         (2.7) 

λ′  is the distance between photon (A) and photon (B) 

B obsL lλ′ = −                         (2.8) 

Please note these are algebraic value. If obsl  is positive, λ′  will be lower than 

BL . If obsl  is negative, λ′  will be greater than BL  (please check Figure 8 at 

3t  for obsl  positive, and Figure 9 at 3t′  for obsl  negative). 
Because the motion of the source is continuous, the velocities of the photons 

are all the same 

B Av v=                           (2.9) 

Because the velocities of the photons are the same, the distance between pho-
tons remain the same 

λ λ′ =                          (2.10) 

What is perceived is the frequency, not the wave length. So the redshift z is, 
with f for frequency 

1 source

obs

f
z

f
+ =                       (2.11) 

Remark 1: In Newtonian mechanics and so in Neo Newtonian Mechanics, 
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there is no difference of length whatever it is measured from the Observer frame 
or from the Referential frame. 

Remark 2: when c is constant please note Equation (2.11) is equivalent to 

1 obs

source

z
λ
λ

+ =                       (2.12) 

By definition of the frequency 

1f
T

=                         (2.13) 

And let us define V the distance speed of the source from the observer by 

source obsV v v≅ −                      (2.14) 

In Neo-Newtonian Mechanics, the velocities cannot be directly added for very 
high velocities. In the present case, we consider that the source and the observer 
are in usual velocity, so we can use the approximatively equal symbol. 

A2.2. Derivation 

Using Equations (2.4), (2.3), (2.2) 

source
A source

T
v v

λ
=

−
                    (2.15) 

Using equations (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), (2.10)  

obs
B obs

T
v v

λ′
=

−
                      (2.16) 

Using equations (2.9) and (2.10) 

obs
A obs

T
v v

λ
=

−
                      (2.17) 

Using Equations (2.11) and (2.13) 

1 obs

source

T
z

T
+ =                        (2.18) 

Then using Equations (2.15) and (2.17) 

1 A source

A obs

v v
z

v v
−

+ =
−

                      (2.19) 

( )A obs A obs A sourcev v z v v v v− + − = −                 (2.20) 

( )A obs obs sourcez v v v v− = −                    (2.21) 

So using Equation (2.14) 

( )A obsV z v v≅ − −                       (2.22) 

• When V is positive, the source gets closer to the observer, it is the blueshift. 
• When V is negative, the source gets away from the observer, it is the redshift. 

Lest us now consider 2 cases, either the photon is moving in the same direc-
tion than the source ( 0sourcev > ), either the photon is moving in the opposite 
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direction from the source ( 0sourcev < ). 
In Neo-Newtonian Mechanics, a photon cannot go faster than the asymptotic 

limit s, which means that the faster velocity of the photon is c. 

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

if 0 then

if 0 then
source A

source A source

v v c

v v c v

 > =


< ≅ +
           (2.23a-b) 

Please note that in the second case, Av  is not greater but lower than c, be-
cause 0sourcev < . 

1) 0sourcev >  (see Figure 10) 
Using Equations (2.22) and (2.23 a) 

( )obsV z c v≅ − −                      (2.24) 

Please note that usually obsv c , then we get 

V z c≅ − ⋅                         (2.25) 

That means that when the source is coming toward us relatively to the abso-
lute frame, we will get a blueshift except if the Earth is moving away faster the 
the source.  

Physically, this is not the usual case. 
2) 0sourcev <  (see Figure 11) 
Using Equations (2.22) and (2.23b) 

( )source obsV z c v v≅ − + −                   (2.26) 

Then with Equation (2.14) 

( )V z c V≅ − +                       (2.27) 

( )1 z V z c+ ≅ − ⋅                      (2.28) 
 

 
Figure 10. Photon going in the same direction as the source S. 

 

 
Figure 11. Photon going in the opposite direction of the source S. 
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So we get the general formula of the redshift with the algebraic value V: 

1
zV c

z
≅ −

+
                       (2.24) 

• When z is positive, V is negative, the source moves away from the observer, it 
is the redshift. 

• When z is negative, V is positive, the source moves toward the observer, it is 
the blueshift. 

Please note that when 1z  , then we get 

V z c≅ − ⋅                           (2.30) 
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Appendix 3. Derivation of the Neo-Newtonian Redshift 
Formula 

Let us have  
• An observer without motion (he is in his own frame) 
• A source moving at the velocity sourcev  (in the observer’s frame). So 

sourcev
c

β =                          (3.1) 

NNM equation hereafter for the redshift, when the axis is oriented with the 
photon 

11
1

z
β

+ =
+

                        (3.2) 

Is equivalent to 

1
z

z
β = −

+
                         (3.3) 

Period from redshift 

1 source

obs

f
z

f
+ =                         (3.4) 

1 obs

source

T
z

T
+ =                         (3.5) 

We’ll check two cases, the redshift and the blueshift one. 
1) Redshift case 
See specific configuration of Figure 12. 

• The distance of emission source of the photon (B) at the time 1 sourcet T= : 

( )1 0source sourced v t t= −                     (3.6) 

source sourced c Tβ= ⋅ ⋅                      (3.7) 

with 0sourcev <  and so 0β < . 
 

 
Figure 12. Redshift case/NNM. 
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• And the length traveled by the photon (B) to reach the observer is 

( )2 1photonL v t t= −                       (3.8) 

for the redshift ( 0sourcev < ) using the Equation (2.23b) already seen 

photon sourcev c v≅ +                  (2.23b bis) 

with 0sourcev <  

( ) ( )source obs sourceL c v T T= + ⋅ −                  (3.9) 

Using Equations (3.1) and (3.2): 

sourcec v c cβ+ = + ⋅                     (3.10) 

11
1 z

β+ =
+

                       (3.11) 

So 

1source
cc v

z
+ =

+
                      (3.12) 

And using Equation (3.5) 

source obs sourcez T T T⋅ = −                    (3.13) 

Then from Equation (3.9) 

( )
1 source

cL z T
z

= ⋅ ⋅
+

                    (3.14) 

1 source
zL c T

z
= ⋅ ⋅

+
                     (3.15) 

So in the case of the redshift, δ is the difference  

L dδ = −                          (3.16) 

( )
1 source source

zc T c T
z

δ β= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅
+

                (3.17) 

According to NNM, for the redshift when the axe is oriented with the photon: 

1
z

z
β =

+
                        (3.18) 

Then  

0δ =                           (3.19) 

2) Blueshift case 
See specific configuration of Figure 13. 

• The distance of emission source of the photon (B) at the time 1 sourcet T= : 

D dλ = −                         (3.20) 

photon source source sourcev T v Tλ = ⋅ ⋅−                 (3.21) 
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Figure 13. Blue shift case/Neo Newtonian Mechanics. 

 
for the redshift ( 0sourcev > ) using the Equation (2.23a) already seen 

photonv c=                     (2.23a bis) 

source sourcec T cz Tλ += ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                   (3.22) 

with z < 0 

( )1 sourcec z Tλ = + ⋅                      (3.23) 

• And the length traveled by the photon (B) to reach the observer is 

( )2 1photonL v t t= −                      (3.24) 

photon obsL v T=                        (3.25) 

Using Equation (3.3) 

( )1obs sourceT z T= +                      (3.26) 

( )1 sourceL c z T= ⋅ + ⋅                      (3.27) 

So in the case of the blueshift: 

Lδ λ= −                         (3.28) 

( ) ( )1 1source sourcec z T c z Tδ = ⋅ + − + ⋅                (3.29) 

0δ =                           (3.30) 

Numerical applications (with Tsource = 1 second). 
Let us apply in Chart 3 previous formulas with some example of z  and with 

the difference of length δ  with:  

for the blueshfit, Lδ λ= −                   (3.31) 

for the blueshfit, L dδ = −                   (3.32) 
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Chart 3. Neo-Newtonian numerical application. 

T = Tsource = 1 second BLUESHIFT REDSHIFT 

shift z −0.5 −0.1 1 10 

Distance of B source from A 
    

β source (NNM) −1.00 −0.11 0.50 0.91 

d: distance of emission of B from O 
  

−0.5 c T −0.91 c T 

λ: distance from B to A (0.5 c) T (0.9 c) T 
  

Length traveled by photon B: 
    

T observed/Tsource = (1 + z) 0.5 0.9 2 11 

L: Length traveled using Tobs c (0.5 T) c (0.9 T) 0.5 c T 0.91 c T 

Difference δ 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix 4. Interferences 

1 source

obs

f
z

f
+ =                         (4.1) 

1) According to NNM for the redshift 

[ ]if 0 thensource A sourcev v c v < ≅ −                (4.2) 

1source
zv c

z
=

+
                       (4.3) 

So 

1
1A

zv c
z

 ≅ − + 
                      (4.4) 

1
1Av c

z
≅

+
                        (4.5) 

A
obs

obs

v
f

λ =                         (4.6) 

1 1
1obs

source

zc
z f

λ
 + ≅   +  

                  (4.7) 

obs
source

c
f

λ ≅                        (4.8) 

obs sourceλ λ≅                        (4.9) 

2) And according to NNM for the blueshift 

[ ] [ ]if 0 thensource Av v c> =                 (4.10) 

A
obs

obs

v
f

λ =                        (4.11) 

1
obs

source

zc
f

λ
 +

=  
 

                     (4.12) 

obs sourceλ λ≠                       (4.13) 
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Abstract 
Existing particle physics models do not account for dark matter and neutrino 
mass, or explain the three generations of fundamental fermions. This analysis 
uses simple mathematics, related to general relativity, to address these prob-
lems. The paper does not address the very difficult problem of quantizing 
general relativity. 
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1. Introduction 

Particle physics models fail to account for dark matter, and the Standard Model 
for fundamental particles of ordinary matter faces several problems. First, since 
neutrinos oscillate between neutrino states when propagating through space, the 
Standard Model must be modified to accommodate neutrino mass. Second, the 
Standard Model does not explain why three, and only three, fundamental fer-
mions are in each Standard Model charge state e, (2/3)e, and −(1/3)e, where e is 
electron charge. Third, the Standard Model involves point particles with spin 
angular momentum ћ, or ћ/2. Angular momentum is usually defined for rotat-
ing objects extended in space and, regarding point particles with angular mo-
mentum, we might ask what is rotating. Fourth, infinite energy density of point 
particles is a problem. These problems are reframed below using simple mathe-
matics related to general relativity.  
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2. Dark Matter from Elbaz-Novello Quantized Friedmann 
Equation 

It is often assumed all four forces governing the universe were unified early in 
the history of the universe. When initial force symmetry broke, the gravitational  

structure constant 
2

395.9 10PGm
c

−= ×


, with 27 2/1.05 10 g cm sec−= × ⋅ , c = 3 × 1010  

cm/sec, and proton mass 241.67 10 gpm −= × , is the ratio of the strengths of 
gravity and the strong force after inflation. In flat, homogeneous, and isotropic 
post-inflationary space with matter density ρ, a strong gravity model for dark 
matter [1] approximates the strong force as an effective strong gravity acting  

only on matter, with strength 
2

381.7 10P
S

p

MG G G
m

 
= = ×  
 

, gravitational con-

stant 86.67 10G −= × ⋅3 2c (g/m sec ) , and Planck mass 52.18 10 gP
cM

G
−= = ×

 . 

The strong gravity Friedmann equation 
2

2 2d 8 8
d 3 s
R G R c
t

ρ   − = −   
  

π


 describes  

local curvature of spaces defining closed massive systems bound by effective 
strong gravity. Because strong force at short distance is involved, quantum me-
chanical analysis is necessary. The Schrodinger equation resulting from El-
baz-Novello quantization [2] [3] of the Friedmann equation for closed massive 
systems bound by effective strong gravity is 

2 2 2

2

2d
2 3 2d

SG M c
rr
µ µψ ψ ψ

µ
− − = −

π
                  (1) 

where 2 32M rρ= π  is conserved mass of closed systems with radius r and μ an 
effective mass. Equation (1) is identical in mathematical form to the Schrodinger 
equation for the hydrogen atom and can be solved immediately. Ground state  

curvature energy 
2

2

2
32
SG Mµµ  −  

 π

 of Equation (1) must equal 
2

2
cµ

−  for 

consistency with the corresponding Friedmann equation, so effective mass 
3
2 s

c
G M

µ π
=

 . Ground state solutions of Equation (1) describe stable closed sys-

tems bound by effective strong gravity, with zero orbital angular momentum and 

radius 2 2
S

p

G M Mr
c cm

= =
π π



. Geodesic paths inside these stable ground state 

closed systems created by effective strong gravity are all circles with radius 

2
p

Mr
cmπ

=
 , so matter within these closed systems is permanently confined  

within a radius r . No matter can enter or leave them after they form, to in-
crease or decrease the amount of matter in those closed systems, so they consti-
tute rigid impenetrable spheres of dark matter interacting only gravitationally. 
Assuming velocity-independent rigid sphere scattering [4], (self-interaction  

collision cross-section)/mass ratio for dark matter particles is 
( )24 2r

M M
σ π

= . 
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Consider values of 
M
σ  between 0.015 cm2/g and 0.025 cm2/g, near the esti-

mated [5] 20.01 /g5 cm
M
σ

= . Inserting dark matter particle radius/mass relation 

2
p

Mr
cmπ

=
  into rigid sphere (self-interaction collision cross-section)/mass re-

lation 
( )24 2r

M M
σ π

=  yields 
2

3

16 p p
cM m m

M
σ    =     

   

π

 

. Values of 
M
σ  be-

tween 0.015 cm2/g and 0.025 cm2/g indicate dark matter particle mass between 
10.5 GeV and 17.5 GeV, consistent with Kelso/Hooper/Buckley analysis [6]. Es-

timated nucleon mass equivalent 
2

3

16 p
cA m

M
σ   =   

π


   
 of dark matter particles 

ranges from 11.2 to 18.7, with radii 
p

Ar
m c

  =      π
  ranging from 0.75 × 10−13 

cm = 0.75 F to 1.25 × 10−13 cm = 1.25 F. 

If 20.02 /gcm
M
σ

= , dark matter particles have mass 14 GeV 14.9 pm= , radius  

1.00 F, and density 6 × 1015 g/cm3. Then, if all four forces were unified in the 
early post-inflationary universe, as the universe continued expanding prior to 
force symmetry breaking, matter density in the universe steadily dropped. When 
matter density fell to 6 × 1015 g/cm3, matter could coalesce into close-packed 
dark matter spheres accounting for 74% of all matter (88% of dark matter). 

Impenetrable spheres of dark matter are the ultimate defense against gravita-
tional collapse, suggesting a core of close-packed spheres of dark matter is at the 
center of black holes, rather than a singularity. Close-packed spheres of n dark  

matter particles have radius 133 3 3
2  10 cm Fn
p

MR n n n
cm

−= = × =
π
  and Schwarz-

schild radius 51
2

29.9
3.7 10 cmp

S

Gnm
R n

c
−= = × , smaller than the physical radius  

of the sphere until 13 513  10 cm 3.7 10 cmn n− −× = ×  or 561.4 10n = × , indicating 
minimum mass for accretionary black holes is 57 332.1 10 3.5 10 gpm× = × , or 
about 1.75 times the solar mass. Surface temperature of black holes with mass 
near the solar mass is about 10−9 K, about a billion times less than the cosmic 
microwave background temperature, so black hole evaporation will only occur 
far in the future. Discovery of black holes with mass less than a solar mass would 
invalidate this analysis. 

3. Standard Model Particles Described by Solutions of  
Einstein Equations 

This section describes Standard Model particles with mass as small radius solu-
tions of Einstein’s equations. 

Fundamental fermions with mass m and Compton wavelength 2
cl

mc
=
  can 

be treated as spherical shells with radius 
4
l  rotating around an axial core cen-
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tered on the axis of rotation, with half of any fermion charge on the shell surface 

at distance of the Planck length 33
3 1.62 10 cmP
Gl

c
−= = ×

  from the axis of ro-

tation. Fundamental fermions can then be represented as Godel solutions of 
Einstein’s equations, with average matter density ρ equal average fermion mass 

density, pressure 21
2

cρ 
 
 

 from negative vacuum energy density 21
2

cρ − 
 

, 

and effective internal gravitational constant fG  determined by 

2 fGω ρ= π                            (2) 

Rotation axis orientation is unknown until z component of fermion angular 
momentum is measured, so fermion mass appears sinusoidally distributed on a 
disk of radius (l/4) perpendicular to the line of sight. 

Considered as spheres with radius (1/4) their Compton wavelengths l, funda-
mental fermions have three associated geometric quantities, volume ~l 3, surface 
area ~l 2, and diameter ~l. Mass and pressure distribution in fundamental fer-
mions identifies three wavelengths in each charge state as solutions of a cubic 
equation 3 2 0Al Bl Cl+ + = . Describing mass and pressure distribution in terms 
of surface and linear elements requires shell thickness and core radius Pl . In  

each charge state 
3
ne , with 0,1,2n =  or 3, total fermion mass is the sum of 

mass equivalent of pressure, 
2
m , in the volume, mass equivalent of surface 

pressure 2

4
Slπ , and core mass Ll , so 

3 3 24 4 4 2
3 4 3 2 4 4 2

l l l lS Lρρ        = + +   π π    
    

π
  

.             (3) 

Writing (3) as 
3 2 0Al Bl Cl− − =                          (4) 

with 
96

A ρ=
π , 

4
SB= π , and 2C L= , the discriminant 2 2 34B C AC−  is positive  

regardless of the sign of B and the equation has three real roots corresponding to 
three fermion Compton wavelengths in a charge state. Nickalls [7] showed wa-
velengths l satisfying Equation (4) correspond to projections on the l axis, de-
fined by an angle Θ, of vertices of an equilateral triangle. Θ is the angle between 
two lines starting at the center of the triangle, one parallel to the l axis and one 
extending to the rightmost vertex of the equilateral triangle. Nickall’s parameters  

8
3N
B Sl
A ρ

= − = − , 2 2 2 64
3N N
C Ll l
A

δ
ρ

= − = − , 1 2 33 Nl l l l= + + , and  

( ) ( )2 2
1 2 32

4 12
Nl l l l

δ
− −

= + , identify roots 1 2 cosNl l δ= + Θ ,  

( )2  cos 3sinNl l δ= − Θ − Θ , and ( )3 cos 3sinNl l δ= − Θ + Θ  corresponding 
to fermion Compton wavelengths in a charge state. Three positive Compton 
wavelengths in each charge state require negative surface mass equivalent density  
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8
NlS ρ

= − , 2 2
Nlδ <  in each charge state, and positive mass per unit core length 

( )2 2

64 NL lρ δ= − . Negative S results from positive shell vacuum energy density 

21
2

cρ 
 
 

, opposite the negative vacuum energy density 21
2

cρ − 
 

 in the volume,  

and negative pressure equivalent mass inside the shell counters positive pressure 
equivalent mass in the volume. With no net pressure at the fermion surface, no 
force acts to increase or decrease fermion size, as necessary for stable funda-
mental fermions identified as Godel solutions within our universe. 

Fermion spheres with radius 
4
l  and core radius Pl  have moment of inertia 

2 2
2 22 2 1

5 2 4 3 4 4 2 P
m l lI Sl Lllπ   = + +   
   

, with negligible last term because Pl l . 

Angular velocity 8
2 0.2 N

c
I l l

ω = =
−

  and tangential speed of points on the 

spherical shell equator as a multiple of the speed of light 2
4 0.2

T

N

v l l
c c l l

ω
= =

−
. 

1Tv
c
>  for lowest mass fermions in each charge state, allowing closed time-like 

curves within those Godel solutions, is acceptable in fundamental fermions un-

changing from creation to annihilation. From Equation (2), 
( )

4

22

3
0.2

f

P N

G l
G l l l

=
−

. 

Ground state fundamental fermions, the constituents of atoms and molecules, 
differ from higher mass fundamental fermions in the same charge state by having  

core mass less than total mass, tangential speeds 1Tv
c
> , and larger internal gra-

vitational constants. With fine structure constant 
2 1

137
e
c
=



, electrostatic poten-

tial energy of fundamental fermions from repulsion between equal surface 

charges near the rotation axis is 
2 2

2 2

6 2 9 1233
me mne l n n

c
    = =   
    

. If electrostatic  

potential energy is the same for all charged ground state fundamental fermions 
and electron mass em = 0.511 MeV , up quark mass u em m= =4 2.04 MeV  and 
down quark mass d em m= =9 4.60 MeV , well within quark mass error bars. All 
charged fundamental fermion masses and charges then relate to electron charge 
and mass. 

Treating massive Standard Model bosons as Godel solutions is simpler than 
for fermions. W± and Z bosons can be described as uniform spheres rotating 
around a core, with radius Pl , surrounding the spin axis. Again, core term con-

tribution is negligible, so the moment of inertia is approximately 22
5

I mr= , 

where r is boson radius 
4
l . Fundamental bosons have angular momentum 

Iω= , so their angular velocity is 2
40 40 c

lml
ω = =

  and Equation (2) results in 
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2
25
3

i

P

G l
G l

 
=  

 
. Higgs bosons can be treated as static Einstein solutions of gener-

al relativity with matter energy density 2cρ  and positive vacuum energy densi-

ty 21
2

cρ , opposite the negative vacuum energy density of Godel solutions. The 

Friedmann equation for radius of such closed, homogeneous, isotropic systems 
with internal gravitational constant iG  is  

32 2
2 2 208d 1  

d 3 2
iG RR Rc c c

t R c
ρ ρ
     − + =−          

π


, with d 0

d
R
t
= , 0 4

HlR R= = , and 

Higgs Compton wavelength Hl , resulting in 
2

1
12

i H

P

G l
G l

 
=  

 
. 

4. Magnetic Moments of Fundamental Particles 
Magnetic moments of fundamental particles with fractional charge fe , mass m, 

and spin s  are approximately fes
m

µ =
  [8]. Fractional charge fe  circling 

the spin axis at distance Pl  from the axis, with velocity v, produces a current 

2 P

fevI
lπ

= . Treating particle cores as solenoids with N turns surrounding the 

spin axis, charged fundamental fermions and bosons have magnetic moment 

2 P
N fevl  and 2

P

sN
vml

=
 . So, electrons require 

( )
2

0.2
8

n

p

l l
N

mcl
−

=


. 
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Abstract 
Since a material is composed of micro particles, investigating behavior of 
those particles is essentially dominant for materials science. The diffusivity of 
diffusion equation is relevant to not only a collective motion of micro par-
ticles but also a motion of single particle. An elementary process of diffusion 
was thus theoretically investigated in a local space and time. As a result, the 
investigation concluded that the wave nature of micro particle results from 
denying the mathematical density theorem of a real time in the Newton me-
chanics. In other words, the basic theory of quantum mechanics is established 
in accordance with the cause-and-effect relationship in the Newton mechan-
ics, for the first time, regardless of the de Broglie hypothesis. In relation to the 
collective motion of micro particles, the new diffusion theory was also rea-
sonably established using the universal expression of diffusivity obtained 
here. In the present paper, the new findings indispensable for the fundamen-
tal knowledge in physics are thus systematically discussed in accordance with 
the theoretical frame in physics. 
 
Keywords 
Diffusion, Fick’s Laws, de Broglie’s Hypothesis, Schrödinger’s Equation, 
Matter-Wave 

 

1. Introduction 

There is occasionally an important relation in natural phenomena where it is 
universally valid under a given condition. When we cannot reveal the theoretical 
evidence, it has been accepted as a law or a principle in physics. Further, the eq-
uation derived theoretically from its law or principle has been accepted as a basic 
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one in physics, where it corresponds to a theorem in mathematics. In accordance 
with such theoretical frame, physics has developed until now. 

The basic theory in physics lies in Newton’s laws established under the condi-
tion of having the common time between arbitrary coordinate systems. Eins-
tein’s relativity [1], which is one of the modern physics, was established in 1905 
by denying the absolute time in the Newton mechanics in accordance with the 
constant principle of light speed c. However, Newton’s laws are still acceptable 
as dominant ones in physics under the condition of v c , where v is a speed of 
a body with mass m. 

On the other hand, the quantum theory, which is the other modern physics, 
was established by accepting the de Broglie hypothesis [2] of 

mv p h λ= = ,                         (1) 

where ,h λ  are the Planck constant [3] and a wave length of matter-wave de-
fined here. In the Newton mechanics, both the particle nature and wave one are 
not simultaneously accepted. The conception of matter-wave is thus extremely 
novel. We had not understood the cause-and-effect relationship between the New-
ton mechanics and the quantum mechanics until recently. In the following, it will 
be thus revealed that the quantum mechanics is theoretically established by deny-
ing the mathematical density theorem of a real time in the Newton mechanics. 

In 1923, de Broglie assumed that the result 2mc  of Einstein’s relativity and 
the photon energy hυ  of the Planck theory relevant to a light of frequency υ  
are equivalent to each other. Further, he assumed that c υ  corresponds to λ  
of a matter-wave, if we accept the replacement of c v→  in the relation 
mc h cυ=  obtained here. After that, the experimental results revealed that an 
electron has an intrinsic nature like a wave [4]. In relatively recent years, the ex-
perimental results revealed that an atom or a molecule has also an intrinsic na-
ture like a wave [5]. However, we did not confirm whether such a micro particle 
satisfies Equation (1) or not, even if it had an intrinsic nature like a wave. Fur-
ther, we did not understand the theoretical evidence that a micro particle in the 
Newton mechanics has a wave nature. 

For a micro particle with mass m , the wave equation ( ), , ,t x y zΨ  given by 

( ) ( )
2

, , , , , ,
2

i t x y z t x y z
t m
Ψ Ψ∂

= − ∇ ∇
∂





               (2) 

was derived by Schrödinger in 1926 from Equation (1) [6]. It was revealed that 
the Schrödinger Equation (2) is applicable to behavior of an arbitrary micro par-
ticle. This indicates indirectly that Equation (1) is valid for those micro particles. 
As far as Equation (2) is derived from Equation (1), however, understanding of 
the correlation between the quantum mechanics and the Newton mechanics is 
essentially impossible. Therefore, the correlation between them has been un-
derstood as an afterthought for a long time by using the correspondence prin-
ciple between a physical quantity in the Newton mechanics and the correspond-
ing operator in the quantum mechanics. From a viewpoint of the theoretical 
frame in the fundamental physics, therefore, the quantum theory is still incom-
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plete, as far as the cause-and-effect relationship between the quantum mechanics 
and the Newton mechanics is not revealed. 

For a collective motion of micro particles in the space-time ( ), , ,t x y z , Fick’s 
first law relevant to the diffusion flux FJ  given by 

FJ D C= − ∇                          (3) 

was proposed in 1855, where ( ), , ,C t x y z  and D are a concentration of micro 
particles and a diffusivity [7]. Fick’s second law was accepted as a nonlinear par-
tial differential equation of 

0CΩ = , for D
t

Ω ∂
= − ∇ ∇
∂

 ,                  (4) 

where †∇ = − ∇  is used because of the Hermite conjugate of the Dirac 
bracket for a differential operator. In physics, Equation (3) shows that the diffu-
sivity D is a proportional factor of a concentration gradient to the diffusion flux 

FJ . In mathematics, Equation (4) shows that D is an operator in the operator 
Ω . As far as we accept Equations (3) and (4), therefore, we cannot understand 
the physical essence of D from their equations. 

Here, the new findings are as follows. 
1) The diffusion equation, having been accepted as the Fick second law since 

1855, was theoretically derived from the mathematical theory of Markov’s 
process [8] [9] [10]. It was then found that the elementary quantity of diffusivity 
D corresponds to the angular momentum and is expressed as 2D m=   [11] 
[12] [13]. The universal expression of diffusivity, which is applicable to any dif-
fusion problem, was also derived. 

2) The diffusion equation using 2D m=   for a micro particle in an isolated 
local space was transformed into the wave Equation (2) of Schrödinger by deny-
ing the mathematical density theorem of a real time in the Newton mechanics 
[11] [12] [13]. The wave nature of an arbitrary micro particle was, for the first 
time, theoretically revealed in accordance with the cause-and-effect relationship 
between the quantum mechanics and the Newton mechanics. Further, it was 
theoretically revealed that Equation (1) of matter-wave is not a hypothesis but a 
basic equation in physics [12] [13]. 

3) The general solutions of nonlinear diffusion equation, which had never 
been solved since 1855, were reasonably obtained [14]. As a result, the new dif-
fusion theory of a multi-components system was reasonably established in rela-
tion to the transformation from a diffusion equation of a moving coordinate 
system into that of a fixed one, and vice versa [9] [10]. 

As far as a material is composed of micro particles, investigating behavior of 
those particles is indispensable for research subjects in the materials science. In 
the following, it will be theoretically confirmed that the theory of diffusion plays 
an important role for fundamental problems in the materials science. 

2. Theoretical Frame in Classical Quantum Theory 

From a viewpoint of theoretical frame in physics, fundamental problems in the 
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classical quantum theory are briefly discussed in accordance with a time series in 
the following. 

In the space-time ( ), , ,t x y z , the Markov process [8] in mathematics is appli-
cable to such behavior as a collective motion of micro particles in an isolated 
physical system. As a result, the diffusion equation of 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,C t x y z D C t x y z
t
∂

= ∇ ∇
∂

                 (5) 

was theoretically obtained as a nonlinear partial differential equation [9] [10]. In 
the isolated local space, the diffusivity D relevant to a micro particle with mass m 
is then obtained as 

( )2

2 2
r rpD
t m

∆ ∆
= =

∆
, for 2 2 2r x y z= + + ,             (6) 

where ( )p mv=  is a momentum of micro particle. Equation (6) shows that the 
diffusivity satisfies the relation of parabolic law. Further, a micro particle in the 
isolated local space has an angular momentum because of the term rp∆ . In 
other words, the micro particle makes a circuit on the surface of isolated local 
space. This corresponds to phenomena known as a lattice vibration or a thermal 
vibration of atoms in a material. 

The diffusion Equation (5) derived here is a moving coordinate system judg-
ing from the derivation process. It will be revealed that we can transform it into 
the relation (4) of a fixed coordinate system, and vice versa. It will be also re-
vealed that the diffusivity expression obtained here plays a complementary role 
for incompletion of the theoretical frame in the quantum theory. 

As seen from the atomic hypothesis of Dalton in 1803 and the law of Avoga-
dro in 1811, the chemists in those days thought that a material is composed of 
atoms or molecules as fundamental particles. On the other hand, the velocity 
distribution function of Maxwell in 1859 or Boltzmann in 1968 was reported in 
physics as a problem of mechanical elastic collision between these fundamental 
particles. The theoretical frame developed here was relevant to a theory between 
the thermodynamics and the Newton mechanics, where the averaged impulse 
resulting from collisions between micro particles corresponds to a thermody-
namic pressure of macro quantity in physics. Further, the equipartition of ener-
gy reported in 1876 was the theory that a mechanical energy of micro particle 
corresponds to an absolute temperature of macro quantity in the thermodynam-
ic state [15]. 

By assuming a micro particle as a component of material, it seemed in those 
days that the equipartition of energy reveals what a material is composed of 
fundamental particles. However, it was found that the equipartition of energy 
cannot explain the theory of specific heat in a low temperature region. In the end 
of 19 century, therefore, there was no such firm theory in physics that a material 
is composed of atoms and/or molecules as fundamental particles. 

In circumstances mentioned above, Planck in 1900 [3] reported the theoretical 
relation indicating what the light of electromagnetic wave has a nature like a 
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particle. We cannot originally accept a picture having simultaneously a particle 
nature and a wave one in the classical physics. After that, however, Einstein in 
1905 [16] and Compton in 1923 [17] revealed that the light has both a wave na-
ture and a particle one. 

On the other hand, in relation to the Brown motion relevant to a random 
movement of pollen in water, Einstein in 1905 [18] revealed that the self-diffusion 
phenomena of water molecules are visualized by behavior of pollen. In other 
words, the relation of diffusivity obtained here shows that a material is com-
posed of atoms and/or molecules as fundamental particles. As mentioned later in 
a head of Einstein’s paradox, however, there is a problem in the theoretical 
frame developed then. In addition, Langevin in 1908 [19] also derived a similar 
relation to Einstein’s theory from analyzing an equation of motion for a micro 
particle. 

In accordance with the empirical equation of radiant light reported by Balmer 
in 1885 [20], Bohr in 1913 [21] proposed a model of atomic structure under the 
quantum condition and the frequency condition. In the model, an electron 
moves on a specific circular orbit nr  ( 1,2,n = 

) around the nucleus and it 
jumps from an orbit to an adjacent orbit through the radiation or absorption of 
energy E hυ∆ = . Using a momentum p of electron, the notation  

( )1 0 0n nr r r r−∆ = − =  and the angular momentum L  yielding 

1 1n n n nL r p L r p r p− −= × → ∆ = × − × , L L L∆ = ∆ ∆ , 

the quantum condition is rewritten as 

L rp∆ = ∆ =  .                          (7) 

After the Bohr model, the experimental results of Frank and Hertz in 1914 [22] 
suggested that an electron of the Bohr model moves on a specific circular orbit 
around the nucleus concerned. Further, it was experimentally revealed that the 
electronic beam has diffraction phenomena of a wave characteristic [4]. Based 
on the experimental results, it is considered that an electron of the Bohr model 
has a wave nature as a matter-wave. When an electron of the Bohr model satis-
fies the relation of 

2 rλ = π∆ ,                           (8) 

it moves stably on a specific circular orbit as a stationary wave. Here, if we elim-
inate r∆  from Equations (7) and (8), Equation (1) reasonably obtained. 

It was thus found that Equation (1) is valid for an electron of the Bohr model. 
Here, we think the function ϕ  of progressive wave in the space-time ( ),t r  
given by 

( )expA i k r tϕ ω = −  ,                    (9) 

where the notations ,A k  and ω are an amplitude of vibration of a frequency 
υ , a wave number vector of 2k k k λ= = π  relevant to a wave length λ  
and angular velocity of 2ω υ= π . In that case, Equations (1), (7) and (8) satisfy 
the relation 2 1k rλ =π= ∆  relevant to the progressive wave then. It was thus 
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confirmed that Equation (1) is valid also for a motion of free electron. At this 
point, as far as we discuss the motion of an electron, Equation (1) is not a hypo-
thesis but a basic equation in accordance with the theoretical frame in physics. 

In circumstances mentioned above, de Broglie in 1923 [2] proposed Equation 
(1) as a hypothesis applicable to an arbitrary micro particle. After that, Schrödin-
ger in 1926 [2] derived a wave Equation (2) from using Equation (1). It was 
found that the Schrödinger equation is applicable to behavior of an arbitrary 
micro particle. The Schrödinger equation is directly derived from the relation of 
matter-wave then. The theoretical evidence that a micro particle in the Newton 
mechanics has a wave nature has never been revealed since 1926. The theoretical 
frame of the quantum mechanics is thus still incomplete without revealing the 
causality for the Newton mechanics. 

3. Consistency of Quantum Theory with Basic Theory in  
Physics 

The basic idea in physics lies in the Newton mechanics. For example, Einstein’s 
relativity was established by denying the absolute time in the Newton mechanics. 
In the following, it will be revealed that we can establish the quantum theory by 
denying the mathematical density theorem of a real time in the Newton me-
chanics. 

As a formal problem between Equations (2) and (5), if we rewrite 2D i m→   
and C Ψ→ 

 in Equation (5), it is transformed into Equation (2). If the trans-
formation from the diffusion equation relevant to a picture of micro particles 
into the wave equation of Schrödinger relevant to a wave picture is theoretically 
possible, we can then obtain the evidence that a micro particle in the Newton 
mechanics has a wave nature. In history, therefore, the transformation from Eq-
uation (5) into Equation (2) was investigated by the giant figures in physical so-
ciety like Einstein, Bohm and others. However, the attempt was not successful. It 
is considered that the root cause of failure lies in having accepted the diffusion 
equation as a law of Fick without physical essence of diffusivity. 

Here, the Fick second law shows that the diffusivity is related to a micro par-
ticle in the diffusion region. Nevertheless, we cannot grasp the physical essence 
of diffusivity relevant to a micro particle from the Fick laws. About that matter, 
as mentioned above, Okino began by deriving the diffusion equation from the 
mathematical theory of Markov process in order to grasp the physical essence of 
diffusivity. In the following, the fundamental theory in physics will be developed 
using Equation (6) obtained then. 

Applying the equipartition of energy to a free electron in a material gives the 
relation of 

( )Brp k T tα ε∆ = + ∆ ,                    (10) 

where Bk , ε  and α  are the Boltzmann constant, a correction term for the 
uncertain principle at T = 0 and a degree of freedom of micro particle, for exam-
ple, 3α =  in case of a mono-atomic molecule. Since the free electron satisfies 
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also the relation of rp∆ =  , ( )( )Bt k Tα ε∆ = +  depends only on an absolute 
temperature. Here, note that there is no characteristic quantity of a free electron 
in Equation (10) in spite of the discussion about the free electron itself. This 
means that Equation (10) is valid also for an arbitrary micro particle in a materi-
al [13] when the equipartition of energy is applied to it. It is, therefore, revealed 
that Equation (7) of 

L rp∆ = ∆ =                                 

becomes also valid for an arbitrary micro particle in a material [11] [12] [13]. 
By substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), the elementary quantity of 

diffusivity yielding 

2 2
LD
m m
∆

= =
                         (11) 

is obtained in the isolated local space. In the following, the wave nature of an ar-
bitrary micro particle will be revealed using Equation (11). 

When d is a distance between two micro particles A and B of the same kind in 
the isolated local space, it is necessary to observe a reflected light of wave length 

dλ <  for the discrimination of A from B. If d is very small, a high energy of 
c λ  is necessary for the discrimination. As a result, we cannot then discrimi-

nate them because of a turbulence caused by the high energy. In that situation, 
we consider an elastic collision problem between the above micro particle A and 
B in the following, where the particle A moves with a velocity A 0v v=  and the 
particle B is in the rest state of the velocity B 0v = . 

If we can identify the difference between the micro particles A and B in the 
space and time given by ( )A A,t r∆ ∆  and ( )B B,t r∆ ∆ , the particle A reaches 

A 0v =  from a velocity A 0v v=  with the acceleration Aa = −∞  because of  

( ){ }
A

2
A A0

lim
t

r t
∆ →

∆ ∆  and subsequently the particle B reaches B 0v v=  from the 

velocity B 0v =  with the acceleration Ba = ∞  because of ( ){ }
B

2
B B0

lim
t

r t
∆ →

∆ ∆ .  

On the other hand, if we cannot identify the difference between them, it seems 
that the particle A reaches A 0v =  from a velocity A 0v v=  with the accelera-
tion Aa = −∞  and subsequently the particle A reaches A 0v v=  again from the 
velocity A 0v =  with the acceleration Aa = ∞ . For the behavior of the particle 
A in the collision time Ct∆  between C A B0 t t t< ∆ < ∆ + ∆ , the acceptance of 

Aa = ∞  between B0 t t< ∆ < ∆  indicates that we must accept the relation of  

t i t∆ → ∆  in accordance with the definition of acceleration ( ){ }2

0
lim
t

r t
∆ →

∆ ∆ ,  

resulting from the impossibility of the discrimination of A from B between 

B0 t t< ∆ < ∆  [11] [12] [13]. 
The matter mentioned here is equivalent to denying the mathematical density 

theorem of a real time in the Newton mechanics. In other words, there is a 
minimum unit time tε  as a real time and the relation of t i t∆ → ∆  is reasona-
bly acceptable in the region of tt ε∆ <  [11]. Generally, as can be seem from re-
writing a partial differential equation into the difference equation, it means a re-
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lation valid in a local space-time ( ) ( ), , , ,t r t x y z∆ ∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ . The relation of 
t i t∆ → ∆  is thus valid only in such a local space-time. If t it→  is valid, the 

general solution of partial differential equation becomes not a complex value 
function but a complex function then. 

In accordance with the discussion mentioned above, accepting the impossibil-
ity of discrimination between two particles of the same kind in a local space cor-
responds to accepting the relation of differential operator given by 

0 0
lim lim
t t

i
t t i t t∆ → ∆ →

∂ ∆ ∆ ∂
= → =

∂ ∆ ± ∆ ∂


 

in the present theory. It was revealed that there is no conception of acceleration 
for a motion of micro particle in a local space [13]. As shown in the relation of 
matter-wave, however, the conception of velocity is still valid in a local space. 
Therefore, judging from the correlation between differential operators expressed 
by 

0 0

1 lim lim
t x

x

t i tt i t
v x x x x∆ → ∆ →

∆ ∂ ± ∆ ∂
= = → = ±

∆ ∂ ∆ ∂
, 

the relation of differential operator of 

i
x x
∂ ∂
→ ±

∂ ∂
 

should be consequently valid. It will be found that the imaginary operator shown 
here corresponds to a real eigenvalue of the Hermite operator. In addition, as 
seen from the above discussion, note that a local space is clearly real and 

r i r∆ → ± ∆  is not valid then. 
A plus or a minus sign of the above imaginary operators is determined from 

eigenvalues of Equation (9). When i± ∇  operates on Equation (9), we deter-
mine i∇ → − ∇  like the obtained eigenvalue corresponds to the direction of  

movement of progressive wave. In a similar manner, we determine i
t t
∂ ∂
→

∂ ∂
. 

Thus, the differential operators in the Newton mechanics corresponds to 

i
t t

i

∂ ∂ →∂ ∂
 ∇ → − ∇

                        (12) 

in the quantum mechanics in accordance with the causality [11] [12] [13]. 
Substituting Equations (11) and (12) into Equation (5) yields the Schrödinger 

Equation (2) by rewriting C Ψ→ 
. In this case, it is revealed that Ψ  becomes 

a complex value function then [11]. Judging from the transformation of the dif-
fusion equation of micro particles into the wave equation of Schrödinger, at this 
point, it was theoretically revealed that an arbitrary micro particle has a wave 
nature. Therefore, Equation (8) of 

2 rλ = π∆                                 

is valid not only for a free electron but also for an arbitrary micro particle. 
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Hereinbefore, since it was theoretically revealed that Equations (7) and (8) are 
valid for an arbitrary micro particle, eliminating r∆  from their equations yields 
the relation of matter-wave expressed by Equation (1). In accordance with the 
theoretical frame in physics, at this point, Equation (1) proposed by de Broglie as 
a hypothesis is now not a hypothesis but a basic equation in physics. Hereafter, 
the relation of matter-wave should not be thus named a hypothesis except the 
historical description. 

In the above theoretical development, for a micro particle in a material, the 
relation of 

( )Bh m k Tλ α ε= +                      (13) 

was obtained as a new expression of matter-wave [13]. It is considered that Equ-
ation (13) is applicable to the diffusion theory based on the matter-wave. For 
example, when the averaged distance between micro particles in a material is 
expressed as 2a, a micro particle under the condition of ( )2 2

Bm a k Tα ε< +  
cannot exist in a local space and it moves through interstices between micro par-
ticles while repeating collisions with other micro particles. As can be seen from 
the definition of diffusivity given by Equation (6), the behavior of such micro 
particles as satisfying ( )2 2

Bm a k Tα ε< +  should be expressed not by diffu-
sion Equation (5) but by the wave equation expanded into the many-body prob-
lem in the quantum mechanics. As an example, the tunnel effect is known as 
such a case if the number of collision times is too few in a thin film. 

In the past, the correlation between the quantum mechanics and the Newton 
mechanics has been discussed as an afterthought in accordance with the corres-
pondence principle between an operator in the quantum mechanics and the 
corresponding physical quantity in the Newton mechanics. For example, the re-
lations of a momentum p and energy E in the Newton mechanics have been ac-
cepted as 

p i

E i
t

= − ∇


∂
= ∂





                         (14) 

in the quantum mechanics. In accordance with the causality for the Newton 
mechanics discussed above, Equation (12) shows that Equation (14) is reasona-
bly derived as 

0

0

lim ,
2

lim ,
2

x x x xx

t

hp h p p i
x x x x

hE h E E i
t t t t

λ

υ

∆ →

∆ →

∆ ∂ ∂ = = → = → = − ∆ ∆ ∂ ∂
 ∆ ∂ ∂ = = → = → =
 ∆ ∂

π

∂π ∆

  

  

 

from x xp h λ=  ( )2x xλ = π∆  and E hυ= , ( )1 2 tυ = π∆  in the present 
theory. 

4. Importance of Derivation of Diffusion Equation 

Hereinbefore, it was found that the theory of elementary process of diffusion 
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plays a dominant role for understanding a physical essence having been disre-
garded in the classical quantum theory. On the other hand, analyzing a diffusion 
equation relevant to a collective motion of micro particles has been widely per-
formed as a basic theory in the materials science. In that situation, there are ex-
tremely serious misunderstanding problems in the existing diffusion theory 
having been widely accepted for a long time [23] [24]. In the following, therefore, 
the new diffusion theory will be developed in accordance with the general theory 
in the mathematical physics [9] [10]. 

1) Theoretical frame of Fick’s laws 
Fick proposed in 1855 that the thermal conduction equation derived by 

Fourier in 1822 is applicable to the diffusion phenomena for a collective motion 
of micro particles [7]. In that case, the Fick first law of diffusion flux FJ  cor-
responding to the thermal flux of Fourier was then defined as Equation (3) of 

( )F , , ,J D C t x y z= − ∇ .                       

And the Fick second law of diffusion equation in a broad sense, corresponding 
to the thermal conduction equation of Fourier, was defined as Equation (4) of 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,tC t x y z D C t x y z∂ = ∇ ∇ .                  

It seems that the reason for the proposal of laws in those days results from the 
realization of parabolic law shown in experimental profiles of distribution rele-
vant to a concentration as well as a temperature in a material. 

When Fick’s laws were proposed, Gauss’s diversion theorem was already re-
ported in 1813. As shown in the following, therefore, judging from the theoreti-
cal frame in physics, it is inadequate that we accept each of equations (3) and (4) 
as an independent law. 

For a differentiable spatial vector ( ), ,A x y z  in a region V within a single 
closed surface S, Gauss’s diversion theorem shows that the correlation between a 
volume integral and a surface integral yielding 

d d
V S

A V n A S∇ =∫∫∫ ∫∫                   (15) 

is valid, where n  is a unit vector perpendicular to a surface element dS. 
When Gauss’s diversion theorem is applied to a flux vector ( ), , ,J t x y z  re-

levant to a physical quantity ( ), , ,C t x y z  per a unit volume in the region V, as 
far as there is no sink and source of ( ), , ,C t x y z  in the region V, the relation of 

( ) ( ), , , d , , , d
S V

n J t x y z S C t x y z V
t
∂

= −
∂∫∫ ∫∫∫            (16) 

is physically valid in relation to the law of material conservation. Equations (15) 
and (16) yield the well-known continuous equation given by 

( ) ( ), , , , , , 0C t x y z J t x y z
t
∂

+ ∇ =
∂

 .               (17) 

Here, we should mathematically consider a degree of freedom for a diffusion 
flux because of ( ) eq 0J t J∇ = ∇ =   for ( )J t  dependent only on a time 
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t and eqJ  independent of the space-time. The diffusion flux should be thus 
expressed as 

( ) ( )F eq, , ,J t x y z J J t J= + + .               (18) 

In the following, it will be revealed that ( )J t  and eqJ  are indispensable for 
understanding diffusion phenomena [9] [10]. 

If we substitute Equations (3) or (18) into Equation (17), Equation (4) is rea-
sonably obtained. Judging from the theoretical frame in physics, therefore, Equ-
ation (4) is not a law but a basic equation then, if we accept Equations (3) or (18) 
as a law. However, Fick’s first law of Equation (3) is unsuitable as a universal law 
because of ( ) eq 0J t J= = . On the other hand, if we accept Equation (4) as a 
law, Equations (3) or (18) is obtained by comparing it with Equation (17). In this 
case, Equations (3) or (18) is a basic equation judging from the theoretical frame 
in physics. 

As mentioned above, the only diffusion Equation (4) would be accepted as a 
law relevant to diffusion phenomena in those days. At present, however, the dif-
fusion Equation (4) is also not a law but a basic equation in physics because of 
the theoretical derivation [9] [10]. 

2) Theoretical expression of diffusivity 
The diffusion Equation (5) was theoretically derived as a basic equation of 

moving coordinate system from a behavior of micro particle in an isolated local 
space. The diffusivity obtained here was expressed as Equation (6) then, and 
further it was also expressed as Equation (11) resulting from applying the equi-
partition of energy to a free electron in a material. In general, each of diffusion 
particles in local spaces is physically different conditions from each other. In a 
case where Equations (4) or (5) is applied to a whole diffusion region, we must 
consider a dependence of the space-time ( ), , ,t x y z  on the diffusivity. However, 
a thermal effect on a diffusion particle in a material and a mechanical interaction 
between a diffusion particle and the surrounding other micro particles have not 
been incorporated into Equations (6) or (11) yet. 

For a micro particle in a state of activation energy Q in a material at a temper-
ature T, we incorporate the Boltzmann factor [ ]Bexp Q k T−  relevant to an ex-
istence probability of the diffusion particle into Equation (11) [25]. When a mi-
cro particle interacts with the surrounding other particles, we also incorporate 
the potential energy U of an external force F  operating on the micro particle 
into the Boltzmann factor. The universal expression of diffusivity is thus ex-
pressed as 

B

exp , d
2

U QD U F r
m k T

 −
= = − 

 
∫



 for d dF r F r= .        (19) 

Judging from Equation (6) in a local space, a jumping velocity pv  of a micro 
particle from a local space to another one is obtained as a diffusivity gradient of 

p
B

F
v D D

k T
= ∇ = − .                    (20) 
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When there are N elements in a diffusion region, we assume a concentration 
jC  of a ( )1,2, ,j N=   element, which is normalized by total number of dif-

fusion particles. Rewriting the concentration and diffusivity of equation (4) into 
jC  and jD , the diffusion equation of a j element becomes 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,j j jC t x y z D C t x y z
t
∂

= ∇ ∇
∂

 ,             (21) 

where the normalized condition of 
1

1
N

j

j
C

=

=∑  is valid, as far as there is no sink 

and source in the diffusion region. 
For a k element among N elements in the diffusion region, the relation of 

( ) ( )
1

, , , 0
N

j k j

j
D D C t x y z

=

∇ − ∇ =∑                 (22) 

is valid because of the normalized condition of 
1

1
N

j

j
C

=

=∑ . Since the term  

jC∇  in Equation (22) is linearly independent of each other, the relation of 
0j kD D− =  is mathematically valid in Equation (22). In other words, the rela-

tion of 
1 j ND D D D= = = = =

                     (23) 

is thus valid in interdiffusion problems for a N elements system. Here, note that 
Equation (23) means not a relation of physical diffusivities but that of mathe-
matical operators valid only in Equation (21) [9] [10]. 

Equation (21) is thus rewritten as 

( ) ( ), , , , , ,j jC t x y z D C t x y z
t
∂

= ∇ ∇
∂

  .              (24) 

As a matter of course, when we substitute initial and/or boundary values of a j 
element into the general solution D  of Equation (24), Equation (23) shows 
that the physical solution jD  is then obtained by the replacement of jD D→  
and j kD D≠  is valid if j k≠ . 

3) General solutions of nonlinear diffusion equation 
The general solutions of nonlinear diffusion equation had never been reported 

in the history of diffusion. In other words, even general solutions of the one- 
dimensional space yielding 

( ) ( ), ,C t x D C t x
t x x
∂ ∂ ∂ =  
∂ ∂ ∂ 

                  (25) 

had been impossible. In 1894, Boltzmann transformed Equation (25) into the 
nonlinear ordinary differential equation of 

d d d
2 d d d

C CDξ
ξ ξ ξ

 
− =  

 
                      (26) 

in the parabolic space x tξ =  [26]. The general solutions of Equation (26) 
had never been also reported until recently [14] [27] [28]. 

Diffusion experiments have been widely performed using a diffusion couple 
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for the one-dimensional space. The essence of diffusion theory is still kept in 
even that case. In the following, therefore, the analytical theory of diffusion equ-
ation is developed in case of the space-time ( ),t x . In that case, the normalized 
condition of 

1
1

N
j

j
C

=

=∑  mentioned above is valid on a cross section perpendicu-
lar to the diffusion direction, as far as the shape variation of diffusion specimen 
is negligible as usual experiments. 

In accordance with the usual analytical method of differential equation, the 
general solutions of equation (26) were reasonably obtained as 

( ) 1IF m IF
m

int int

erf erf
2 2

D DD D D
DD D

ξξξ± −
∆

∆± +

  −
= − − +     

      (27) 

( ) 1IN m IN
m

int int

erf erf
2 2

C C
C C C

CD D
ξξξ± −

∆
∆± −

  −
= − − +     

.      (28) 

in the previous work [14]. Here, the notation ± corresponds to ± of the parabolic 
coordinate ξ ( )x t= , where the origin 0x =  of a fixed coordinate system is 
set at the initial junction interface in a diffusion couple composed of materials A 
( )0x <  and B ( )0x > . The physical constants in Equations (27) and (28) de-
termined from an initial and/or boundary values of diffusivity and concentration 
at Aξ ξ=  and Bξ ξ=  in the diffusion region A Bξ ξ ξ≤ ≤  are as follows: 

( )A B 2mD D D= + , ( )A B 2D D D∆ = − , 

( )A B 2mC C C= + , ( )A B 2C C C∆ = − , 

IF 0ξ = , ( ) ( )IN int A B A B2 D D D D Dξ −= − + , A B
IF

A Bln ln
D DD
D D

−
=

−
, 

m IF
IN m

D DC C C
D∆

∆

−
= − , A B

int 2
D DD +

+
= , int A BD D D− = . 

In addition, when the physical field around a diffusion particle is considered 
to be uniform, the diffusivity D is accepted as a physical constant D0. In that case, 
Equation (26) is rewritten as 

2

0 2

d d
2 d d

C CDξ
ξ ξ

− = .                       (29) 

On the other hand, the diffusivity expression of Equation (27) then becomes 

( )A B 0 0D D D D Dξ±= = → =  

and the concentration profile of Equation (28) is expressed as 

( ) ( ) m
0

erf
2

C C C C
D
ξξ ξ±

∆

 
→ = −   

 
.             (30) 

Here, Equation (30) itself is the general solution of Equation (29). Therefore, the 
general solution of Equation (29) is included in those of Equations (27) and (28) 
as an especial case. 
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The uniqueness of mathematical solution of differential equation reveals that 
physical solutions are determined as having no alternative by substituting initial 
and/or boundary values into their general solutions. Therefore, if we substitute 
the initial and/or boundary values relevant to j element for interdiffusion prob-
lems of a N elements system into the general solutions of Equations (27) and 
(28), the physical solutions of j element among N elements are possible. The 
analytical problems of nonlinear diffusion were thus fundamentally solved. Fur-
ther, when there is an inhomogeneous term in the given diffusion equation, it is 
necessary to obtain a particular solution relevant to the Green function for solv-
ing the differential equation, in addition to the general solutions of Equations 
(27) and (28). 

The solutions of Equations (27) and (28) were already reported in 2011 [14]. 
Nevertheless, the importance has not yet been universally known to researchers. 
As mentioned later, there has been such a situation that misunderstanding 
theory is widely accepted for a long time in the existing diffusion field [24]. In 
the following, therefore, the application of Equations (27) and (28) to actual 
problems is briefly explained here. 

In the diffusion experiments, we can obtain not a diffusivity profile but an 
only concentration profile. When the diffusivity is physically considered to be 
such a constant value as a case of a self-diffusion or an impurity-diffusion, we 
can determine the diffusivity unknown quantity by fitting Equation (30) to the 
concentration profile of j element obtained from experiments, using the given 
initial concentration values for Equation (30). 

In general, a diffusivity of j element for a diffusion system of L elements in a 
material A depends on ( ),t x  in case of Equation (25). There had been no ma-
thematical methods to determine a diffusivity of j element in a diffusion system 
of L elements. In accordance with the present method, however, A

jD  of j ele-
ment in the material A is reasonably obtained by using Equations (27), (28) and 
(30). 

Here, we suppose experiments of a diffusion couple, where it is smoothly 
jointed at an initial interface between the material A mentioned above and a 
pure material B composed of k element among L elements in the material A. As 
a matter of course, the initial value of concentration A

jC  of j element in the 
material A is known. In that case, the diffusivity values applicable to initial 
and/or boundary ones in the material B are determined as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 L L
B imp B self B imp B impB , , B , , B , , Bk k j jD D D D D D D D= = = =    

by fitting Equation (30) to concentration profiles obtained from usual experi-
ments for an impurity diffusion of ( )j k≠  element and a self-diffusion of k 
element in the pure material B, regardless of the present diffusion couple. 

Subsequently, if we substitute the diffusivity ( )B imp Bj jD D=  or ( )B self Bk kD D=  
obtained above to Equation (28), the only diffusivity A

jD  or A
kD  is unknown 

value then, because of the given initial concentration A
jC , B 0jC =  or A

kC , 

B 1kC = . By fitting Equation (28) to the experimental concentration profile of j or 
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k in the present diffusion couple, the diffusivity value A
jD  or A

kD  is thus de-
termined. 

For a diffusion couple between the above material A and a new material B 
composed of M elements, we suppose that there are N ( ),L N M N≤ ≤  ele-
ments in the diffusion region. In that case, a diffusivity value B

kD  of k element 
in the material B is also determined by the analytical method mentioned above. 
Therefore, if j k=  is valid in the diffusion region, substituting the diffusivity 
values A

jD , B
kD  determined here into Equation (27) gives a diffusivity profile 

in the diffusion system of N elements, and also substituting those diffusivity val-
ues and the given initial and/or boundary values A

jC , B
kC  of concentration into 

Equation (28) yields a concentration profile. 
If j k≠  and A 0jC =  (or B 0kC = ) is valid, by replacing the above diffusivi-

ty value A
jD  (or B

kD ) with a diffusivity value ( )imp AjD  (or ( )imp BkD ), which 
is determined from experiments for an impurity diffusion of j (or k) element in 
the material A (or B), we can obtain the physical solutions of Equations (27) and 
(28). 

For the analysis of interdiffusion problems, it is thus extremely important that 
the general solutions of Equations (27) and (28) are theoretically obtained. 

4) Coordinate system of diffusion equation 
Generally, there is no such a conception as a migration or a concentration for 

the space in physics. However, if we consider a thermodynamic influence on a 
material in the region V within a single closed surface S, the expanding or the 
shrinking S is physically conceived. In that case, the observer on the surface S 
seems that the space migrates relatively against the observer itself and the origi-
nal region V changes. 

For the diffusion region space except the volume of micro particles themselves 
in the diffusion region, the conception of a vacancy flux and a vacancy concen-
tration is widely accepted also in the existing diffusion theory. The conception of 
a relative migration of diffusion region space and its rate for a whole diffusion 
region are thus physically accepted. 

The diffusion flux ( )J t  of Equation (18), considered as a mathematical 
problem relevant to a degree of freedom resulting from applying ( ), , ,J t x y z  
dependent on time t to the Gauss divergence theorem, means a relative migra-
tion of diffusion region space. When the origin of a moving coordinate system 
( ) ( ), , , ,t x y z t r′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′=  moves with a velocity v  against that of a fixed one 
( ) ( ), , , ,t x y z t r= , the relation of 

00
d

t
r r v t r

′
′= + +∫                      (31) 

is valid under the condition of t t′ =  and 0r′ = , 0r r=  at 0t t′ = = . 
Using Equation (31), the relations between differential operators in their 

coordinate systems are expressed as 

t t v′ ′∂ = ∂ + ∇ , ′∇ = ∇ .                   (32) 

Substituting Equation (32) into Equation (4) of 
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( ) ( ), , , , , ,C t x y z D C t x y z
t
∂

= ∇ ∇
∂

                      

expressed as a fixed coordinate system ( ) ( ), , , ,t x y z t r= , the relation of 

( )

( ) ( ){ } ( )

( ) { } ( )

, , ,

, , , , , ,

, , , , , ,

C t x y z
t

v C t x y z D D C t x y z

D C t x y z v D C t x y z

∂ ′ ′ ′ ′
′∂

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= ∇ + ∇ ∇ + ∇ ∇

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= ∇ ∇ + + ∇ ∇

 



 



    (33) 

is valid. 
Since the diffusion region space itself is continuous and has no mass, the rela-

tion of  

p 0v v+ =   

is physically valid between v  of Equation (31) and pv  of Equation (20). 
Thus, the second term in Equation (33) disappears because of pv D= ∇ , and 
Equation (33) becomes Equation (5) of 

( ) ( ), ,C t r D C t r
t
∂ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= ∇ ∇
′∂

                      

in the moving coordinate system. As a matter of course, the inverse transforma-
tion is also possible [9] [10]. At this point, Equation (4) is now not a law but a 
basic equation in physics because of the theoretical derivation of Equation (5). 

Rewriting Equation (33) into 

( ) { } ( ), , , , , , 0C t x y z v D C t x y z
t
∂ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′− ∇ + ∇ =
′∂

 , 

and if we compare it with Equation (17), a diffusion flux J ′  of 

F p eq F p,J J v C J J D C v v′ ′ ′ ′= + + ← = − ∇ = −       (34) 

is obtained as a moving coordinate system, using a diffusion flux eqJ  inde-
pendent of the space-time. Further, when ( )p0 0v v= = − =  is valid in Equa-
tion (31), since the moving coordinate system ( ) ( ), , , ,t x y z t r′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′=  is consis-
tent with the fixed coordinate system ( ) ( ), , , ,t x y z t r=  then, the diffusion 
flux of Equation (34) is rewritten as 

F eqJ J J= +                       (35) 

in the fixed coordinate system. 
The Brown motion reveals that micro particles move randomly also under the 

condition of concentration gradient zero like a pure material. As far as Equation 
(3) is accepted as a law, the theoretical equation of diffusion flux is impossible 
then, because of 0C∇ = . In the existing diffusion theory, therefore, the 
self-diffusion has been understood from diffusion phenomena of isotope ele-
ments of extremely small quantities introduced into a pure material concerned. 
In the strict sense of the word, however, that corresponds to a diffusion problem 
relevant to the impurity diffusion. 
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In the present diffusion theory, the theoretical equation of self-diffusion is 
given by 

( ) ( ), , , , , , dx tJ t x y z C t x y z x= − ∂∫ , for ( ) eq, , ,J t x y z J= ,     (36) 

where ( ), , ,xJ t x y z  is the x  component of the diffusion flux ( ), , ,J t x y z  [9] 
[23]. Therefore, judging from the discussion mentioned here, the diffusion flux 

eqJ  is thus indispensable for understanding the diffusion theory in case of 
concentration gradient 0C∇ = . 

The well-known Kirkendall effect (K-effect effx∆ ) reveals that the jointed in-
terface of diffusion couple shifts from the initial position to the diffusion direc-
tion in the interdiffusion problems [29]. At the same time, the phenomena indi-
cate that the diffusion region space migrates in a diffusion region. Further, the 
matter also indicates that the moving and fixed coordinate systems of diffusion 
equation are indispensable for understanding diffusion phenomena. In the fol-
lowing, the formative mechanism of the K-effect is discussed. 

In case of the one-dimensional space for Equation (31), using the relation of 

0
d

t
xx x v t

′
′= + ∫                         (37) 

valid between the coordinate systems under the condition of 0x x′= =  on the 
initial interface jointed at 0t t′= = , the problem between the coordinate sys-
tems of diffusion equations is discussed in the following. 

The solution of diffusion equation corresponds to a concentration profile of 
the experiments carried out at a high temperature ET . On the other hand, expe-
rimental data are usually obtained at a room temperature RT . In order to com-
pare the solution with the corresponding experimental data, therefore, it is ne-
cessary to grasp a thermal behavior of the diffusion region space between 

ERT T T≤ ≤ . 
The number of diffusion particles diffusing for 0x >  direction is generally 

different from one diffusing for 0x <  direction. In other words, if vacancies 
are rich in the diffusion region of 0x >  compared to their thermal equilibrium 
values, they are poor in the diffusion region of 0x < , and vice versa. In the state 
of ET T=  just after diffusion experiments, it is considered that the coordinate 
origin 0x′ =  at 0t t′= =  shifts from the initial position 0x =  to Ex l=  at 

Et t=  as given by 

0
dEt

E xl v t= ∫ .                        (38) 

Vacancies in the vacancy rich region diffuse into the vacancy poor region 
during the temperature fall of E RT T→  like the diffusion region space reaches a 
thermal equilibrium state. In that case, it is also considered that a quantity Q of 
vacancies flows from a vacancy rich region to the specimen surface, because of 
the specimen surface of a sink of vacancies. At the same time, a quantity Q of 
vacancies flows from the specimen surface to a vacancy poor region, because of 
the specimen surface of a source of vacancies then. 

The formative mechanism of the K-effect depends on a material characteristic 
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of a specimen used as a diffusion couple. In the above discussion, the K-effect is 
expressed by the relation of 

effx Q S∆ = ,                        (39) 

where S is a cross section of specimen used as a diffusion couple [30] [31] [32]. 
In addition, the theoretical equation of the K-effect yielding 

( ) { }eff eff A B
1

1
N

j j j

j
x N C C D tγα

=

∆ = − −∑                (40) 

is valid in accordance with the parabolic law then, where the suffix γ  means 
Aγ →  if A B

j jC C≥  or Bγ →  if A B
j jC C<  and effα  is a parameter depen-

dent on a material characteristic used for the diffusion couple [9]. 
5) Einstein’s paradox 
Using the van’t Hoff law relevant to an osmostic pressure, the Stocks law in a 

fluid, and the Fick first law relevant to a diffusion flux, Einstein theoretically in-
vestigated behavior of the well-known Brown motion of pollen in water and he 
obtained the expression of diffusivity yielding 

AD RT kN= ,                        (41) 

where R, AN  and k are the gas constant, the Avogadro constant and a propor-
tional constant of an external force F  used as pF k v= −  for a micro par-
ticle moving with a velocity pv . As a result, it was revealed that a self-diffusion 
of water molecules is visualized by the behavior of pollen. In other words, it was 
revealed that a material is composed of such a fundamental particle as an atom 
and/or a molecule. 

Einstein conceived then that the diffusion flux J  becomes 

pJ v C=                          (42) 

under the condition of a mechanical equilibrium state for diffusion particles, 
where the diffusion particle moves with a velocity pv  during an interaction of 

pF k v= − . Here, substituting Equation (42) into the continuous Equation (17) 
yields not the diffusion equation but the well-known Euler’s equation in a liquid 
given by 

ptC v C∂ = − ∇ .                      (43) 

The theoretical frame developed here by Einstein is apparently inconsistent. In 
the following, the Einstein’s paradox is revealed as a problem of coordinate sys-
tems of diffusion equation. 

There was no discussion about coordinate systems of diffusion equation in 
those days. The diffusion flux pJ v C=  used here should be accepted as 

pJ v C′ =  of a moving coordinate system. In that case, F eq 0J J′ + =  is 
valid in Equation (34) and we have F 0J ′ =  then because of neglecting eqJ  
in those days. Therefore, Einstein obtained Equation (41) in such a thermal  
equilibrium state that the relation of { }

p
F p0

lim 1
v

J v C
→

′ =  is valid. 

In the present theory, Equation (41) is directly obtained from substituting 
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pF k v= −  into Equation (20) because of A BR N k= . The present theory 
yields Equation (41) regardless of whether the diffusion system is in a thermal 
equilibrium state or not. 

If we compare the present theory to a carved statue by single knife, Einstein’s 
theory corresponds to one by assembling complicated pieces of wood. The mat-
ter discussed here gives evidence that the new diffusion theory is meaningful for 
a fundamental physics. 

6) Historical misunderstanding problems in diffusion theory 
In relation to having been no conception of a moving or a fixed coordinate 

system for diffusion equation, misunderstanding problems have been widely ac-
cepted in the existing diffusion theory. Further, in relation to analyzing a diffu-
sion equation, mathematically wrong methods for solving a differential equation 
have been also widely accepted for a long time. 

In the following, interdiffusion problems in case of N = 2 for Equation (24) 
are discussed in order to reveal misunderstanding problems. 

As mentioned above, it is apparent that the discussion about a moving or a 
fixed coordinate system for diffusion equation is indispensable for understand-
ing diffusion theory. The K-effect affords an experimental evidence for the cor-
relation between those coordinate systems. Nevertheless, a relation of diffusion 
flux, which is similar to Equation (34) of a moving coordinate system, has been 
widely accepted as a fixed coordinate system in the existing diffusion theory 
[33]. 

In the history of diffusion, the relation of I IID D D= =  between operators in 
a differential Equation (24) was misunderstood as a relation of physical diffusiv-
ity in the interdiffusion problems. If the relation I IID D=  is accepted as a 
physical diffusivity, it was then considered that understanding of the K-effect is 
impossible. Thereupon, the wrong conception of intrinsic diffusion was caused 
for interdiffusion phenomena in those days. In other words, the new intrinsic 
diffusivities I II

rin rin,D D  satisfying the relation I II
rin rinD D≠  were thus phenome-

nologically incorporated into the theory of interdiffusion problems. 
Based on the conception of intrinsic diffusion, Darken proposed a relation of 

I II II I
rin rinD D C D C= + ,                      (44) 

where D  was accepted as not an operator but a physical diffusivity [34]. The 
so-called Darken equation has been widely used for numerical analyses of inter-
diffusion problems [35] [36] [37]. It was, however, reported that Equation (44) is 
not mathematically valid because of mathematical errors in the derivation 
process [24]. Before that, it is believed that such conception of an intrinsic diffu-
sion is an illusion conceived in those days, judging from the conception of oper-
ator D  and further from the physical essence of diffusivity resulting from the 
derivation of diffusion equation. 

The misunderstood matters relevant to the K-effect, the intrinsic diffusion, the 
Darken equation, and etc. have been widely accepted for a long time in the dif-
fusion field. In fact, they have been plausibly explained in the fundamental text-
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books [38] [39]. Misunderstanding theory in the existing diffusion field causes 
thus serious problems for not only researchers but also students. It is, therefore, 
required that the existing fundamental textbooks are suitably revised as soon as 
possible, also taking account of problems of coordinate systems of the diffusion 
equation. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

As far as a material is composed of micro particles, investigating behavior of 
those particles is indispensable for research subjects in the materials science. In 
that case, the Schrödinger Equation (2) has been applied to the research subjects 
for a few micro particles. On the other hand, the diffusion Equation (4) has been 
applied to research subjects for a collective motion of micro particles relevant to 
the Avogadro constant. Here, note that the diffusivity of diffusion equation is a 
physical quantity relevant to a single micro particle in a material then. It is, there-
fore, reasonable that the diffusivity correlates with the Schrödinger equation. 

The Newton mechanics gives a source of theories in physics. In the modern 
physics, Einstein’s relativity was established by denying the absolute time in the 
Newton mechanics. On the other hand, the quantum theory of another modern 
physics was established regardless of the Newton mechanics in those days. After 
that, the correlation between the quantum mechanics and the Newton mechan-
ics has been understood as an afterthought for a long time through the corres-
pondence principle between the physical quantity in the Newton mechanics and 
the corresponding mathematical operators in the quantum mechanics. 

Judging from the theoretical frame in physics, it is considered that the quan-
tum theory is still incomplete without revealing the causality for the Newton 
mechanics. From a viewpoint of fundamental physics, it is necessary to reveal 
theoretical evidence for the wave nature of an arbitrary micro particle in accor-
dance with the cause-and-effect relationship in the Newton mechanics. 

The diffusion equation having been accepted as a law for a long time since 
1855 is formally transformed into the Schrödinger equation as mentioned in the 
text. Since the diffusion equation shows that the diffusivity depends on behavior 
of a micro particle in an isolated local space in a material, the transformation of 
the diffusion equation into the Schrödinger equation is thus reasonably accepted. 
It is, however, apparent that the theoretical transformation is impossible as far as 
we accept the Fick laws as it is. Before investigating the theoretical transforma-
tion between them, therefore, we must first grasp the physical essence of diffu-
sivity itself. 

Recently, the diffusion Equation (5) was reasonably derived from the mathe-
matical theory of Markov process. As a result, it was first theoretically revealed 
that the diffusivity D correlates to the angular momentum as expressed by 

2D m=   for a micro particle with mass m in an isolated local space. In other 
words, it was found that a diffusion particle makes a circuit on the surface of a 
local space in a material. 
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On the other hand, it was also revealed that the impossibility of discrimina-
tion between two micro particles of the same kind in close vicinity to each other 
is equivalent to denying the mathematical density theorem of a real time in the 
Newton mechanics. It was thus revealed that the time t in the Newton mechanics 
has a time tε  of minimum unit as a real time. In future, the conception of the 
time tε  may be accepted as a dominant conception in the fundamental physics. 

As a result, it was also revealed that the differential operators t∂ ∂  and ∇  
in the Newton mechanics becomes i t∂ ∂  and i− ∇  in the quantum me-
chanics. By rewriting t i t∂ ∂ → ∂ ∂ , i∇ → − ∇  and 2D m→   in the 
diffusion Equation (5), the Schrödinger Equation (2) is reasonably obtained. At 
this point, for the first time in physics, the wave nature of an arbitrary micro 
particle was theoretically revealed through the transformation from the diffusion 
equation relevant to a picture of micro particle into the wave equation of 
Schrödinger relevant to a wave picture. We could thus reasonably understand 
the necessity of quantum theory for behavior of a micro particle in accordance 
with the cause-and-effect relationship in the Newton mechanics. 

In addition, it was also revealed that the well-known relation of matter-wave is 
valid as not a hypothesis but a basic equation in physics. Further, the validity of 
the matter-wave Equation (1) was not only reasonably revealed but also the new 
Equation (13) was theoretically obtained. In future, Equation (13) will be useful 
for understanding behavior of micro particles in a material. 

Further, the derivation of diffusion equation first revealed that a moving 
coordinate system as well as a fixed coordinate system for the diffusion equation 
is essentially indispensable for understanding diffusion phenomena. The discus-
sion about coordinate system of diffusion equation indicated that the wrong 
theory of diffusion has been accepted for a long time in the existing field. Con-
cretely, the conception of intrinsic diffusion coefficient supposed to understand 
the Kirkendall effect is not essentially accepted judging from the basic theory of 
mathematical physics. In accordance with the transformation theory between 
those coordinate systems and the general solutions of a nonlinear diffusion equ-
ation, the new diffusion theory was reasonably established. 

In history, most of laws, principles, and basic equations in physics were 
yielded in Europe and they have been widely accepted in the world. In such cir-
cumstances, it was revealed in the Asia country that the equations having been 
accepted as Fick’s laws and de Broglie’s hypothesis for a long time are now basic 
ones in physics, and further that the wave nature of an arbitrary micro particle 
can be reasonably explained by the conception of a time tε  of minimum unit 
as a real time in the Newton mechanics. The conception of a time tε  recalls the 
old word “刹那 (setuna)” of oriental idea to our mind then. 

The basic equations shown in Figure 1 are ones described in the usual text-
books on physics. As a result, the Figure shows that the theoretical derivation of 
diffusion Equation (5) plays a dominant role for understanding not only a basic 
theory of diffusion but also a root evidence for the validity of quantum theory. 
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Figure 1. Basic equations resulting from derivation of diffusion equation. The basic equations, which 
should be accepted as new representations except the existing Equations (1), (2) and (4), are shown in the 
Figure. The derivation of diffusion equation is thus extremely meaningful in the fundamental physics. 

 
From a viewpoint of the theoretical frame in physics, the matters discussed in 

the present paper are extremely fundamental ones as shown in the physical 
textbooks for students. We must have a responsibility to develop the physical 
truth in the textbooks. From a viewpoint of the physical education for younger 
people, therefore, we thus hope that researchers planning to write a fundamental 
textbook on physics would publish it taking account of the matters discussed 
above. 
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Abstract 
The quantization of the forced harmonic oscillator is studied with the quan-
tum variable ( ˆ,x v ), with the commutation relation [ ]ˆ,x v i m=  , and using a 
Schrödinger’s like equation on these variable, and associating a linear operator 
to a constant of motion ( ), ,K x v t  of the classical system, The comparison 
with the quantization in the space ( ,x p ) is done with the usual Schrödinger’s 

equation for the Hamiltonian ( ), ,H x p t , and with the commutation relation 

[ ]ˆ,x p i=  . It is found that for the non-resonant case, both forms of quantiza-
tion bring about the same result. However, for the resonant case, both forms 
of quantization are different, and the probability for the system to be in the 
exited state for the ( ˆ,x v ) quantization has fewer oscillations than the ( ˆ,x p ) 
quantization, the average energy of the system is higher in ( ˆ,x p ) quantiza-
tion than on the ( ˆ,x v ) quantization, and the Boltzmann- Shannon entropy 
on the ( ˆ,x p ) quantization is higher than on the ( ˆ,x v ) quantization. 
 

Keywords 
Forced Harmonic Oscillator, ( ˆ,x v ) Quantization, Constant of Motion 

 

1. Introduction 

The usual quantum mechanics formulation is done in the space ( ˆ,x p ) [1], where 
p̂ i x= − ∂ ∂  is the linear operator associated to the classical generalized linear 

momentum of the motion of a particle of mass “m”, where the commutation rela-
tion [ ]ˆ,x p i=   [2] is satisfied. A linear operator is associated to the classical 
Hamiltonian, ( )ˆ ˆ, ,H x p t , to form the so called Schrödinger’s equation [3] 

( )ˆ ˆ, , ,i H x p t
t

∂Ψ
= Ψ

∂
                        (1) 
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where ( ),x tΨ = Ψ  is the wave function. This formulation has had enormous 
success to explain and to predict most microscopic behavior of the nature [4]. 
However, despite this enormous success, Hamiltonian-Lagrangian mathematical 
formulation has some details, even for 1-D problem where one knows that the 
Lagrangian (therefore the Hamiltonian) always exists [5]. First, from the expres-
sion to obtain the generalized linear momentum given the Lagragian, ( ), ,L x x t  
for the system, 

( ), , ,Lp x x t
x
∂

=
∂





                         (2) 

it is not always possible to obtain explicitly ( ), ,x x x p t=   to be able to get the 
explicit expression for the Hamiltonian from the Legrandre’s transformation [6], 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , , , , , , .H x p t x x p t p L x x x p t t= −               (3) 

Second, when one is dealing with classical dissipative systems [7], 

( ) ( )
d

, ,
d
mx

F x x
t

=


                         (4) 

either it is not possible to find its Hamiltonian, or two different Hamiltonians 
are possible to find for the system [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. Last one, for those 
problems of variable mass systems, 

( )( ) ( )
d , ,

,
d

m x x t x
F x

t
=

 

                      (5) 

which are not invariant under Galileo’s transformations and Sommerfeld mod-
ification is not consistent, to find the Hamiltonian for this system [13] requires 
to start from the “Inverse Problem of the Mechanics”.  

Therefore, one has the necessity to find some extension of the known quanti-
zation arised from the Hamilton-Lagrangian approach. In this way, there is al-
ready a proposition [14] [15] of using a function ( ), ,K x v t  that could be a con-
stant of motion of the classical system, and to associate a linear operator to the 
velocity of the form 

ˆ ,v i
m x

∂
= −

∂
                            (6) 

such that [ ]ˆ,x v i m=  , and to associate a linear operator 

( ) ( )ˆ ˆ, , , , ,K x v t K x v t→                       (7) 

which can be used to form the Shrödinger’s like equation 

( )ˆ ˆ, , .i K x v t
t

∂Ψ
= Ψ

∂
                        (8) 

The usual Quantum Mechanics is formulated through the Shrödinger’s Equa-
tion (1), given in terms of the Hamiltonian associate to the system. However, in 
this paper, we intend to use the approach (8) as a possible alternative and ex-
tended way for the Quantum Mechanics, and this is done by studying the 1-D 
forced harmonic oscillator to determine whether or not there is a difference on 
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the quantization, and hopefully to see if the approach (8) could have with these 
result and experimental verification. 

2. Analytical Approach for ( )K x v t, ,  

The forced harmonic oscillator is classically characterized by Newton’s equation 

( ) ( )2
0

d
cos ,

d
mx

m x t
t

ω α ω ϕ= − + +


                   (9) 

where “m” is the mass of the particle, 0ω  is the natural frequency of oscillation 
(when 0α = ), and α  is the amplitude of the forced force. The well-known 
solution of this problem is 

( )

( )

( )

1 0 2 0 02 2
0

0
1 0 2 0 0

0

cos
cos sin ,

( )
sin

cos sin ,
2

t
C t C t

m
x t

t
C t C t t

m

α ω ϕ
ω ω ω ω

ω ω

α ω ϕ
ω ω ω ω

ω

 +
+ + ≠ −= 

+ + + =

       (10) 

where one has the non-resonant case ( 0ω ω≠ ) and the resonant case ( 0ω ω= ). 
The velocity is known by making the differentiation of (10) with respect the time, 
and the constants C1 and C2 are determined by the initial condition ( ( ) ( )0 , 0x v ). 
For the non-resonant case, these constants are 

( ) ( ) ( )

1 0 0
0

0 02 2
00

cos sin

cos cos sin sin

vC x t t

t t t t
m

ω ω
ω

α ωω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω
ωω ω

= −

 
− + + + 

−  

    (11a) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( )

2 0 0
0

0 02 2
00

sin cos

cos sin sin cos

vC x t t

t t t t
m

ω ω
ω

α ωω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω
ωω ω

= +

 
− + − + 

−  

    (11b) 

For the resonant case ( 0ω ω= ), one has 

( )

( ) ( )

1 0 0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0 0
0

cos sin sin cos
2

1cos sin sin sin

vC x t t t t t
m

t t t t t

αω ω ω ϕ ω
ω ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω
ω


= − + − +




+ + + + 


       (12a) 

and 

( )

( ) ( )

2 0 0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0 0
0

sin cos sin sin
2

1cos cos sin cos

vC x t t t t t
m

t t t t t

αω ω ω ϕ ω
ω ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω
ω


= + − +




+ + + + 


        (12b) 

Now, by choosing a constant of motion of the form 
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( ) ( ) ( ), 2 2 2
0 1 2

1, , ,
2

nr rK x v t m C Cα ω= +                   (13) 

where “nr” means non-resonant and “r” means resonant, it follows that 

( ) ( ), 2 2 2
00

1 1lim , , ,
2 2

nr rK x v t mv m xαα
ω

→
= +                 (14) 

Which represents the usual energy of the harmonic oscillator, independently of 
the non-resonant case or resonant case. This constant of motion can be written as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,
0, , , , , ,nr r nr rK x v t K x v W x v tα α= +               (15) 

where 0K  and ( ),nr rWα  are defined as 

( ) 2 2 2
0 0

1 1, ,
2 2

K x v mv m xω= +                     (16) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2 2
0

2 2

0

1, , cos 2 cos
2

2sin sin ,

nrW x v t m A t Ax t

BvB t t

α ω ω ϕ ω ϕ

ω ϕ ω ϕ
ω


= + − +




+ + + + 


       (17) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2 2
0 0 0

0 0

0 0

2 2
0 0

21 2, , cos sin
2

2 cos sin

2 sin sin ,

r a t v bvW x v t m a t t t

a t b t t

a t x t b t

α ω ω ϕ ω ϕ
ω ω

ω ϕ ω ϕ

ω ϕ ω ϕ


= − + − +


+ + +


− + + + 



   (18) 

where one has made the definitions 

( ) ( )2 2 2 2
0 0 0

,A B
m m

α αω
ω ω ω ω ω

= =
− −

               (19a) 

and 

( ) 2
0 0

, .
2 2

ta t b
m m
α α
ω ω

= =                     (19b) 

To solve Equation (8), one observes that the eigenvalues problem for the opera-
tor 0K̂ , 

( )0
ˆ ˆ, ,K x v EΦ = Φ                         (20) 

has exactly the same solution of that one given by the Hamiltonian problem, 

( )2 2 2
0ˆ 2p m m x m Eω+ Φ = Φ  where the solution is the set ( ) ( ){ }0

0
,m n n

E x
≥

Φ , 
( ) ( )0

0 1 2nE nω= +
                      (21a) 

and 

( ) ( )2
1 4

2 0 0 1e ,  , .
2 !

n n n n n

m m
x A H x x A

n
ξ ω ω

ξ−  Φ = = =  
 π 

     (21b) 

Using Dirac’s notation [16], where ( )n x x nΦ = , with n  characterizing the 
nth-state, and then one has the eigenvalue problem written as 
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( )0
0

ˆ .nK n E n=                          (22) 

Therefore, one can propose the solution of the Shrödinger’s Equation (8) with 
the operator constant of motion K̂ , 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ),

0
ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , ,nr rt

i K x v W x v t t
t α

∂ Ψ
= + Ψ

∂
             (23) 

of the form 

( ) ( )
0

.n
n

t C t n
∞

=

Ψ = ∑                        (24) 

Taking into consideration (22), the orthogonality of the states ( mnm n δ= ), one 
obtains the following equation for the coefficients 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 ,

0
,nr r

m m m n mn
n

i C t E C t C t W t
∞

=

= +∑

                (25) 

where ( ) ( ),nr r
mnW t  represents the matrix element 

( ) ( ) ( ), , .nr r nr r
mnW t m W nα=                      (26) 

The Equation (25) can be simplified using the new variable 

( )
( )

( )
0

e .kiE t
k kC t D t−=                        (27) 

The equations for these new coefficients are 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),

0
e ,mn nr ri t

m n mn
n

i D t D t W tω
∞

=

= ∑

                  (28) 

where ( ) ( )0 0k kC D=  and the probability to find the system in the state k  is 
( ) ( )2 2

k kC t D t= . Matrix elements are much easier to calculate by using the 
non-Hermitian ascent “ †a ” and descent “ a ” operators, 

†0 0

0 0

ˆ ˆ  ,   ,
2 2 2 2

m mm ma x i v a x i v
ω ω

ω ω
= + = −

   

          (29) 

with the knows properties [17] 

[ ] † † †, , 0, , 1,a a a a a a   = = =                     (30a) 

and 
† 1 1 , 1 .a n n n a n n n= + + = −              (30b) 

For non-resonant case (nr), after calculating the matrix elements, using the or-
thogonality of the states, and making some rearrangements, one gets the equa-
tions for the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients, ( ) ( ) ( )k k kD t X t iY t= + , 
as 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

2 2
1 1

cos cos cos sin

1 cos cos cos sin

sin cos sin sin

1 sin cos sin sin

cos sin

k k k

k k

k k

k k

k

X c k t tY t tX

c k t tY t tX

d k t tX t tY

d k t tX t tY

a t Y b t

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ϕ

− −

+ +

− −

+ +

= − + + +  

− + + − +  

+ + − +  

− + + + +  
+ + + +



kY

     (31a) 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

2 2
1 1

cos cos cos sin

1 cos cos cos sin

sin cos sin sin

1 sin cos sin sin

cos sin

k k k

k k

k k

k k

k

Y c k t tX t tY

c k t tX t tY

d k t tY t tX

d k t tY t tX

a t X b t

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ω ϕ ω

ω ϕ ω ϕ

− −

+ +

− −

+ +

= + + − +  

+ + + + +  

+ + + +  

− + + − +  
+ + + +



,kX

     (31b) 

where a1, b1, c and d have been defined as 

( ) ( )
2 2 2 2

0
1 12 22 2 2 2

0 0

,
2 2

a b
m m

α ω α ω

ω ω ω ω
= =

− − 

             (32b) 

2
0 0

2 2 2 2
0 00

1 , .
22

c d
mm

αω ωαω
ω ω ω ωω

= =
− − 



             (32b) 

For the resonant case (r), one can in addition make the following change of coef-
ficients 

( ) ( )2 3 24e i t m
k kD t D tα−= 

                       (33) 

to eliminate the quadratic time dependence appearing in the expression (18) and 
(19b). Note that ( ) ( )0 0k kD D=   and ( ) ( )

22
k kD t D t=  . Doing the same as it 

was done above, the real and imaginary parts of these new coefficients,  

k k kD X iY= +   , obey the equations 

( ) ( ) ( ){ ( )

( ) } ( ) ( ){
( ) ( ) }

1 1 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0

sin

cos 1 sin

cos

k k k k k

k k k

k k

X f t Y k h t X g t Y t h t Y

g t X t k h t X g t Y t

h t Y g t X t

ω

ω ω

ω

− − −

− + +

+ +

  = + − − +  

  + + + +  

 − − 

    

  

 

     (34a) 

( ) ( ) ( ){ ( )

( ) } ( ) ( ){
( ) ( ) }

1 1 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0

cos

sin 1 cos

sin

k k k k k

k k k

k k

Y f t X k h t X g t Y t h t Y

g t X t k h t X g t Y t

h t Y g t X t

ω

ω ω

ω

− − −

− + +

+ +

  = − + − −  

  + + + +  

 + − 

    

  

 

     (34b) 

where the functions f, h, and g have been defined as 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

2
0 0 0

0 0

sin cos sin ,
8 4

tf t t t t
m m
α αω ω ϕ ω ϕ
ω ω

= + + +
 

        (35a) 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0
0

1 sin cos ,
2

g t t t tα ω ϕ ω ϕ
ω
 

= + + + 
 

             (35b) 

and 

( ) ( )0
0sin .

2
t

h t t
αω

ω ϕ= +


                     (35c) 

The dynamical systems (31) and (34) are solved by Runge-Kutta method a 
4th-order. 

3. Analytical Approach for ( )K x p t, ,  

The Hamiltonian of the forced harmonic oscillator is [18] 
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( ) ( ) ( )0, , , cos ,H x p t H x p x tα ω ϕ= + +                 (36) 

where H0 is given by 

( )
2

2 2
0 0

1, .
2 2
pH x p m x
m

ω= +                     (37) 

The solution of the eigenvalue problem 

0H EΦ = Φ                           (38) 

is well known [19], and its solution is the same as (21). Therefore, to solve the 
Shrödinger’s Equation (1), one proposes a solution of the form 

( )
( )

( )
0

0
e ,niE t

k
n

t D t n
∞

−

=

Ψ = ∑                     (39) 

which, after substituting in the Shrödinger’s equation, using the eigenvalues and 
the orthogonality between any two states, and making some rearranging, the 
following dynamical systems is brought about for the real and imaginary parts of 
the coefficients, ( ) ( ) ( )k k kD t x t iy t= + , 

( )

( )
1 1 0

1 1 0

1 cos sin

1 cos cos

k k k

k k

x k x k x t t

k y k y t t

λ ω ϕ ω

λ ω ϕ ω

− +

− +

 = − − + + 
 − + + + 



           (40a) 

( )

( )
1 1 0

1 1 0

1 cos sin

1 cos cos ,

k k k

k k

y k y k y t t

k x k x t t

λ ω ϕ ω

λ ω ϕ ω

− +

− +

 = − − + + 
 + + + + 



          (40b) 

where the constant λ  has been defined as 

0

.
2m

λ α
ω

=
                          (41) 

These equations are also solved by using Runge-Kutta method at 4th-order. 

4. Boltzmann-Shannon Entropy and Energy 

Besides the probability to find the system in the state n  at the time “t”, 
( ) 2

kD t , for the analysis of the dynamics of the system in the spaces ( ˆ,x v ) and 
( ˆ,x p ), one can also consider the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy, 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2

0
ln ,

l

k k
k

S t D t D t
=

= −∑                    (42) 

and its average over an evolution time “T”, 

( )
0

1 d ,
T

S S t t
T

= ∫                         (43) 

as parameter which characterize the quantum dynamics of the system. This pa-
rameter gives us an indication of how many states enter in the dynamics evolu-
tion of the system. Therefore, it gives an indication of the information lost in the 
dynamics due to the increasing of the entropy in the quantum system. In addi-
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tion, one can also consider the expectation value of the energy 

( ) ( ) 20
0 0

00

ˆ 1 ,
ˆ 2

l

n
n

H
E t n D t

K
ω ω

=

 
= Ψ Ψ = +  

 
∑            (44) 

and its average value over the evolution time of the system, 

( )
0

1 d .
T

E E t t
T

= ∫                        (45) 

This parameter gives information about how the energy is distributed among the 
states and how many of them are involved in the quantum dynamics.  

In this way, solving the dynamical systems (31), (34), and (40), the evolution 
of the probabilities ( ) 2

kD t ’s are gotten. Thus, the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy 
(42), the expectation value of the energy (44) and their average values (43) and 
(45) can be calculated and can be compared for the quantization in the spaces 
( ,x v ) and ( ,x p ). 

5. Results 

One considers a proton with mass 271.6726219 10 kgm −= ×  oscillating with a 
frequency 9

0 2 10 Hzω = ×π  on a one-dimensional line, and interacting with a 
periodic force of amplitude α = 10−13 Newtons with frequency ω and phase 

0ϕ = . The initial conditions of the system are 

( ) ( ) ( ) 00 0 0 , 0, ,11k k k kC D D kδ= = = =

               (46) 

that is, the system is on the ground state, and one selects ten exited possible state 
of the system. For the non-resonant case ( 0ω ω≠ ), the resulting dynamics from 
expressions (1) and (8) are exactly the same. There is not excitation of the sys-
tem at all since the system remains in the ground state in both cases. For the re-
sonant case ( 0ω ω= ), Figure 1 shows the probabilities of having the system on 
the ground state ( 0k = ) and on the first excited state ( 1k = ) for the quantiza-
tion on the space ( ,x v ), solid lines, and the quantization on the space ( ,x p ), 
dotted lines. As one can see, for the Hamiltonian quantization approach (H) 
there are much more oscillations of the probabilities than the quantization of the 
constant of motion approach (K), that is, there are more transitions per unit 
time in the H-approach case than in the K-approach case. One must note that 
the probability to have the system in the first excited state for the K-approach 
case is totally different from the H-approach case. 

Figure 2 shows the average value of the energy as a function of the strength of 
the forced force (α). As one can see, this average value is always higher for 
H-approach case (the usual Quantum Mechanics approach) than for the 
K-approach case (our pretended extension for the Quantum Mechanics). How-
ever, the difference on the average energy value for both approaches is quite 
small and maybe out of experimental verification. This difference is expected 
since for the H-approach the Hamiltonian is not a constant of motion, but for 
the K-approach one has a quantization with a constant of motion of the system. 
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Figure 1. Ground state and first excited state evolution. 

 

 
Figure 2. Average energy of the system. 

 
Figure 3 shows the average value of the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy as a 

function of the strength of the forced force (α). Notice that, having total number 
of 11 states, the possible maximum entropy is 2.398. As the previous case, this 
parameter is always higher for the H-approach case than for the K-approach 
case due to the same reason that the Hamiltonian is not a constant of motion 
and K is indeed a constant of motion of the system. However, this difference is 
not so small and maybe could be used as a good parameter for experimental 
proposes. This difference means that the H-approach case brings about more 
complex behavior in the quantum dynamics than the K-approach case, and that 
the H-approach case losses more information than the K-approach case. 
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Figure 3. Avarage Boltzmann-Shannon entropy. 

6. Conclusion 

The quantization of the 1-D forced harmonic oscillator was carried out with the 
operators ( ˆ,x v ) using the assigned linear operator to a constant of motion 

( ), ,K x v t  of the classical case. The restriction imposed on this constant was that 
it must be reduced to the known energy expression when the forced force is ze-
ro. This quantization was compared with the usual quantization with the opera-
tors ( ˆ,x p ) and the associated Hamiltonian ( ), ,H x p t  of the classical case. It 
was shown that the probabilities to find the system in the state n , ( ) 2

nD t , 
has less oscillations in the K-quantization than in the H-quantization. In addi-
tion, the average values of the energy and the average value of the Boltzmann- 
Shannon entropy are lower in the K-quantization than in the H-quantization. 
Since the difference in the average value of the energy is quite small, this para-
meter does not look good to measure experimentally. However, the difference in 
the entropy is significant and it represents a good parameter to look experimen-
tally. 
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Abstract 
Explaining baryon asymmetry (i.e., matter dominance) in the universe has 
been a vexing problem in physics. This analysis, based on the holographic 
principle, identifies fractional electric charge with the state of bits of informa-
tion on the event horizon. Thermodynamics on the event horizon at the time 
of baryogenesis then estimates observed baryon asymmetry. 
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1. Introduction 

Baryon asymmetry (matter dominance) in the universe has been difficult to ex-
plain. This paper is based on the holographic principle [1], a direct consequence 
of quantum mechanics, general relativity, black hole thermodynamics, and 
Shannon information theory, indicating only a finite number (about 10122) of bits 
of information encoded on the event horizon will ever be available to describe 
our observable universe. The two possible states of each bit, positive and nega-
tive, can be identified with fractional charge in the universe. Describing Stan-
dard Model fermions as spheres with radius 1/4 their Compton wavelength [2]  

indicates charge 
6
e

±  associated with each bit, where e is electron charge.  

Thermodynamics on the event horizon at the time of baryogenesis and energy 
difference between bit states then estimates observed baryon asymmetry. Similar 
treatment of baryon asymmetry [3] used a specific preon model not relevant to 
this analysis. 
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2. Charge and the Holographic Principle 

Fundamental particles in the Standard Model have charge 
3
ne

± , where n = 0, 1, 

2 or 3. Considering fundamental fermions as spheres with radius 1/4 their 

Compton wavelength [2] requires surface charge 
6
ne

±  at each end of the spin 

axis to insure identical electrostatic potential energy of first-generation fermions. 
So, identifying states of each bit of information available to describe the observ-

able universe as 
6
e  or 

6
e

−  accounts for charge in the universe. Origin of the  

universe by quantum fluctuation from nothing [4] requires equal number of plus 
and minus charged bits to ensure a charge-neutral universe and charge conser-
vation, a precondition for gauge invariance and Maxwell’s equations. In any 
physical system, energy must be transferred to change state of information bits. 
Protons have charge e  and anti-protons have charge e− . Regardless of how 
bits of information on the horizon specify protons or anti-protons, bit configu-
rations specifying protons must differ in 6 bits from configurations specifying  

anti-protons. Since 
6
e  bits and 

6
e

−  bits do not have the same energy, the 

number of protons and anti-protons created in the early universe must be slightly 

different. If 
6
e  bits have lower energy than 

6
e

−  bits, there must be more mat-

ter than anti-matter in the universe and this analysis estimates that baryon 
asymmetry. 

3. Matter Distribution in the Universe  

At the fundamental level, information specifies time evolution of matter distri-
bution in the universe. Observations indicate our universe is a closed Friedmann 
universe, dominated by vacuum energy in the form of a cosmological constant and 
so large it is approximately flat [5]. If Hubble constant H0 = 67.8 km∙sec−1∙Mpc−1,  

critical density 0 30 3
2

8.64 10 g/cm3
8crit
H
G

ρ
π

−×= = , where G = 6.67 × 10−8 cm3/(g∙sec2). 

Matter accounts for 30.8% of energy in today’s universe, today’s matter density in 
the universe is ( ) 30 3

0 0 0.308 2.66 10 g/cmcritρ ρ −= = × , and vacuum energy den-

sity ( ) 30 31 0.308 5.98 10 g/cmv critρ ρ −= − = × . Cosmological constant 2
8Λ vG

c
π ρ

= , 

where c = 3 × 1010 cm/sec, and there is an event horizon in the universe at radius 

283 1.64 10 cm
ΛHR = = × . The holographic principle then indicates only 

( )
2

122
2 4.69 10

ln 2
H

P

RN
l

π
= = ×  bits of information on the event horizon will ever be 

able to describe our observable universe, where Planck length 3 1.62P
Gl

c
= =
  

× 10−33 cm and Planck’s constant ћ = 1.05 × 10−27 g∙cm2/sec. 
With no source or sink for information outside a closed universe, the amount 
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of information available to describe the observable universe remains constant. In 
a closed universe, the total quantity of matter in the universe is conserved, there 
are only N bits of information available and mass per bit of information,  

approximately 10−67 g, is mass ( )3 55
0

4 0 4.92 10 g
3H HM Rπ ρ= = ×  divided by the 

number of bits N. 
Information on the horizon specifying distribution of mass within the ob-

servable universe at any instant is of little use to an observer, because signals 
traveling at light speed take about 17 billion years to reach the observer. Howev-
er, as shown below, baryon asymmetry can be estimated using only information 
on the horizon at the time of baryogenesis. Since mass associated with each bit of 
information is only about 10−67 g, the analysis is consistent with protons and an-
ti-protons having indistinguishable masses. 

4. Baryon Asymmetry 
Temperature at time of baryon formation (baryogenesis) was  

2
132

2.18 10 Kp
B

m c
T

k
= = ×  , where Boltzmann constant  

2
16

2
g cm1.38 10 K
sec

k −  ⋅
= ×  

 
  and proton mass 241.67 10 gpm −= × . Scale factor of 

the universe at baryogenesis was 15
0

2.725 10 cmB
B

R R
T

 
= ≈ 

 
, where 2.725 ˚K is 

today’s cosmic microwave background temperature and 28
0 10 cmR ≈  is today’s 

scale factor. Time tB of baryogenesis, in seconds after the end of inflation, is found 

from Friedmann’s equation 
2 2

2d 8
d 3
R G R c
t c

π ε κ     − = −     
     

. After inflation, the 

universe is so large it is almost flat, and curvature parameter 0κ ≈ . Energy 

density is ( )
4 3

0 0
r m v

R RR
R R

ε ε ε ε   = + +   
   

, where 34 2
3

g4.4 10
cmr cε −  = ×  

 
, mε , 

and vε  are today’s radiation, matter, and vacuum energy densities. Vacuum 
energy density was negligible in the early post-inflationary universe, and radia-

tion dominated before radiation/matter equality, when 5
010R R−

 . Integrating 
2 2 24

0
2 2

d 8 d 0
d d3

r RR G R A
t t Rc R

επ       − = − =       
       

, where 
4
0

2
8

3
rG RA

c
π ε

= , from the 

end of inflation at 0t =  to t  gives ( )2 21
2 iR R At− = , where iR  is scale fac-

tor at the end of inflation. So 
2 2 2

710 sec
2 2

B i B
B

R R Rt
A A

−−
= ≈ ≈ , if B iR R . Dis-

tance from any point in the universe to the particle horizon for that point [6] is 

( )
2 2

00

2 2
BB tt

B B
B B i i B i

cR cRdtd cR R At R At R
R t A A

′    = = + = + −    ′  ∫ . Since B iR R , 

42 10 cmB
B B

td cR
A

≈ ≈ . 
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Surface gravity on particle horizon at baryogenesis is 

( )
4
0

2 2
4 4

33
r

HB B B
B

RG Gg R d
cc AR

επ πε= ≈                   (1) 

and associated horizon temperature [7] [8] is 

76 10 K
2HB HBT g

ckπ
−= ≈ × 

                     (2) 

Temperature at any epoch is uniform throughout a postinflationary homoge-
neous isotropic Friedman universe, and causal horizon at baryogenesis is dis-
tance Bd  from every point in the universe. Temperature at every point on the 
causal horizon for every point in the universe is the same because surface gravity 
of the uniform sphere within the horizon is the same at every point on every ho-
rizon. Bits on all causal horizons are in thermal equilibrium, only two quantum 
states are accessible to those bits, and equilibrium statistical mechanics estab-
lishes occupation probabilities of bit states in thermal equilibrium at tempera-
ture THB proportional to their corresponding Boltzmann factors. So, if energy of  

6
e  bits on the horizon at baryogenesis is bit dE E−  and energy of 

6
e

−  bits is 

bit dE E+ , proton/antiproton ratio at baryogenesis is 
6 12 121

bit d bit d d

HB HB HB

E E E E E
kT kT kT d

HB

Ee e e
kT

− +
− − 

  = ≈ +
 
 

 and proton excess is 
12 d

HB

E
kT

. 

Energy released when a bit on the horizon drops from 
6
e

−  state to 
6
e  state 

raises another bit from 
6
e  to 

6
e

−  state, and that is the mechanism for charge  

conservation. Energy must be transferred by massless quanta with wavelengths 
related to the size of the universe. With no reliable definition of size (as opposed 
to scale factor) of an open universe, this analysis only applies to a closed Fried-
mann universe, in particular one like ours that is so large it is approximately flat. 
The only macroscopic length characteristic of the horizon of a closed Friedmann 
universe with radius (scale factor) ( )R t  is circumference ( )2 R tπ . If energy 
2 dE  to change the state of bits associated with a mass quantum within the un-
iverse (and corresponding bits on the horizon) at baryogenesis equals the energy 
of massless quanta with wavelength characteristic of a closed Friedmann un-
iverse with radius BR  

2 d
B

cE
R

=
                            (3) 

Using Equations (1), (2), and (3), proton excess at baryogenesis is  
2

0

12 24 2.725 3
8

d

HB B r

E c
kT R T G

π
π ε

  
=   

  
. Dependence on R0 arises because RB, the  

radius of the universe at baryogenesis, depends on R0, today’s cosmic microwave 
background temperature 2.725˚K, and temperature TB at baryogenesis. For R0 ≈ 
1028 cm, proton excess is 1.8 × 10−9. WMAP [9] estimated baryon density to cosmic 
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microwave background photon density ratio as 6.1 × 10−10. At baryogenesis, the  

number of proton states with six 
6
e  bits approximately equals the number of 

anti-protons states with six 
6
e

−  bits, and when almost all protons and antipro-

tons annihilate to two photons the ratio of baryon to photon states is  

( )9 101 1.8 10 6 10
3

− −× = × , in agreement with WMAP. 

5. Conclusion 

Using the holographic principle, states of information bits on the event horizon 
describing matter distribution within the universe are identified with fractional 
electric charge. Describing fundamental fermions in the Standard Model as 
spheres with radius 1/4 their Compton wavelength and half their charge on the 
surface at each end of their spin axis, combined with thermodynamics on the 
event horizon at the time of baryogenesis, explains baryon asymmetry. 
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Abstract 
It is shown that the time of entropy increase, here called action time, is caused 
by a dynamically understood energy. It drives time by decreasing its presence 
per state, that is by abandoning order, information, and creating entropy. 
This mechanism can be derived from basic principles via the Lagrange-Euler 
formalism, just considering the properties of really experienced, oriented time 
and thus abandoning the paradigm of time neutrality. It describes nature dri-
ven by a dynamically understood principle of least action, which is identified 
as manifestation of fundamental irreversibility in nature. This readily explains 
the second law of thermodynamics and also yields the entropy law for non-linear 
irreversible thermodynamics: maximum entropy production within the re-
straints of the system. Dynamic energy-driven time, action time, and time 
asymmetry is generated via the process of erasing information and liberating 
its energy irreversibly as heat. It is not an illusion but information-based real-
ity. It is the loss of information to the past and different from clock-time, 
which is just an artificial scale, using information for tracking real time, ac-
tion time. Energy-driven fundamental irreversibility of nature can better de-
scribe experienced reality and opens the way to understand and finally im-
itate the self-organizing creativity in nature. It also draws far reaching 
consequences for understanding quantum physics, gravitation and cos-
mology as well as biology. From the point of view of irreversibility, nature 
turns out to be more elegant, simpler and rationally understandable. For 
the first time, it can be explained in a few words what energy and nature 
basically represent and why it must have been information, which has 
started the universe. 
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1. Introduction 

Time-neutrality, that is time translation symmetry and time reversal symmetry, 
of natural laws with entropy increase towards higher probability as the only 
practically conceivable time ordinate has shaped the world view of physics. A 
recent BBC production with the title: “Are you experiencing time wrong?”, 
dealing with the question, why we are only experiencing time moving forward, 
while physics says that time can move in either direction [1], highlights the con-
flict, which the public still feels when confronted with this time concept of phys-
ics. It is additionally underlined by a famous historic statement: Einstein, shortly 
before his death, wrote in 1955 in a letter to the son and sister of his deceased 
friend Michele Besso: “…the distinction between past, present and future only 
has the meaning of an illusion, though a persistent one”.  

The explanation, given by present physics, that natural phenomena develop in 
direction of increasing entropy and maximum probability can be accepted, be-
cause they are evident in nature. But what do they mean in reality and what ex-
actly is their relation to the claimed time neutral fundamental physical laws? The 
Lagrange function, which is expected to fully describe a developing system and 
also energy itself are traditionally treated as scalar, non-oriented quantities. They 
are expected to allow dynamic development in either direction, forward and 
backward in time. Accepting, that entropy increase in one direction only pre-
vails, anticipates that a phenomenon such as a directional time already exists, 
because one can observe the increase of entropy in dependence on the time we 
experience. This phenomenon of entropy increase can, however, not be derived 
from time-neutral fundamental laws without additional assumptions. Both, the 
Boltzmann approach (H-theorem) [2] to derive entropy increase, as well as 
modern Markovian (memory loss) treatments [3] of time-neutral systems aban-
don information on the past to show that time-neutral natural phenomena fi-
nally only continue to proceed in one direction (which only is a mathematical 
consequence of omitting information, which in a physical system has an energy 
content). Other attempts to demonstrate time symmetry breaking tacitly assume, 
besides of coarse-graining (information loss), feedback processes to show devel-
opment of chaotic, directional properties [4]. They require a distinction between 
“before” and “after”, which in a time-neutral world is not possible (see also lat-
er). Statistical reasoning within time-reversible deterministic physics alone can-
not explain a time arrow [5]. A humiliating consequence of this situation is that 
present science, although very advanced in many respects, cannot derive the 
important second law of thermodynamics, entropy increase in a closed space, 
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from time-neutral initial conditions without additional assumptions (not talking 
about the impossibility to derive an entropy law for non-linear irreversible 
thermodynamics). So, what is time in reality and why, in practice, it appears to 
be oriented?  

Our clocks need energy to function, but the time they show, the length of their 
oscillation periods, which are allowed to proceed in form of sequences of oscilla-
tions, only depends on natural and material constants. This is also true for the 
Planck time, the shortest recognized time interval, which only depends on gra-
vitation constant, light velocity and the quantum constant of action. These con-
stants do not produce changes themselves, but their involvement in determining 
oscillation lengths can be used to generate and measure time periods, which is of 
course an important technical tool as a scale for a visualization of time in form 
of progressing and periodically repeating numbers, in form of information. The 
link to practical life is, as well known, provided by measuring astronomical pe-
riods, days, years with clock-time.  

This publication attempts to answer the questions, what the time of entropy 
increase actually is and what relation it has to time neutrality and energy turno-
ver. It further investigates what causes the second law of thermodynamics, what 
is the time for self-organization in space and in biology and what relation time 
has to energy and entropy, to which it has been linked in quantum theory via the 
uncertainty relation [6]. Basing on the identified energy-driven time arrow con-
sequences for understanding nature are discussed. 

2. Results 
2.1. What Is the Time of Entropy Increase? 

Let us consider a real system which is proceeding asymmetrically, increasing its 
entropy S from S1 to S2, for example an expanding gas. Tacitly, present science is 
assuming that something like a path for time is existing, along which systems 
can move forward or backward, while respecting intricate behavior within 
space-time properties. A directional orientation of such processes arises because 
they are expected to develop in direction of higher probability (lower informa-
tion content) and are thus imprinting the experienced orientation of time. What 
is the origin of such a drive? Information is linked to thermodynamic entropy 
(see later). The difference in entropy generated, the entropy gain, can be multip-
lied with the absolute temperature T: 

2 1TS TS T S− = ∆                         (1) 

and yields the not any more available (entropic) energy TΔS (e.g. low tempera-
ture environmental heat). We now can ask the question, where this entropic 
energy came from. Considering the first law of thermodynamics, energy conser-
vation, it cannot arise from nothing, and it could only have been generated from 
somehow available energy. How did entropy increase with time consequently 
arise? It was generated from originally available, free energy. Time dependent 
entropy increase is thus ultimately driven by energy turnover. Since no other 
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physical driving element is evident, which may aim at generating entropy, this 
available free energy must consequently have the property to drive the process, 
for which time is required. Free energy must decrease its internal order and in-
formation content to generate energy in its not any more available, entropic 
form in a condition of highest probability. 

Two different approaches, the presently accepted and the here proposed one, 
for the same event of entropy production are here confronted. The traditional 
one (used in present physics) applies a mathematical statistical argument, which 
calculates, how likely it is that a proposition becomes true. The higher the prob-
ability of an event, the more likely it will be that the event will occur. This drives 
the process along the time path we experience. The second approach, presented 
here, argues that one is dealing with a physical system, which is subject to phys-
ical law, in this case controlled by energy with its properties and its law of con-
servation. The system must follow natural laws. The author’s standpoint: the 
system concerned is a process determined by laws of physics, the function of 
which can be described by mathematical formalisms. It is itself not an abstract 
mathematical process. Therefore, it follows physical regularity towards maxi-
mum probability, which can be statistically-mathematically described. Here, 
physical law has priority over mathematical reasoning. A physical system cannot 
follow mathematical reasoning without a supporting and direction and rate con-
trolling physical law. The conclusion derived from (1), that a dynamic energy is 
driving entropy increase, is valid. There must be a physical process aiming si-
multaneously at maximum entropy (disorder) and energy conservation. It can 
only be action producing free energy. In contrast to present understanding (energy 
is treated as a scalar quantity, not interested in performing work) energy should 
therefore not only have the ability to do work, but also the interest to do it. It 
should have directional properties, interest in entropy production, in decreasing 
its information content. Can an appropriate mathematical formalism for such a 
here expected behavior of energy, which obviously contradicts time-neutrality, 
be derived from basic principles in support of such a conclusion?  

2.2. Reconsidering Noether’s Symmetry Approach 

In order to question time-neutrality in basic laws, it is necessary to deal with the 
Lagrange-Euler formalism, which is presently used to calculate dynamic and 
energetic processes in all relevant field of physics, ranging from particle physics 
to dynamics and Relativity Theory. It is also unavoidable to reinvestigate time 
invariance considerations which were based on time neutrality and symmetry. 
Emmy Noether, in 1912, demonstrated that conservation laws can be deduced 
from symmetry and invariance laws [7]. This way energy conservation was also 
deduced from time neutrality and symmetry. The mathematical derivation de-
viates in this case somewhat from standard Noether’s theorem since time is not 
considered to be a generalized coordinate. By totally differentiating the Lagrange 
function L, which should entirely describe a system, reorganizing the relation 
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and considering the validity of the Euler-Lagrange-equation, one yields the 
well-known equation (q = degree of freedom, generalized coordinate; the point 
on it indicates time derivative) (e.g. [8]):  

d
d

L Lq L
t q t
 ∂ ∂

− = − ∂ ∂ 




                       (2) 

It equates the total time derivation of energy E 

LE q L
q
∂

= −
∂




                          (3) 

with the negative partial time derivation of the Lagrange function (which de-
scribes the system via the principle of least action and the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions), or, rearranged, yields: 

d
d
E L
t t

∂
− =

∂
                           (4) 

L
t

∂
=

∂
time asymmetry                      (4a) 

The partial derivative of the Lagrange function (4a) is considered to express 
time asymmetry against displacement or translation in time. Traditionally, time 
invariance against displacement (time neutrality and symmetry with respect to 
orientation) for the Lagrange function is assumed and time asymmetry (4a) 
consequently set zero [8]. Basing on time-neutral fundamental laws, E and L are 
presently considered to be scalar quantities, just numbers. Formulas derived 
from them can consequently describe dynamic motion both in positive and neg-
ative time direction. The time axis is just a preexisting path, which can be used 
in both directions. Based on such preconditions an assumption of zero time 
asymmetry ((4a) set zero) was seen justified. The Lagrange function as well as 
energy, understood as scalar quantities, can accompany a natural system both 
into the future and into the past. This led to a formal derivation of the law of 
energy conservation: the right side of Equation (4), time asymmetry (4a), was set 
zero (compare [8]), since invariance with respect to displacement of the La-
grange function in time was assumed. Consequently, the total derivative of 
energy is zero. Energy E correspondingly results to be a constant, is conserved in 
time. This is the well-known conservation law for energy. 

Since energy conservation has also been again and again confirmed experi-
mentally, its validity is, of course, undebated (it is later also shown to automati-
cally result from the here derived mechanism). But is this additional confirma-
tion of energy conservation via conventionally “assumed” time neutrality and 
time symmetry and invariance acceptable and correct? Energy conservation itself 
does not exclude that free, available energy has other degrees of freedom to show 
dynamic function on the way to entropy formation and time asymmetry (the to-
tal derivative of energy in Equation (4) implies also additional implicit time de-
pendencies, which have to be considered). What is this additional physical 
property of energy which implements and expresses this time dependence and 
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thus the actually experienced directional time flow and time asymmetry? 

2.3. The Correspondence between Dynamic Energy and Time 
Asymmetry 

Lived time in presence and in the past behaves differently compared with time in 
the future. We cannot move back into the past and changes performed in the 
past have an effect on the future. This, however, does not happen in the opposite 
direction. An energy system, described by the Lagrange function, which started 
to convert energy in the past, while respecting energy conservation, will have 
generated different amounts of entropic energy depending on its subsequent po-
sition on the time axis. If one accepts these facts about time, which we are expe-
riencing, there is no invariance and symmetry with respect to displacement in 
time for the Lagrange function. The ratio of free and entropic energy of a sys-
tem, which a Lagrange function is describing, varies with time and its informa-
tion (negentropy) content will change, decrease, accordingly along the time axis. 
The laws or equations that describe a system at time t and t +/− dt are not iden-
tical. The behavior is also different in forward and backward direction. Only a 
behavior in forward direction is actually observed.  

Consequently, in Equation (4), the time asymmetry (4a), the partial derivation 
of the Lagrange function with respect to time, can definitively not be set zero 
(which would mean zero asymmetry and invariance against displacement in 
time). During history of physics the convention of time neutrality, the ability of 
a system to develop in either time direction, forward and backward, has won 
over experimental facts, deducible from experience with lived time, as just dis-
cussed. This practical experience with lived time should have excluded, that time 
asymmetry as expressed by (4a) in (4) can be set zero. As a consequence, equa-
tion (4) gets an entirely different significance. It describes a situation, in which a 
dynamic energy property (total derivation of energy with respect to time) is re-
lated to an asymmetry in time behavior (4a). 

What does this here now differently to be interpreted Equation (4) exactly 
mean for the understanding of energy properties in relation to time asymmetry? 
Mathematically, Equation (4) equates a partial time derivative of the Lagrange 
function (time asymmetry) with the negative (decreasing) value of the total time 
derivative of energy. This means that something decreasing within energy and 
described by its total derivative is responsible for and driving time asymmetry. A 
partial time derivative only considers changes with respect to time, omitting 
their effect on other variables. The total derivative also considers all additional 
implicit time dependencies (such as on turnover of information, order—see later).  

A remarkable consequence of abandoning the experimentally unjustified 
claim of time neutrality and time symmetry is, that the well-known, established 
Equation (4), derivable from basic principles, then precisely explains what causes 
time asymmetry: The necessary consequence derivable from Equation (4) and its 
correct, experimentally backed interpretation is, that nature is acting in such a 
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way, that the decreasing total derivative of energy is related to and defines the 
degree of time asymmetry as expressed by the partial time derivation of the La-
grange function in Equation (4). The right interpretation of this Equation (4) 
can only be that the quality of free, available energy changes during energy 
turnover and thus generates time asymmetry by causing and driving an oriented 
time. A change in free energy, while energy is conserved, is actually observed 
during energy turnover. Free energy with a high information content, order (e.g. 
a chemical fuel), changes into energy with a lower information content (entropic 
energy (1), e.g. environmental heat), while energy in its totality is conserved.  

Since the Lagrange function L is expected to fully describe the system, Equa-
tion (4) expresses that energy (a function of L (3)) with its intrinsic dependen-
cies totally controls the time behavior of the system via its properties. This draws 
a drastic consequence: nature is not exposed to time neutrality but driven by 
energy. No new assumption was required, but an experimentally unproven con-
vention (time neutrality and invariance against displacement) dropped in favor 
of considering experimental facts on lived time, as we experience it. This ex-
cludes, as also discussed above (in subsection 2.1.), with different arguments, 
that a purely mathematical-statistical criterion for attainment of highest proba-
bility (and time orientation) is applicable separate from a physical law, which 
prescribes that. According to (4) it is free energy, with its dynamic property 
(contained in its total derivative), which is determining the physical law which 
generates irreversible changes and time asymmetry by approaching a situation of 
maximum probability. Equation (4) additionally expresses that this dynamic 
energy property is inseparably related to the degree of time asymmetry (4a). A 
dynamically behaving energy is responsible for time asymmetry! Via Equation 
(4) it is related to and causes time asymmetry. Both, energy and time, react as 
dynamic quantities. Since time asymmetry was deduced from a critical evalua-
tion of time, which we observe and experience, and since the Lagrange formal-
ism is accepted to describe essential aspects of nature, this is a refutation and 
disproval of the convention of time neutrality and time symmetry within (another 
disproval of time neutrality follows later). 

Here, it is evident, where an obvious, drastic change in understanding nature 
is needed. Free energy is not a scalar, a simple number, as expected for time 
symmetry (with (4a) set zero) and able to react in positive and negative time di-
rection. Energy has, in contrast, dynamic, vectorial properties and its behavior is 
inseparably linked with time asymmetry (according to Equation (4) and mean-
ing (4a)). Relation (4) was strictly derived from established theoretical under-
standing, but the conventional assumption of time neutrality ((4a) set zero) ex-
cluded due to the above discussed experimental facts on lived time. As a conse-
quence, energy must be related to an oriented time, must produce changes over 
time and must also generate the time asymmetry itself as described by Equation 
(4). A dynamic energy and an active, directional time are, inevitably, interrelated 
and linked. Time neutrality or time symmetry (defined as (4a) set zero), which 
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has never been supported by experimental evidence, is therefore experimentally 
disproved and identified as persistent convention, which should be overcome.  

The negative sign in Equation (4) indicates that some implicit component of 
available energy must be able to decrease along with development of time subject 
to time asymmetry (while respecting energy conservation). The total derivative 
of energy mathematically considers this implicit dependence on a time dependent 
variable (below shown to be information). What is ultimately enforcing such a 
decrease in a property of energy along the time axis? What law the time depen-
dent energy follows is found by rearranging Equation (4) and integrating it to:  

d dE t L t− ∂ = ∂∫ ∫                          (5) 

The right side now expresses the time evolution of changes in the Lagrange 
function, which arise as a consequence of time asymmetry. These are the changes 
experienced as real time flow, here to be called “action time”. What does Equa-
tion (5) say in terms of energy? The left side is showing the negative (decreasing) 
time integral over a total differential energy quantity. It is the decreasing diffe-
rential “action” (energy times time). This is exactly what the principle of least 
action is expressing for an infinitesimal section of energy. Equation (5) tells us 
consequently, that the asymmetric development of the Lagrange function in time 
(right side), and thus of the physical system, is following and the consequence of 
the principle of least action (left side). Time flow and changes caused by time are 
the consequence of fulfilling the principle of least action.  

That the principle of least action is applied and works in nature as a funda-
mental principle is a three centuries long experience in physics. According to 
Equation (5) it definitely describes a dynamic law, expressing, that, via the prin-
ciple of least action, nature is fundamentally dynamic and time-asymmetric. A 
time-orienting change in the Lagrange function follows from a “dynamic” prin-
ciple of least action. Such a fundamentally dynamic property of this principle is 
in present physics not considered as such, because energy and time are just 
treated as numbers, scalar quantities. For this reason, the meaning of the prin-
ciple of least action has remained enigmatic. In contrast, Equation (5) here im-
plies, that energy has the ability to approach a minimum in some of its qualities 
(included in the total derivative), following the principle of least action. Energy, 
subject to the dynamic principle of least action, has to have dynamic properties 
and, according to Equations (4) and (5), is inseparably linked to and drives time 
asymmetry. This way, the principle of least action gets a significance, which has 
never been recognized in the past: the principle of least action expresses that na-
ture is fundamentally irreversible with a dynamic energy generating a directional 
time, the time we are experiencing. It is a flow of action (energy times time), as 
expressed in (5). It is not clock-time, which is used to follow this flow of action 
in an averaged way via oscillating mechanisms, cleared from the drive of energy 
(see mathematical distinction later). 

What is new with an energy, which has dynamic properties? It is in clear con-
tradiction to present handling energy as a scalar quantity with the potential to 
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perform work, but no interest in doing it. It is also in clear contradiction with 
the concept of time neutrality and time invariance against displacement and in-
version, which allows to describe energy systems to act both in positive and neg-
ative time direction. However, an engineer will understand that energy is needed 
to produce movement in experienced time direction and the public understand-
ing of “having energy” equally implies dynamic action. Aristotle, who lived in 
the 4th century BC, already argued along this line: “Time is the measure of a 
movement that takes place from a before to an after”. His idea of time did not 
describe any illusion, but he recognized experienced movement, energy-driven 
reality, as an expression of time. He described action as generated by a stone 
rolling down a hill (following the principle of least action) and stated that pass-
ing time is linked to such movements (as expressed in (5)). Since movements are 
linked to energy turnover, time is linked to a “dynamic” energy. All together 
makes sense because it reflects reality. 

Let us recall, what could be learned up to now in order to find out what de-
creasing energy property is accompanying the drive, responsible for the 
time-orientation in free energy. When energy is responsible for the dynamics of 
a system, described by the Lagrange function L, then Equation (4) also expresses 
that there is no time invariance against displacement in time ((4a) cannot be set 
zero). An energy system therefore develops in direction of increasing entropy 
and generates time asymmetry. Equation (5) in addition tells that this occurs via 
the principle of least action. This means that energy acts as a dynamic variable 
and that the time generated is directional (which is also experimentally ob-
served). It also describes that the time-related properties of a system (described 
by L) are exclusively determined by dynamic time dependent properties of 
energy (which presently is excluded by the concept of a scalar energy quantity). 
This supports the arguments presented above in subchapter 2.1. Energy conse-
quently not only has the property of being conserved (as experimentally proven, 
and later confirmed for the presented formalism), it simultaneously has an addi-
tional dynamic time dependent property itself (considered in the total derivative 
of energy in Equation (4)). The same is then, of course also true for the Lagrange 
function. Both have to be considered to act as dynamic variables, entirely in 
contrast to their present role as scalar quantities. By becoming time oriented 
they abandon the world of time-neutrality. Energy is not consumed, not de-
creasing in quantity. What time dependent property contained in energy and 
considered by its total derivative in Equation (4) is then actually, between free 
energy and entropic energy, changing and driving time? During entropy pro-
duction information is abandoned and energy is involved. What is the role of 
information in such an energy conversion process?  

2.4. Entropy Formation and Energy Driven Information Loss 

It is well known that thermodynamic entropy S and information entropy I are 
related via (k is the Boltzmann constant) (e.g. [9]). 
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ln 2S k I=                             (6) 

An increase of entropic energy TΔS is, since energy is conserved, linked to a 
corresponding turnover and decrease of free energy ΔE. An increase of informa-
tion entropy I is linked to a decrease (negative sign) of actual information Iact. 
Replacing thermodynamic entropy S for information entropy I (6) and consi-
dering that an increase of information entropy I is linked to a decrease (negative 
sign) of actual information Iact, the working ability of available energy can be 
calculated. It is subject to a decrease in contained actual information Iact (within 
free energy) according to the following relation: 

actln 2E T S kT I∆ → ∆ = − ∆                      (7) 

In this relation kTln2 is the energy needed to activate 1 bit. It is again libe-
rated as thermodynamic heat (entropic energy), when erased. With the above 
considerations (subchapters 2.1. and 2.2.) identifying free energy as the origin 
and driving source of entropy increase and of oriented time, it means that the 
turnover of free energy is linked to a decrease of information. During an energy 
conversion process, energy itself is conserved, but information (order) within 
the original free energy is decreasing. This decrease in the information content is 
considered in the total time derivative of energy (Equation (4)) and is therefore 
directly linked to the generation of time asymmetry. The product is chaotic, en-
tropic energy with a negligible level of order or information left. This abandon-
ment of information from free, available energy, during production of entropic, 
chaotic energy, is responsible for the generation of time intervals which are 
adding to time asymmetry. The process of entropy increase in combination with 
a progressing time can therefore be attributed to a free energy with the property 
of aiming at a reduction of presence per state, which is equivalent to a diminu-
tion of order, information, as described by relation (7). Practical examples are 
heat dissipated into the environment or an excited molecule releasing energy in 
smaller quantities via various pathways.  

Such a decrease in information, which free, available energy, E(t) = E(Iact(t)), 
experiences during energy turnover, on its way to entropic energy, is obviously 
considered in the overall energy balance and in energy conservation. Since the 
work of Szilard [10] it is known that the minimum energy required to store 1 bit 
of information is kTln2. Landauer [11] has shown that erasure of 1 bit of infor-
mation generates heat and increases thermodynamic entropic energy by kTln2. 
Free energy already contains the information (e.g. stored in chemical bonds of 
fuels, which create the ability to do work) and when erased its energy is still 
there as entropic energy in the form of low temperature heat. Energy conserva-
tion is therefore also fulfilled for the total time derivative of E(t) in Equation (4), 
which expresses, how dynamic energy drives time asymmetry via decreasing 
contained information and increasing entropy. The information lost during en-
tropy formation (7) was originally still available for free energy and its turnover 
is the origin and thrust of energy-driven changes.  
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2.5. What Exactly Is Experienced Time? 

Since science has based natural laws on time neutrality and considers time to be 
an illusion, numerous attempts have been undertaken to make real, experienced 
time more understandable (e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]). They yielded deeply 
rooted considerations, studied wise comments on time since antiquity and dis-
cussed intelligent statements from experience, but essentially remained futile, 
because explaining lived time as a consequence of time neutrality and from the 
viewpoint of relativistic time paradoxes turned out to be practically impossible. 
For most observers, it remained therefore an open question what experienced 
time actually is.  

According to the considerations presented here, science itself causes the prob-
lem. Science has simply to drop the persistent convention of time neutrality and 
time neutrality and symmetry in fundamental laws. It is a heritage from historic 
times, when formulation and understanding of dynamic laws were still too com-
plicated. The time of entropy increase and the entropy increase itself are not 
compatible with time neutrality and the concept of time as an illusion. Time is 
caused by free energy, which has to be considered dynamic and time-oriented. 
Subject to this new interpretation time is the 

“energy-driven flow of action observed in nature”, 

as expressed by relations (5), with L and E here being dynamic variables. Action 
time (the flow of action subject to the principle of least action) as described by 
(5), is progressing in an inhomogeneous way, within large and small processes, 
which may proceed simultaneously or in consequence. Since energy, via the 
processes activated in generating action time, thereby loses information (7), time 
is also the 

“ongoing loss of information about the past”. 

Progressing time is, in fact, a process of information loss due to energy turno-
ver.  

Since action-time, with its turnover of action and information respectively, is, 
in nature, occurring locally and temporarily inhomogeneous, clock-time is to be 
used and calibrated as a scale for defining and measuring an averaged progress 
of action-time. Also, our brain may be doing this with changes going on in the 
environment. 

The energy-driven time, “action time”, is directional and makes natural processes 
fundamentally irreversible. Energy, consequently, by generating action, via the 
principle of least action (relation (5)), drives a time, which is oriented and pro-
vides a flow of information turnover. This can be mathematically derived by in-
serting the expression (7) describing the information to be lost from active, free 
energy on its way to entropic energy into Equation (4) and considering that free 
energy still disposes of this information (changed sign). This relates the infor-
mation-based quality of energy and its turnover to asymmetric time evolution. 
One yields:  
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This formula (8) shows that asymmetric time evolution, the partial time de-
rivative of the (dynamic) Lagrange function L, is directly related to the decrease 
of a property of energy E, which turns out to be the loss of information Iact (in-
cluding its energetic value kTln2) according to Equation (7). Again, kTln2 is the 
energy for creating one bit of information, which is then released as entropic 
energy (e.g. environmental heat) when the information is again erased. 

When free energy is turned over on its way to entropic energy, energy itself is 
conserved, but information is lost. Since information stored in energy itself has 
an energy content which is then reappearing as entropic energy, turnover of in-
formation works in accordance with overall energy conservation. Energy is not 
lost in the process and the reason for energy conservation, which was previously 
veiled, becomes obvious.  

How are we experiencing time flow around us? Energy turnover is linked with 
information turnover (8). When a new energy source is appearing in parallel, 
more information will initially be there, which equally will be gradually lost 
during energy turnover, and this will go on with more and different energy 
sources in the environment or the living body. An observer experiences, via the 
energy-phenomena observed, time-displaced sequences of images of varying in-
formation content (Equation (8)). It is like seeing successive complex images 
adding to a movie. Experiencing time is actually like seeing a movie. Energy dri-
ven, changing information turnover is a key to understand passing time as a re-
ality, an information-based energy-driven reality. Since energy turnover proceeds 
under permanently varying conditions, such information will typically be dif-
ferent and characteristic for past, presence and future. A distinction between 
them, as in daily practice, is clearly possible and can be documented via infor-
mation. In addition, turnover of action and information (including erasing it) 
respectively (Equations (5) and (8)) are invariant during relativistic transforma-
tion. We are not dealing with an illusion and relativity paradoxes, as found for 
clock-time, disappear for action time. 

This conclusion obviously contradicts the above-mentioned statement by Einstein 
on time (clock-time) as an illusion. According to arguments presented here ex-
perienced time is not an illusion (nor is it clock-time) but is information-based 
reality! A continuously generated flow and turnover (erasing) of information, 
which accompanies the parallel flow of action, generates action-time, which is 
not an illusion.  

A block-universe understands time differently: Relativity Theory is based on 
time-neutral natural laws and Einstein calculated and commented on clock-time, 
which is not energy driven, not the real time accompanying changes discussed 
here, but a normalized scale, contradicting equation (4), which defines the origin 
of time asymmetry. Clock-time is a kind of frozen time, a strange contrast to the 
time really experienced. It was nevertheless used to design the fourth dimension 
of space-time and was exposed to relativity considerations (Einstein insisted that 
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time is clock-time). According to the formalism developed here clock-time is 
just a scale and has not the potential to tell us how energy converting systems are 
actually behaving in their own dynamic way.  

During the rise of Relativity-Theory the Nobel prize winning French philoso-
pher Henri Bergson attacked Einstein accusing him of “spreading metaphysics 
over science by describing time and its formulas as a time not lived by human 
experience”. Einstein replied that “there is no (separate) time for philosophers” 
[17]. Here it was shown that such time for philosophers (and reflecting people) 
exists. It is action time, which is not subject to relativistic changes (see later). The 
considerations developed in this paper give Bergson right. Time (clock-time) as 
an illusion does not support and explain real life. Action time (5), which is de-
scribed here as the experienced, energy-driven, information erasing time phe-
nomenon (8), is clearly different from clock-time, which is based on a different 
foundation but, of course, useful and necessary for registering and calibrating 
averaged changes. Since its information comes from and involves energy, action 
time (5) communicates the message of energy phenomena. Clock-time, on the 
other hand, is not the real time, but a kind of “alias”. It has nothing to do with 
energy turnover and uses combinations of natural constants and material prop-
erties to measure, via chains of oscillation periods, an averaged progress of 
energy-driven real time flow (action time) in the environment, ultimately cali-
brated for practical use with periodical astronomical phenomena. 

2.6. Real Time (Action Time) Means Erasing Information, 
Clock-Time Just Using It  

What is the mathematical relation between real time (action time) and clock-time? 
In order to better understand what action time, defined as time evolution of 
changes in the Lagrange function, means and what its relation to clock-time is, 
the rearrangement and integration of formula (4) to yield (5) should now be re-
peated with formula (8). One obtains: 

( ) actd ln 2 d d action timeE t kT I t L t− ∂ = − ∂ = ∂ =∫ ∫ ∫             (9) 

It describes action time as the loss of information dIact to the past, but multip-
lied with the energy E' = kTln2, which is liberated when erasing one bit and 
turned over into entropic energy (heat). This means that free energy has to be 
turned over and thereby information to be erased to generate action time. It has 
the dimension of action (energy times time, where time has the meaning of 
clock-time) and is relativistic invariant.  

In order to obtain clock-time, action time (with the dimension of a flow of ac-
tion) has to be divided by the energy turned over per bit, E' = kTln2. The result 
is shown in the following equation: 

d d clockd -timeE Lt t
E

I t
E
∂

− ∂ = − ∂ = =
′ ′∫ ∫ ∫                (10) 

Clock-time is, as deducible from relation (10), providing information, but this 
information is not turned over, erased. It is simply, since energy E and Lagrange 
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function L were neutralized as dynamic variables, used as a scale providing in-
formation. It is also used in this simple function for defining the fourth dimen-
sion in space-time. No energy turnover and corresponding information loss or 
erasure is involved in this case. No time asymmetry is involved any more. 
Clock-time is therefore only useful for registering an averaged, energy-driven 
progress of action-time (9). It is just a tool for measurement and as a scale sub-
ject to relativistic changes. These changes have, however, no significance for 
energy turnover and time asymmetry, as described by (4) and (5), which follow 
action time (9). In conclusion, it can be said that action time (9) flows, driven by 
the principle of least action, while clock-time (10) is frozen, just a scale, invented 
by humans. 

2.7. How Humans Are Experiencing Time 

Let us now consider how humans experience time and were and still are dealing 
with it. Many energy conversion processes are all the time occurring in the en-
vironment as well as in the human body itself. Geological processes, life activi-
ties, weather phenomena and social events are continuously proceeding and 
consuming (useful) energy. This occurs via a turnover of information (8), which 
is thereby finally erased and liberated as heat. 

Physically, this means that information from the environment or the human 
body, which was present before, is gone and new information, from ongoing ad-
ditional energy turnover, is available. Humans and other living organisms have 
learned to experience the phenomenon of vanishing older and newly made 
available information from their environment as time flow. Since it turned out to 
be crucial for their living activities humans attempted to measure and subdivide 
time and found that periodical natural phenomena were especially useful for this 
purpose. They followed and studied the movement of the sun and marked the 
cast shadow. They also studied the movement of the moon. This resulted in 
useful calendars for daily and annual activities. Since Kepler empirically formu-
lated his laws and later Newton provided the mathematical tool to calculate 
them it is known that the formula for the time periods of cycling planets and sa-
tellites only depend on system constants and natural constants. They do not 
contain any reference to energy turnover. 

Later humans developed artificial clocks, which are also based on periodical 
phenomena (pendulum movement, quartz oscillation, atomic transition), which 
require energy for visualization, but the time periods they apply have again 
nothing to do with energy. Clocks, like planetary cycles, provide information 
(10) useful for monitoring changes in the environment. The information used in 
this case is however not erased, but allows to monitor energy driven action time 
(9) in an averaged, calibrated way via the provided scale.  

Different from energy-driven real time (action time), clock-time, as a scale, 
follows its own laws. Itself it does not reflect the flow of action and of informa-
tion lost to the past, as seen from (10) in comparison with (9) for action time. 
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Clock-time is a kind of standardized, energy-neutral scale (10), applied for mon-
itoring the ongoing energy-driven erasure of information in the environment (9).  

It is the author’s conviction that mayor problems in physics started to arise, 
when clock-time, with concepts basing on time neutrality and incomprehension 
of the dynamic role of energy (4), was identified with action-time, the really 
lived time: Einstein commented: “time is what the clock shows”. It would be 
more correct to say: “time is what clocks partially imitate”.  

As a pure scale, not involving erasure of information, clock-time is changea-
ble, subject to relativistic transformation, with conclusions to be drawn, which 
are presently shaping the concept of our universe. They are known to be to a 
significant extent paradox and counterintuitive. Examples: Within the presently 
favored block universe the most distant galaxies, already approaching light ve-
locity, will be experiencing nearly time standstill (and higher life there expecting 
this also for our own galaxy). In contrast, the here derived energy-driven action 
time (9) is invariant. Life in these galaxies, subject to the same energy laws, will 
proceed equally fast there. The mentioned notion of galaxies wandering off with 
close to light velocity (velocity even doubled (!) when referred to opposite un-
iverse position) may also be treated with caution, since time-neutral quantum 
physics could not properly consider irreversible energy loss (red-shift) for 
spreading photons via entropy generation (see later). Time travel, with all its 
paradoxes, is inevitably fiction as well. Energy consuming travelers would have 
to travel with action time (9). It is relativistic invariant, functioning via erasing 
of information and not with frozen clock-time (10), within which they would 
only accompany information into the past or into the future. This information 
from clock-time, as a scale, can be compressed or stretched, because subject to 
relativistic transformation, and therefore causes counterintuitive paradoxes, 
which have nothing to do with reality.  

2.8. Information-Based Proof of Time Asymmetry in Energetic 
Processes 

After such far-reaching conclusions, which indicate that clock-time is not ex-
pressing essential energy-related reality but only acting as a scale, a reevaluation 
of the responsible basic claim—absence of time neutrality in natural laws—is 
appropriate (test of validity of Equation (4) as drive for time asymmetry). An 
additional critical test is now possible for verification whether abandoning time 
neutrality and time displacement invariance is justified and consistent with 
present knowledge about energy behavior. For this purpose, one can use the de-
rived Equation (8) to evaluate its deeper meaning. By insisting on (experimen-
tally not supported) time-neutrality and time-symmetry (the partial derivative of 
the Lagrange function (4a) in (8) set zero) it follows from (8) that dIact/dt then 
equals zero and as a consequence acting information Iact in free energy would 
always stay constant. Acting information would thus remain conserved during 
energy turnover. Such a conclusion, derived from basic Equations (2) to (4) 
while just still insisting on time neutrality of natural laws, is entirely in conflict 
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with our understanding of energy turnover from valuable free energy (high or-
der, high information content) to not any more valuable entropic energy (low 
order, low information content). It thus disproves the here hypothetically as-
sumed time neutrality on experimentally verified grounds. It is entirely incom-
patible with our understanding about energy. It is also in conflict with our 
knowledge about information, which is not a quantity, for which a conservation 
law is known or even applicable. 

In turn, the experimental fact that information is erased, not remaining con-
stant, during energy turnover proves time asymmetry and disproves time sym-
metry ((4a) set zero) according to Equation (8).  

In a time-neutral universe, as it is claimed to exist today, energy turnover, as 
we know it from long-term experience, would simply not work, since free, 
available energy must lose information on its way to entropic energy (e.g. low 
temperature heat). Time neutrality is thus entirely inconsistent with known, re-
levant properties of energy and information. Formula (8) also indicates that in-
formation turnover is essential for energetic processes and is the key towards 
performing work. The here presented test, together with the above discussed 
asymmetry of lived time, again underlines the justifiability of challenging fun-
damental time neutrality as a claim which contradicts reality and contributes to 
an imaginary model of nature and our universe.  

In this context, it is appropriate to ask what it exactly is what makes energy 
with high information content (free energy) much more valuable and active than 
the same amount of energy with low information content (entropic energy). It is 
the intricate structure of chemical bonds, the profound and complicated physical 
nature of electromagnetic or gravitational fields, the complex electron distribu-
tion in excited molecular states, which get mechanisms to work via the elaborate 
information they contain and make available. Such information is lost on the 
way to entropic energy, because information is erased and its energy content re-
leased in form of not anymore useful entropic energy. It is obvious that it is the 
quality of information contained in energy which is determining its value as 
energy source. This information is lost and erased during energy turnover, used 
to perform work or dissipated as heat, and this process contributes, according to 
Equation (9), to the progress of real time, action time. Real time, action time, is 
an energy-driven information phenomenon which, because it strikingly de-
signed the environment, has shaped the existence of living beings. Clock-time 
(10), as a frozen scale provides information, but does not erase it. It can be used 
to track, calibrate and measure action time, which may proceed inhomogeneous 
in time and space (9), from outside the information erasing systems. But itself 
clock-time cannot give deeper insight into fundamental properties of energetic 
processes which generate experienced time.  

2.9. Thermodynamic Entropy Laws Follow without Additional  
Assumptions 

According to relation (8) abandonment of actual information, erasing it, from 
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energy systems, which reflects the occurring changes, is thus related to asymme-
tric time evolution (4a) and entropy increase (7). Progressing time, action time, 
is linked to an ongoing erasing and deletion of information. It is obvious, that 
the important second law of thermodynamics, the time dependent increase of 
entropy in a closed space, automatically follows from such energy-time proper-
ties, as expressed by (8) and considering (7). The information content in the 
system decreases (entropy increases) and generates time asymmetry while ener-
gy in its entirety is conserved. It is a dynamic energy and not higher probability, 
which is ultimately responsible for time orientation. Via relations (8) and (9) this 
is a straightforward result. It is significant to point out again, that the presently 
favored time-neutral formalism does not allow derivation of this important em-
pirical second law of thermodynamics without additional assumptions. Here, the 
difference simply is, that the paradigm of time neutrality ((4a) set zero, which is 
an experimentally unproven convention) was abandoned considering the known 
properties of lived time, and taking into account that, while the total energy is 
being conserved, the information, lost due to entropy generation, must have ori-
ginated from free, available energy. A derivation of the second law of thermody-
namics from basic principles (Equation (4)) succeeded, though with the mes-
sage, that nature is fundamentally irreversible.  

The flow of information, abandoned and erased from an energy converting 
system, which aims at a decrease of energy’s information content (order), is also 
the key to distinguish between a “before” and an “after” (with different informa-
tion contents) for facilitating feedback in self-organization processes. Because of 
the relation between information turnover and time flow (8) it is information 
which ultimately links past and present (a distinction which is not available in a 
time-neutral, time-invariant world) during build-up of local order at the expense 
of entropy production. It is the energy-driven, information handling action time 
(9) which pushes open the door to the creative world of non-linear irreversible 
thermodynamics facilitating impressive terrestrial and galactic phenomena as 
well as biological nature and life. It should, by allowing better understanding, 
at the longer term, also help to develop bio-analogue energy and material 
technology, which has been so successful in nature, but is subject to complex 
self-organization processes, which fail subject to time neutrality. What entropy 
law do such self-organized non-linear processes follow? 

Equation (8) with Equation (7) state that for dynamic systems far from equili-
brium a reduction and erasing of information, equivalent to entropy production, 
becomes rate limiting. This has a significant consequence. Self-organized, feed-
back-driven systems will accelerate this rate and finally maximize the rate of in-
formation loss (entropy gain) within their restraints. It means they follow an en-
tropy law and an aim:  

“maximum entropy (energy) turnover within the constraints of the system”.  

A hurricane will aim at harvesting maximum energy from the sea environ-
ment and will grow in power accordingly, but slow down after landfall due to 
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changing constraints.  
This entropy law for non-linear irreversible processes gives important new in-

sight (see also discussion later), which could up to now not be derived from re-
versible thermodynamics, due to rate limitation of chemical processes via statis-
tically occurring collisions with (scalar) activation energies to be surpassed (of 
course still valid as approximation near equilibrium).  

Biological systems must follow this aim of maximum entropy production as 
well (an aim is hitherto strictly denied in biological science), but its implementa-
tion is not only balanced by given restraints of the systems, but additionally 
guided and controlled by the evolved and superposed genetic code. They are te-
leological systems due to these feedback processes involved, as already recog-
nized in 1943 for cybernetic systems [18] (e.g. regulatory and purposive elec-
tronic devices). They are subject to a purely materialistic purpose generated by 
the systems themselves.  

Why was it so easily possible to derive the second law of thermodynamics and 
the entropy law for non-linear irreversible thermodynamics from dynamic 
energy-time considerations (Equations (4), (7) and (8))? These laws are dealing 
with energy systems developing in time. Consequently, a dynamic relation be-
tween energy and time was needed to understand and describe them. Equation 
(8) could provide it, not however a concept of time-neutral natural laws with a 
scalar energy quantity, which has no interest reacting in time, which as clock-time 
in addition was treated as frozen.  

3. Summary and Discussion 

3.1. Time Is the Track of Energy-Driven Information Loss 

Physics today, while insisting on time-neutrality and time-neutral fundamental 
laws, takes note of the phenomenon of entropy increase over time as a striking 
natural process and accepts that time practically proceeds via mechanisms, 
which aim at maximum probability and measures it with clocks. The time re-
sponse of clocks has nothing to do with energy turnover. The time progress they 
measure only expresses sequences of time intervals of oscillating systems the os-
cillation period of which is determined by natural constants and material para-
meters. This clock-time, embedded and manipulated within General Relativity 
Theory, became a crucial element in constructing a block-universe, in which 
time is considered merely to be an illusion, depending on relative movements 
[19]. Equation (10) explains, why clock-time is indeed an illusion: The informa-
tion it expresses is just a scale. It does neither reflect changes nor orientation, 
which energy turnover traces, which requires erasing information, which releas-
es kTln2 in entropic energy for each bit, as relation (9) describes for action time. 

As suspected at the beginning of subchapter 2.5., the claimed time neutrality 
for natural laws and time paradoxes from Relativity Theory were essential stum-
bling blocks on the way to understanding time. The considerations presented 
here, which rely on a re-interpretation of the Lagrange-Euler formalism on the 
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basis of experimental facts on experienced time, derive, that this experienced 
time is an expression of a fundamentally irreversible nature. Time is generated 
and pushed by energy (expressed by Equation (4)), which is causing movements 
and changes, and is not at all an illusion. Equation (4), when expressed by “dy-
namic” quantities of Lagrange function and energy (and not by scalar quantities, 
as characteristic for a time-neutral world), is the origin of an energy-driven time, 
which is oriented, and thus the basis of time asymmetry. Free energy, by de-
creasing its order and erasing information, and thereby producing entropic 
energy, generates this oriented time as a flow of action, action time (Equation (5) 
and (9)). This energy-driven time flow is caused as a process of erasing informa-
tion on the past. During generation of action-time via such a mechanism, inter-
vals, measurable as passed clock-time, are apparently inevitable. They simply 
show up during the process of formation of energetic products of lower infor-
mation content (entropic energy TΔS). Time (measurable as clock-time) is re-
quired for erasing information and converting energy into entropic energy, en-
vironmental heat.  

On the basis of such results time is not a pre-existing time-neutral axis in pos-
itive and negative time direction, as presently assumed. It is an oriented dimen-
sion created by continuous information turnover as a consequence of energy 
turnover, or, more precise, by abandonment and erasure of information contained 
in available energy. In this respect time is clearly an information phenomenon. 
Its function is dealing with and providing information. Real time in nature (here 
called action time (9)) is the ongoing process of information loss to the past and 
ultimate expression of nature’s dynamics and creativity. Such complex informa-
tion processes are not accessible for clock-time, which is a designed and cali-
brated information scale (10) useful only for keeping track of action time (9).  

Energy-driven, information handling processes generate “action time” (5) (9) 
and make up the changing world we are seeing around us as a sequence of 
changing information images (expressed by (8)). Clocks, working via oscillations 
determined by natural constants and material parameters, are however needed 
to monitor action time in an averaged and calibrated way. They are constructed 
not to measure the flux of abandoned information (action time) during “lived” 
time, but simply provide information on changes in form of a time scale (10). 
These clocks measure the progress of action-time, but do not any more give 
access to relevant properties of energy systems. When atomic clocks are sent 
flying around the globe the observed microsecond shift [20] is real, but here ex-
pected to be an effect of calibration and relativity changes due to changed para-
meters during travel affecting atomic oscillations only. It is not a change in real 
time, action time, which is an energy phenomenon and of different nature. 
Technical installations, which work with clocks, have, of course, to consider such 
deviations, when required. 

When the real time in nature, action time (expressed in (5) (9)), is to be 
transformed to a moving system, the energy-driven flow of action (or turnover 
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of abandoned, erased information) has to be transformed, and action as well as 
turnover of abandoned information remain invariant. Relativity paradoxes dis-
appear for energy converting systems. The clock-time of the block-universe [21] 
is not the real time—it is indeed an illusion (as claimed by its proponents them-
selves), an artificial time scale shaped by natural and system constants defining 
oscillation periods and subject to characteristic relativistic transformation. It has, 
as its mathematical description (10) clearly shows, neither to do with time 
asymmetry (defined as the partial time derivation of the Lagrange function (4a)), 
nor with energy-driven systems (the total time derivative of energy). In order to 
describe relevant natural systems, the time must get the property of thereby si-
multaneously abandoning information as action-time does (9) and energy con-
verting systems do.  

The scientific strategy applied here to question time neutrality was based on a 
simple, transparent procedure: starting from the established Lagrange and Eu-
ler-Lagrange formalism (Equations (2)-(4)) and energy-entropy notions (1), the 
time-symmetry claim (4a) for Equation (4) was questioned and disproved basing 
on experimental facts on lived time. Time asymmetry, the partial derivation of 
the Lagrange function with respect to time (right side of relation (4)) cannot be 
set zero because this contradicts our daily experience with time and with energy 
converting systems reacting in time. As a consequence, Equation (4) cannot be 
applied to justify a time-neutral nature supporting energy conservation only. It 
expresses an energy-driven evolving nature, which leaves a time track of aban-
doned information.  

Equation (8) was, in subchapter 2.8., also used to show that time neutrality 
contradicts established experimental knowledge about the function of energy 
turnover. Information is not conserved between free and entropic energy, but 
has to change in order to facilitate energy turnover. In turn, the need for infor-
mation turnover during energy conversion contradicts time neutrality of natural 
laws, as seen from (8).  

It is an interesting discovery, that the frequently used Lagrange-Euler formal-
ism for the description of dynamic mechanisms included the possibility to derive 
an energy-driven irreversible nature as done here by insisting on the experimen-
tally observed, actually existing time asymmetry in Equation (4). The only pre-
requisite would have been to accept the reality, that experienced time is indeed 
asymmetric ((4a) not zero). Then equation precisely (4) tells, that energy is ac-
tually driving irreversibility and changes, what every engineer would have un-
derstood to be an experimental fact. This did not happen and shows, how 
strongly rooted the historically grown convention of time-neutrality and time 
symmetry in natural laws was and still is. It also led to the (here considered er-
roneous) conviction that the frozen clock-time (the “alias” for measuring real 
time flow) itself is determining reality. It cannot, since it does not trace the ac-
tual changes occurring during energy turnover, but simply acts as an informa-
tion providing scale, suitable for measuring changes only.  
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Energy (free, available energy) has a time dependent and time driving com-
ponent (considered in the total derivative of energy in (4)), which can be identi-
fied as its content of information (order), which is being gradually erased and 
correspondingly decreases during entropy formation. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the rearranged Equation (5), which then expresses, that the evolution 
of the Lagrange function is determined by the decreasing differential least action. 
This fulfillment of the principle of least action, by energy, which is an experi-
mental fact, equally requires that energy has a dynamic property. Free, available 
energy generates oriented time, here called action-time, as a flow of action or a 
flow of information loss (as seen from (7) and (8)). As Equation (5) shows, the 
principle of least action is specifying the dynamic mechanism through which 
energetic processes and thus erasure of information are implemented, but with 
Lagrange function L and Energy E acting as dynamic variables. 

3.2. What Would Be Different in a Fundamentally Time-Oriented 
Nature? 

The attempt here, to bring the established paradigm of time neutrality, which 
could never be supported by direct experimental evidence, into critical discus-
sion, is a mayor challenge, because it is deeply rooted in physics and anchored in 
much-tested theories. Besides of the arguments and proofs presented here it will 
be necessary to demonstrate, that a transition from a time-neutral to a funda-
mentally directed, irreversible nature, brings substantial advantages for general 
physical understanding in terms of simplicity, logic and meaningfulness. 

Such evidence partially already exists as a result of recent investigations, by 
the author, originally aimed at investigating and questioning the origin and ne-
cessity of the rising number of paradoxes and irrational theoretical models in 
concepts of physics, which were incorporated into “scientific understanding” 
during the past century (e.g. non-locality, uncertainty, zero-point energy, energy 
from nothing (Big Bang), expanding empty space, relativistic paradoxes, time as 
illusion, time-travel, bent empty space, multi-dimensions, multi-universes). The 
conclusion reached from such an effort was, that the irrational assumptions and 
paradoxes were ultimately assumed and required in response to the (claimed, 
here considered incorrect) time-neutral character of fundamental physical laws. 
If, on the other hand, a dynamic energy is allowed to push time, action time, as 
underpinned in this publication by deriving the dynamically understood Equa-
tions (4), (5) and (8), existing experimental reality supports a quite different ir-
reversible, self-organizing nature and universe [21]-[26]. It is rational, requires 
less assumptions, is simpler in structure and, due to its entirely logic nature, 
more convincing. It appears to be, as also the simple derivation of important 
thermodynamic entropy laws (from (8), subchapter 2.9.) underlines, clearly fa-
vored by Ockham’s law of parsimony.  

The author is convinced that he has proven that time-neutrality of funda-
mental laws is not compatible with our long-term experience with energy as well 
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as information. This has the consequence that important theories basing on 
time-neutrality (the possibility to displace systems in time homogeneously in 
positive and negative direction) are either wrong, superfluous, or just applicable 
as limiting cases. Abandoning time neutrality, on the other hand, means that 
new theories and concepts describing nature will become possible. In order to 
rise interest in critically questioning time-neutrality and in looking at conse-
quences, a few examples may show the contours, scientific prospects and consis-
tency of the alternative, of an energy driven, time-determining self-organizing 
universe, based on the dynamic understanding of energy and time as discussed 
above: 
• Quantum states become dynamic phenomena and have to be understood 

differently. Particle and wave are not any longer equivalent and simulta-
neously present in time neutrality. Instead, the spatially extended wave re-
sults from the particle, but requires information on matter for the reconver-
sion into the particle and to be in balance with it (analogy to concept of 
Maxwell demon). This information (on matter) is activated in the quantum 
state and turned out to be the missing information needed to overcome 
quantum paradoxes [21]. 

• Matter is self-organized energy. This immediately explains the known pro-
portionality between energy and matter (relativity considerations are not re-
quired). A new and different way of looking at the large and complex family 
of elementary particles is possible (comparison with self-organized, inactive 
viruses) [22]. 

• The “information on matter” attributed to dynamic quantum states and 
present around them seems to fulfill all attributes of gravitation and provides 
the link between the quantum world and cosmology [23]. Gravitation is in-
formation on matter. Satellites are teleguided by this information (gravita-
tion), when following the principle of least action. 

• The ongoing turnover of quantum states between particle and wave, via in-
formation they contain, explains the always constant remaining light velocity 
(light particles, including their velocity, are recreated via information in any 
relative system). The same information on matter explains gravitation itself. 
A postulated bent space-time, which enforces exactly these two natural phe-
nomena via the General Relativity Theory [27], is not at all needed and ma-
nifestations attributed to it may find different explanations [24]. This realiza-
tion that the Theory of Relativity is not required is the more relevant, since 
above considerations (subchapters 2.6. and 2.7.) have shown, that clock-time, 
used in it, is not the real dynamic action time (9) to which energy systems are 
exposed, but just a frozen technical time scale (10). 
Relativity Theory, based on the assumption of time-neutral natural laws and 
clock-time, is presently generally accepted because claimed to have passed 
essential experimental trials. Tests, which differentiate between a space-time 
universe and an energy-driven universe, subject to action time, are unavoida-
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ble. They could experimentally concentrate on the distinction between the 
contradicting gravitation models they propose. It is bent space in the first 
case, information on matter in the second. Gravitation (which present quan-
tum theory is not able not consider on particle level, but dynamic quantum 
understanding can [21] [23]) between two neutrons and two spheres of the 
size of the Earth increases by a factor of 10114 (!). Gravitation in the form of 
information (on matter) could handle changes over so many orders of mag-
nitude, as well as small fluctuations within (e.g. apparently observed in LIGO 
experiments), not however a bent space, bent over 114 orders of magnitude 
(!) around a sphere. Apart from the impossibility to imagine such an im-
mensely fine grading of still measurable space bending around a sphere, a 
bent space would provide analogue signals, which, as experience shows, can 
practically only be measured within 0,01 % of the maximum signal.  

• Present quantum physics does not allow spreading, propagating photons to 
produce entropy. They can only lose energy when colliding or encountering a 
gravitation field. In contrast, dynamic quanta can respect the entropy law for 
spreading radiation [23] [26], which Einstein still compared with the entropy 
of an expanding gas to propose the photon concept in analogy to gas particles 
[28]. This means that the presently claimed cosmological redshift of starlight 
(attributed to an expanding empty (!) space) may in part simply be entropy 
generation by expanding, propagating radiation with corresponding conse-
quences for a theory on space dynamics and the origin of the universe [23] 
[26]. 

• Due to a dynamic energy, entropy generation is a rate limiting process (rela-
tion (8) with (7)). This not only, as shown above, explains the second law of 
thermodynamics, but also allows derivation of maximum entropy generation 
(within the given restraints) as entropy law for self-organization processes 
within non-linear irreversible thermodynamics. Evolution of life would fol-
low such an aim (which is presently denied), which is however subject to and 
controlled by the superposed genetic code [25]. This explains evolution to-
wards higher complexity and intensifying symbiotic coexistence, as well as 
the vitality and determination of life as a strive for increasing energy (entro-
py) turnover (with accompanying increasing local build-up of order and 
structures) [26]. Such a result, indicating an aim in evolution, is in strict con-
flict with present understanding of biological mechanisms and origin of in-
tensive controversy (e.g. [29]). Evolution towards maximum entropy genera-
tion as an inbuilt aim is also applicable to galactic structures such as, for ex-
ample, black hole-quasar associations [26]. 

• Information, which has an energy content, and is contained in biological 
structures, can, in an irreversible world, also self-organize via feedback 
processes. This leads to consciousness and spirit [26] with the necessary 
much more complex information structure. These phenomena could not be 
explained up to now, which has been criticized, by US philosopher Thomas 
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Nagel, as a serious weakness of the present natural scientific world model 
[30]. Possible implications of a universe, controlled by information (in form 
of gravitation) and aiming at evolving spirit, for evolution of humanity is 
discussed in [26].  

At the beginning, it was mentioned that quantum theory links energy and en-
tropy with time via the uncertainty relation [6]. What is the ultimate meaning of 
this relation between energy and time? Because of a so far assumed fundamental 
time neutrality of quantum states, and since time entered the Schrödinger equa-
tion as clock-time via external perturbation theory, the exact meaning of 
time-energy uncertainty is still debated in spite of significant efforts undertaken 
to better understand it [31]. The here presented dynamic interpretation of ener-
gy and time provides new viewpoints for discussion. One is that the uncertainty 
relation in quantum physics has to be interpreted differently, because it reflects a 
dynamic, not a time-neutral phenomenon [26]. The second is that energy and 
time are indeed linked because free energy generates time via turnover of action, 
energy times time, and erasure of information on the way to entropy formation 
(5) (8). Clock-time of quantum physics, however, is not the real dynamic time. It 
is just a frozen scale.  

3.3. A Way to Better Understand Energy, Nature and the  
Universe 

In his famous “Lectures on Physics” Richard Feynman emphasized that “…in 
today’s physics we have no knowledge what energy actually is. (…) It is an ab-
stract thing, that does not tell us the mechanisms and reasons for the different 
formulas (it fulfills)”. A look at formula (3) for energy may, superficially seen, 
support this impression. The here presented approach can, however, show the 
way to an appropriate answer. Energy behaves similar to money, which, in an 
economy, also provides for goods and services and involves information turno-
ver (Equation (8)). Money does not need to be handled and used physically in 
form of materials such as metal or paper. It equally well works in form of pure 
information (e.g. via credit cards, crypto-currencies). Energy functions basically 
also as a product of information and information technology in nature. This can 
readily be deduced from Equation (8). It is the turnover of information (Iact) and 
the natural law implementing this, which is facilitating the function of useful, 
free energy (similar to the function of money and information within a financial 
economy [26]). Since action time (9) itself is related to information, the saying, 
from Benjamin Franklin, “time is money”, has also a deeper significance. It 
means that energy turnover is related to time flow, which is actually expressed 
by relations (4) and (8). 

Can the here developed dynamic energy concept now tell the reason for its 
most important formula, energy conservation? It can! Valuable, free energy 
works via stored information, countable in bits (8). Exactly this energy for bits 
(kTln2) stored in information appears again as entropic energy (heat) when 
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erased. Alternatively, information can, during energy conversion, first be trans-
ferred to other (valuable) energy carriers, which store part of the information in 
between, and be erased later. 

A concept of nature with an energy-driven time not only explains the second 
law of thermodynamics and yields the entropy law for irreversible thermody-
namics (subchapter 2.9.), but also recognizes information as a key element for 
understanding general creativity in nature. Information is involved in feedback 
processes and the build-up of local inorganic and organic order at the expense of 
entropy generation and, in form of gravitation, in the dynamics of a quite dif-
ferent universe [23] [26]. In it, time does not move forward or backward homo-
genously along a given lane or alley as an intricate part of a four-dimensional 
space-time. Contrary to this, time, as explained here, is the result of an energy- 
driven information erasure, which we register as a flow of action. It generates, 
what we experience as proceeding time and only develops in the direction we 
experience within a classically understood space. It is for this reason that inva-
riance against displacement in time in positive and negative direction, as hither-
to assumed, cannot and does not work. Time (clock-time), within a space-time 
constructed by it, is itself an illusion and gives a misleading impression of natu-
ral processes and nature whenever energy turnover is involved and wherever ir-
reversibility cannot be neglected for simplification.  

With the concept of a fundamentally irreversible nature based on an energy- 
driven time-arrow it is not only easily possible to allocate and accommodate 
many natural phenomena in a consistent scheme, as the above discussion shows. 
It would, for the first time, also be possible to say what nature actually is [26]: 
“Nature is the self-realization of energy through time”: Energy self-organizes to 
matter. Matter self-organizes to inorganic structures and life. Information, pro-
vided and active in evolved structures, self-organizes to consciousness and spirit. 
This appears to be a surprising, but plausible aim for a universe, which is essen-
tially controlled by information.  

There is another precise, far reaching new conclusion to be drawn for a fun-
damentally irreversible nature: With the given explanations for energy (a prod-
uct of information, like money) and the function of nature (self-realization of 
energy through time) the universe could not have originated from a chaotic ex-
plosion (Big Bang), forced to yield a high entropy, low information product. It 
must have started from information, which is the essence, the drive of available, 
free energy, which also generates what we experience as natural reality and, most 
important, as passing time. This result attributes the origin of the universe to an 
entirely logic mechanism in itself, which is even understood that way by larger 
religions (information, as included in words) [26]. The information contained in 
valuable energy is gradually erased, while creating the large diversity of inorgan-
ic and organic structures in the universe and leaving a trace of abandoned, 
erased information, which we are experiencing as time flow. Without informa-
tion at the beginning no start and flow of time (action time (9)) would have been 
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possible either.  
It also becomes understandable why it just was time-neutral fundamental 

physics that conduced to a chaotic, explosive start of the universe: entropy pro-
duction and energy loss by spreading photons, like in a spreading gas (as still in 
comparison discussed by Einstein to justify the particle concept of light [28]), 
could, as a fundamentally irreversible process, not be properly considered (as 
redshift) in present time neutral quantum physics.  

Numerous now well accepted theoretical concepts will have to change to be 
compatible with a fundamentally irreversible nature while most experimentally 
relevant present knowledge will stay as tolerable approximations to time neu-
trality, proximity to equilibrium and absence of feedback conditions. 

To find the right concept of time is a key to understanding nature and the un-
iverse. Questioning time neutrality and time symmetry appears to show the way 
to a more intelligent and ultimately better understandable universe. 

3.4. Conclusions 

The natural philosopher Heraclitus (520-460 BC) did not only observe that 
“everything changes and nothing stands still”, he also said, that “time is a game 
played beautifully by children”. Did he mean that time is at the origin of creativ-
ity and imagination? Is time part of and generated out of changes, as discussed 
above? It seems that such an impression of time as a source of diversity has been 
communicated again and again in literature sources. In the Indian Sanskrit epic 
Mahabharata from around 200 BC one can read: “time makes all things grow 
and destroys all”. Such a view survived the time-neutral concepts of scientific 
progress. The Argentinian writer and philosopher Jorge Luis Borges commented: 
“Time is the substance I am made of. Time is a river that carries me along, but I 
am the river”. Indeed, energy turnover in the human body is part of time flow, it 
is the river mentioned by Borges. Swiss writer-philosopher Ludwig Hohl also 
considered time as a source of unfolding vitality [32]. As a consequence, he ex-
pected that exclusion of such a “creative” time from natural science should yield 
a one-sided development of knowledge. Present science and technology, in spite 
of ongoing acceleration of research and progress, have indeed been criticized for 
not fulfilling essential expectations for socially and environmentally relevant 
progress. As a consequence, a reorientation was called for by experienced philo-
sophers [33]. The late Japanese physicist-psychologist-philosopher Masanao 
Toda made in this regard a quite precise scientific comment: “Our intuition 
screams out that time is something that flows, unlike physical time, which is 
frozen”.  

The here presented work shows that time is not at all an illusion, just a frozen, 
neutral scale, along which systems move, but indeed the origin of changes and 
creativity in nature. It is the dynamics and erasure of information as expression 
of energy turnover, of feedback reactions and of creativity in nature, which are 
shaping an ever-changing nature and universe. The here given formalism and 
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analysis of the consequences from such a concept has shown that our scientific 
understanding and world view would open new perspectives while simultaneously 
becoming more elegant, more rational, simpler and more future oriented. The 
easy derivation of thermodynamic laws and a more reasonable understanding of 
evolution promise important new insights. In the field of practical progress, it 
may be expected that environmentally benign materials and technologies, which 
evolution has so successfully applied via irreversible processes, may become 
more accessible and imitable in the long term. The finding that information 
plays a fundamental role in nature and that self-organization of information 
yields consciousness and spirit may also stimulate new intellectual ideas about 
the origin and destination of the universe. But ahead of that a critical confronta-
tion with highly developed, established concepts and theories basing on “time- 
neutral” physics is inevitable. This paper has been written to provide physi-
cal-theoretical arguments for a serious discussion. An entirely irreversible nature 
around us may underline the need for such a controversy.  
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Abstract 
In this paper, resonance energies and excitation energies of doubly 2sns 1,3Se, 
2snp 1,3P0, 2pnp 1,3De, 2pnd 1,3F0 and 2pnf 1,3Ge excited states of the helium 
isoelectronic sequence with Z ≤ 10 are calculated. Calculations are carried out 
in the framework of the variational procedure of the formalism of the 
Screening Constant per Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC). New correlated wave 
function of Hylleraas type is used. Precise resonance and excitation energies 
are tabulated and good agreement is obtained when a comparison is made 
with available literature values. 
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1. Introduction 

Study of Doubly Excited States (DES) of He-like ions remains an active field of 
investigation due to their importance in the interpretation of astrophysical data 
[1] [2]. These states were first observed by Madden and Codling [3] [4] in pho-
toabsorption experiments on helium using synchrotron radiation, and further 
experimental studies have shown their presence in highly charged ions [5]. As 
shown in various studies, electron correlations play an important role in under-
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standing lines atomic species for the diagnosis of astrophysical and laboratory 
plasma. In addition, DES of the two-electron systems are the most fundamental 
systems that autoionize. They have been attracting considerable interest, because 
they are best suited to theoretical study on the resonance phenomena. The un-
derstanding of elementary processes in the collisions of electrons with atoms or 
ions is very important in plasma physics, laser technology, astrophysics and 
physics of the upper atmosphere.  

Experimentally, many of these doubly excited states have been observed in 
electronic impact experiments by Oda et al., [6] and Hicks and Comer [7]. In 
their studies, these authors have worked on the energy spectra of ejected elec-
trons from autoionization states in helium excited by electron impact. Other 
doubly excited states were observed by ion impact by Rudd [8] and by Borde-
nave-Montesquieu et al., [9]. These DES were also studied by examining the 
spectra of ejected electrons by Gelabart et al., [10] and by Rodbro et al., [11]. 

From a theoretical point of view, several ab initio methods have been used. 
The complex rotation method [12] used in studies of Feshbach-type 1,3D reson-
ances in two-electron systems, Z = 2 - 10, the variational method [13] [14], the 
density functional theory [15] was used to calculate the nonrelativistic energies 
and densities of the doubly excited states of the He-isoelectronics series (Z = 2 - 
5). The formalism of the Feshbach projection operators [16] was applied for the 
calculations of energy positions and widths of singlet and triplet (even and odd) 
resonances of the heliumlike (Z = 2 - 10) systems lying between the n = 2 and n 
= 3 thresholds, the complex rotation method [17] [18] [19]. The truncated di-
agonalization method used for calculations of widths for doubly excited states of 
two-electron systems [20]. The discretization technique [21] applied to the cal-
culation of energies and widths of 1,3S resonances of the He isoelectronic series, 
the semi-empirical procedure of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge 
(SCUNC) method [22] [23] [24]. The time-dependent variation perturbation 
theory (TDVPT) [25] is employed to study the Nlnl'1Le resonances (with N = 2, 
∙∙∙, 5; n = N, ∙∙∙, 5; l = l' = 0, 1, 2 and L = l + l') for the ions from Z = 2 to Z = 5 in 
the helium isoelectronic sequence, complex rotation combined with discrete fi-
nite base sets to accurately describe doubly excited states [26].  

Recently, Gning et al., [27] complex rotation method to determine the reson-
ance parameters of the ((2s2) 1Se, (2s2p) 1,3P0) and ((3s2) 1Se, (3s3p) 1,3P0) states of 
helium-like ions with Z ≤ 10 via a Scilab program. The variational method of 
Hylleraas was used by Dieng et al., [28] to determine the resonance energies of 
the doubly excited states nln'l and nln'l' (with n ≤ 3, n' ≤ 4 and l = l' or l ≠ l') of 
helium-like ions. Very recently, the resonance parameters of the doubly excited 
2sns 1,3Se, 2snp 1,3P0, 2pnp 1,3De, 3d4d 1,3Ge states of helium and heliumlike ions 
are calculated by Sow et al., [29].  

In general Most of the theoretical methods mentioned above are based on 
calculation codes or on tedious and complex mathematical calculation programs 
and in some cases require very powerful computers. In contrast to these me-
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thods, the Screening Constant by Nuclear Unit of Charge (SCUNC) method is a 
very flexible method and has the advantage of providing very precise resonance 
energies and excitation energies for very high n = 10 of the doubly excited states 
(Nlnl', 2S+1Lπ) without complex mathematical programs or calculation codes. In 
addition, in the recent past, the variational procedure of the SCUNC method has 
been successfully applied to calculations of resonance energies of doubly excited 
states nlnl' (n = 2 - 4) in heliumlike ions by Sakho [30] using a special Hylle-
raas-type wavefunction. The goal of this present work is to extend this study to 
doubly excited states Nlnl' (with l = l' or l ≠ l') by reporting precise resonance 
energies and excitation energies up to n = 10. In this work, calculations are de-
voted to the doubly 2sns 1,3Se, 2snp 1,3P0, 2pnp 1,3De, 2pnd 1,3F0 and 2pnf 1,3Ge ex-
cited states of He-like ions up to Z = 10 via analytical expressions in contrast 
with ab initio method requiring computational codes to report accurate reson-
ance data. 

Section 2 gives the procedure of the construction of the correlated wavefunc-
tions used along with a brief overview of the establishment of the analytical ex-
pressions used in the calculations. Section 3 gives the presentation and the dis-
cussion of the results obtained compared to available theoretical and experi-
mental data. 

2. Theory  
2.1. Hamiltonian and Hylleraas—Type Wavefunctions  

The description of the properties of matter at the atomic scale is in principle 
based on the solution of the time independent Schrödinger equation. 

Ĥ EΨ = Ψ                            (1) 

where Ĥ  represents the Hamiltonian operator of the considered system (atom, 
molecule, solid), Ψ the trial wavefunction and E the associated energy. 

The Hamiltonian H of the helium isoelectronic series in given by (in atomic 
units) 

1 2
1 2 12

1 1 1
2 2

Z ZH
r r r

= − ∆ − ∆ − − +                   (2) 

In this equation, Z is the nuclear charge Δ1 is the Laplacian with reference to 
the coordinates of the vector radius r1 which detect the position of the electron 1. 
Δ2 Laplacian defines the coordinates of the vector radius r2 which detect the po-
sition of the electron 2 and r12 inter-electronic distance.  

The exact resolution of Equation (1) is usually far too complicated because of 
the term 12 1 2r u r r= = − . It is therefore necessary to implement a rough calcula-
tion method using a correlated wavefunction. 

In this previous work, Sakho [30] used a special-form Hylleraas correlated 
wavefunction to calculate the energies of the doubly excited states nlnl' (n = 2 - 
4) of heliumlike ions. In the present study, we have made modifications to these 
wavefunctions to extend these calculations to the doubly excited states (Nlnl' 
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2S+1Lπ). These wavefunctions are defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )1 2

1 ' ' 1 '2 2 2 2
0 0 0 1 2

0 ' 0

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 1

e

N n
S

mj k r r

N r n r C Z r r

r r r r r r

υ υυ υ

υ υ

α

= − − = − −

= =

− +

 Ψ = + − − 

× + − −

∑ ∑
 

       (3) 

In this expression, N and n are the principal quantum numbers, l and l' are 
orbital quantum numbers, r0 is Bohr radius, S is the total spin of atomic system, 
α and C0 are the variational parameters to be determined by minimizing the 
energy, Z is the nuclear charge number, r1 and r2 are the coordinates of electrons 
with respect to the nucleus, j, k, m are Hylleraas parameters satisfying the double 
condition (j, k, m ≥ 0) and j + k + m ≤ 3. The set of the parameters (j, k, m) de-
fine the basis states and then give their dimension D. From the theoretical view-
point, the Hylleraas variational method is based on the Hylleraas and Undheim 
theorem [31] according to which, a good approximation of the energy eigenva-
lue E (α, C0) is obtained when the minima of the function (d2E(α, C0)/dαdC0) 
converge with increasing values of the dimension D of the basis states and when 
the function exhibit a plateau. 

Using this theorem, the values of the varitional parameters α and C0 can be 
determined by the following conditions: 

( )0

0

,
0

E C
C
α∂

=
∂

                          (4) 

and 

( )0,
0

E Cα
α

∂
=

∂
                          (5) 

For all calculations, we fixed the value of j = 0 and k = m = 1 and this choice 
has allowed us to obtain: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )1 2

1 1
2 2 2 2

0 0 0 1 2
0 0

1 2 1 2

1 1

e

N n
S

r r

N r n r C Z r r

r r r r

υ υυ υ

υ υ

α

′ ′= − − = − − ′

′= =

− +

 Ψ = + − − 

× − −

∑ ∑
 

       (6) 

In the framework of the Ritz’ variation principle, the energy  
( ) ( )0 0, ,E C H Cα α=  is calculated from the relation: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0 0
0

0 0

, ,
,

, ,

C H C
E C H

C C

α α
α α

α α

Ψ Ψ
= =

Ψ Ψ
            (7) 

In this equation, the correlated wavefunctions are given by (6) and the Ha-
miltonian H of the helium isoelectronic series in given by (2) in atomic units. 

Furthermore, the closure relation represents the fact that 1 2,r r  are conti-
nuous bases in the space of the two-electron space, written as follow: 

3 3
1 2 1 2 1 2d d , , 1r r =∫∫ r r r r                        (8) 

Using this relation, according to (7), we obtain: 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

3 3
0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0

3 3
1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0

, d d , , , ,

ˆd d , , , ,

E C r r C C

r r C H C

α α α

α α

Ψ × Ψ

= Ψ Ψ

∫∫
∫∫

r r r r

r r r r
         (9) 

By developing this expression (9), we find: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

3 3
0 1 2 0 0

3 3
1 2 0 0

, d d , ,

ˆd d , ,

E C r r C C

r r C H C

α α α

α α

Ψ ×Ψ∗

= Ψ Ψ∗

∫∫
∫∫

             (10) 

This means: 

( ) ( ) ( )3 3
0 1 2 0 0

ˆ, d d , ,N E C r r C H Cα α α∗ = Ψ Ψ∗∫∫            (11) 

With the normalization constant 

( ) 23 3
1 2 0d d ,N r r Cα= Ψ∫∫                     (12) 

To make it easier to integrate Equation (11), we operate the variable changes 
in elliptic coordinates by:  

1 2 1 2 12; ;s r r t r r u r= + = − =                    (13) 

On the basis of these variable changes, the elementary volume element 

( )3 3 2 2 2
1 2d d d 2π d d dr r s t u s u tτ = = −                (14) 

Using these elliptical coordinates, Equation (11) is written as follows 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2
2 2

0
0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

, d d d

2 4

s u

NE C s u t u s t
s t u

s u t t s u Zsu s t
u s t

α
∞   ∂Ψ ∂Ψ ∂Ψ      = − × + +       ∂ ∂ ∂        

∂Ψ ∂Ψ ∂Ψ    + × − × + − × −Ψ × − +    ∂ ∂ ∂   

∫ ∫ ∫
  (15) 

With respect to the correlated wave functions given by expression (6), it is ex-
pressed as follows 

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

0

1 1
2 2 2 2

0 0 0
0 0

, , , ,

1 1 exp
N n

S

s t u C

N r n r C Zt t u s
υ υυ υ

υ υ

α

α
′ ′= − − = − − ′

′= =

Ψ

 = + − × − ∑ ∑
      (16) 

Furthermore, according to (12), the normalization constant is written in ellip-
tic coordinates as:  

( )2 2 2

0 0 0

d d d
s u

N s u t u s t
∞

= − ×Ψ∫ ∫ ∫                   (17) 

2.2. General Formalism of the SCUNC Method 

The Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) formalism is used in 
this work to calculate the resonance energies and the excitation energies of the 
(2snl) 1,3Lπ and (2pnl) 1,3Lπ doubly excited states of the helium-isoelectronic up to 
Z = 10. 

In the framework of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) 
formalism, resonance energies of the (Nlnl', 2S+1Lπ) doubly excited states are ex-
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pressed in Rydberg (Ry) as below [22] [23] [32] 

( ) ( ) 22 1 2 2 1
2 2

1 1, 1 , ,S SE N n L Z N n L Z Ry
N n

π πβ+ +  ′ ′= − + −   
         (18) 

In this equation, the principal quantum numbers N and n, are respectively for 
the inner and the outer electron of the He-isoelectronic series. In this equation, 
the β-parameters are screening constant by unit nuclear charge expanded in in-
verse powers of Z and given by 

( )2 1

1

1, ,
kq

S
k

k
N n L Z f

Z
πβ +

=

 ′ =  
 

∑                   (19) 

where ( )2 1, S
k kf f N n Lπ+′=    are screening constants to be evaluated based on 

variational predictable using a wavefunction. 
Furthermore, in the framework of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear 

Charge formalism, the β-screening constant is expressed in terms of the varia-
tional α-parameter as follows: 
• For the doubly excited states (2snl) 1,3Lπ 

( )1,3
2

12 , , , 1
2 8

L Ssn L Z
nZ

π αβ α − + = + + 
                (20) 

• For the doubly excited states (2pnl) 1,3Lπ 

( ) ( )
1,3

22 , , , 1
1 3

L Spn L Z
n S SZ

π αβ α
 −

= +  + + + 
             (21) 

In these expressions, N and n, are respectively the principal quantum numbers 
for the inner and outer electron, L characterizes the quantum state under con-
sideration (S, P, D, F, etc.), S is the total spin of the atomic system and α is the 
variational parameter. 

2.3. Energy Resonances of the (2snl) 1,3Lπ and (2pnl) 1,3Lπ Doubly 
Excited States of Helium and Heliumlike Ions of Nuclear 
Charge Z ≤ 10 

Using equations (20) and (21), the resonance energies of the doubly excited 
(2snl) 1,3Lπ and (2pnl) 1,3Lπ states of helium and heliumlike ions of nuclear charge 
Z ≤ 10 are then expressed as follows in Rydberg (Ry): 
• For the doubly excited states (2snl) 1,3Lπ 

( )
2

1,3 2
2 2 2

1 1 12 , , 1 1
2 8

L SE sn L Z Z Ry
nN n Z

π α  − +   = − + − +   +   
      (22) 

• For the doubly excited states (2pnl) 1,3Lπ 

( ) ( )

2

1,3 2
2 2 2

1 12 , , 1 1
1 3

L SE pn L Z Z Ry
n S SN n Z

π α   − = − + − +    + + +    
    (23) 

In these equations, only the parameter α is unknown. Considering the 2p3p 
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1De level of heliumlike ions (Z = 2 - 10), we calculated the values of the varia-
tional parameters α and C0, the results are presented in Table 1 below. 

The Equations (22) and (23) are used to calculate the resonance energies of 
the (2snl) 1,3Lπ and (2pnl) 1,3Lπ doubly excited states of helium and heliumlike 
ions of nuclear charge Z ≤ 10 without a complex calculation program.  

3. Results and Discussions 

The results obtained in the present study for the resonance energies and the ex-
citation energies of the doubly excited 2sns 1,3Se, 2snp 1,3P0, 2pnp 1,3De, 2pnd 1,3F0 
and 2pnf 1,3Ge states with n = 2 - 10 of the helium isoelectronic sequence (Z = 2 - 
10) are presented in Tables 1-14 where a comparison between our present re-
sults and the experimental and theoretical values available in the literature is 
made.  

Table 1 presents the values of the variational parameters α and C0 2 ≤ Z ≤ 10. 
These parameters are calculated by determining the expression of E = f(a, C0) 
from Equation (15) and wavefunction (16) using conditions (4) and (5). All the 
calculations are performed using a Maxima computer program.  

In Table 2 and Table 3, we have listed resonance energies of the 2sns 1,3Se and 
2snp 1,3P0 doubly excited states of the helium isoelectronic sequence up to Z = 10. 
In Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, the present results for the resonance energies of the 
2pnp 1,3De, 2pnd 1,3F0 and 2pnf 1,3Ge doubly excited states up to Z = 10 are pre-
sented.  

In Table 7, the present resonance energies of doubly 2sns 1,3Se (n = 3 - 5) ex-
cited states are compared with various calculations. The data of Sow et al., [29] 
[33] are obtained from variational calculations using wave fubction of Hylleraas 
type. Ho [18] [19] and Kar and Ho [34] applied the complex coordinate rotation 
(CCR) method whereas Sakho [24] used the semi-empirical procedure of the 
SCUNC method. Lipsky et al., [35] used truncated diagonalization method of 
Ray and Mukherjee [25] applied the Time-Dependent Variation Perturbation 
Theory (TDVPT) whereas Inanov and Safronova [36] computed double sums 
over the complete hydrogen spectrum (CHS) to report their data. Roy et al., [15] 
used the Density-Functional Theory (DFT) formalism and Macias and Riera 
[21] applied the discretization method. Comparison shows that the present re-
sults are generally in good agreement with all the citred literature data up to Z = 
10. These agreements point out the validy of the new correlated wave functions 
used in the present calculations. 

 
Table 1. Values of variational parameters α and C0 of Helium-like ions (Z = 2 - 10). 

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

α 1.2996 2.0074 2.7157 3.4242 4.1327 4.8414 5.5500 6.2587 6.9674 

C0 0.4433 0.3106 0.2630 0.2385 0.2236 0.2135 0.2063 0.2003 0.1966 
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Table 2. Energy resonances (−E) of doubly excited 2sns 1,3Se (n = 3 - 10) states of He-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The results are ex-
pressed in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

2sns 1Se 

Z 
2s3s 1Se 2s4s 1Se 2s5s 1Se 2s6s 1Se 2s7s 1Se 2s8s 1Se 2s9s 1Se 2s10s 1Se 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.59450 0.55363 0.53457 0.52414 0.51782 0.51369 0.51086 0.50882 

3 1.41465 1.28879 1.23026 1.19834 1.17903 1.16647 1.15783 1.15164 

4 2.59511 2.33601 2.21568 2.15014 2.11052 2.08476 2.06707 2.05440 

5 4.13627 3.69550 3.49096 3.37961 3.31235 3.26863 3.23862 3.21712 

6 6.03848 5.36746 5.05622 4.88685 4.78458 4.71812 4.67251 4.63985 

7 8.30160 7.35181 6.91141 6.67183 6.52719 6.43322 6.36873 6.32257 

8 10.92578 9.64864 9.05659 8.73458 8.54020 8.41393 8.32730 8.26528 

9 13.91114 12.25801 11.49180 11.07512 10.82364 10.66029 10.54822 10.46801 

10 17.25749 15.17981 14.21697 13.69342 13.37747 13.17226 13.03148 12.93073 

2sns 3Se 

Z 
2s3s 3Se 2s4s 3Se 2s5s 3Se 2s6s 3Se 2s7s 3Se 2s8s 3Se 2s9s 3Se 2s10s 3Se 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.60134 0.55701 0.53649 0.52534 0.51862 0.51426 0.51127 0.50913 

3 1.42690 1.29483 1.23370 1.20049 1.18047 1.16748 1.15857 1.15219 

4 2.61287 2.34476 2.22066 2.15325 2.11261 2.08622 2.06814 2.05520 

5 4.15959 3.70699 3.49750 3.38370 3.31508 3.27055 3.24002 3.21818 

6 6.06737 5.38169 5.06432 4.89192 4.78797 4.72050 4.67424 4.64115 

7 8.33609 7.36880 6.92108 6.67787 6.53123 6.43605 6.37080 6.32412 

8 10.96587 9.66838 9.06783 8.74160 8.54490 8.41723 8.32970 8.26709 

9 13.95684 12.28051 11.50461 11.08313 10.82899 10.66405 10.55096 10.47007 

10 17.30879 15.20507 14.23134 13.70241 13.38347 13.17648 13.03456 12.93304 
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Table 3. Energy resonances (−E) of doubly excited 2snp 1,3P0 (n = 2 - 10) states of He-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The results are 
expressed in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

 2snp 1P0 

Z 
2s2p 1P0 2s3p 1P0 2s4p 1P0 2s5p 1P0 2s6p 1P0 2s7p 1P0 2s8p 1P0 2s9p 1P0 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.69291 0.58789 0.55036 0.53269 0.52296 0.51703 0.51314 0.51045 

3 1.74081 1.40265 1.28286 1.22688 1.19622 1.17762 1.16547 1.15710 

4 3.28658 2.57761 2.32737 2.21076 2.14705 2.10846 2.08331 2.06601 

5 5.33124 4.11321 3.68413 3.48448 3.37556 3.30964 3.26673 3.23723 

6 7.87570 6.00985 5.35334 5.04818 4.88182 4.78122 4.71576 4.67078 

7 10.91966 8.26738 7.33495 6.90181 6.66582 6.52318 6.43040 6.36667 

8 14.46346 10.88596 9.62901 9.04542 8.72759 8.53553 8.41065 8.32490 

9 18.50742 13.86572 12.23563 11.47906 11.06715 10.81832 10.65655 10.54549 

10 23.05105 17.20646 15.15467 14.20266 13.68447 13.37149 13.16806 13.02842 

2snp 3P0 

Z 
2s3p 3P0 2s4p 3P0 2s5p 3P0 2s6p 3P0 2s7p 3P0 2s8p 3P0 2s9p 3P0 2s10p 3P0 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.59450 0.55363 0.53457 0.52414 0.51782 0.51369 0.51086 0.50882 

3 1.41465 1.28879 1.23026 1.19834 1.17903 1.16647 1.15783 1.15164 

4 2.59511 2.33601 2.21568 2.15014 2.11052 2.08476 2.06707 2.05440 

5 4.13627 3.69550 3.49096 3.37961 3.31235 3.26863 3.23862 3.21712 

6 6.03848 5.36746 5.05622 4.88685 4.78458 4.71812 4.67251 4.63985 

7 8.30160 7.35181 6.91141 6.67183 6.52719 6.43322 6.36873 6.32257 

8 10.92578 9.64864 9.05659 8.73458 8.54020 8.41393 8.32730 8.26528 

9 13.91114 12.25801 11.49180 11.07512 10.82364 10.66029 10.54822 10.46801 

10 17.25749 15.17981 14.21697 13.69342 13.37747 13.17226 13.03148 12.93073 
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Table 4. Energy resonances (−E) of doubly excited 2pnp 1,3De (n = 3 - 10) states of He-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The results are 
expressed in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

 2pnp 1De 

Z 
2p3p 1De 2p4p 1De 2p5p 1De 2p6p 1De 2p7p 1De 2p8p 1De 2p9p 1De 2p10p 1De 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.57145 0.54242 0.52824 0.52022 0.51521 0.51188 0.50954 0.50783 

3 1.37190 1.26812 1.21866 1.19117 1.17429 1.16316 1.15543 1.14985 

4 2.53222 2.30568 2.19870 2.13965 2.10359 2.07994 2.06358 2.05179 

5 4.05304 3.65541 3.46853 3.36578 3.30321 3.26227 3.23402 3.21369 

6 5.93482 5.31758 5.02833 4.86966 4.77323 4.71023 4.66680 4.63558 

7 8.17746 7.29211 6.87805 6.65127 6.51362 6.42378 6.36190 6.31747 

8 10.78111 9.57909 9.01774 8.71064 8.52440 8.40295 8.31935 8.25935 

9 13.74595 12.17862 11.44746 11.04781 10.80562 10.64776 10.53916 10.46124 

10 17.07173 15.09056 14.16713 13.66273 13.35722 13.15819 13.02130 12.92313 

2pnp 3De 

Z 
2p3p 3De 2p4p 3De 2p5p 3De 2p6p 3De 2p7p 3De 2p8p 3De 2p9p 3De 2p10p 3De 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.58952 0.55108 0.53306 0.52318 0.51716 0.51323 0.51051 0.50856 

3 1.40563 1.28417 1.22755 1.19661 1.17785 1.16562 1.15721 1.15116 

4 2.58196 2.32928 2.21174 2.14761 2.10880 2.08354 2.06616 2.05371 

5 4.11895 3.68665 3.48577 3.37629 3.31009 3.26702 3.23742 3.21622 

6 6.01698 5.35647 5.04978 4.88274 4.78178 4.71612 4.67103 4.63873 

7 8.27591 7.33868 6.90372 6.66691 6.52384 6.43083 6.36697 6.32122 

8 10.89589 9.63337 9.04765 8.72886 8.53631 8.41116 8.32524 8.26372 

9 13.87705 12.24059 11.48160 11.06860 10.81920 10.65713 10.54588 10.46623 

10 17.21919 15.16024 14.20551 13.68609 13.37249 13.16871 13.02886 12.92873 
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Table 5. Energy resonances (−E) of doubly excited 2pnd 1,3F0 (n = 3 - 10) states of He-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The results are 
expressed in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

 2pnd 1F0 

Z 
2p3d 1F0 2p4d 1F0 2p5d 1F0 2p6d 1F0 2p7d 1F0 2p8d 1F0 2p9d 1F0 2p10d 1F0 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.55847 0.53593 0.52452 0.51787 0.51364 0.51077 0.50873 0.50722 

3 1.34648 1.25562 1.21157 1.18674 1.17133 1.16109 1.15393 1.14871 

4 2.49403 2.28702 2.18814 2.13309 2.09923 2.07688 2.06136 2.05012 

5 4.00193 3.63052 3.45449 3.35706 3.29742 3.25823 3.23108 3.21148 

6 5.87075 5.28644 5.01078 4.85878 4.76601 4.70519 4.66313 4.63284 

7 8.10035 7.25468 6.85698 6.63822 6.50496 6.41774 6.35752 6.31418 

8 10.69095 9.53537 8.99315 8.69541 8.51431 8.39591 8.31424 8.25552 

9 13.64274 12.12860 11.41935 11.03041 10.79408 10.63972 10.53332 10.45687 

10 16.95544 15.03424 14.13548 13.64314 13.34424 13.14914 13.01474 12.91822 

2pnd 3F° 

Z 
2p3d 3F0 2p4d 3F0 2p5d 3F0 2p6d 3F0 2p7d 3F0 2p8d 3F0 2p9d 3F0 2p10d 3F0 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.57844 0.54548 0.52981 0.52111 0.51576 0.51223 0.50978 0.50800 

3 1.38513 1.27386 1.22158 1.19282 1.17529 1.16381 1.15587 1.15015 

4 2.55185 2.31416 2.20300 2.14208 2.10507 2.08089 2.06422 2.05223 

5 4.07913 3.66667 3.47423 3.36899 3.30516 3.26353 3.23486 3.21428 

6 5.96741 5.33162 5.03543 4.87366 4.77566 4.71179 4.66785 4.63632 

7 8.21656 7.30894 6.88656 6.65606 6.51653 6.42565 6.36316 6.31835 

8 10.82674 9.59872 9.02766 8.71622 8.52779 8.40513 8.32082 8.26037 

9 13.79811 12.20105 11.45879 11.05418 10.80949 10.65025 10.54084 10.46241 

10 17.13043 15.11579 14.17988 13.66989 13.36157 13.16098 13.02319 12.92444 
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Table 6. Energy resonances (−E) of doubly excited 2pnf 1,3Ge (n = 4 - 10) states of He-like systems (Z = 2 - 10). The results are 
expressed in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

 2pnf 1Ge 

Z 
2p4f 1Ge 2p5f 1Ge 2p6f 1Ge 2p7f 1Ge 2p8f 1Ge 2p9f 1Ge 2p10f 1Ge 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.53593 0.52452 0.51787 0.51364 0.51077 0.50873 0.50722 

3 1.25562 1.21157 1.18674 1.17133 1.16109 1.15393 1.14871 

4 2.28702 2.18814 2.13309 2.09923 2.07688 2.06136 2.05012 

5 3.63052 3.45449 3.35706 3.29742 3.25823 3.23108 3.21148 

6 5.28644 5.01078 4.85878 4.76601 4.70519 4.66313 4.63284 

7 7.25468 6.85698 6.63822 6.50496 6.41774 6.35752 6.31418 

8 9.53537 8.99315 8.69541 8.51431 8.39591 8.31424 8.25552 

9 12.12860 11.41935 11.03041 10.79408 10.63972 10.53332 10.45687 

10 15.03424 14.13548 13.64314 13.34424 13.14914 13.01474 12.91822 

2pnf 3Ge 

Z 
2p4f 3Ge 2p5f 3Ge 2p6f 3Ge 2p7f 3Ge 2p8f 3Ge 2p9f 3Ge 2p10f 3Ge 

−E −E −E −E −E −E −E 

2 0.54020 0.52672 0.51913 0.51442 0.51127 0.50907 0.50746 

3 1.26389 1.21579 1.18914 1.17280 1.16204 1.15457 1.14916 

4 2.29940 2.19444 2.13665 2.10140 2.07829 2.06230 2.05078 

5 3.64705 3.46288 3.36180 3.30031 3.26009 3.23233 3.21236 

6 5.30713 5.02128 4.86470 4.76961 4.70751 4.66470 4.63393 

7 7.27957 6.86959 6.64532 6.50928 6.42052 6.35939 6.31549 

8 9.56445 9.00787 8.70370 8.51934 8.39915 8.31643 8.25705 

9 12.16188 11.43618 11.03988 10.79984 10.64342 10.53582 10.45862 

10 15.07172 14.15444 13.65380 13.35071 13.15331 13.01755 12.92018 
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Table 7. Comparison of the present calculations on resonance energies for the doubly 2sns 1,3Se (n = 3 - 5) excited states of He-like 
ions up to Z = 10 with available literature values. All energies are given in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States  

2sns 1,3Se Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2s3s 1Se 

−Ep 0.59450 1.41465 2.59511 4.13627 6.03848 8.30160 10.92578 13.91114 17.25749 

−Ea 0.59924 1.42338 2.59644 4.14121 6.05348 8.32620 10.95973 13.94576 17.30205 

−Eb 0.58993 1.41557 2.60205 4.14950 6.05799 8.32750 10.95820 13.94989 17.30269 

−Ec 0.59031 1.41479 2.60073 4.14793 6.05631 8.32584 10.95651 13.94829 17.30121 

−Ed 0.61164 1.41169 2.59664 4.14303      

−Ee 0.59522 1.40999 2.58534 4.12279      

−Ef     6.05795  10.95814  17.30265 

−Eg 0.57698 1.39125 2.56721 4.10436      

−Eh  1.41557 2.60205 4.14950      

−Ek 0.58743 1.41872 2.60771 4.14154 6.06229 8.32902 10.94143 13.93837 17.28455 

2s4s 1Se 

−Ep 0.55363 1.28879 2.33601 3.69550 5.36746 7.35181 9.64864 12.25801 15.17981 

−Ea 0.55044 1.28504 2.33922 3.69031 5.32084 7.29306 9.58847 12.19147 15.11308 

−Ei 0.53529 1.26279 2.30279 3.65529 5.32030 7.29780 9.58780 12.18999 15.10499 

−Ec 0.54449 1.27602 2.32017 3.67686 5.34609 7.32782 9.62207 12.22882 15.14806 

−Ed 0.54402 1.23704 2.25736 3.67871      

−Eg 0.56179 1.29209 2.33514 3.69129      

−Ef     5.35476  9.63463  15.16445 

−Ek 0.53928 1.27497 2.45622 3.84877 5.49894 7.33583 9.90044 12.77848 15.07605 

2s5s 1Se 
−Ep 0.53457 1.23026 2.21568 3.49096 5.05622 6.91141 9.05659 11.49180 14.21697 

−Ee 0.54682 1.23981 2.21956 3.48607      

2s3s 3Se 

−Ep 0.60134 1.42690 2.61287 4.15959 6.06737 8.33609 10.96587 13.95684 17.30879 

−Ea 0.58775 1.42352 2.62004 4.17550 6.04756 8.31893 10.99338 14.02878 17.42454 

−Ec 0.60149 1.43840 2.63728 4.19761 6.11922 8.40204 11.04604 14.05119 17.41748 

−Ed 0.55931 1.43934 2.63792 4.19769      

−Ei 0.58559 1.41169 2.59899 4.14739 6.05679 8.32739 10.95899 13.95199 17.30599 

−Eg 0.59355 1.42376 2.61516 4.16756      

−Eh  1.44020 2.63901 4.19894      

−Ek 0.61136 1.44296 2.62278 4.19909 6.14473 8.41859 11.03398 14.06547 17.36901 

2s4s 3Se 

−Ep 0.55701 1.29483 2.34476 3.70699 5.38169 7.36880 9.66838 12.28051 15.20507 

−Ea 0.55485 1.26547 2.30884 3.69471 5.39502 7.40835 9.66087 12.25931 15.20525 

−Ec 0.54909 1.28559 2.33479 3.69669 5.37119 7.35809 9.65759 12.26996 15.19419 

−Ek 0.54491 1.27986 2.31108 3.69755 5.34981 7.35529 9.63054 12.29178 15.13992 

−Ep: Present work, values calculated from Equation (22); −Ea: Sow et al. [33]; −Eb: Ho [18]; −Ec: Sakho [24]; −Ed: Lipsky et al. [35]; −Ee: Ray and Mukherjee 
[25]; −Ef: Kar [34]; −Eg: Roy et al. [15]; −Eh: Ho [19]; −Ei: Ivanov and Safronova [36]; −Ej: Macias and Riera [21]; −Ek: Sow et al. [29]. 
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Table 8. Comparison of the present calculations on resonance energies for the doubly 2snp 1,3P0 (n = 2 - 5) excited states of 
He-like ions up to Z = 10 with available literature values. All energies are given in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States  

2snp 1,3P0 Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2s2p 1P0 

−Ep 0.69291 1.74081 3.28658 5.33124 7.87570 10.91966 14.46346 18.50742 23.05105 

−Ea 0.69309 1.75735 3.31957 5.38010 7.94042 10.99980 14.55934 18.61867 23.17779 

−Eb 0.71367 1.77242 3.33060 5.38965 7.94814 11.00679 14.56522 18.62381 23.18293 

−Ec 0.69346 1.75809 3.31993 5.38083 7.94116 11.00054 14.56008 18.60250 23.17852 

−Ed,e 0.69383d 1.75588e        

−Ef 0.69383 1.75515 3.31626 5.37789 7.93895 11.00017 14.56155 18.62308 23.18440 

−Eg 0.71362 1.77489 3.36839 5.42760 7.98151 11.09005 14.67334 18.73256 23.26332 

−Eh 0.69298 1.75696 3.31809 5.38608 7.94403 10.97484 14.56189 18.57691 23.15271 

−Ei 0.69226 1.76471 3.31757 5.37469 7.93602 10.98991 14.56175 18.62290 23.17804 

2s3p 1P0 

−Ep 0.58789 1.40265 2.57761 4.11321 6.00985 8.26738 10.88596 13.86572 17.20646 

−Eb 0.58615 1.39611 2.56731 4.09939 5.99271 8.24691 10.86273 13.83905 17.17699 

−Ef 0.58615 1.40493 2.58495 4.12621 6.02836 8.29175 10.91638 13.90190 17.24865 

−Ei 0.56431 1.35936 2.51307 4.04289 5.91618 8.15979 10.75069 13.71700 17.04579 

2s4p 1P0 

−Ep 0.55036 1.28286 2.32737 3.68413 5.35334 7.33495 9.62901 12.23563 15.15467 

−Eb 0.54058 1.26712 2.30565 3.65692 5.32093 7.29731 9.58606 12.18717 15.10103 

−Ef 0.54830 1.28255 2.32917 3.68816 5.35989 7.34398 9.64045 12.24928 15.17122 

2s5p 1P0 
−Ep 0.53269 1.22688 2.21076 3.48448 5.04818 6.90181 9.04542 11.47906 14.20266 

−Ef 0.53103 1.22596 2.21047 3.48530 5.05009 6.90520 9.04988 11.48453 14.20949 

2s3p 3P0 

−Ep 0.59450 1.41465 2.59511 4.13627 6.03848 8.30160 10.92578 13.91114 17.25749 

−Ej 0.58601 1.40483 2.58477 4.12583 6.02800 8.29129 10.98369 13.90124 17.24789 

−Ek 0.57942 1.39354 2.57931 4.12121 6.02422 8.28835 10.91359 13.89994 17.24740 

−Ei 0.57880 1.39517 2.58219 4.11905 6.02267 8.27916 10.91127 13.83614 17.21117 

−El 0.58335 1.40295 2.58433 4.12734      

2s4p 3P0 

−Ep 0.55363 1.28879 2.33601 3.69550 5.36746 7.35181 9.64864 12.25801 15.17981 

−Ej 0.54337 1.27326 2.31566 3.67057 5.337978 7.317897 9.610323 12.21526 15.13269 

−El 0.54220 1.27261 2.31591 3.64826      

2s5p 3P0 
−Ep 0.53457 1.23026 2.21568 3.49096 5.05622 6.91141 9.05659 11.49180 14.21697 

−Ej 0.52473 1.21422 2.19371 3.46321 5.02272 6.87223 9.01175 11.44127 14.16080 

−Ep: Present work, values calculated from Equation (22); −Ea: Ho [17]; −Eb: Ivanov and Safronova [36]; −Ec: Drake and Dalgarno [2]; −Ed: Experimental 
data, Diehl et al. [37]; −Ee: Experimental data, Kossmann et al. [40]; −Ef: Sakho et al. [22]; −Eg: Biaye et al. [38] [39]; −Eh: Gning et al. [27]; −Ei: Sow et al. 
[29]; −Ej: Sakho et al. [23]; −Ek: Ho [18]; −El: Lipsky et al. [35]. 
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Table 9. Comparison of the present calculations on resonance energies for the doubly 2pnp 1,3De (n = 3 - 5) excited states of 
He-like ions up to Z = 10 with available literature values. All energies are given in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States  

2pnp 1,3De Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2p3p 1De 

−Ep 0.57145 1.37190 2.53222 4.05304 5.93482 8.17746 10.78111 13.74595 17.07173 

−Ea 0.57940 1.39115 2.54216 4.03186 5.91564 8.15486 10.74894 13.69746 17.02625 

−Eb 0.56907 1.37390 2.53992 4.06708 5.95537 8.20478 10.81531 13.78694 17.11970 

−Ec 0.56504 1.36527 2.52749 4.05099      

−Ed 0.58390 1.38020 2.53724 4.05599      

−Ee  1.34617 2.54029 4.06777 5.87173 8.10114 10.69138 13.64254 16.95466 

−Ef 0.55612 1.34413 2.49002 3.99582      

−Ei 0.56859 1.37868 2.54641 4.06276 6.00418 8.20771 10.84569 13.81923 17.09193 

2p4p 1De 

−Ep 0.54242 1.26812 2.30568 3.65541 5.31758 7.29211 9.57909 12.17862 15.09056 

−Ea 0.55938 1.27684 2.32878 3.64061 5.29086 7.26753 9.55347 12.17767 15.05129 

−Eb 0.53645 1.26032 2.29672 3.64562 5.30703 7.28095 9.56736 12.16627 15.07769 

−Ed 0.55730 1.27980 2.31544 3.66419      

−Ei 0.53811 1.26503 2.30731 3.64021 5.29988 7.28815 9.59002 12.14703 15.04906 

2p5p 1De 

−Ep 0.52824 1.21866 2.21174 3.46853 5.02833 6.87805 9.01774 11.44746 14.16713 

−Ed 0.54482 1.23381 2.21046 3.47687      

−Eg 0.52222         

−Eh 0.52242         

2p3p 3De 

−Ep 0.58952 1.40563 2.58196 4.11895 6.01698 8.27591 10.89589 13.87705 17.21919 

−Ea 0.58080 1.40543 2.58479 4.13099 6.03511 8.30190 10.92526 13.91198 17.25727 

−Eb 0.58337 1.40353 2.58541 4.12864 6.03309 8.29874 10.92553 13.91345 17.26251 

−Ec 0.58498 1.40743 2.59117 4.13589      

−Ee 0.58378 1.40557 2.58834 4.13214 6.03699 8.30293 10.92996 13.91808 17.26731 

−Ef 0.58319 1.40401 2.58599 4.12923      

−Ei 0.58546 1.40511 2.58809 4.13378 6.03163 8.29953 10.93380 13.92114 17.26719 

2p4p 3De 

−Ep 0.55108 1.28417 2.32928 3.68665 5.35647 7.33868 9.63337 12.24059 15.16024 

−Ea 0.53275 1.27584 2.30842 3.64892 5.30830 7.28858 9.57982 12.17055 15.10668 

−Eb 0.54075 1.27067 2.31355 3.66911 5.33726 7.31797 9.61119 12.21708 15.13522 

−Ei 0.54805 1.28091 2.29456 3.65863 5.34968 7.32021 9.61492 12.21952 15.33671 

−Ep: Present work, values calculated from Equation (23); −Ea: Sow et al. [33]; −Eb: Sakho [22]; −Ec: Roy et al. [15]; −Ed: Ray and Mukherjee [25]; −Ee: Ho and 
Bathia [12]; −Ef: Lipsky et al. [35]; −Eg: Bhatia [41]; −Eh: Herrick and Sinanoglu [42]; −Ei: Sow et al. [29]. 
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Table 8 shows a comparison of the present SCUNC results of resonance ener-
gies of the doubly 2snp 1,3P0 (n = 2 - 5) excited states of He-like systems up to Z = 
10 with the results of Ho [17] who used the complex rotation method, Ivanov 
and Safronova [36], the results of Drake and Dalgarno [2] from the 1/Z expan-
sion perturbation theory, the values of Sakho et al., [22] [23] obtained from the 
semi-empirical procedure of the SCUNC formalism. Comparison is also done 
with the experimental data of Diehl et al., [37], the theoretical results of Lipsky et 
al., [35], Gning et al., [27], Sow et al., [29], Biaye et al., [38] [39] who performed 
their calculations in the framework of a variational calculations using wave func-
tion of Hylleraas type, and with the experimental data of Kossmann et al., [40]. 
In general, very good agreement is obtained between the present calculations 
and those of the above-mentioned works for all the states studied for Z = 2 - 10. 
As underlined above, the present goog agreements between theory and experi-
ments demonstrate the validity of the new correlated wave functions constructed 
in this work. 

 
Table 10. Comparison of the present calculations on resonance energies for the doubly 
2pnd 1,3F0 (n = 3 - 5) excited states of He-like ions up to Z = 5 with available literature 
values. All energies are given in atomic units. 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States  

2pnd 1,3F0 Z 2 3 4 5 

2p3d 1F0 

−Ep 0.55847 1.34648 2.49403 4.00193 

−Ea 0.54764 1.32705 2.47020 3.97508 

−Eb 0.55795 1.34415 2.48636  

2p4d 1F0 

−Ep 0.53593 1.25562 2.28702 3.63052 

−Ea 0.53377 1.25268 2.28421 3.62815 

−Eb 0.53209 1.24800 2.27389 3.61152 

2p5d 1F0 
−Ep 0.52452 1.21157 2.18814 3.45449 

−Ea 0.52607 1.21304 2.19005 3.45691 

2p3d 3F0 

−Ep 0.57844 1.38513 2.55185 4.07913 

−Ea 0.56977 1.38243 2.55741 4.09360 

−Eb 0.56587 1.37371 2.54341  

2p4d 3F0 

−Ep 0.54548 1.27386 2.31416 3.66667 

−Ea 0.54222 1.270 95 2.312 36 3.66617 

−Eb 0.53567 1.26072 2.29819 3.64827 

2p5d 3F0 
−Ep 0.52981 1.22158 2.20300 3.47423 

−Ea 0.52954 1.22108 2.20263 3.47402 

−Ep: Present work, values calculated from Equation (23); −Ea: Roy et al. [15]; −Eb: Lipsky et al. [35]. 
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Table 11. Comparison of the present calculations on the variational calculation of the ex-
citation energies of the doubly excited states 2sns 1,3Se (n = 3 - 4) of He-like systems with 
some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the results 
are expressed in atomic units: 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States Z 2 3 4 5 

2s3s 1Se 

Ep 2.3092 5.8653 11.0605 17.8947 

Ea 2.3138    

Eb 2.3139    

Ec 2.3194    

Ed 2.3130    

Ee 2.3267 5.8887 11.0884 17.9266 

Ef 2.3085  11.0721 17.9131 

Eg  5.8643   

Eh  5.8642 11.0533 17.8812 

Ei  5.8682   

Ej  5.8649   

Ek   11.0535 17.8815 

2s4s 1Se 

Ep 2.3501 5.9911 11.3196 18.3355 

Ef 2.3419    

El 2.3592 6.0039 11.3354 18.3541 

Em 2.3684 6.0171 11.3528 18.3757 

2s3s 3Se 

Ep 2.3024 5.8530 11.0427 17.8714 

Ea 2.3011    

Ee 2.3102 5.8562 11.0404 17.8634 

Eg   11.0193 17.8379 

Eh  5.8397 11.0166 17.8320 

Ei 2.3016 5.8406   

El 2.3022    

2s4s 3Se 

Ep 2.3467 5.9851 11.3108 18.3239 

El 2.3546 5.9943 11.3208 18.3343 

Em 2.3625 6.0064 11.3373 18.3343 

Ep: Present work; Ea: Burgers et al. [44]; Eb: Oza [33]; Ec: Koyama et al. [46]; Ed: Experimental value of Hicks 
and Comer [7]; Ee: Roy et al. [15]; Ef: Ray and Mukherjee [25]; Eg: Lipsky et al. [35]; Eh: Macias and Riera 
[21]; Ei: Conneely and Lipsky [20]; Ej: Bhatia [41]; Ek: Ho [18]; El: Sakho [24]; Em: Ivanov and Safronova 
[36]. 
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Table 12. Comparison of the present calculations on the variational calculation of the ex-
citation energies of the doubly excited states 2snp 1,3P0 (n = 3 - 5) of He-like systems with 
some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the results 
are expressed in atomic units: 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States Z 2 3 4 5 

2s2p 1P0 

Ep 2.2108 5.5391 10.3689 16.6997 

Ea 2.2097  10.3394 16.6529 

Eb  5.5249   

Ec  5.5238   

2s3p 1P0 

Ep 2.3158 5.8773 11.0779 17.9178 

Ea 2.3174  11.0707 17.9046 

Eb  5.8751   

2s4p 1P0 

Ep 2.3534 5.9971 11.3282 18.3468 

Ea 2.3553  11.3265 18.3427 

Eb  5.9975   

2s5p 1P0 

Ep 2.3710 6.0530 11.4448 18.5465 

Ea 2.3725  11.4452 18.5455 

Eb  6.0541   

2s3p 3P0 

Ep 2.3092 5.8653 11.0605 17.8947 

Ea 2.3178 5.8751 11.0708 17.9052 

Ed  5.8735 11.0663 17.8977 

Ee   11.0729 17.9083 

2s4p 3P0 

Ep 2.3501 5.9911 11.3196 18.3355 

Ea 2.3604  11.3399 18.3605 

Ed  6.0048   

2s5p 3P0 

Ep 2.3692 6.0497 11.4399 18.5400 

Ea 2.3788 6.0658 11.4619 18.5678 

Ed  6.0625   

Ep: Present work; Ea: Sakho [23]; Eb: Roy et al. [15]; Ec: Koyama et al. [46]; Ed: Kar and Ho [34]; Ee: Lipsky et 
al. [35]. 
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Table 13. Comparison of the present calculations on the variational calculation of the ex-
citation energies of the doubly excited states 2pnp 1,3De (n = 3 - 4) of He-like systems with 
some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the results 
are expressed in atomic units: 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States Z 2 3 4 5 

2p3p 1De 

Ep 2.3323 5.9080 11.1233 17.9779 

Ea 2.3387  11.1281 17.9800 

Eb 2.3345    

Ec 2.3350    

Ed 2.3318 5.9105 11.12764 17.9834 

Ee  5.9058 11.1153 17.9632 

Ef  5.9016   

Eg  5.9080   

Eh  5.9060 11.11564 17.9639 

Ei  5.9116   

Ej   11.1202 17.9799 

2p4p 1De 

Ep 2.3613 6.0118 11.3499 18.3756 

Ed 2.3692 6.0234 11.3645 18.3929 

Eh 2.3673 6.0196 11.3588 18.3854 

2p3p 3De 

Ep 2.3142 5.8743 11.0736 17.9120 

Ea 2.3187 5.8725 11.0644 17.8951 

Eb 2.3199    

Ed   11.0792 17.9142 

Ee  5.8743 11.0672  

Ef  5.8747   

Eg  5.8752   

Eh   11.0702 17.9023 

Ei  5.8759   

Ek 2.3200    

El   11.0712 17.9064 

2p4p 3De 

Ep 2.3526 5.9957 11.3263 18.3443 

Ed 2.3641 6.0116 11.3461 18.3679 

Eh 2.3629 6.0092 11.3420 18.3619 

Ep: Present work; Ea: Roy et al. [15]; Eb: Lindroth [26]; Ec: Oza [45]; Ed: Ivanov and Safronova [36]; Ee: Ho 
and Bhatia [12]; Ef: Bhatia [41]; Eg: Macias et al. [48]; Eh: Sakho [24]; Ei: Conneely and Lipsky [20]; Ej: Ray 
and Mukherjee [25]; Ek: Bhatia and Temkin [49]; El: Lipsky et al. [35]. 
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Table 14. Comparison of the present calculations on the variational calculation of the ex-
citation energies of the doubly excited states 2pnd 1,3F0 (n = 3 - 5) of He-like systems with 
some theoretical results available in the literature consulted for Z = 2 - 5. All the results 
are expressed in atomic units: 1 a.u. = 2 Ry = 27.211396 eV. 

States Z 2 3 4 5 

2p3d 1F0 

Ep 2.3453 5.9334 11.1615 18.0290 

Ea 2.3561 5.9529 11.1854 18.0559 

Eb 2.3454    

Ec 2.3458    

Ed  5.9338 11.1692 18.0433 

Ee  5.9161 11.1483 18.0205 

2p4d 1F0 

Ep 2.3678 6.0243 11.3685 18.4005 

Ea 2.3700 6.0272 11.3714 18.4028 

Ec 2.3716    

Ee 2.3489 6.0071 11.3536 18.3882 

Ed  6.0319 11.3817 18.4195 

2p5d 1F0 

Ep 2.3792 6.0683 11.4674 18.5765 

Ea 2.3777 6.0669 11.4655 18.5741 

Ec 2.3833    

Ed  6.0761 11.4800 18.5943 

Ee 2.3600 6.0495 11.4526 18.5628 

2p3d 3F0 

Ep 2.3253 5.8948 11.1037 17.9518 

Ea 2.3340 5.8975 11.0982 17.9374 

Eb 2.3375    

Ec 2.3379    

Ed  5.9067 11.1138 17.9611 

2p4d 3F0 

Ep 2.3582 6.0061 11.3414 18.3643 

Ea 2.3615 6.0090 11.3432 18.3648 

Ec 2.3681    

Ed  6.0197 11.3590 18.3873 

2p5d 3F0 

Ep 2.3739 6.0583 11.4526 18.5567 

Ea 2.3742 6.0588 11.4529 18.5570 

Ec 2.3815    

Ed  6.0701 11.4692 18.5800 

Ep: Present work; Ea: Roy et al. [15]; Eb: Lindroth [26]; Ec: Conneely and Lipsky [20]; Ed: Lipsky et al. [36]; 
Ee: Ray et al. [25]. 
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Table 9 compares the results for resonance energies of the doubly 2p3p 1,3De, 
2p4p 1,3De and 2p5p 1De excited states with the theoretical results of Sow et al., 
[29] [33], Ho and Bathia [12] using the complex roration method, Sakho [24], 
Lipsky et al., [35], Roy et al., [15], Ray and Mukherjee [25], Bhatia [41] who em-
ployed the Feshbach projection Operator (FPO) formalism, Herrick and Sina-
noglu [42]. In general comparison show satisfactory agreement between the cal-
culations.  

Table 10 lists the present resonance energies of the doubly 2pnd 1,3F0 (n = 3 - 
5) excited states. For these levels, literature data are very scarce. Comparisons 
show a good agreement between the present calculations and the theoretical re-
sults of Roy et al., [15] and of Lipsky et al., [35]. For the 2pnf 1,3Ge doubly excited 
states, no literature data were found for comparison. The SCUNC data quoted 
may be good reference for these doubly excited states. 

In Table 11, the present SCUNC results for excitation energies of the doubly 
2sns 1,3Se excited states with n = 2 - 5 and Z = 2 - 5 of He-like systems are listed. 
The excitation energies are evaluated with respect to the ground state of Fran-
kowski and Pekeris [43]. Comparisons are made with the results from the CCR 
results [19] and of Burgers et al., [44], the values of the variational algebraic 
(VA) method of Oza [45], the values of Koyama et al., [46] obtained from the 
the hyperspherical coordinate approaches, the experimental data of Hicks and 
Comer [7], the DFT results of Roy et al., [15], the TDVPT results of Ray and 
Mukherjee [25], the TDM data of Lipsky et al., [35] and of Macias and Riera 
[21], the diagonalization values of Conneely and Lipsky [20], the FPO values of 
Bhatia [47], the CCR calculations of Ho [18], the SCUNC method data of Sakho 
[24], the CHS results of Ivanov and Safronova [36]. Comparisons indicate that 
the current SCUNC calculations agree very well with all the literature data. This 
demonstrates again the validity of the present SCUNC variational procedure. 

Table 12 shows the present excitation energies of the doubly 2snp 1,3P0 excited 
states (n = 2 – 5) of He-like systems. Good agreement is obtained when com-
paring the SCUNC results to the results of Sakho [23], Roy et al., [15], Koyama 
et al., [46], Kar and Ho [34], Lipsky et al., [35].  

Table 13 presents the SCUNC values for excitation energies of the doubly 
2pnp 1,3De (n = 4 - 5) of helium and helium-like ions of nuclear charge Z ≤ 5. 
Comparison is done with the DFT data of Roy et al., [15], the CCR results of 
Lindroth [26], the VA calculations of Oza [45], the CHS results of Ivanov and 
Safronova [36], the CCR results of Ho and Bathia [12] and of Bhatia [41], the 
discretization calculations of Macias et al., [48], the semi-empirical SCUNC data 
of Sakho [24], the TDM values of Conneely and Lipsky [20] and of Lipsky et al., 
[35], the TDVPT data of Ray and Mukherjee [25], to the results of Bhatia and 
Temkin [49] and the TDM. Overall, good agreement is obtained.  

In Table 14, we have listed our results on the calculation of the excitation 
energies of the doubly excited 2pnd 1,3F0 (n = 2 - 5) states of He-like systems with 
Z ≤ 5. The SCUNC calculations are seen to agree well with the results of Roy et 
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al., [15], Lindroth [26], Conneely and Lipsky, Lipsky et al., [35] and of Ray et al., 
[25].  

Overall, the good agreements between our present calculations and the vari-
ous experimental and theoretical literature results justify the possibility to use 
the variationnal procedure of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge 
formalism to calculate precise resonance energies of doubly (Nlnl', 2S+1Lπ) excited 
states of two electrons systems. It should be mentioned that the present results 
are obtained from analytical formulae without any code of calculations or a su-
per-powerful computer. In this work, it has been demonstrated that the varia-
tional procedure of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) 
method can be used to compute precise resonance energies and excitation ener-
gies of doubly (Nlnl', 2S+1Lπ) excited states of He-like systems. The new results 
obtained for 2pnf 1,3Ge doubly excited states may be benchmaked data for theor-
ists focusing their study on the DES of He-lile systems. It should be underlined 
that, until this date the variational procedure of the SCUNC formalism has not 
been applied to atomic systems containing more than two electrons such as li-
thium isoelectronic sequence. The good agreement obtained in this paper open 
the way for applying the variational procedure of the SCUNC formalism to in-
vestigate the properties of complex atomic systems. Study is in such direction. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, resonance energies and excitation energies of the doubly 2sns 1,3Se, 
2snp 1,3P0, 2pnp 1,3De, 2pnd 1,3F0 and 2pnf 1,3Ge excited states of He-like systems 
are reported up to Z = 10. Calculations are made in the framework of the varia-
tional procedure of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) 
formalism. New correlated wavefunction of Hylleraas-type adapted to the cor-
rect description of electron-electron correlation phenomena in the (Nlnl', 2S+1Lπ) 
doubly excited states of two-electron systems are constructed. Overall, good 
agreement is obtained with various theoretical and experimental literature data. 
The adequacy of the present theory in the treatment of the properties of 
two-electron systems demonstrates the possibilities to extend the variational 
procedure of the SCUNC formalism to investigate the properties of complex 
atomic systems beginning by the lithium isoelectronic sequence. 
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Abstract 
Interpretation of wave function for free particle is suggested as a description 
of microscopic distortion of the space-time geometry, namely, as some closed 
topological 4-manifold. Such geometrical object looks in three-dimensional 
Euclidean space as its topological defect having stochastic and wave-corpuscular 
properties of quantum particle. All possible deformations (homeomorphisms) of 
closed topological manifold play the role of “hidden variables”, responsible 
for statistical character of the theory. 
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1. Introduction 

This investigation started long ago as an attempt to extend Einstein’s idea of the 
geometrization of the theory of gravity to a possible geometrization of quantum 
theory. In the Einstein’s general theory of relativity, gravitation is considered as 
a result of macroscopic distortion of the space-time geometry [1]; in this work, 
quantum particles are considered as a microscopic distortion of the space-time 
geometry. Suggested geometrizatiom of quantum mechanics means new inter-
pretation of its existing mathematical formalism commonly referred to as “co-
penhagen interpretation”. This new interpretation gives possibility to explain 
known strange features of above mathematical formalism (statistical description, 
wave-corpuscular dualism) with the help of notions from everyday life (physical 
model). Attempts to find such explanation started just after the creation of 
quantum mechanics and this problem is still considered by many physicians as 
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actual. For example, V. Ginsburg considered interpretation of quantum me-
chanics as the one of three great problems of modern physics (as the problem of 
appearance of life and the problem of irreversibility of time) [1]. The problem of 
interpretation of quantum mechanics was investigated for many years by t’Hooft 
[2] (here is a detailed list of references on the problem). But why any interpreta-
tion is needed for mathematical formalism if it is in a good agreement with ex-
periment? One of reasons is the fact that new physical models open new oppor-
tunities for development of theories. For example, many attempts (Einstein 
Weyl, Calutza and others) have been made for this reason to find geometrical 
interpretation of classical electrodynamics, although it is in a very good agree-
ment with experiment [3] [4]. In addition, the quantum theory cannot be consi-
dered as the final one. Another, more concrete, reason—the contradiction be-
tween Bohr and Einstein regarding the completeness of quantum mechanics 
which did not resolved until now [5] [6]. In contrast to Bohr, Einstein thought 
that the quantum mechanics is not a complete theory because it says nothing 
about physical reality, responsible for statistical character of the theory (so called 
“hidden variables” [2] [7] [8]), and the answer to this question is, may be, the 
main result of this work. As for physical models, author knows two interpreta-
tions of quantum mechanics where mathematical formalism of quantum me-
chanics is not questioned. One is the Everett’s “Many Universes Intеrpretation”, 
where statistical character of quantum theory is explained by existence of infinite 
number of Universes, corresponding to various realizations of reality [9]. This 
interpretation has its supporters in spite of exotic character and serious criticism 
[10]. Another interpretation is the t’Hooft “The Cellular Automaton Interpreta-
tion of Quantum Mechanics”, where a very special set of mutually orthogonal 
states in Hilbert space is considered [2]. This approach is now under develop-
ment. Among the works where the apparatus of quantum physics is undergoing 
serious changes we can mention the string theory (see, e.g. [11]) and Santini’s 
investigations [12]. The possibility is shown in this work to interpret the quan-
tum mechanical wave function for free particle as a description of microscopic 
distortion of the space-time geometry. Some characteristics of this geometrical 
object play the role of “hidden variables” responsible for stochastic behavior of 
quantum particle, and these characteristics are the physical reality that exists be-
fore measurement. Other characteristics explain wave-corpuscular properties of 
the particle. It may be said that quantum mechanics within suggested interpreta-
tion satisfies the completeness criterion formulated by Einstein. Preliminary re-
sults see [13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. 

2. Quantum Particle as the Microscopic Distortion of the 
Space-Time Geometry 

Let’s consider the free neutral particle with mass m and spin 0. It will be shown 
that wave function of such particle can be interpreted as a mathematical descrip-
tion of some geometrical object. This scalar wave function is the solution of the 
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Klein-Fock-Gordon equation, and it has the form [18] [19] 

( )Ψ const exp .i Et = ⋅ − − 
 

pr


                  (1) 

This function describes within existing interpretation the particle’s state with 
definite energy E and definite momentum p. The particle’s position before mea-
surements is unknown—it may be observed in any point with equal probability. 
This fact reflects statistical character of quantum mechanics—unusual property 
within classical representations. Another unusual property—wave-corpuscular 
dualism of quantum particles that is defined by phase of the wave function and 
by wave length and frequency, connecting with the particle’s energy and mo-
mentum by known relations [18] [19] 

, , , , .i
i

E i x y z
p

λ ω= = =




                     (2) 

Substituting (2) in (1), we have  

( )const exp , 2i ii t i kω πλΨ = ⋅ − + =kr                  (3) 

This type of functions (plane wave) is often used in classical physics (for ex-
ample, for description of plane running sound wave). Within existing interpre-
tation of quantum mechanics the origin of periodical dependence of wave func-
tion is not discussing.  

Let us rewrite the function (1) not with space coordinates x, y, z and, sepa-
rately with time coordinate t, but with only space coordinates x1, x2, x3, x4 of the 
specific space—the space of events of the special theory of relativity—four di-
mensional pseudo Euclidean space of index 1 (the Minkowski space [20]). Time, 
multiplied by light velocity, plays in this space the role of fourth space coordi-
nate ( 4ct x= ). Using in (1) instead of E the relativistic 4-momentum 4p E c= , 
the wave function can be written in symmetric form as 

( )Ψ const exp .ix pµ
µ= ⋅ −                       (4) 

Here and later relativistic units are used where 1c= =
. Summation over 

repeating indexes is suggested in (4) with signature ( + − − − ). In relativistic case 
[18] [19]  

2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4p p p p m− − − =                        (5) 

where m—the particle’s mass. Let’s write down (4) in such a way that it contains 
only values with dimensionality of length 

( )1Ψ const exp 2 ,ixµ
µπ λ−= ⋅ −                      (6) 

where 
2 2 2 2 2 1 1

1 2 3 4 , 2 , 2 .m mp mµ µλ λ λ λ λ λ π λ π− − − − − − −− − − = = =          (7) 

In contrast to (1, 3) function (6) does not look as a plane wave—it represents 
periodical function of four space coordinates in the Minkowsri space.  

Function (6) may be considered as a function realizing representation of the 
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group whose elements are discrete translations along four coordinates axes in 
the Minkowski space. Indeed, function (6) goes into itself at translations 

,x x nµ µ
µ µλ

′→ +                         (8) 

where nµ —integers (μ = 1, 2, 3, 4). This group is isomorphic to the group 4 , 
whose elements are products of integers nµ  In turn, the group 4  is isomor-
phic to the fundamental group of closed 4-manifold that is homeomorphic to 
the foir dimensional torus T4 [21] [22]. Now we nay formulate the main hypo-
thesis: quantum particle, described by the wave function (6), can be considered 
as a closed space-time manifold that is homeomorphic to the four dimensional 
torus imbedded into five dimensional pseudo Euclidean space of index 1. Rela-
tion (7) imposes a metric restriction on the acceptable under deformations path 
lengths ( )1,2,3,4 .i iλ =  Thus, the relation (7) defines also the geometrical in-
terpretation of the particle’s mass and 4-momentum. It will be shown in the next 
Section that such geometrical object looks in three dimensional Euclidean space 
as moving topological defect of this space having stochastic and wave-corpuscular 
properties of quantum particle.  

Representation of particle as a closed manifold means that this particle before 
measurement may be considered as a “mixture” of its all possible geometrical 
representations (homeomorphisms), and only interaction with device fixes one 
of them. This means that wave function describes not an individual particle, but 
statistical ensemble of all its possible geometrical representations, and this ex-
plains statistical character of quantum mechanics. Thus, ensemble of all possible 
homeomorphisms plays the role of “hidden variables,” responsible for stochastic 
behavior of particles.  

3. Quantum Particle as a Topological Defect of Euclidean 
Space 

Let’s proceed to decoding of the representation of quantum particle as a closed 
4-manifold, that is let’s show how such object looks from the point of view of the 
observer in Euclidean space. But the important notice should be made before 
going to this problem. The geometry of four dimensional closed manifolds is 
now under development: the full recognition algorithm is not now known even 
for three dimensional closed manifolds [22]. Therefore the only way to establish 
what the representation of quantum particle as a closed 4-manifold means from 
the point of view of the observer in Euclidean space is to use low dimensional 
analogies. Having this in mind let’s consider closed manifold homeomorphic to 
the two dimensional torus embedded into three dimensional pseudo Euclidean 
space of index 1. To obtain concrete result only one of infinite number of possi-
ble homeomorphisms of this manifold will be considered, namely usual two di-
mensional torus 2 1 1T S S= × , where S1—a circle. Such torus may be considered 
in three dimensional Euclidean space as a surface obtained by rotation of a circle 
around vertical axis lying in the plain of this circle (Figure 1(a)). In pseudo Euc-
lidean three dimensional space this circle is located in pseudo Euclidean plane 
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and it looks on Eucldean plane of Figure 1(b) as a isosceles hyperbola [23]. That 
is two dimensional torus, representing particle, looks in three dimensional Euc-
lidean space as a hyperboloid (Figure 1(b)). Within considered low dimensional 
analogy physical space-time (space of events) is a two dimensional pseudo Euc-
lidean space, and the particle’s positions in different moments of time in the 
Euclidean (one dimensional) space are defined by points of intersection with this 
space of the projections of the hyperboloid’s temporary cross-sections. These 
cross-sections look as expanding circles in two-dimensional Euclidean plane XY 
(Figure 2(a)). These circles can be considered as moving topological defect of 
one dimensional physical space. It is the fact that intersection point belongs to 
topological defect that distinguishes this point at Figure 2(a) from neighboring 
points of one dimensional Euclidean space, turning it into a physical “material 
point. 

The particle’s positions in Euclidean (one dimensional) space are defined by 
pounts of its intersection with the circle, corresponding to the only one of the 
torus possible homeomorphisms. Accounting for all possible homeomorphisms 
leads, obviously, to “blurring” of this circle and so leads to transformation of the 
one intersection point in finite region of Euclidean space (this region is indicated 
at Figure 2(b) by a bold line segment on X-axis). This region has at every mo-
ment of time a finite size because the range of all possible homeomorphisms is 
limited by metric condition (7) that restrict the maximum possible dimensions 
of closed manifold. As a result, the observer in Euclidean space will detect the  
 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 1. Two-dimensional torus embedded into three-dimensional Euclidean and 
pseudo Euclidean spaces. 
 

 
(a)                                           (b) 

Figure 2. Topological defect of one dimensional Euclidean space (X-axis). 
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particle with equal probability in one of points of above mentioned region. This 
means that wave function describes not a position of separate particle but the 
ensemble of its possible positions, and this explains statistical character of 
quantum mechanics. It is obvious that all possible homeomorphisms of the 
closed manifold, representing this particle, play the role of “hidden variables”, 
responsible for the particle’s stochastic behavior: each homeomorphism corres-
ponds to the one particle’s possible position in Euclidean space. The points of 
the intersection region have different velocities. This means that the intersection 
region at Figure 2(b) are moving expanding, and finally it will fill all Euclidean 
(one dimensional) space. In result the probability to observe the particle in any 
point of space will be the same, as it should be according to laws of quantum 
mechanics for free particle, described by wave function (1).  

The fact that the particle can be represented in physical Euclidean space as a 
part of topological defect allows to explain the particle’s wave properties. It is 
sufficient for this to suppose that the defect’s position in the external five dimen-
sional Euclidean space relative to the three dimensional space changes according 
to periodical low described by wave function (1) (a rigorous proof of this as-
sumption is not possible within the framework of low dimensional analogy). It 
can be said that the phase of the defect’s periodical movement is an additional 
degree of freedom on which the effect of the particle on the device depends. The 
particle’s corpuscular properties (4-momentum) are defined through parameters 
of above periodical movement of defect by relations 

12pµ πλ−= .                         (9) 

These relations are identical to the definition (2) of the particle’s wave length 
through its momentum within existing interpretation [19], but now they have 
the “reverse” meaning of definition of momentum through the wave length, as it 
should be in the consistent theory where less general concepts (classical mo-
mentum) are defined through more fundamental ones (wave length of the de-
fect’s periodical movement).  

4. Conclusion 

The wave function plays a dual role within suggested interpretation. First, it is a 
function, realizing the representation of the fundamental group for a closed 
4-manifold, representing a free particle. Second, this function describes periodi-
cal movement of topological defect in the external space, and intersection of this 
defect with physical space defines the possible particle’s positions. These proper-
ties of the wave function make it possible to explain the stochastic behavior of 
the particle and its wave-corpuscular dualism. The role of “hidden variables”, 
responsible for the particle’s stochastic behavior, is played by all possible ho-
meomorphisms of the closed 4-manifold, representing the particle. Notice in 
conclusion that relation (7) defines geometrical interpretation of the particle’s 
mass as a characteristic of some fundamental length mλ . Geometrical interpre-
tation of elementary electrical charge and the particle’s spin and possibility of 
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application of geometrical approach to the quantum field theory is now under 
consideration. After that, the advantages of the proposed approach will become 
clear. 
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Abstract 
An exhaustive study has been conducted on face videos from YouTube video 
dataset for real time face recognition using the features from deep learning 
architectures and also the information set features. Our objective is to cash in 
on a plethora of deep learning architectures and information set features. The 
deep learning architectures dig in features from several layers of convolution 
and max-pooling layers though a placement of these layers is architecture 
dependent. On the other hand, the information set features depend on the 
entropy function for the generation of features. A comparative study of 
deep learning and information set features is made using the well-known 
classifiers in addition to developing Constrained Hanman Transform (CHT) 
and Weighted Hanman Transform (WHT) classifiers. It is demonstrated that 
information set features and deep learning features have comparable perfor-
mance. However, sigmoid-based information set features using the new clas-
sifiers are found to outperform MobileNet features. 
 
Keywords 
Face Recognition on Videos, Information Sets, Constrained Hanman  
Transform Classifier, Weighted Hanman Transform Classifier, Video Face 
Dataset, MobileNet, Vgg-16, Inception Net, ResNet 

 

1. Introduction 

Face recognition from videos is still a challenging problem. One source of videos 
is CCT cameras installed wherever the thefts and criminal activities are expected. 
We can see the use of these cameras for surveillance and security at places like 
airports, hospitals, banks, streets, homes, offices etc. With the increased terrorist 
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attacks, concern about public safety has become paramount importance world-
wide. Earlier the passport photo used to be the only identity for travelers, but 
now secrete cameras at airports keep a strict vigil on their activities as well. They 
record real time videos during the immigration checks. Their applications are 
furthered in detecting the poses of people, tracking the objects and activities.  

Face recognition has been in vogue for the user verification and authentica-
tion, public safety, attendance management and counting of people. But real 
time detection and recognition of a face are very difficult as they have to be fast-
er without compromising on accuracy. Tracking the presence of an authorized 
human is an added overhead to prevent his/her access.  

There are two approaches based on 1) image-based and 2) video-based. The 
first approach has been researched from multiple perspectives, not limited to 
performance, computational constraints, and image acquisition under both the 
constrained and unconstrained environments including occlusions. On the other 
hand, the second approach has not been explored to that extent desirable and it 
is still an active research field due to an additional challenge posed by videos. 
Motivated to counter this challenge, we have made an attempt to investigate both 
the information set features and deep learning neural network features in this 
work. Moreover, depending on an application, video based face recognition can 
be performed using either image-to-video or video-to-video. The image-to-video 
methods are suited to applications involving an identification of a person. Here 
the presence of a person in videos is determined based on still image dataset. On 
the other hand, video-to-video matching is mainly used to find all the occur-
rences of a subject within a collection of video data. Here both the system input 
and the database are in the form of videos and video-to-video matching is more 
challenging than image-to-video matching. Typical solutions to this problem 
involve multiple stages like extracting features from the input videos and then 
matching with the target video features. In this work, we are concerned with the 
real time face recognition involving image-to-video methods. 

There are multiple factors in the way of performing real time face recognition. 
Pose and location of a person in a video vary widely. Moreover, the varying ex-
pressions, illumination, background, occlusions affect the processing after the 
acquisition of the video. Every frame of a face video may witness a significant 
change in the form of pose, expression and illumination. Considering all the 
frames will make a face recognition system slow because of computational com-
plexity. Therefore, only a few frames at a certain frame rate have to be selected to 
reduce the training time in the recognition system.  

Zheng et al. [1] have proposed an automatic system for the unconstrained 
video-based face recognition. First of all, faces are localized in videos using two 
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) detectors. The regions of 
bounding boxes earmarked from the earlier step are then grouped based on face 
association and tracking methods. Faces are then recognized by the face matcher 
using an unsupervised subspace learning approach and a subspace-to-subspace 
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similarity metric. 
Deep learning networks have been favored by researchers in the field of image 

processing as they are well suited for the extraction of features from images of all 
sorts and classifying the same by the inbuilt classifiers like softmax in the very 
networks. Face recognition, emotion recognition, optical character recognition, 
detection of diseases from medical images are some of the applications where 
deep learning networks have become a natural choice. They outperform the 
classical methods for the pattern recognition and classification problems by ex-
tents. Because of their wide usage, several deep learning networks have emerged 
starting with convolutional neural networks (CNN) having different architectures 
like Alex Net, LeNet, Vgg-16 to Region-CNN (RCNN), MobileNet, ResNet etc. 

A survey on face recognition using deep learning is made in [2] on two as-
pects: data and algorithms. For algorithms, network architectures are surveyed. 
Also, they have categorized loss functions into Euclidean-distance based, angular 
or cosine-margin based, softmax and its variations. For data, some commonly 
used datasets are surveyed. As mentioned in [2] that technical challenge with 
matching faces cross ages, poses and styles still remains. Deep learning has im-
proved continuously over the past few years and now it even assists humans in 
face verification. But the applications requiring high accuracy at a very low 
alarm rate like financial identity verification are still difficult even with massive 
training data. 

We will discuss some of the deep learning neural networks later on in connec-
tion with our application. They are not without drawbacks as can be noticed. 
Training these models is cumbersome as they need huge dataset to train from 
scratch; but with transfer learning the need for huge training data can be re-
duced. As there are many deep learning architectures in the literature the choice 
and suitability of particular architecture to an application are fraught with diffi-
culties. The unavailability of big public databases hampers the effective use of 
deep learning neural networks. To mitigate this problem, data augmentation 
from the available samples is employed during training. Traditional methods 
seek image synthesis for augmentation that includes but not limited to cropping, 
rotating, flipping, random sampling or adding noise in images and these opera-
tions involve transformations that do not affect the category. In real life scenario, 
the augmentation may not be necessitated but cannot altogether be ruled out. 

Close on the heels of real life scenario, Inoue [3] has suggested an augmenta-
tion technique that takes the average of two randomly selected images from a 
training set. If two labeled images are chosen, then the label of the first is consi-
dered for the generated one. This method of sample pairing leads to reduction in 
error rate over the traditional approaches. But the selection of images has a sig-
nificant impact on the accuracy. Surprisingly, if images belong to the same class, 
improvement is poorer. There is no valid reason for this anomaly therefore 
choosing sample pairs is a difficult task. Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN) [4] 
can generate new images similar in all aspects to the training images. They com-
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prise two networks, namely, generator and discriminator that compete with each 
other in performance. The generator tries to make similar input images while 
the discriminator estimates the probability of whether a sample is taken from the 
original network and not from the generated network. The learning aim of ge-
nerator is to increase the probability of discriminator making a mistake. It is in-
teresting to train GANs if the number of training set images is small. Also, GAN 
requires the choice of a good equilibrium which is not ensured thus leading to 
unstable training. 

We are more interested in the transfer learning approaches for Deep Neural 
Networks (DNNs) as they save time to build a model not from scratch. Moreo-
ver, this sort of learning helps solve other’s problem. DNN’s can deal with small 
training datasets. Lin et al. [5] have proposed a transferred deep feature fusion 
framework that utilizes two Deep Convolution Neural Networks (DCNNs) for 
feature extraction and identification of the unknown (test) face from the known 
(training) faces. The architectures used are ResNet-50 and GoogLeNet-BN and 
these are trained on different databases to get more generalized feature repre-
sentation. For training, data augmentation is adopted by flipping, cropping and 
resizing images. The fusion occurs at two stages, one at the features level and 
another at the similarity scores level. In the first fusion stage, the features ex-
tracted from the output layers of the networks are fused together. Then template 
based on one vs. the rest—SVM is trained on these features. A template is a col-
lection of all frames of a video and the images of a focused subject are used as a 
single representation for the matching task. Finally, One Shot Similarity (OSS) is 
applied to identify the input. OSS of two vectors say p and q, is measured by 
considering p as a positive set and all other samples that don’t belong to either of 
these two vectors as a negative set and then classification is performed. Similarly, 
it’s done for q and then the average of these is taken. In the second fusion stage, 
multiple matching scores obtained for each template-pair are fused into a single 
score. 

Most of the research works on DCNNs [1] [2] [4] [5] have some common 
problems. They require larger dataset, memory and computation time. As we are 
all aware bigger the dataset the better is the model and so the need arises for data 
augmentation. Though this helps reduce the problem of overfitting but is com-
putationally expensive and also increases the training time. Sample pairing type 
augmentations [3] have a disadvantage that they make a little sense from the 
humanistic perspective. It is very difficult to interpret why the performance 
boost takes place by mixing images. One reason could be that the increase in the 
data size facilitates robust representation of the low-level characteristics. For 
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) in [4], getting high-resolution output 
is still challenging. Increasing the output size of the images produced by the ge-
nerator is likely to cause training instability and non-convergence. Moreover, 
fine tuning of these networks is also challenging. Another drawback is that they 
do not encode the position and orientation of the objects. 
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The present work involving real time face recognition using videos is in con-
tinuation of our earlier work on face recognition [6] where we have addressed 
the real time face recognition problems such as pose and illumination variations 
using the information set features that arise out of the representation of the pos-
sibilistic certainty using Mamta-Hanman entropy function. To see the relative 
merits of information set features vis-a-vis deep learning-based features, we are 
motivated to investigate the effectiveness of DCNNs on videos by overriding 
their requirement for large databases with smaller databases. As there are many 
candidates to choose from different deep learning neural architectures, some 
experimental study will be conducted. We are also bent upon developing two 
classifiers, viz., Constrained Hanman transform (CHT) classifier and Weighted 
Hanman transform (WHT) classifier in this work. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the extraction 
of features. Section 3 contains the proposed classifier and algorithm. DNNs used 
are discussed in Section 4. The details of the databases are given in Section 5. 
Section 6 discusses the results of experiments on two video databases. The con-
clusions are given in Section 7. 

2. The Concept of Information Set 

The concept of information set was introduced by Hanmandlu in a guest edi-
torial [7] so as to extend the scope of a fuzzy set by empowering the membership 
function involved in it as an agent through the proposition of an information 
theoretic entropy function christened as Hanman-Anirban entropy function [8]. 
This is more general in the sense that it can represent both probabilistic uncer-
tainty and the possibilistic certainty unlike Shannon, Renyi, Tsallis and Pal and 
Pal entropy functions that represent only the probabilistic uncertainty considered 
as a measure of disorder called information. The offshoot of Hanman-Anirban is 
called Mamta-Hanman entropy function [9], defined as 

( )
2

1 e ijcp d
ijH p

n

βγ
α − +

= ∑∑                       (1) 

where c, d, α, β and γ are the constant parameters and ijp  is the probability. 
For simplicity we take γ = 1 in Equation (1) that represents the probabilistic un-
certainty. In this paper, we are concerned with the possibilistic certainty in the 
gray levels of a sub-image which is proved to be better than the probabilistic un-
certainty. We term a sub-image as the information source and the gray levels as 
the information source values to prepare the ground to represent the possibilistic 
certainty as will be clear shortly. To this end, we replace the probability ijp  
with the information source values ijI  in Equation (1) leading to:

 
( )

2

1 e ijcI d
ijH I

n

βγ
α − +

= ∑∑                       (2) 

We now choose the parameters of the exponential gain function such that it 
takes the form of a membership function whose role is to fit an appropriate pos-
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sibility distribution for the information source values.  

Selecting 1γ = , 
max

1c
I

= , 
max

1 avgI
d

I
= −  in Equation (2) leads to 

( )1
2 2

1 1e eij ij
ij ijH I I

n n

β βµ µα α− − −= =∑∑ ∑∑                 (3) 

where 0 2α< <  and the membership function is 
max

ij avg
ij

I I

I
µ

−
= . Taking the 

first order approximation in the exponential gain function in Equation (3) leads 
to,  

( )2 2

1 11ij ij ij ijH I I
n n

α β α βµ µ= − =∑∑ ∑∑                 (4) 

As we have modeled the distribution of ijI  to get ijµ , Equation (4) gives the 
possibilistic certainty; but if we replace ijµ  with its complement then it gives 
the possibilistic uncertainty. 

2.1. Dilemma between Certainty and Uncertainty 

It is time to understand the difference between the two. We have been making a 
concerted effort over the years through the aegis of information set theory to 
clear up this dilemma. As probabilities express a random phenomenon, the clas-
sical entropy functions give a measure of disorder or uncertainty in a system. In 
some situations probabilities act as possibilities. For instance, the occurrences of 
minerals in sea water are random, but their effect on the taste of the water is not 
random but fuzzy as we can easily associate a concept like bitterness to it be-
cause the variation in bitterness leads to a fuzzy set. The degree of bitterness is 
described by a membership function which gives a certainty value. But the bit-
terness depends on the amounts of minerals dissolved in the water. 

The variation in any information source (attribute) values gives rise to a dis-
tribution. If this distribution can be modelled by a mathematical function using 
the statistics of the distribution termed as the possibilistic entropy function, then 
we get the extent of certainty of the attribute to a specified concept or class. 
Otherwise the distribution is random; hence it can only be represented by a ma-
thematical function without using the statistics of the distribution termed as the 
probabilistic entropy function in which case we get the extent of uncertainty in-
volved in relating the variable to the concept/class. The difference between the 
two is whether or not the distribution of a variable can be modelled using its sta-
tistics. This is termed as certainty/uncertainty principle. 

The advantage of using statistical parameters in the modelling of a distribu-
tion of information source values by a mathematical function bestows us the fa-
cility to change the parameters thereby changing the function. If the information 
source values have the corresponding degrees of association provided by a ma-
thematical function to a concept or class then both the information source val-
ues and the degrees of association together represent the certainty whether or 
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not the mathematical function involves the statistical of parameters of the dis-
tribution of the information source values. We will be using this simple concept 
while designing the classifiers. We now define the information set concept that is 
the backbone of the information set theory.  

2.2. Definition of Information Set 

The set of information values { }ij ijIα βµ  is called the information set such that 
each information value is a product of the information value and the corres-
ponding membership function value. The values of α and β need to be selected 
appropriately. 

An in depth of study on information set theory can be found from [10] [11] 
[12]. The adaptive forms of Mamta-Hanman and Hanman-Anirban entropy 
functions are presented in [6] and [12] respectively, which will give more teeth 
to be able to derive Hanman transform from them as shown later.  

2.3. Operations on Information Sets 

Let H1 and H2 be two information sets. The operations of union, Intersection 
and complement are given as under.  

1) Union: It is the t-norm of H1ij and H2ij that are the corresponding informa-
tion values of two information sets. 

2) Intersection: It is the t-conorm or S-norm of H1ij and H2ij. 
3) Complement Information: If the membership function is complement we 

get complement information { }ij ijIα βµ . 
4) Thresholding: Unlike cut-sets, the information sets are subjected to thre-

sholding for the choice of information content.  
5) Functions: Information set allows generation of modified features by ap-

plying different functions on the basic information values.  

2.4. Functional Information Set Features 

To derive these features, the unit of information is taken as either the informa-
tion value, ij ijIα βµ  or the complement information value, ij ijIα βµ  and then an 
appropriate function is applied on this unit information. The formulation of 
such features is now discussed. 

2.4.1. Energy (EN) Feature 
Energy feature is derived from Equation (4) by taking 2β =  in ij

βµ  for the kth 
window denoted by kE  as: 

2
2 1 1

1
k ij ij

n n
i jE I

n
α µ

= =
= ∑ ∑                        (5) 

2.4.2. Sigmoid (SG) Feature 
Applying the sigmoid function on the unit of information leads to the following 
sigmoid feature (SG) denoted by kS : 
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2 1 1

1

1 e ij ij

avg
k I

n
i j

n I
S

n βα µ= = −
=

+
∑ ∑                     (6) 

2.4.3. Effective Information (EI) Feature 
As the above ij

βµ  is not found suitable, we have chosen an exponential mem-

bership function 
2

e
ij ref

h

I I

f
ijµ

 −
 −
 
 =  which is obtained from the exponential gain 

function ( )e ijcI d
βγ− +

 of (2) on substituting 1γ = , 2

1

h

c
f

= , 2
ref

h

I
d

f
= − . The use  

of centroidal approach on the information values ij ijIα βµ  gives the effective in-
formation (EI) denoted by kI  as follows: 

ij iji j
k

iji j

I
I

α β

β

µ

µ
=
∑ ∑
∑ ∑

                       (7) 

where Iref can be taken as Imax and the fuzzifier is given by:
 

( )
( )

4

2
2

ij refi j
h

ij refi j

I I
f

I I

−
=

−

∑ ∑
∑ ∑

 

2.4.4. Possibilistic Renyi Entropy (RE) Feature 
Renyi entropy function is based on probabilities; so it cannot be used as feature 
as we are dealing with the attribute (information source) values. But its possibi-
listic form is derived by Bhatia and Hanmandlu in [13] by making it adaptive. 
We will first consider the Renyi entropy (RE) function with the probability re-
placed by the information source value. Denoting RE by Rk for kth window, it is 
expressed as 

( ){ }2 1 1

1 1 log
1k iji

n n
jR I

n
α

α = =
=

− ∑ ∑                   (8) 

Since ( )1 1 1n
jj

n
ii I

= =
≠∑ ∑ , unlike the sum of the probabilities equals 1 we have 

normalized the r.h.s. of (8) by dividing with the number of the information 
source values ijI  to get what we call the approximate normalized possibilistic 
Renyi entropy function. We have fixed 2α =  obtained by experimentation as 
discussed in Section 6 on results; so RE feature is computed from  

( ){ }2
e2 1 1

1 logk ij
n n
i jR I

n = =
= ∑ ∑ . 

We will now derive adaptive Renyi entropy (ARE) function by assuming α to be 
a variable.  

Then one term of (8) becomes: 
 

{ }, elog
1A ij ijR Iα

α
=

−
                       (9) 

Assuming 1
1 ijµ

α
=

−
 makes 

1 ij
α µ
α
= −

−
, the complementary membership 

function of ijI . In view of this (9) becomes 
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{ }, elogA ij ij ijR Iµ= −                       (10) 

where 
max

ij avg
ij

I I

I
µ

−
= . 

Summing the above for 1, ,i n=   and 1, ,j n=   we get ARE as: 

e2 1 1

1 logAk ijj
n

i
n

ijR I
n

µ
= =

= − ∑ ∑                  (11) 

2.5. Derivation of Hanman Classifier  

A classifier works on the training feature vectors and a testing feature for the 
classification we denote a feature vector by { }ix . We will now derive Hanman 
transform that is a higher level information set. To derive this, we invoke the 
adaptive Mamta-Hanman entropy function [6], defined as 

( ) ( )( )1 e ic x d
iH x

n

βγ
α − +

= ∑                     (12) 

where the parameters ( )c  and ( )d  are variables and ixα  denotes the fea-
ture vector. Setting the parameter ( )c  to iµ  and ( )d  to zero in Equation 
(10) yields us the most general Hanman Transform, given by 

( )1 e i ix
iH x

n

βγµα −
= ∑                      (13) 

To simplify the above, the three parameters: α, γ and β are set to unity result-
ing in the basic Hanman transform: 

( )1 e i ix
iH x

n
µ−= ∑                       (14) 

The above requires the generation of feature vector ix  and its membership 
function. However, it would be more effective if we compute the error vector 
between the training feature vector and the test feature vector. The development 
of classifier based on this transform will be discussed now. 

2.6. Properties of Information Sets and Hanman Transform  

To give an insight into the Information set theory, it is essential to enlist some 
important properties some of which are common to both information sets and 
Hanman transform and some specific to either of the two. These are discussed in 
the following: 

1) Both information values and Hanman transform values are natural va-
riables. The electro-chemical pulse from dendrite is either magnified or inha-
bited by the synapse before reaching a neuron. This is equivalent to changing an 
attribute by its membership value as in a basic information value. Evaluation of 
an attribute based on the information on it gives the Hanman transform value 
and the function of this transform is similar to the higher level activity of neu-
rons  in the human brain.  

2) The summation of information values gives us an estimate of the output. 
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This useful result helps us simplify the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy rule.  
Proof: Consider a TSK fuzzy rule 
If 1x  is A1 and 2x  is A2 and nx  is An then 0 1 1 2 2 n ny a a x a x a x= + + + +  

If the fuzzy sets 1, , nA A  are replaced with the information values, then we 
can write 1 1 2 2 n ny x x xµ µ µ= + + + . This output is a sum of information values 
with 0 0a = .  

3) From 2), we can deduce that 1 1 1 2 2 2 n n ny w x w x w xµ µ µ= + + +  for the 
situation when 1, , nA A  have different sizes. 

4) Transfer learning is possible through Hanman transform  
( )( )1 e i iy x

iH x
n

µ−= ∑  where the membership ( )i yµ  is derived from another 

attribute y.  
5) If 1µ  and 2µ  are treated as two agents then ( ){ }1 2x µ µ−  is the diver-

gent information set and the Hanman transform divergent set is simply the cor-
responding Hanman transform ( )( ){ }1 2expx x µ µ− − . 

6) Both basic information value and Hanman transform can be used in the 
learning of parameters in an optimization problem [14] [15] using ( )a i iH a f a=   

and ( )1 e i ia f a
a iH a

n
−= ∑  respectively. Here ia  is the parameter set to be learned  

and ( )if a  is the output of the objective function.  
7) Hanman transform can be used to evaluate the membership function value 

as ( ) ( ) ( )e i ix old
i inew old µµ µ −=  which is recursive. If we have a correction term, 

say ( )iv old  necessitated due to inappropriate membership function model, 
then we can have a non-linear state space model from this recursive relation 
represented as: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 e i ix k

i i ik k v kµµ µ −+ = + , where k denotes the kth instant. 
The model parameters of this model can be easily learned using competi-
tive-cooperative learning models (cclms) which also use the output-based Han-
man transform [15] as mentioned in 6). 

3. Design of Classifier Based on Hanman Transform  

Unlike in many classifiers there is no training phase in the design of this classifi-
er but only the testing phase because the need for the unknown parameters is 
eliminated completely by assuming suitable parameters in the Hanman trans-
form. Separating training phase from testing phase would entail the computation 
of parameters which we have avoided by having only the testing phase. This ap-
proach is amply suitable for the case of availability of only a few training samples.  

Here, we compute the error vectors between the training feature vectors and 
test feature vector and then taking two error vectors at a time we compute all the 
possible t-normed error vectors. From these normed error vectors, we select the 
one with the least entropy value thus eliminating all other normed error vectors. 
This acts as a support vector for the class. 

Proof: As we are extracting information set value/feature from each window/ 
sub-image and sum of these values over all windows or the entire image gives the  
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certainty because 1
i iH x

n
µ= ∑  which in the case of unsupervised learning pro-

vides an estimate of the output whereas ( )1 1i ix
n

H µ= −∑  gives uncertainty  

or disorder which we are not considering here. Subtraction of information val-
ues of the training image and test image leads to one error vector { }ie . As we 
have several training images and one test image, subtraction of their information 
value gives several error vectors or a set of error vectors. The t-norm of any two 
error vectors yields the minimum of these vectors called t-normed error vector 
denoted by { }ie . Let us compute the certainty value of this t-normed error  

vector as ( )1
i i iE e e

n
µ= ∑    , where the t-normed error vector { }ie  is converted  

into membership function vector, ( ){ }i ieµ   called M-error vector. If we select 
the t-normed error vector with the least certainty value out of all possible t-normed 
error vectors of a user, it means all other t-normed errors have more certainty 
than the one we have selected and thus it serves as the limit of tolerance which is 
akin to the support vector of SVM for a class/user. The information set theory 
offers us an easy way to determine the limit of tolerance as against lengthy 
computation required to compute the support vectors in support vector machine 
(SVM). In the proposed approach we will be using Hanman transform to compute 
the least certainty valued t-normed error vector for the high level representation  

of certainty as follows: ( ){ }1 expT i i i iE e e e
n

µ= −∑     . Here we have used the  

exponential membership function ( )i ieµ   of ie  without using the statistical 
parameters. But their product gives the certaintyof t-normed error vector be-
longing to a class. 

We will now present two classifiers based on Hanman transform (HT). The 
first classifier is called Constrained HT (CHT) for which an objective function JM 
is formed using M-vector. The user with the least value of the product, (ETJM) is 
identified with the unknown user or test sample. The second classifier is called 
Weight HT (WHT) for which we form a weight vector using the values of M-vector 
and these weights are used in the Hanman transform to get the least value of  

( ){ }1 expWT i i i i iE w e e e
n

µ= −∑      that gives the identity of the unknown user.  

Before presenting the algorithm, let the length of feature vector be n, the 
number of training samples be s for each class, the number of test samples be 
n’andthe number of classes be C. It may be noted that we have used a different 
notation in the algorithms from the above for the convenience of representation. 

3.1. Algorithm-1 of Constrained Hanman Transform (CHT)  
Classifier  

1) Compute the error vector between the mth training feature vector of lth user 
l
mjx  and the test feature vector jt  as given by 

l l
mj mj je x t= −                           (15) 
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where 1,2, ,m s=   and 1,2, ,j n=  .  
2) Compute the Frank t-normed error vector for lth user on a pair (m,h) of the 

error vectors using 

( ) ( ), ;l l l
mh mj hjE j T e e m h= ≠                     (16) 

where ( )
( )( )1 1

, log 1
1

x y

p

p p
T x y

p

 − −
 = +
 − 

 and p is set to 2. 

3) Compute the exponential membership function of t-normed error vector 
from:  

( ) ( )e
l
mhE jl

mhM j −=                        (17) 

4) Compute the weight Wl using  

( )2

,1 min l
l m h mhW J= −                      (18) 

where l
mhJ  is the average of the membership function values of lth user givenby: 

( )1 ;
l
mhq

n

l
mh

M q
J m h

n
== ≠

∑
 

This average must be closer to 1; hence called the unity constraint. 
5) Evaluate ( ) , 1, 2, ,mhH l h s=   using Hanman Transform in Equation (14) 

as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 e

l l
mh mhE q M ql

mh mhq
nH l E q −

=
= ∑                (19) 

for m h≠  and , 1, 2, ,m h s=   and 1,2, ,l C=   
And compute lK  from: 

( ),minl m h mhK H l=                       (20) 

where l stands for lth user.  
6) Repeat Steps 1 - 4 for all users ( 1,2, ,l C=  ) and if ( ){ }arg min l l ll K W= , 

then the test user gets identified with lth user. 

3.2. Algorithm-2 of Weighted Hanman Transform (WHT)  
Classifier 

In this algorithm, Steps 1 - 3 of the above algorithm are the same as the above.  
1) Compute the weight 

( ) ( )
2

1l l
mhw q M q=  −                      (21) 

2) Evaluate ( ) , 1, 2, ,mhH l h s=   using the Weighted Hanman Transform, 
expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 e

l l
mh mhE q M ql l

mh mh
n
qH l w q E q −

=
= ∑              (22) 

for m h≠  and , 1, 2, ,m h s=   and 1,2, ,l C=   
3) Repeat Steps 1 - 5 for all users and then find ( ) ( )min mh lH l H=  for each 

user. 
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4) The lth user for which H(l) is minimum gives the identity of the user. 

3.3. Steps for Classification 

The steps to be followed for the classification are: 
1) For every image, take n × n, compute a find feature vector by selecting one 

of the features derived in Section 2.4. 
2) Divide the entire feature set into the training and testing sets. 
3) For every test image, apply any classifier. 
4) Compute the accuracy. 

4. Description of Deep Learning Neural Architectures 

Various deep learning networks have emerged in the past and are still emerging 
because of growing interest in researchers to try them for different industrial ap-
plications. They are a popular choice for the solution of image processing prob-
lems. A few such networks used in this paper are briefly described. 

4.1. Vgg-16 

VGG-16 is a dense CNN introduced in 2014 by Visual Geometry Group from 
Oxford [16]. It was developed for ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition 
Challenge (ILSVR). It contains 16 convolution layers with only 3 × 3 convolu-
tions and multiple filters stacked over each other. Two Fully-Connected (FC) 
layers with 4096 nodes and one FC with 1000 nodes are followed by a softmax 
classifier at the top. The average of RGB values is subtracted from images at the 
pre-processing stage. It has been used as one of the most prominent baseline 
CNN architectures in object detection and recognition problems. However, it 
has 138 million parameters that pose a challenge to train it from scratch. It has 
achieved top-5 accuracy of 90.1% on ImageNet dataset. But its memory con-
sumption and computational cost are high. 

4.2. InceptionV3 

InceptionV3 was introduced in [17]. This architecture contains multiple kernel 
sizes (5 × 5, 3 × 3, 1 × 1) to capture information at varied scales. To reduce di-
mensionality, 1 × 1 convolutions are applied before going for larger kernels. In-
ceptionV3 is a 42 layers-deep network. It is made up of symmetric and asymme-
tric building blocks, including convolutions, average pooling, max pooling, con-
cats, dropouts, and fully connected layers. Average pooling layer is applied after 
the last convolution layer which reduces the number of parameters drastically as 
compared to those of FC layer. This network is reported to have 5.6% top-5 er-
ror on ILSVR 2012 for classification. 

4.3. ResNet-50 

Kaiming He et al. [18] have introduced Residual Neural Network (ResNet) in the 
year 2015. A network with a residual block is the one where a layer feeds into its 
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next layer followed by another layer a few hops ahead. This is also known as skip 
connection and it helps overcome the degradation problem of deeper networks. 
It is observed that deeper networks get saturated as training proceeds and the 
parameters are not properly learned. These residuals skip the training of few 
layers thereby increasing the performance. The identity shortcuts are directly 
used when the input and output are of the same dimension. Each ResNet block 
is either two layers or three layers deep. ResNet-50 is 50 layers-deep architecture 
and each block has three convolution layers with the corresponding output sizes 
are [56 × 56, 28 × 28, 14 × 14, 7 × 7]. The three layers involve 1 × 1, 3 × 3 and 1 
× 1 convolutions where 1 × 1 layers are responsible for reducing and then in-
creasing dimensions and 3 × 3 layers for smaller input/output dimensions. It is 
followed by fully connected softmax. As mentioned in [18] this network achieves 
3.57% on ImageNet dataset. 

4.4. MobileNet 

MobileNet [19] is a light-weight CNN built by Google to overcome the high 
memory and resource consumption problems with embedded devices. These can 
perform classification, detection, embeddings and segmentation like other CNNs 
on devices like phones which have very limited memory. The reason why Mobi-
leNet is computationally light is mainly because it uses depth-wise separable 
convolutions unlike other networks. Depth-wise separable convolution consists 
of two layers; the depth-wise convolution and the point-wise convolution. In the 
depth-wise convolution, one filter per input channel is used while in the normal 
convolution, one filter is used for all the input channels simultaneously and its 
computational cost is directly proportional to the spatial dimension of the fea-
ture maps and also to the number of the input and output channels while for a 
MobileNet it is proportional to the spatial dimension of the feature maps and the 
number of output channels. Thus, the cost of the computation is reduced effec-
tively. The output of this depth-wise convolution is linearly combined using 1x1 
filter in the point-wise convolution. MobileNet is usually not as accurate as 
other larger and resource intensive networks but it is much faster. This accu-
racy and resource trade-off can be further tuned by two hyper-parameters in 
MobileNet: width multiplier and resolution multiplier. The width multiplier 
is used to thin the network, while the resolution multiplier changes the input 
dimensions of the image thereby reducing the internal representation at every 
layer. 

5. Databases 

We have used two video databases: YouTube Faces (YTF) in [20] and UPNA 
Head Pose (UPNA) in [21] as these are publicly available. 

5.1. YTF 

This database contains 1595 subjects with varying poses, expressions, occlusions 
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and illuminations. The number of videos varies from 1 to 6 for all subjects. We 
have considered the first video of each subject. Frames (referred as images fur-
ther) are extracted from videos at a rate such that the smallest set has 48 frames 
while the longest video contains 6070 frames. We have a total of 292,192 frames 
for all subjects. But we have considered only 200 subjects with 50 frames per 
subject. Out of 200 subjects, some have lesser than 50 frames, so a total of 9986 
frames is used in all experiments. 

5.2. UPNA  

This database was created mainly for tracking of heads and the estimation of 
poses. There are10 subjects with 12 videos in each subject, 6 males and 4 females. 
Each video is 10 s long and contains 300 frames. In each subject, 6 videos are 
with guided-movement sequences and remaining 6 videos are with free-movement 
sequences. In the guided sequences, the user follows a specific movement, i.e. 
translation in three spatial axes and rotations comprising roll, yaw and pitch. In 
the free sequences, the user moves his/her head at free will while making transla-
tions and rotations along the three spatial axes. The ranges of movement are 
large, translations going up to more than 200 mm in any axis from the starting 
point, and rotations ranging up to 30˚. For experimental purpose, we have con-
sidered only one video of each subject making free movements. Out of 6 such 
videos per subject, one is randomly chosen. The number of frames extracted 
from each video is 50 to avoid time complexity. A rate of extraction was set such 
that 50 frames are obtained from over the entire length of each video and are not 
the continuous frames. 

6. Results of Experimentation 

The experiments are carried out on Intel core i7 processor with 2.70 GHz and 8 
GB of RAM. The recognition accuracy is computed based on the correct classi-
fication of the test frames. The results are obtained by following the steps given 
in Section 3.3. 

The performance of the information set features extracted in Section 2.4 is 
shown in Table 1 using different classifiers. The value of α is selected as 2.0 ex-
perimentally as the power of the information source (input) values. The algo-
rithm is tested at different window sizes and the best results are obtained with 
features extracted from window of 35. Here a few, i.e. 10% of images are consi-
dered per person for training to reduce the computational cost. Out of 9986 im-
ages in YTF, only 989 are used for training and the remaining for the test while 
for UPNA out of total 500 images, 50 are used for training and 450 for testing. 

Table 1 also gives the results of face recognition by Hanman Transform (HT) 
classifier, Constrained Hanman Transform (CHT) classifier and Weighted Han-
man Transform (WHT) classifier. For some feature types, HT and CHT are giv-
ing the same results. But two feature types SG and RE show good performance 
on the classifiers compared. Comparative results are obtained with sigmoid (SG)  
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Table 1. Recognition accuracy in (%) of the features with different classifiers. 

YTF 

Feature HT CHT WHT LR SVM KNN 

EN 82.22 88.80 96 94.30 95.41 95.23 

SG 99.23 95.71 97.78 97.70 98.18 98.11 

EI 85.01 74.34 30.56 96.74 97.77 97.65 

RE 99.07 96.63 99.56 97.30 98.09 97.99 

ARE 98.93 94.55 98.89 97.03 97.73 97.54 

UPNA 

Feature HT CHT WHT LR SVM KNN 

EN 97.56 100 97.56 98 97.55 94.44 

SG 100 100 100 100 100 96.44 

EI 60.67 99.78 60.67 93.56 91.78 91.78 

RE 100 92.67 100 100 89.11 87.56 

ARE 94 78 95.56 99.11 60.22 95.78 

 
features on YTF using HT and SVM with recognition accuracies of 99.23% and 
98.18% respectively but the highest accuracy of 99.56% is obtained with WHT 
on RE features. The SG and RE features also give consistent results on UPNA 
with the classifiers used. The information set features outperform the deep 
learning (CNN) architectures’ features on YTF but both information set features 
and CNN architectures’ features demonstrate a comparable performance on 
UPNA. The computation required with information set features is much less 
than those of CNN architectures. 

We have tried to cut down the computation cost by considering only 10% of 
the data as training set and the remaining as the testing test. To validate our ap-
proach on YTF, we have compared the results of CNNs on only 200 subjects. To 
reduce the computation time, we have considered 50 (few subjects have lower 
than 50 images) frames per subject randomly chosen. 

Similarly, for UPNA there are 10 subjects with 50 frames each. 10% of data is 
used in training and remaining in testing. 

The input tensor size is taken as 224 × 224. The input sizes, kernels, degrees 
and parameter values are experimented to get the best results shown in Table 2. 
On the classifier front Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the polynomial 
kernel of degree 2 is found to be the best. Another classifier called K-Nearest 
Neighbors (KNN) is tried for different values of K but K = 1 gives the best re-
sults. 
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Table 2. Recognition accuracy with various CNN architectures. 

YTF 

CNN Architecture LR SVM KNN = 1 

InceptionV3 98.08 98.18 98.16 

ResNet-50 52.02 52.70 92.19 

Vgg-16 98.75 98.74 98.74 

MobileNet 98.84 98.73 98.73 

UPNA 

CNN Architecture LR SVM KNN = 1 

InceptionV3 98.89 97.33 98.22 

ResNet-50 9.11 9.11 84.89 

Vgg-16 100 100 96.67 

MobileNet 100 100 89.11 

 
As far as computational speed is concerned Vgg-16 is the slowest and Mobi-

leNet is the fastest due to their architectures. Coming to the effectiveness of fea-
tures barring ResNet-50, the features from other architectures display consistent 
performance on both YTF and UPNA with LR, SVM and KNN classifiers. The 
highest score of 98.84% shown highlighted is obtained with LR on YTF. Both 
Vgg-16 and MobileNet have outperformed InceptionV3 and ResNet-50. Note 
that while extracting features using deep learning and information set-based 
methods, the input images are not subjected to any kind of pose and illumina-
tion correction. 

As can be noticed from the above the main problem with the information set 
features is the choice of window size/sub-image and feature type whereas the 
problems with deep learning architectures include: Choice of architecture, 
Number of convolution and max pooling layers, activation function, and the 
number of filters to be used. The problems associated with the extraction of in-
formation set features can be easily fixed and the computational burden is also 
less; hence these features are more preferable.  

7. Conclusions 

An attempt has been made to make a comparative study between the deep 
learning features and information set features using several well-known classifi-
ers on face videos. This study is necessitated to wean away from the blind fol-
lowing of deep learning methods and the related architectures for the solutions 
to all kinds of problems. There is a problem of choice in the ordering of the 
convolution and max-pooling layers in these architectures. It has been found 
that consideration of a large number of layers need not be accompanied with 
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commensurate performance. Of all the deep learning architectures, MobileNet is 
found to be the best followed by Vgg-16. 

An alternate approach that deals with information set-based features is mainly 
concerned with certainty or uncertainty in the attribute or information source 
values, which is found using entropy functions. They provide a lot of flexibility 
in the generation of different types of features. In this paper, a few information 
set-based features have been derived followed by the formulation of Constrained 
Hanman Transform (CHT) and Weighted Hanman Transform (WHT) classifi-
ers. Two information set features called Sigmoid and Renyi entropy fare ex-
tremely well on all classifiers in two datasets YTF and UPNA whereas Incep-
tionV3, Vgg-16 and MobileNet fare extremely well on LR, SVM and KNN. 

The main contributions of the paper include: 1) Promulgation of logical oper-
ations on information sets and their properties 2) Derivation of Hanman trans-
form-based classifiers and 3) Application of both deep learning and information 
set based features for the video-based face recognition. 

The overall performance of deep learning methods appears somewhat inferior 
to that of information set features with HT-based classifiers that are computa-
tionally very fast. The information set theory offers flexibility in feature extrac-
tion and classifier construction.  

Our future work is concerned with extending the theory to differential entro-
py functions. 
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Abstract 
An assumption that all the six flavour quarks are attributed to be the compo-
nents of a same, a common isospin multiplets space named STS is proposed. 
Base on Pauli Exclusion Principle, every quark is assigned to different fla-
vour marks in STS. Every flavour quark possesses its own colour spectral line 
array specially appointed. The collection of colour spectral line arrays of the 
six flavour quarks constructs together the CSDF, Colour Spectrum Diagram 
of Flavour, further baryons and mesons could be constructed from CSDF. 
STS, Spin Topological Space is a math frame with infinite dimensional matrix 
representation for spin angular momentum. Flavours is an isospin angular 
momentum coupling phenomena of the three-colour-quarks. 
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1. Introduction 

In isotopic spin space of Standard Model, SM, Gell-Mann M [1] and Zweig G 
[2], the isospin quantum number I and the third component I3, for flavour 
quarks u, d are 1/2, +1/2 and 1/2, −1/2 respectively, for flavour quarks , , ,s c b t  
are 0, 0. u ( 3 1 2I = + ) and d ( 3 1 2I = − ) quarks are assigned to an isodoublet 
with 1 2I = , the dimension of matrix representation of the isodoublet is equal 
to 2 11 2 2× + = . This matrix representation is an analogy with ordinary angu-
lar momentum 2σ , σ  is Pauli matrix. And the remaining four flavour 
quarks ( )3 0s I = , ( )3 0c I = , ( )3 0b I = , ( )3 0t I =  are assigned to four iso-
singlets with I = 0, respectively, the dimension of matrix representation of each 
isosinglet is equal to 2 0 1 1× + = . Further, there is an isodoublet and there are 
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four isosinglets in isospin scheme for flavour quarks [3]. 
It is a curious question, what will happen? if the above six flavour quarks are 

all put into a common multiplet, that is, if these flavours are treated equally in 
one isotopic spin space. According to Pauli Exclusion Principle, PEP, each of 
those values of ( )3 iI q  of six flavour quarks should not be the same each other. 
Following the unified math symmetry picture, all eigenvalues of ( )3 iI q  of fla-
vour iq  quark are proposed to be half-integers, to be +5/2, +3/2, +1/2, −1/2, −3/2, 
−5/2. , , , , , , , , , , ,i t c u d s bq q q q q q q i t c u d s b= =  respectively are shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Flavours quarks from SM to STS. 

Flavour I ( )3 iI q  matrix PEP I ( )3 iI q  matrix 

Quark SM   ⇒  STS  infinite dimension 

t 0 ( )3 0I t =  1 dimension  1/2 ( )3 5 2I t = +
♦ infinite dimension 

c 0 ( )3 0I c =  1 dimension  1/2 ( )3 3 2I c = +
♦ infinite dimension 

u 1/2 ( )3 1 2I u = +  2 dimension  1/2 ( )3 1 2I u = +  infinite dimension 

d 1/2 ( )3 1 2I d = −  2 dimension  1/2 ( )3 1 2I d = −  infinite dimension 

s 0 ( )3 0I s =  1 dimension  1/2 ( )3 3 2I s = −
♦ infinite dimension 

b 0 ( )3 0I b =  1 dimension  1/2 ( )3 5 2I b = −
♦ infinite dimension 

 
In Table 1, the right side is more graceful and elegant than the left side, but 

how can we obtain those third component eigenvalues ( )3 iI q  of isospin 1/2 
particles, that labelled by mark ♦, which are greater than +1/2 or less than −1/2 
in Table 1? Next, we resort to Spin Topological Space ([4] [5] [6] [7]), abbrevi-
ation STS, that can help us to construct what we want to get the right side in Ta-
ble 1.  

2. STS, Spin Topological Space 

Spin angular momentum π  of a spin particle in STS math frame, is labelled by 
two subscripts ,j k  (if in real region): 

( ), 1; , 2; , 3; ,, ,j k j k j k j kπ π π π=


                       (1) 

,j kπ  satisfy angular momentum commutation rule (2) 

, , ,j k j k j kiπ π π× =
                             (2) 

( )1; ,
1
2j k j kπ π π+ −= +                        (3.1) 

( )2; ,
1
2j k j ki

π π π+ −= −                        (3.2) 

( )3; ,
1
2j k j k k jπ π π π π+ − − += −                      (3.3) 
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, STSj k ⊂ . 1; ,j kπ  and 2; ,j kπ  are two infinite dimensional Non-Hermitian Ma-
trices. 3; ,j kπ  is an infinite dimensional Hermitian Matrix [4] [7]. Using the three 
components of ,j kπ , we get the expressions for the eigenvalue of Casimir Oper-
ator 2

,j kπ  and the eigenvalue of the third component 3; ,j kπ  of ,j kπ  below 

( ){ }22 2 2 2
, 1; , 2; , 3; , 0

1 1
4j k j k j k j k j k Iπ π π π= + + = − −                (4) 

( ) ( )3; , 0 0
10 1
2j k j k Iπ π= + + +                       (5) 

( ) { }0 0 diag ,5,4,3,2,1,0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,π = − − − − −              (6) 

{ }0 diag ,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,I =                        (7) 

formulas (4), (5) show 2
,j kπ  and 3; ,j kπ  are diagonal infinite dimensional ma-

trices. Here ( )0 0π  is the vacuum background spin angular momentum of 

3; ,j kπ . If in case of no confusion, it is convenient to instead of (5) to use (9) to 
deal with 3I , then obtain following expressions 

( )2 2
, ,

1 1
4j k j kSπ = −                           (8) 

( )3; , ,
1 1
2j k j kAπ = +                          (9) 

, ,,j k j kS j k A j k= − = +                      (10) 

( ) ( ) ( ), , , ,
1 1, ,
2 2j k j k j k j kj k A S A S = + − 

 
               (11) 

Call ( ),j k , STC, Spin Topological Coordinate of spin particle in STS. 
Addition of ,j kπ  and ,r sπ , , ; ,j k r sΠ



 is given below 

, , , , , ,,j k j k j k r s r s r si iπ π π π π π× = × =
                       (12) 

, ; , , ; , , ; ,j k r s j k r s j k r siΠ ×Π = Π
  

                     (13) 

( ), ; , , ,
1
2j k r s j k r sπ πΠ = +



 

                      (14) 

( )( ) ( )( )2 22
, ; , , , , ,

1 14 2 2 1
16 4j k r s j k r s j k r sS S S SΠ = + − = + −         (15) 

( )3; , ; , 3; , 3; ,
1
2j k r s j k r sπ πΠ = +                     (16) 

2
, ; ,j k r sΠ  and 3; , ; ,j k r sΠ  are Casimir operator and the third component of spin 

particle , ; ,j k r sΠ


 in STS. 

3. Flavour Quarks in STS 

Now we continue Table 1 quark model in STS, in flavour isotopic space, π  is 
replaced by ( )iI q



, then obtain Casimir Operator ( )2
iI q  (18) and the third  

component eigenvalues ( )3 iI q  (19) of flavour iq  quarks (fermion ( ) 1
2iI q =  

(17)). Details are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Flavour quantum number of quarks in STS (isospin 2I =  ). 

( )3; ,j k iI q  ( )( ),

1 1
2 j k iA q= +  ( ),j k iA q  ( ),j k iS q  ( ),

iq
j k  

( )3; 3, 1 5 2I t ♦

+ + = +  ( )1 4 1
2
+ +  ( )3, 1 4A t+ + = +  ( )3, 1 2S t+ + = +  ( )3, 1

t
+ +  

( )3; 2,0 3 2I c ♦

+ = +  ( )1 2 1
2
+ +  ( )2,0 2A c+ = +  ( )2,0 2S c+ = +  ( )2,0

c
+  

( )3; 1, 1 1 2I u+ − = +  ( )1 0 1
2

+  ( )1, 1 0A u+ − =  ( )1, 1 2S u+ − = +  ( )1, 1
u

+ −  

( )3;0, 2 1 2I d− = −  ( )1 2 1
2
− +  ( )0, 2 2A d− = −  ( )0, 2 2S d− = +  ( )0, 2

d
−  

( )3; 1, 3 3 2I s ♦

− − = −  ( )1 4 1
2
− +  ( )1, 3 4A s− − = −  ( )1, 3 2S s− − = +  ( )1, 3

s
− −  

( )3; 2, 4 5 2I b ♦

− − = −  ( )1 6 1
2
− +  ( )2, 4 6A b− − = −  ( )2, 4 2S b− − = +  ( )2, 4

b
− −  

Note: ( ),j k iA q  is named as flavour quantum number of quarks, which are even numbers. 

 

( ) 1
2iI q =                            (17) 

( )2
,

3 3 3 3 3 3 3diag , , , , , , , ,
4 4 4 4 4 4 4j k iI q  + + + + + + +

=  
 
                    (18) 

( )3; ,
7 5 3 1 1 3 5diag , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

2 2 2 2 2 2 2j k iI q i t c u d s b + + + + − − −
= ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ = 

 
   (19) 

4. Colour Quarks in STS  

Now Suppose that except flavour quantum number marked ( ),j k iA q  in STS 
(Table 2), quark could even possess colour quantum number array that called as 
Colour Spectral Line Array labelled by qRGB (20), which is an array comprised 
of three colour quantum numbers, marked qR, qG and qB, they are third-fractions.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )RGB R G B R G B, , , ,q q q q A q A q A q≡ ≡               (20) 

Different flavour quark possesses its own colour spectral line array, for exam-

ple, array ( )RGB R G B
2 5 11, , , ,

3 3 3
u u u u + + + ≡ =  

 
 is the colour spectral line array 

of flavour u quark, and array ( )RGB R G B
16 13 7, , , ,
3 3 3

d d d d − − − ≡ =  
 

 is colour 

spectral line array of flavour d quark. Flavour ( ),j k iA q  and colour qRGB are the 
identities of quark particles.  

Definition CSDF, Colour Spectrum Diagram of Flavour is composed of six 
(or more) colour spectral line arrays of flavour quarks, somewhat similar to the 
Gene diagram of chromosomes. Explicit scheme of CSDF is given below. 
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CSDF, Colour Spectrum Diagram of Flavour 

Quark 
( )3 RGBI q  

5,
2

t +  

( )3 R G B, ,I t t t  

41 44 50, ,
6 6 6
+ + + 

 
 

 

3,
2

c +  

( )3 R G B, ,I c c c  

23 26 32, ,
6 6 6
+ + + 

 
 

 

1,
2

u +  

( )3 R G B, ,I u u u  

5 8 14, ,
6 6 6
+ + + 

 
 

 

1,
2

d −  

( )3 R G B, ,I d d d  

13 10 4, ,
6 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

3,
2

s −  

( )3 R G B, ,I s s s  

31 28 22, ,
6 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

5,
2

b −  

( )3 R G B, ,I b b b  

49 46 40, ,
6 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

Anti-Quark 

( )3 RGBI q  

5,
2

t −  

( )3 R BG, ,I t t t  

41 44 50, ,
6 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

3,
2

c −  

( )3 R BG, ,I c c c  

23 26 32, ,
6 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

1,
2

u −  

( )3 R BG, ,I u u u  

5 8 14, ,
6 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

1,
2

d +  

( )3 R BG, ,I d d d  

13 10 4, ,
6 6 6
+ + + 

 
 

 

3,
2

s +  

( )3 R BG, ,I s s s  

31 28 22, ,
6 6 6
+ + + 

 
 

 

5,
2

b +  

( )3 R BG, ,I b b b  

49 46 40, ,
6 6 6
+ + + 

 
 

 

 
| | |
| | |

↑

↓

 

 

 | | |
| | |

↑

↓

 

 

 | | |
| | |

↑

↓

 

 

 | | |
| | |

↑

↓

 

 

 | | |
| | |

↑

↓

 

 

 | | |
| | |

↑

↓

 

 

 

Quark 

RGBq  

, 4t +  

( )R G B, ,t t t  

38 41 47, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

, 2c +  

( )R G B, ,c c c  

20 23 29, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

,0u  

( )R G B, ,u u u  

2 5 11, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

, 2d −  

( )R G B, ,d d d  

16 13 7, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

, 4s −  

( )R G B, ,s s s  

34 31 25, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

, 6b −  

( )R G B, ,b b b  

52 49 43, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

Anti-Quark 

RGBq  

, 6t −  

( )R G B, ,t t t  

44 47 53, ,
3 6 6
− − − 

 
 

 

, 4c −  

( )R BG, ,c c c  

26 29 35, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

, 2u −  

( )R BG, ,u u u  

8 11 17, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

,0d  

( )R BG, ,d d d  

10 7 1, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

, 2s +  

( )R BG, ,s s s  

28 25 19, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

, 4b +  

( )R BG, ,b b b  

46 43 37, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

5. Hypothesis 

Flavours are coupling phenomena of isospin angular momenta of three- 
colour-quarks.  

To track the idea, we make use of CSDF, and of angular momentum formulae 
(21) and (22) of three spin particles below. Further obtain STC array of flavour 
quarks in Table 3. In other words, obtain the relationships STC array,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

R G B
, , , , , ,

iq q q qj k j k j k j k=  between flavour quantum number, ( ),j k iA q  
and Colour Spectral Line Array ( )RGB R G B, ,q q q q= .  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )22
R R B

1 33 9
36 4

I q S q S q S q= + + − =              (21) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
3 3 R 3 G 3 B

31 13 1
3 2 3

A q
I q I q I q I q

 
= + + = + 

 
         (22.1) 

( ) ( ) ( )3 3 3
13 3
3

I q I q I q= =                     (22.2) 
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Table 3. STC array of colour quantum numbers of flavour quarks. 

( ),
iq

j k  ( ),
t

j k  ( ),
c

j k  ( ),
u

j k  ( ),
d

j k  ( ),
s

j k  ( ),
b

j k  

( )
R

,
q

j k  

( )
R

,
t

j k  

R

44 32,
6 6 t

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
R

,
c

j k  

R

26 14,
6 6 c

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
R

,
u

j k  

R

8 4,
6 6 u

+ − 
 
 

 

( )
R

,
d

j k  

R

10 22,
6 6 d

− − 
 
 

 

( )
R

,
s

j k  

R

28 40,
6 6 s

− − 
 
 

 

( )
R

,
b

j k  

R

46 58,
6 6 b

− − 
 
 

 

( )
G

,
q

j k  

( )
G

,
t

j k  

G

47 35,
6 6 t

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
G

,
u

j k  

G

29 17,
6 6 c

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
G

,
u

j k  

G

11 1,
6 6 u

+ − 
 
 

 

( )
G

,
u

j k  

G

7 19,
6 6 d

− − 
 
 

 

( )
G

,
s

j k  

G

25 37,
6 6 s

− − 
 
 

 

( )
G

,
u

j k  

G

43 55,
6 6 b

− − 
 
 

 

( )
B

,
q

j k  

( )
B

,
u

j k  

B

53 41,
6 6 t

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
B

,
u

j k  

B

35 23,
6 6 c

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
B

,
u

j k  

B

17 5,
6 6 u

+ + 
 
 

 

( )
B

,
u

j k  

B

1 13,
6 6 d

− − 
 
 

 

( )
B

,
s

j k  

B

19 31,
6 6 s

− − 
 
 

 

( )
B

,
u

j k  

B

37 49,
6 6 b

− − 
 
 

 

6. Baryons and Mesons in STS  

Due to baryons all are “white colour” particles, which are made of colourful quarks. 
To help with CSDF, picking up three colour quantum numbers: 1 1

R RGBq q⊆ , 
2 2
G RGBq q⊆  and 3 3

B RGBq q⊆ , respectively from any three quarks q1, q2 and q3 (q1, 
q2 and q3 can be any flavour), then various visible baryons could be produced. In 
this way, for example, baryon decuplet is constituted as shown in Table 4.  

According to SM, the “colourless phenomena” of all mesons could be satisfied 
by blending with a quark with colour and antiquark with anti-colour, that is to 
say, R Rq q , or G Gq q , or B Bq q . Contrary to SM, in STS a meson is similar to a 
baryon, a meson also is a three-body system that comprises a quark (colour), an 
antiquark (anti-colour) and a gluon (white). This gluon plays the role of media-
tor to fasten quark and antiquark together in a meson.  

Colour spectral line array of meson is symbolized with ( ), ,i k i kj jq q g q q g= . 
The mentioned above is the case of i j= , 0k = . The discussion about i j≠ , 

0k ≠  will be given later. 
In what follows base on CSDF, we list the weight diagram Table 5 of meson 

octet. Here 0g  is the gluon basic state with ( )2
3 0 0I g =  , ( )0 1A g = − .  

7. ( ) ( )A q A q
 

⋅  Interaction in STS  

This paragraph suggests some ideas, similar to spin-spin i jS S⋅
 

 interaction in 
spin space [3], to disscuss ( ) ( )A q A q⋅

 

 Interaction in STS. Table 4 shows that 
baryons, like quarks (CSDF), are marked by colour spectral line arrays too, but a 
slight different from quarks. Actually, there are two kinds of colour spectral line 
arrays: right-hand colour quantum numbers (r-h) (23.1) and left-hand colour 
quantum numbers (l-h) (23.2) for a given baryon, which made of quark q1, q2 
and q3. Each baryon exists in one of three possible states, labelled with cases: I, II 
and III in case (23.1) and case (23.2) respectively. The results in Table 4 are the 
case of I of (r-h) only shown below.  
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Table 4. Weight diagram for baryon decuplet with S = +4 in STS. 

( )3

3 , 4
2

I − −
∆ = −  

( )R G B, ,d d d  

16 13 7, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

 

( )0
3

1 , 2
2

I −
∆ = −  

( )R G B, ,u d d  

2 13 7, ,
3 3 3
+ − − 

 
 

 

 

( )3

1 ,0
2

I + +
∆ =  

( )R G B, ,u d u  

2 13 11, ,
3 3 3
+ − + 

 
 

 

 

( )3

3 , 2
2

I ++ +
∆ = +  

( )R G B, ,u u u  

2 5 11, ,
3 3 3
+ + + 

 
 

 

 

( )3

5 , 6
2

I ∗− −
Σ = −  

( )R G B, ,d s d  

16 31 7, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

 

( )0
3

3 , 4
2

I ∗ −
Σ = −  

( )R G B, ,u s u  

2 31 7, ,
3 3 3
+ − − 

 
 

 

 

( )3

1 , 2
2

I ∗+ −
Σ = −  

( )R G B, ,u s u  

2 31 11, ,
3 3 3
+ − + 

 
 

 

 

  

( )3

7 , 8
2

I ∗− −
Ξ = −  

( )R G B, ,d s s  

16 31 25, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

 

( )0
3

5 , 6
2

I ∗ −
Ξ = −  

( )R G B, ,u s s  

2 31 25, ,
3 3 3
+ − − 

 
 

 

  

   

( )3

9 , 10
2

I − −
Ω = −  

( )R G B, ,s s s  

34 31 25, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

   

Note: in Table 4, the value I3 of every baryon all is half integer, contrary to those what the I3 might take both half integer and integer (include zero) in case of 
3 2PJ +=  in SM. 

 
Table 5. Weight diagram for meson octet with S = +1 in STS. 

 

( ) ( )0 0
3 1, 1I k A k= + = +  

( )R 0R, ,d s g  

16 28 3, ,
3 3 3
− + − 

 
 

 

 

( ) ( )3 2, 3I k A k+ += + = +  

( )R 0R, ,u s g  

2 28 3, ,
3 3 3
+ + − 

 
 

 

 

( ) ( )3 1, 3I Aπ π− −= − = −  

( )R 0R, ,d u g  

16 8 3, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 

 
( ) ( )0 0

3 , 0, , 1I Aπ η π η= = −  

( )R 0R, ,u u g  

2 8 3, ,
3 3 3
+ − − 

 
 

 

( )R 0R, ,d d g  

16 10 3, ,
3 3 3
− + − 

 
 

 

 
( ) ( )3 1, 1I Aπ π+ += + = +  

( )R 0R, ,u d g  

2 10 3, ,
3 3 3
+ + − 

 
 

 

octet mesons 

( ) ( )3 2, 5I k A k− −= − = −  

( )R 0R, ,s u g  

34 8 3, ,
3 3 3
− − − 

 
 

 
 

( ) ( )0 0
3 1, 3I k A k= − = −  

( )R 0R, ,s d g  

34 10 3, ,
3 3 3
− + − 

 
 

 
 

Note: in Table 5, the value I3 of every meson all is integer, contrary to those what the I3 might take both half integer and integer in case of 0PJ −=  in SM. 
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There is an amusing equality (23) below among q1,q2 and q3 that is obtained 
from ( )RGB R G B, ,q q q q≡   

( )

( )

1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2
R G B R G B R G B

1 2 3

IV - . I. II. III. ,
1
3

r h q q q q q q q q q q q q

A q q q

+ + ≡ + + = + + = + +

= + +
 (23.1) 

( )

( )

2 1 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 1 3 2
R G B R G B R G B

2 1 3

IV - . I. II. III. ,
1
3

l h q q q q q q q q q q q q

A q q q

+ + ≡ + + = + + = + +

= + +
 (23.2) 

example of p+ 

( )

( )

1 2 3
R G B R G B R G B

1 2 3

IV - . I. II. III. ,
1 0 0
3 3

r h u d u u d u d u u u u d

A u d u

+ + ≡ + + = + + = + +

= + + = =
  (24.1) 

2 13 11 16 5 11 2 5 7 ,
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
+ − + − + + + + −

= + + = + + = + +  (24.2) 

example of n0 

( )

( )

1 2 3
R G B R G B R G B

1 2 3

IV - . I. II. III. ,
1 18 6
3 3

r h u d d u d d d d u d u d

A u d d

+ + ≡ + + = + + = + +

−
= + + = = −

(25.1) 

2 13 7 16 13 11 16 5 7 ,
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
+ − − − − + − + −

= + + = + + = + + (25.2) 

If array RGBq  is defined as a vector (26)  

( ) ( )RGB R G B, , iq q q q A q≡ =


                    (26) 

Then the next two tables are constructed from CSDF, which may offer some 
heuristic search for classification of particle mass.  

 
Table 6. Mass Values Comparison between Prediction and Experiment for proton and neutron [3]. 

  2 2 2I II III+ +   Prediction  Experiment 

( ) ( ) ( )2A p A p A p+ + += ⋅
 

 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22I 2 13 11 294∝ + + − + + =  

774 |||  

 

⇔  

 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22II 16 5 11 402∝ − + + + + =  774 1098 1872+ =  938 940 1878+ =  

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22III 2 5 7 78∝ + + + + − =  1872 2 936=  1878 2 939=  

( ) ( ) ( )2 0 0 0A n A n A n= ⋅
 

 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22I 2 13 7 222∝ + + − + − =  

1098 |||  

774 936 0.827=  

⇔  

938 939 0.999=  

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22II 16 13 11 546∝ − + − + + =  1098 936 1.173=  940 939 1.001=  

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22III 16 5 7 330∝ − + + + − =  0.827 1.173 2+ =  0.999 1.001 2+ =  
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Table 7. Comparison between ( ) ( )2 2A q A u  and ( ) ( )M q M u  of three generations of quarks (ref: diagram CSDF). 

( )2
R R G G B BA q q q q q q q= + +  ( ) ( )2 2A q A u  ( ) ( ) ( )2Mev c q M q M u⇒  q 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 38 41 47 5334A t ∝ + + + + + =  5334 150 35.56⇒ =  3173 10 7521.7× ⇒  t 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 20 23 29 1770A c ∝ + + + + + =  1770 150 11.8⇒ =  31.275 10 554.3× ⇒  c 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 2 5 11 150A u ∝ + + + + + =  150 150 1⇒ =  02.3 10 1× ⇒  u 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 16 13 7 474A d ∝ − + − + − =  474 150 3.16⇒ =  04.8 10 2.1× ⇒  d 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 34 31 25 2742A s ∝ − + − + − =  2742 150 18.28⇒ =  095.0 10 41.3× ⇒  s 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 52 49 43 6954A b ∝ − + − + − =  6954 150 46.36⇒ =  34.18 10 1817.4× ⇒  b 

 
In Table 6 and Table 7, ( )2A p+  ( )2 0A n  and ( )2A q  are the scalar prod-

ucts of ( )iA q


 (26). The masses of particles (both proton, neutron and quarks) 
are supposed to be proportional to the scalar products from their corresponding 
CSDF. 

8. Conclusions  

In this paper we have pointed links between flavour quarks and colour quarks in 
math frame STS, Spin Topological Space: the flavour viewed as a number, 
named as flavour quantum number ( ),j k iA q  and the colour viewed as an array, 
named as colour spectral line array qRGB consist of three colour quantum num-
bers qR, qG and qB or ( )RA q , ( )GA q  and ( )BA q . The former is even number, 
the latter are third-fractions. When one thinks ( )3 RI q , ( )3 GI q  and ( )3 BI q  
as three distinct angular momentums respectively, using momentum addtion of 
three-body, one can construct a variety of baryons. 

In contrast to SM, mesons only are made of quark and antiquark, it becomes 
more complex, as now gluon joins into meson mechanism. In account of what 
happened in colour spectral line array i kjq q g  when i j≠ , 0k ≠ , many ef-
forts are needed, after all, so much is not fully understood. 

Perhaps CSDF, Colour Spectrum Diagram of Flavour is an essential concep-
tion for us to realize what flavour and colour of quarks are. 
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